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SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

To
see a people as they 6ee themselves, if we may give
that turn to the familiar phrase, might apply to the

glimpse which this book gives us of Eastern thought,

religious beliefs, traditions, and mode of life, as viewed

by an Oriental eye in the early part of the seventeenth

century. It is a work by an Oriental and written for Ori-

entals, but we of the West may equally profit by its con-

tents. <( School of Manners H
(in the old sense of morals) the

volume was termed in the first partial version of it that

appeared in English, and that title was afterward retained

when a complete translation was published. But "School
of Religious Doctrines, or Institutes," would be a happier

designation, and that is the actual Persian title, Dabist&n-

ul-Mazdhab, that graces the opening page of the two old

manuscripts of the Dabistan which the favored visitor may
among the treasures of the Mulla Firuz Library in In-

dia. A number of handwritten copies besides these exist,

but it is interesting to think that at least two are preserved
in this library which adjoins a Parsi temple in Bombay,
and a description of the life and philosophy of the Parsi

Prophet Zoroaster, and of the older Persian sects, 60 far

as the author Moshan Fan! could learn of them, forms a

large part of the Dabistan. This fact of itself ir y
some readers to the subject.

With regard to the author, Moshan F&nf, we know that

the year of bis birth can hardly be placed later than A. D.

1615. He was apparently of Iranian extraction, if we

rightly interpret one of his statements. When writing of

India he says that <c inconstant fortune had torn him from

the shores of Persia and made him the associate of the be-

lievers in transmigration and those who addressed their

prayers to idols and images and worshiped demons." It

was for this reason, he adds, that he chose to describe the

tenets held by the subtle class of Hindu reasoners after
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those of the Parsees. Although most of his life was passed
in India he was a man that had traveled widely. Every-
where he went he carried with him the keen appreciation
of a scholar and the thoughtful observation of one who
wished to learn and to understand the views of others.

His note book was in his hand and with laudable self-

criticism he was ever ready to correct his own impressions,
if he found them false, or as he quaintly says in his Ori-

ental fashion,
<( to draw with the pen of accuracy the line

of erasure over all that was doubtful. M Herodotus could

have done no more. On every occasion he took the oppor-

tunity to talk with faithful believers of various creeds and

sects and to inquire into their religious ideas and manners

and customs. In this way he gives us some account of no

less than a dozen different religions or philosophies.

Although the Dabistan presents a sketch of so many differ-

ent kinds of doctrines and religious tenets, in the author's

view there were only five great religions. These are Magism,
Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism. With

Magism, or the ancient religion of Persia, he begins. Much
that he says about the early history and religious views of

Iran has little interest except as a picture of Oriental views

and habits of thought, which the 6tudent, however, will

value
;
the picture of Parsiism, moreover, is quite inadequate,

but his narrative of the life and legend of Zoroaster is sure

to be read by all who care to see what an Oriental has to

say about this remarkable figure in history. It may inter-

est others to know that a number of Moshan Fani's strange
stories about Zoroaster can now be traced to older and bet-

ter sources, or again be 6hown to have little or no authority

for their existence. The writer of the present introduction

has brought out a number of such points in a recent work

on "Zoroaster the Prophet of Ancient Iran." For this par-

ticular reason it did not seem necessary to correct some of

the original translator's comments or footnotes on Zoroas-

ter's era and teachings, but to allow them to stand just as

they were reproduced in the plate proofs.

There is no question that with India and the specula-

tions, beliefs and religious rites of the Hindus our author

was well acquainted. His picture in general is a faithful
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one. He finds place to include the special as well as the

general. The theo6ophic of the Yeu'mtists and kin-

dred sects are not wanting, and his picture of the Indian

Yogis, 1 ikirs, and Mendicants, and of the Persian dervishes,

mystics ;:ml religious devotees is as good as can be found in

literature. These chapters are sure to be read with inter-

est. It may seem surprising to miss a detailed account of

Buddhism in a work like the present, for Moshan's short

chapter on Buddhism is rather a description of the Jain

religion of India, which was the rival creed in early times

to that of the great Enlightened One. But it must be re-

membered that in our author's day Buddhism was almo6t

extinct in India, the land that gave it birth, while Jainism
is st i 1 1 to be found there.

For the same reason that there was little occasion to dis-

cuss Buddhism in detail there was also no special call to

mention the beliefs and customs of ancient Egypt, as Egypt
pi.ived n«> religious role in Moshan Fanl's day, but he doe6

include Tibet, and readers of Kipling's
" Kim * may be in-

terested in looking up what is said about the earlv pilgrim
Lamas and spiritual characters of Tibet. The Sikh religion,

founded by Nanak, is also not overlooked. To us of the

West, moreover, it may he interesting to see a glimpse of

Judaism and Christianity as observed by a native of the

Farther East, who includes passages from Genesis by way
of illustrating his description. Hi6 chapter on Mohammed-
anism is rather long and technical, as that was the religion

of Moshan*s own people. For this reason the editor pre

ferred not to reproduce the entire section from the previously

published translation of the Dabistan, but rather to give its

principal features, drawing largclv on Troyer'6 preliminary
discourse in the older volumes. The concluding chapters on

the theosophical and philosophical 6ects will have an attrac-

tion chiefly for those who care to draw nearer to the Ori-

ental habit of mind and thought, and they show us in spite

of certain vagaries how faithful a recorder and critic our

author strove to be.

Taken as a whole the Dabistan seems worthy of the

praise bestowed upon it by that worthy pioneer in Orien-

tal studies. Sir William Jones. It was he who gave the
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incentive to his fellow scholar Gladwin, to publish at least

a chapter of the work in English, and this lead was fol-

lowed by that faithful interpreter of Persia, David Shea.

The translation of Shea, however, was left incomplete, and

the last half was taken up and faithfully finished by An-

thony Troyer, who prefaced the work by a preliminary dis-

course of more than a hundred pages. The translation of

these two scholars was published in 1843, and is now ex-

tremely scarce. It is this rare work that is here reproduced,

and the publisher is to be congratulated on his praise-

worthy enterprise, which thus renders more accessible to

Western readers so rare and uncommon an Eastern book.

In issuing so diffuse a work, however, the editor was justi-

fied in making certain condensations and omissions, includ-

ing most of the footnotes of the earlier edition, as well as

in reducing the original preface considerably. In such

matters I have been relieved of responsibility as to choice

or method. On the other hand it has been my pleasant

privilege to read the plate proof-sheets, taking the oppor-

tunity to correct certain palpable errors found in the origi-

nal edition, while allowing numerous inconsistencies to

stand, especially in the matter of spelling proper names.

This has been done designedly to preserve the quaintnebs
of the original, and it may safely be said that all that is

really important in the original will be found in the pres-

ent edition.

With these words the volume is sent forth; and though
<( East is East and West is West w the twain seem certainly

to-day to be meeting more closely than ever in the past,

and perhaps a ray of light from the East may come also

through the Dabistan, the work of a little known Oriental

writer who could not have dreamed that his treatise on

the religious thought and institutions of his time would
ever appear in its present dress in this New World and

century.

<Z. K^2£/i^U^r (L<

Columbia University, New York, December 9, igoi.
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

It

is . illy
known that vSir William Jones was the

first who drew the attention of Orientalists to the

Dabist&n. This happened five yean after the begin-

ning of a new era in Oriental literature, the foundation of

the Asiatic Society of Calcutta by that illustrious man. It

may not appear inopportune here to revive the grateful

remembrance of one who acquired the uncontested merit of

not only exciting in Asia and Europe a new ardor for Ori-

ental studies, but also of directing them to their great

objects
— man and nature; and of endeavoring, by word

and deed, to render the attainment of languages conducive

to the required knowledge equally easy and attractive.

Having, very early in life, gained an European reputa-
tion as a scholar and elegant writer. Sir William Jones
embarked for the Indian shores with vast projects, embrac-

ing, with the extension of science, the general improvement
of mankind. Four months after his arrival in Calcutta, he

addressed as the first president of the Asiatic Society,
a small but select assembly, in which he found minds

ponsive to his own noble sentiments.

In his second anniversary discourse, he proposed a gen-
eral plan for investigating Asiatic learning, history, and

itutions. In his third discourse, he traced the line of

investigation, which he faithfully followed as long as he

Lived in India, in his annual public speeches : he determined

to exhibit the prominent features of the five principal na-

tions of Asia — the Indians, Arabs, Tartars, Persians and

Chinese. After having treated in the two following vears

of the Arabs and Tartars, he considered in his sixth dis-

course the Persians, and declared that he had been induced

by his earliest investigations to believe, and by his latest to

conclude, that three primitive races of men must have mi-

grated originally from a central country, and that this
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country was Iran, commonly called Persia. Examining with

particular care the traces of the most ancient languages and

religions which had prevailed in this country, he rejoiced

at w a fortunate discovery, for which,
w he said,

w he was

first indebted to Mir Muhammed Hussain, one of the most

intelligent Muselmans in India, and which has at once dis-

sipated the cloud, and cast a gleam of light on the pri-

meval history of Iran and of the human race, of which he

had long despaired, and which could hardly have dawned

from any other quarter
w

;
this was, he declared,

w the rare

and interesting tract on twelve different religions, entitled

the Dabistan."

Sir William Jones read the Dabistan for the first time in

1787. I cannot refrain from subjoining here the opinion

upon this work, which he communicated in a private letter,

dated June, 1787, to J. Shore, Esq. (afterward Lord Teign-

mouth) ;
he says:

(< The greatest part of it would be very

interesting to a curious reader, but some of it cannot be

translated. It contains more recondite learning, more enter-

taining history, more beautiful specimens of poetry, more

ingenuity and wit, more indecency and blasphemy, than I

ever saw collected in a single volume
;
the two last are not

of the author's, but are introduced in the chapters on the

heretics and infidels of India. On the whole, it is the most

amusing and instructive book I ever read in Persian. *

On the recommendation of Sir William Jones, Francis

Gladwin, one of the most distinguished members of the

new Society, translated the first chapter of the Dabistan,
or <( School of Manners, w which title has been preserved
from due regard to the meritorious Orientalist who first

published the translation of a part of this work.

Who was the author of the Dabistan?— Sir William Jones

thought it was composed by a Muhammedan traveler, a

native of Kachmir, named Mohsan, but distinguished by
the assumed surname of Fani,

(< the Perishable. w

Gladwin calls him Shaikh Muhammed Afohsin, and says

that, besides the Dabistan, he has left behind him a collec-

tion of poems, among which there is a moral essay, entitled

Masdur ul asas,
<( the source of signs

w
;
he was of the

philosophic sect of Sufis, and patronized by the imperial
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prince Para Shiioh, whom lie survived
; among his disciples

in philosophy is reckoned Afuhammed Tahir, Burnamed

•7. whose poems are much admired in Hindustan.

Mohsan's deatJ is placed in the year of the Ilejira io8l

(A. D 1670).

Erskine, in search of the true author of the Dabistan,

discovered no other account of Mohsan Fani than that con-

tained in the Gul-i-Rdanciy
"

charming rose," of Lachmi

Naraydr:, who flourished in Hyderabad about the end of

the eighteenth or the beginning of the nineteenth century.
This author informs us, under the article of Mohsai Fani,

that
"
Mohsan, a native of Kachmir, was a learned man and

a respectable poet; a scholar of Mulla t'alcub, Sufi of

Kachmir; and that, after completing his studies, he re-

paired to Delhi, to the court of the emperor Shah Jehan,

whom, in consequence of his great reputation and high

acquirements, he was appointed Sadder, 'chief judge/ of

Allahabad: that there he became a disciple of Shaikh

'lib ulla, an eminent doctor of that city, who wrote the

treatise entitled Teswich,
( the golden Mean. ' Mohsan Fani

enjoyed this honorable office till Shah lehan subdued Balkh;

which time Nazer Afuhammed Khan, the Wali. (

prince,*

of Balkh. having effected his escape, all his property was

plundered. It happened that in his library there was found

v of Mohsan's Diwan, or '

poetical Collection,* which

contained an ode in praise of the (fugitive) Wali. This

e such offense to the emperor, that the Sadder was

ed and lost his office, but was generously allowed a

pension. He retired (as Lachmi informs us) to his native

country, where he passed the rest of his day- without any

public employment, happy and respected. His house was

frequented by the most distinguished men of Kachmir, and

among the rest by the governors of the province. He had

lectures at his house, being accustomed to read to his audi-

ence the writings of certain authors of eminence, on which

he delivered moral and philosophical comments. Several

scholars of note, among whom were Taher Ghawri (befi

mentioned) and Haji Aslem Salcrn, issued from his school.

He died on the before-mentioned date. It is to be observed

that Lachmi does not mention the Dabistan as a production
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of Mohsan Fiini, though, had he written it, it must have

been hi6 most remarkable work."

When was he born ?

He nowhere adduces the date of his birth
; the earliest

period of his life which he mentions, is the year of the

Hejira 1028 (A. D. 1618). In this year the Mobed Hus-

hiar brought the author to Balik Natha, a great adept in

the Yoga, or ascetic devotion, to receive the blessing of

that holy man, who pronounced these words over him :

(< This boy shall acquire the knowledge of God." It is not

stated in what place this happened. The next earliest date

is five years later, 1033 of the Hejira (A. D. 1623). He

says that, in his infancy, he came with his friends and

relations from Patna to the capital Akbar-abad, and was

carried in the arms of the Mobed Hushiar to Chatur Vapah,
a famous ascetic of those days. The pious man rejoiced at

it, and bestowed his blessing on the future writer of the

Dabistan
;
he taught him the mantra^ i(

prayer
B of the sun,

and appointed one of his disciples to remain with the boy
until the age of manhood. We have here a positive state-

ment: in the year 1623 A. D., he was <( in his infancy,"
and carried <( in the arms of his protector." Giving the

widest extension to these expressions, we can hardly think

him to have been either much older or younger than

seven or eight years: not much older, for being in some way
carried in the arms of the Mobed ; nor much younger, hav-

ing been taught a hymn to the sun
; and he might have

been a boy of three years when he received the first-

mentioned blessing from Balik Natha. We may therefore

suppose him to have been born about the year 1615 of our

era, in the tenth year of the reign of the Emperor Jehan-

gir. We collect in his work fifty-three dates relative to

himself between the year 1618 and 1653. From 1627 to

1643, we see him mostly in Kachmir and Lahore, traveling
between these two places ;

in 1643, he was at the holy

sepulchre, probably at Meshhad, which appears to be the

furthermost town to the West which he reached; from 1634
to 1649, he dwelt in several towns of the Panjab and Guze-

rat
;
the next year he proceeded to Sikakul, the remotest

town in the East which he says he has visited ; there he
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fell sick, .mil sojourned during 1653, .it which epoch, if

the year of his birth be correctly inferred, he had attained

his thirty-eighth year. We have no other date of his death

than that bel ited : if he died in H>7". it \\.<- in the

eleventh year of the reign of Aurengzeb, or Aiemgir.
NT < •

;

~.i : _ Fan! would therefore have passed his infancy,

youth, and manhood mostly in India, under the reigns of

the thi perors Jehangfr, Shah Jehan, and AurengA
It was the state of religion prevailing in those days in

Hii. thai he descril

From his earliest age he a; to have led an acti\e

life, frequently changing his residence. Such a mode of

life belongs to a traveling merchant or philosopher, ami in

our author both qualities might have been united, afl 18

n the case in Asia. Mohsan Fani, during his travels,

collected the diversified and curious materials for the Dah-

0; he observed with his own cms the manners

•oms of different nations and sects. He says himself it

the conclusion of his work: " Aiter having much

quented the meetings of the followers of the five before-

said religions."
—

Nfagians, Hindus. Jews, Nazareans, and

Muselmans,— "the author wished and undertook to w
this book; and whatever in this work, treating of

religions <»f different countries, is stated concerning the

d of different sect been taken from their books,

and for the account of the persons belonging to any pat

ticular sect, the author's information was imparted to him

their adherents and sincere friend-, ami re I liter-

ally, so t' trace of partiality nor aversion might

perceived: in -hort, the writer of these pages performed
no more than the task of a translator.* This declaratii

even to a severe critic, may appear satisfactory. S 1

.Ham Jones called him a learned and accurate, a candid

and ingenious author. He sought the best mean- of in-

matt id gives us what lie had acquired not only from

personal experience, which is always more or less confined;

not only from oral in-tn:> tion, which is too often im;

Jehanpir reipned from ifioc to if.

Shah Jehan reipned from i6;S to i6<

Aurenpzeb reigned from 16-" 07.
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fectly given and received ;
but also from an attentive

perusal of the best works which he could procure upon the

subject of his investigation.

Mohsan Fani exhibits the remarkable notions, dogmas,
customs, and ceremonies of twelve religions, and their

various sects, without giving more of their origin and

genesis than the names of their founders. The very first

principle of all religion is referred, by some, to a primitive
Divine revelation ; by others, to a natural propensity of the

human mind to superstition. However this may be, his-

tory confirms the suggestions of psychology, that admira-

tion was one of the principal sources of religious feelings ;

how should man not be struck with the glories of the sky ?

Therefore, the adoration of stars was one of the most

ancient religions. It needed no prophet : it is
C( the poetry

of heaven," imprinted in eternal characters of fire upon the

ethereal expanse. Prometheus, enumerating the benefits

which he bestowed upon untutored barbarians, says:
—

<( ... At random all their works

Till I instructed them to mark the stars,

Their rising, and, a harder science jet,

Their setting.
w

According to all traditions, astronomy was one of the

first sciences cultivated by men. The stars not only occa-

sioned the institution, but also served to announce the regu-

lar return of religious feasts; thus they became, as called

by Plato,
<( the instruments of time M

;
men were at once in-

duced and taught by religion to count months and years.

Astronomy, in her feast-calendars, consecrated upon an altar

the first fruits of her labors.

Upon the star-paved path of heaven man was conducted

to the sanctuary of the supreme Being. In general, the

first feeling of the Divine, seizing the human mind with its

own supernatural power, elevated it at once above the ma-

terial concerns of the nether world
;
thus sublime ideas of the

Deity, the universe, and the immortality of the soul, preceded
the invention of many arts and sciences relative to the com-

forts of social life. This is confirmed by the account, con-

tained in the Dabistan, of the most ancient religion of the
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Persians, which is founded upon transcendental ideas of the

Divinitv Bxcept God himself, who can comprehend His

origin? Entity, unity, identity, are inseparable properties of

this original essence, and are not adventitious to Ilim."

No sooner has man acquired the consciousness of mental

freedom, than he end - to expand beyond himself the

first vague feeling of the Divine; not satisfied to admire

all exterior marvel, he desires to understand and to name

itfl interior moving cause ;
this is something immaterial; it

is a soul, such as acts in himself. Among the ancient

Iranians, the "
first creation of the existence-bestowing

bounty" uas the intellectual principle, called Azad Bah-

man, "the first intelligence"; he is also the first angel;
from him other spirits or angels proceed. Every star,

every heavenly sphere has its particular intelligence and

spirit or angel. In the lower region, each of the four ele-

ments owns its particular guardian ; vegetables, minerals,

animals, have their protecting angels; the conservative angel
of mankind is Farun Faro \'aksliur. It is not without

-on that this religion was called "the religion of light."

A- the supreme Being

"Sow'd with stars the heav'n thick as the field,"

1U0 he peopled the vast extent with the " sons of light,

the empyreal host of angels," who not only moved and

governed the celestial orbs, hut also descended into the

elemental regions to direct, promote, and protect his crea-

tion. Not a drop of dew fell without an angel. The

Hindus and Greeks animated universal nature; the Persians

imparadized the whole creation bv making it the abode of

angels. Hence demonologv in all its extent. But, "am'

the most resplendent, powerful, and glorious of the serv-

ants who are free from inferior bodies and matter, there is

none God's enemy or rival, or disobedient, or cast down.

or annihilate

Human souls are eternal and infinite; they come from

above, and are spirits of the upper spheres. If distin-

guished for knowledge and sanctity while on earth, they

return above, are united with the 6un, and become empy-
real sovereigns; but if the proportion of their good works
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bore a closer affinity to any other star, they become lords

of the place assigned to that star ;
their stations are in

conformity with the degrees of their virtue; perfect men
attain the beatific vision of the light of lights, and the

cherubine hosts of the supreme Lord. Vice and depravity,

on the contrary, separate souls from the primitive source of

light, and chain them to the abode of the elements : they

become evil spirits. The imperfectly good migrate from

one body to another, until, by the efficacy of good words

and actions, they are finally emancipated from matter, and

gain a higher rank. The thoroughly depraved descend

from the human form to animal bodies, to vegetable, and

even to mineral substances.

So far we see the well-known dogma of transmigration

ingeniously combined with the Sidereal religion. Here is

exhibited a singular system of heavenly dominion, main-

tained by every star, whether fixed on planetary, during

periods of many thousand years. A fixed star begins the

revolution, and reigns alone, the king of the cycle, during
a millennium, after which, each of the fixed and planetary
stars becomes its partner or prime-minister for a thousand

years; the last of all is the moon, for a millennium. Then
the sovereignty of the first king devolves to the star which

was its first associate. This second king goes through the

same course as the first, until this becomes for a thousand

years his partner, and then his period is also passed. The
same is the course of all other stars. When the moon shall

have been king, and all stars associated with it and its

reign too past, then one great period shall be accomplished.
The state of the revolving world recommences, the human

beings, animals, vegetables, and minerals, which existed

during the first cycle, are restored to their former language,

acts, dispositions, species, and appearances ;
the world is

renovated, that is to say, forms, similar to those which

passed away, reappear. This system expresses nothing else

but the general vague idea of long heavenly revolutions,

and periodical renovations of the same order of things in

the nether world.

The Dabi6tan adds a mode of computing as peculiar to

the followers of the ancient faith: they call one revolution
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of the re. Saturn a day ; thirty such days One month
;

twelve such monthf one year; a million of such years

farJ ,
a million turd One vard . I million vanl One nuird

,

a million mard oneyac/y three thousand jadi ind two
thousand . !•» these 1 must subjoin st //<///;,

sJk*m ii •

.•./(//;, t
•

.

r, that is, eight
metric

[

•

lion, the first of which is

it IOO. Bttt these years .ire revolu

. ol tlnrty common yean c.u h. There
ot Mars, Wnus, Mercury, and the moon,

a day h being the time of their respective revolu-

n.

I thought it necessary to repeat these extravagant num-

bers, because it is by them that the reigns of the first

ancient dynasties are measured.*

Mohsjn F:tni's imagination, although jiistlv exalted by
sublime notions of the Divinity, certainly appears now ami

then bewildered by the mysterious action of unknown
; but on other occasions pointing out, in a satirical

vein, so many follies, absurdities, and extravagances pre-

vailing among mankind, he seems to laugh at all enthusi-

whatsoever, his own not excepted. In general, there

breathes in his words a spirit of independence, which would

omand attention even among us in the accustomed circle

of ablished liberty. His boldness in religious con-

v Startled even Sir \V. Jones so much that, in character-

izing it bv the harsh term of blasphemy, the English judge

appears for a moment ready to plead for the abettors of popular

tition, who stood confounded before the tribunal of the

philosophic Akbar. Yet he was far from being above all popu-
'ition. The Asiatic, from the dawn of his reason is

nourished with the marvelous, trained to credulity, and prepared
. the bane of practical life; in short, he imbi

superstition from which he never fn

* It i« known that in India, and perhaps all <

l,
the number

not followed by .1 significative number, is indifferent, and
indicates nothing else hut magnitude. Thus the Hindu-, to del

mine po I hundreds thousand-. Fix the required fipure at

the end: f< r instance, to determine too r to be given, they
write 101.
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himself, always prone to interpret every unusual phenome-
non as a miracle. No sort of study enables him to cor-

rect his first impressions, or to enlighten his ignorance ;

natural history and experimental philosophy are not culti-

vated in Asia. If not an agriculturist, mechanic, trades-

man, or soldier, he devotes himself to the intricacies of

metaphysics, and very commonly to a contemplative life
;

he becomes an ascetic. Thus he knows no social life em-

bellished by the refinement of mutual sympathy, nor the

noble vocations of a citizen who lives— with more than

one life in himself, in others, and in the whole community.
Such being the general state of Asia, let us not wonder that

Mohsan Fani believed some strange stories of miracles, and

viewed with astonishment tricks of jugglers, which he re-

lates with serious credulity, strangely contrasting with his

usual good sense, sagacity, and judgment. Thus, he pre-

sents to us a man standing on his head with his heels in

the air during a whole night ;
others restraining their breath

many hours, and remaining immovable during two or three

days; he speaks of the miraculous effects of austerity, such

as being in different places at the same time
; resuscitating

the dead
; understanding the language of animals, vegeta-

bles, and minerals
; walking on the surface of water, and

through fire and air; commanding the elements; leaving
and reassuming the body ;

and the like. But let us not for-

get that such stories were told elsewhere, and in Europe,
even so late as the time in which the Dabistan was writ-

ten.

Further, although generally moral and judicious in his

sentences, grave and austere in his views, fervent and ex-

alted in devout contemplation, our author now and then

happens to use the language of ribaldry and indecency,
which deserves serious reprobation. We shall, however, re-

mark that taste, or the sense of propriety in words and ex-

pressions among Asiatics, differs as much as their general
civilization from ours. From religious austerity they ban-

ished the elegant arts, as objects of sensuality; but, as they
could not stifle this essential part of human nature, they

only prevented its useful refinement ; they clipped the delicate

flower, but left the brute part of it : hence the grossness
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of their jokes, i ind images. To sacrifice

the grao among them, n«>t understood at all, or

thought .in abomination. But they cannot be said to vio

latk laws which they do not kn >w ; the offense which they

give from want uul decency, is purely unin-

tentional, ami cannol with them have ttiat evil effect which

among us it would be likely to produce.

Striking an equitable balance between fault- and excel-

lencies, and with particular regard to the abundance of curi-

USeful, and important information, I shall not hesitate

to express my sincere persuasion, that the Dabistan was

worthy of the eulo towed by the great Orientalist who
first brought it into public notii
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School of Manners

In the name of the bountiful and merciful I

Vei

<» 1 Imii, whose name ia the beginning of thi of the children of

the

rcmen hilt .mi. m^ th< S the torch of theii

nightly retirement ;

Without thy name the tongue fails the palate of th<- barbarians,

Although they know the Ian

Haring the heart in the l «> >il v full of thy remembrance, the novlc

.1 lept in contemplation

king of b . ind the throne of the k

Wh it joined which !

i thy being is also th< f the •

He who found that there is nothing but T I >und the final

•
;

I is the teacher of Thy truth, and t!

B
without limit to the mighty i' the Lord

of existence, the rider upon the sun of the celestial

sphere which is the eyewitni orv : to Him
whose servant is S:iturn, Baharam

|

Inciter the star, the herald of good fortune, Venus the

slave; to Him who is the ornament of the throne of the

empire of the faith, and the crown of divinity of the kit

dom of truth
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Masnavi

The being to whom the holy God said :

If not thee, I would not have created the worlds;

That primitive wisdom and that soul of the world
;

That man of spirit, and that spirit of man.

Blessing be also to the Khalifs of the faithful, and to the Lords of the

Imans of the faith.

Rabaai (quatrain)

The world is a book full of knowledge and of justice,

The binder of which book is destiny, and the binding the beginning
and the end

;

The suture of it is the law, and the leaves are the religious per-

suasions;

The whole nation is formed of its disciples, and the apostle is the

teacher.

In this book, called the Dabist&n, is contained something
of the knowledge and faith of past nations, of the speeches
and actions of modern people, as it has been reported by
those who know what is manifest, and see what is con-

cealed; as well as by those who are attached to exterior

forms, and by those who discern the inward meaning,
without omission, and diminution, without hatred, envy
and scorn, and without taking a part for the one, or

against the other side of the question.

Cult of the Parsers

Here commences the history of the tenets and ceremonies

observed by the Sipds'idn and Pdrs'tdn.

Among the Pdrs'tdn, called also the Iranidn, is a sect

styled the Yazadidn or Yazddmdn, Abddidn, Sipds'idn,

Hush'idn, Anushkdn, Azarhdskatigtdn, and Azarldn. They
believe it impossible for man, by the force of intellect, or

the energy of spirit, to comprehend the exalted essence of

the Almighty and Holy Lord. Entity, unity, identity, or

all His divine attributes of knowledge and life, constitute

the fountain of His holy essence. He is, in the most compre-
hensive sense, the paramount, omnipotent Lord over all

things, whether considered collectively, or in the changes
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incident to their uent All His works and

operations are in conformity to Hit exalted will if lie mils,

He ;t He wills not, 11' not; but works worthy of

ration .in- a~ inseparable from Ills honored t

His othei tributes oi perfection.
— I'rfi of SI.

thus expre
—

•

Ing all that is impossible,

elf."

The \\: of llis ex: itowing bounty was

the precioua jewel of the intellectual principle, called . 1.

ray which Constitute! t! ellence of

ce is from the essence of the light of

•s. From the etfu of Bahman
y
or the "

First In-

tel! .
led another, along with the spirit and

body of the Pure Ether or I. rystalline Sphere. In like man-

ner, from tl: r&sk or gel" there emanated

three similar rays; so that every star in the universe,

whether in motion or at rest, that is. every planet and

tar, and also every one of the heavens, has its pecul-

iar intellect and spirit.

They al ieve that the h< exceed the compass of

numbers, and that the spheres are as many in number as

the also that every star has its own firmament, but

that the movements of their spheres are in accordance with

e of the zodiacal firmament.

In like manner, each of the four element - has i's Beparate

rdian, from the Nut (region of light), or the

Id of Int ; which angel is styled Parvardigar or

Pat :a/i; Dura or Dara-t-Gunoh; and in

ibic, f\jb-un-ua~A % or "Lord of the species"; in the same

manner, all their relations, or every species, has its peculiar
tit from the Nuristan or "region of light." They re-

gard the -

ing spirit of man. <>r the reasonable human

ll, as eternal and infinite. Sia .
—

" No sign of : world appeared on the tablet "f ce

When the soul breamed forth pursuant to Thy will in the school <<f

]OV.

It is related in some of the esteemed records of this

that by ktkknai. souls are meant the spirits of the spheres,
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and that human souls are a creation, but eternal
;

also that

some human temperaments are so constituted, that souls

from the upper world are conferred on them; while others

are adapted for having attached to them souls abstracted

from matter; that such appropriation is regulated by in-

fluence of the spheres, and is concealed from the sight of

the most profound thinkers. They also say, when this im-

mortal spirit attains to eminence in praise-worthy knowledge

and belief, that is, pure faith and good works, that on

leaving this lower body, it succeeds in uniting itself to the

sublime uncompounded spirits: but should it not attain to

this high, emancipation-bestowing degree, it is united to

that sphere, in relation to which its acts were upright. If

the habitual language were praise-worthy and the works

performed meritorious, but it should not have attained to

the rank of union with a sphere, it being then divested of

corporeal elements, remains in the lower world with the

similitude of a bodily form, and in consequence of its

praise-worthy qualities, it enjoys in appearance the view of

the nymphs, palaces, and bright rose-bowers of paradise,

and becomes a Zami?ti-Serush, or "Terrestrial Angel."
But if its words have been reprehensible, and also accom-

panied with evil deeds, on deserting this material body, it

obtains not another similarly constituted, and is unable to

reach the Skidastan, or "the region of Light.
w

Being thus

separated from the primitive source, it remains in the abode

of Elements, in the Hell of concupiscence and passion and

the flames of remorse; ultimately it becomes the prey of

malady, but does not obtain a higher mansion. The soul of

such a description finally becomes an Ahriman, or <( Evil

Demon." If in a spirit destitute of praise-worthy conversa-

tion, the good actions preponderate, but in consequence of

the attachment of the heart to matter, or through ignorance,

such a spirit attains not to the dignity of liberation; it re-

moves from one body to another, until by the efficacy of

good words and deeds, it is finally emancipated from body
and gains a high rank. Sarabi thus says :

—

w The truly free, as soon as possible, disengages himself from body;
If he cannot extricate himself from skin, let him resign his doublet.*
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But if the spirit be prone to error, it descends sua

»ly
from the human frame to the animal body: such are

the doctrinet I eir distinguished men. Sunn-, however,
of this Beet, in whose language all is metaphorical and

trative, t, that sometimes the ^pnn, through exces-

wickedness, I" 1 by insensible degrees connected

1 plants and vegetables; and frequently, by progi

>mes joined to mineral or metallic Bubstani

i 1 1 1 lt to this class "t believers, there is an uncom-

DOUnded SOU] in each of the three kingdoms of nature: and

they acknowledge that every thing p - a ray of exist*

ence emanating from Shid fulgence of Light."
sminent men, agreeably to this view, has said :

—

"The son! ia the marrow tinty, the body its eni

In the : ;>irit contemplate the form of a friend th tor).

\\ the Impress "i existence,

tion of light or his very self.8

hold that thr world bears the same affinity to

the Creator, as the solar light doth to the body of the sun;

that it has existed from all eternity and will continue to

all infinity. They maintain that, whatever exists in this

world, or that of formation and evanescence, depends on

the influence of tin' stars; also that astronomers and astrol-

•s have found out some few effects of the influence of

the seven planets, but are ignorant of the natures and in-

fluences of the slow-moving or fixed star-.

Millenniums of thb Lordly Stars

The [v rs of Farddt and I'artdb, or those who are

directed by inspiration and revelation, have laid down thai

every star, whether fixed or planetary, is repent during
certain periods of several thousand years: one thousand

years being ned t.> each star, without the association

of any other : on the termination of which, in the subse-

quent millennia, both the fixed and planetary stars are suc-

cessively associated with it — that is, in commencing the

series with a fixed star, we call the fixed --tar which is

2
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Lord of the Cycle, the First King; on the termination of

the millennium appropriated to him, another fixed star be-

comes partner with the First King, which partner we style

First Minister : but the supremacy and dominion of the

period belong exclusively to the First King: on the ter-

mination of the second millennium,— the period of office

assigned to the First Minister expires, and another star is

associated with the First King; and so on, until the fixed

stars are all gone through : on which Saturn becomes asso-

ciated with the First King, and continues so during a

thousand years, and so with the other planets, until the

period of association with the moon arrives: then termin-

ates the supremacy of the fixed star, named the First King,
and his authority expires. After the First King, the star

associated with him in the second millennium, and which

was called the First Minister, now attains the supremacy
and becomes Lord of the Cycle, during which cycle of

sovereignty we style him the Second King, with a thou-

sand years appropriated to his special rule as before stated.

In the following millennium another fixed star becomes his

associate, as above mentioned, and goes through a similar

course. When the period of the moon's association arrives,

the moon remains joined with the Second King during a

millennium, on the completion of which, that fixed star,

the term of whose sovereignty has passed away, and who
commenced the cycle, under the style of First King, is as-

sociated with the Lord of the Cycle, styled the Second

King; after which, the empire of the Second King's star

also terminates and becomes transferred to another : thus

all the fixed stars in succession become kings, until they
are all gone through, on which the principality and su-

premacy come to Shat Kaivan, or w the Lord Saturn,"
with whom in like manner the fixed stars and planets are

associated for their respective millennia,— when the domin-

ion comes to the Shat Jlfd/i, or (< Lunar Lord,
w his period

is ended as before stated, the cycle completed, and one

great circle or revolution has been described. On the ex-

piration of this great period, the sovereignty reverts to the

First King; the state of the revolving world recommences;
this world of formation and evanescence is renovated

;
the
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mineral produi 1

which 'ring the fii are restored to t
1

former lai and appearance,
with the itions and distinctions; the

iHT.it nt i 1 1 nil ! %• proceeding on in the man-

ner, i
•

prin
•

physicians, A Alt < whose spirit

i expresses himself t<> this purport

which 1

I up in the tr> —
tin rn

roduces each fi iiind the mysterioui •

It is here necessary to remark, thai their meaning is not,

be identical spirits of A bad, Kaiomors, Si&ymak
ami // -hall be imparted t<> the identical material

since abandoned, or thai the scattered membei

dy -hall be n md reunited : such senti-

cording to them, are absurd and extravaganl :

their real belief i- this, that forms similar to those which

ssed away, and bodies resembling the primitive
ones, t heir counterpart in figure, property, and shape, shall

appear. Speaking and acting exactly in the same manner.

.v could the exalted spirits of t he perfect, which are

united with angels, return back? They also maintain that

men do not arise from their own Bpecies without father or

tber : but they affirm that as a man and woman v.

left at the commencement of the past c\ so there -hall

remain in the present cycle, for the continuance

human race. Tor although the heavens are tl. ..I

of the threenatur.il kingdom- ol productive principles, and

the elements their mothi I t!.i- much only has 1.

imparted to u-, that man is horn of man, and is not pro

dnced iny other fashion.

The follow.'- of the ancient faith call one revolution of

the regent S.iturn. a day; thirty such days, one month;

twelve such months, one year; a million of such years, one

fard ,
.1 million /'/r,/. one Vard ; a million vard , one

tnard ; a million marJ, one fdd ; three thousand j&d ,

one vdd ; and two thousand vdd . one zdd. According to

this mode ofcompul the happiness and Bplendor of the
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MaMbadian dynasty lasted one hundred zad of years. They
believe it impossible to ascertain the commencement of

human existence ;
and that it is not to be comprehended

by human science : because there is no epoch of identical

persons, so that it is absolutely impossible to form any
definite ideas on the subject, which resembles an arithmeti-

cal infinite series. Such a belief also agrees with the phi-

losophy and opinions of the Grecian sages.

From the authority of esteemed works, they account

Mdhdbdd the first of the present cycle ;
as in reality he

and his wife were the survivors of the great period, and

the bounteous Lord had bestowed on them so immense a

progeny, that from their numbers, the very clefts of the

mountains were filled. The author of the Am'ighistan re-

lates, that they were acquainted only to a trifling degree

with the viands, drinks, and clothing which through the

bounty of God are now met with : besides, in that cycle

there existed no organization of cities, systems of policy,

conditions of supremacy, rules of authority and power,

principles of NusJidd or law, nor instruction in science and

philosophy, until through the aid of celestial grace, joined

to the manifold favors and bounties of God, the uncon-

trolled authority of Mdhdbdd pervaded alike the cultivated

region and the wild waste ; the wide expanse of land and

sea. Through divine illumination, in conjunction with his

spiritual nature, the assistance of his guiding angel and the

eyes of discernment ;
and also what he had seen and heard

in the past cycle, he meditated on the creation of the

world : he then clearly perceived that the nine superior

divisions, and the four lower elements, the subjects of ex-

istence, are blended and associated with distinct essences

and accidents, so as to combine together opposing move-

ments with contrary dispositions and natures: and that the

aggregate of this whole indispensably requires a supreme
bestower of connection, a blender and creator: also that

whatever this bestower of relation wills, and this all per-
fect in wisdom does, cannot be destitute of utility and wis-

dom : Mababad therefore dispatched persons to all quarters
and regions of the world, to select from land and water

all productions and medicinal plants held in esteem for
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i various properties; these be planted in .1 proper i

so that by the aid of the terrene and aqueous particles, the

influence of atmospheric temperature, in conjunction with

the rgies, their powers of vegetation, nutritious

qualities, and properties might I"- ascertained. At the time

of promulgating tb ellenl purpose, the sovereign of the

starry host entered in glory the mansion of Aries; and the

r;q fetching painter of destiny drew forth thi of

the gardens (blossoms and flowers) : then, through
the efficacy of command, experiment, and examination,

M!i racted from the various flowers, fruits, leaves,

and fibre-, the different alimentary substances, medicinal

pound 1

-, viand-, and \<< es. lie next commanded all

sorts of ores to be fetched from the mines ami liquified in

furnace, so that the different metals concealed in them

became visible. Out of iron, which combines hardness and

he formed warlike weapons for the brave;

jewels, gold, silver, rubies, sapphires, diamonds, ami chrv-

solithes, in which he observed smoothness ami capability
of polish, he assigned as decorations for kings, military

chieftains, ami matrons. He also ordered persons to de-

scend into the deep waters and bring forth the shells,

corals, etc. People were commanded to shear the

fleece of sheep and other animals: by him also were in-

vented th of spinning, weaving, cutting up, sewing,
and clothing. lie next organi/.ed cities, villages, and

streets; er - ami colonnades ; introduced trade and

commerce; and divided mankind into four c: The
first was compo-ed of Hirbcds, Afobed 3,

and learned

men, selected for maintaining the faith and enforcing the

'ence of the laws: these arc- also called Jurnian and

mun . that i-. they resemble the Barinian or -upreme

beings, the exalted angels; they al vie them Ff&rist&r.

The second class consists of kings and intrepid warn*

who devote themselves to the cares of government and

authority, to the promotion of equity, and the curbing of

oppression; those thev call Chatratndn, C/ia/ratnan
.
and

Chatrl: this word Chatr\ means a standard or distinction ;

as people of high rank have a Clmtra, or umbrella, to pro-

tect them with its shade, which they call Sayah Jar and
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Sayah ban; the people repose under the shade of the in-

dividuals of this class, who are also called Ntirist&r. The
third class is composed of husbandmen, cultivators, artisans,

skillful men, and mechanics; these are called J3ds, which is

synonymous with Bisydr or numerous
;

as this class should

far exceed in number all the others. Bds also means cultiva-

tion and improvement, results which altogether depend on

this order— they are also styled Suristdr. The fourth class

are destined for every kind of employment and service ;

they are called Sxid'm, Sud'i, and Slid: from them profit,

indulgence, and ease accrue to society : they are also called

Ruzistar. He instituted these four classes, the four elements

of society, and the sources of organization were completed :

independence and want appeared; there were produced the

gradations of ruler and subject ;
of lord and servant

;
disci-

pline and authority; justice and knowledge; kindness and

severity ; protection of the Zi?idbar or kind treatment of

innoxious creatures
;
destruction of the Tundbar or noxious

animals
;
the knowledge of God and the ceremonies of His

worship.

The Worship Rendered to the Seven Planets

It is stated in the Akhtaristdn, that the image of the

regent Saturn was cut out of black stone, in a human shape,

with an ape-like head ;
his body like a man's, with a hog's

tail, and a crown on his head; in the right hand a sieve;

in the left a serpent. His temple was also of black stone,

and his officiating ministers were negroes, Abyssinians, and

persons of black complexions : they wore blue garments,
and on their fingers rings of iron : they offered up storax

and such like perfumes, and generally dressed and offered

up pungent viands; they administered myrobalam, also

similar gums and drugs. Villagers and husbandmen who
had left their abodes, nobles, doctors, anchorites, mathe-

maticians, enchanters, soothsayers and persons of that de-

scription lived in the vicinity of this temple, where these

sciences were taught, and their maintenance allowed them :

they first paid adoration in the temple and afterward waited
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(»u the k:: \li [ifrMiMs ranked among the servants oi

Saturn were presented to the king through
medium >>t the chiefi and officers "t this temple, who v.

alw.tv- I
'Mi t

;

itesl families in [ran.

.:; i J ippellations «>t' honor, signify-

ing dignity, just Sri in Hindi, and / in Arabic.

The image of tl m fform*
\ tpiter) was of an

earthy
• in the shape <>t' a man, with a vulture's face:

I head a Crown, "ii which were the

on; in the right hand a turban; in the left a

itaJ ewer. The ministers "t this temple were of .1 ter-

rene hue, dressed in yellow and while; thee won- rings of

•r and signets of cornelian; the inceiw consisted of

laurel-berries and Buch like; the viands prepared by them

wei ed men, judges, imans. eminent vizirs,

tinguished men, nobles, magistrates, and scribes dwelt in

the Street attached to this temple, where thev devoted them-

to their peculiar pursuits, hut principally giving them-

up to the science of theology.
l temple of the regent Bahrain (Mars) and his image

:ie : he was re presented in a human form,

he. id .1 red crown : his right hand was of the

gam r and hanging down; his left, yellow and raised

up: in the right was ,1 blood-stained sword, and an iron

in the left. The mini £ this temple were dre8Sed

in r rmentS ;
his attendants were Turks with rin;_

r -

1 their hands; the fumigations made before him

iandaracha ami such like; the viands used I

were bitter. Princes, champions, soldier-, military men, and

Turks dwelt in his street. Persons of this description,

•Ugh the agency of the directors of the temple, w

to the kind's presence. The bestowers of charity

dwelt in the vicinity of this temple; capital punishments
were here inflicted, and the prison for criminals w . > in

that stre.

The image of the world-enlightening solar regent was the

larg the idols; his d<.me wa- built <.| gold-plated I

the interior inlaid with rubies, diamonds, cornelian, and such

like. The image of the Great Light was formed of burn-

ished gold, in the likeness of a man with two heads, on
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each of which was a precious crown set with rubies
;
and

in each diadem were seven sdri'cn or peaks. He was seated

on a powerful steed
;
his face resembling that of a man, but

he had a dragon's tail; in the right hand a rod of gold, a

collar of diamonds around his neck. The ministers of this

temple were dressed in yellow robes of gold tissue, and a

girdle set with rubies, diamonds, and other solar stones : the

fumigations consisted of sandalwood and such like : they

generally served up acid viands. In his quarter were the

families of kings and emperors, chiefs, men of might, nobles,

chieftains, governors, rulers of countries, and men of science:

visitors of this description were introduced to the king by
the chiefs of the temple.

The exterior of Nahid''s (Venus) temple was of white

marble and the interior of crystal: the form of the idol was

that of a red man, wearing a seven-peaked crown on the

head : in the right hand a flask of oil, and in the left a

comb: before him was burnt saffron and such like; his

ministers were clad in white, fine robes, and wore pearl-

studded crowns, and diamond rings on their fingers. Men
were not permitted to enter this temple at night. Matrons

and their daughters performed the necessary offices and

service, except on the night of the king's going there, as

then no females approached, but men only had access to it.

Here the ministering attendants served up rich viands.

Ladies of the highest rank, practicing austerities, worship-
ers of God, belonging to the place or who came from a

distance, goldsmiths, painters and musicians dwelt around

this temple, through the chiefs and directors of which they
were presented to the king: but the women and ladies of

rank were introduced to the queen by the female directres-

ses of the temple.
The dome and image of the regent Tir (Mercury) was

of blue stone; his body that of a fish, with a boar's face:

one arm black, the other white; on his head a crown: he

had a tail like that of a fish; in his right hand a pen, and

in the left an inkhorn. The substances burnt in this tem-

ple were gum mastic and the like. His ministers were

clad in blue, wearing on their fingers rings of gold. At
their feasts they served up acidulous viands. Vizirs, phi-
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i-. physicians, farriers, accountants, i

enue-colh ministers, set es, merchants, architi

tailor.-. fine writers and such like. were stationed there, and,

through tin-
•

the directors of the temple, had ac-

i the kit the knowledge requisite for such sciences

I pursuits \". mmunicated there.

The temple of the regent ALi// (the moon) w.is ,,t a

:u-; his image that oi a man seated on a white

On his head a diadem in the front of which were three

. the hand- were bracelets, and a collar around

the neck. In his right hand an amulet of rubies, anil in

the left a branch of sweet basil: his ministers were dad in

green and white, and wore rings of silver. The Bubstai

burnt before this image were gum arahic and such like

drills. Hi s attend..: rved up salted viands. Spies, am-

irs, couriers, Dews-reporters, voyagers, and the gen-

erality of travelers, and such like persons, resided in his

and were presented to the king through the directors

the temple. Be he peculiar ministers and attend-

ants, there were attached to each temple several royal com-

missioners and officers: engaged in the execution of the

kind's orders; and in such matters as were connected with

the image in that temple. In the Khuristar or
"
refectory

of each temple,
' the board was spread the whole day with

various kinds of viands and beverages always ready. No

repulsed, so that whoever chose partook of them.

In like manner, in the quarter adjacent to each temple, was

an hospital, where the sick under the idol's protection

were attended by the physician of that hospital. Thus

there were also places provided for travelers, who on their

arrival in the city repaired to the quarter appropriated to

> which they belonged.*
[1 be observed, thai although the planets arc -imple

bodies of a spherical form, vet the reason why the above-

mentioned images have been thus formed is that the

planetary -pirits have appeared in the world of imagination

*It WU from time immemorial tO OUT day the practice ol the

A-. refer the common affairs of life t" t
: which

attribute a constant werfol Influence over the nether world.
Thus Hiimaiun, the son of Babcr, • r Oi India, "caused seven
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to certain prophets, saints, and holy sages under such forms;

and under which they are also connected with certain in-

fluences ;
and as they have appeared under forms different

from these to other persons, their images have also been

made after that fashion.

When the great king, his nobles, retinue, and the other

Yezdanian went to the temple of Saturn, they were arrayed
in robes of blue and black hues

; expressed themselves with

humility, moving with a slow pace, their hands folded on

the breast. In the temple of Hormuzd (Jupiter), they were

dressed in his colors, as learned men and judges. In that

of Bahram (Mars) they were clad in the robes peculiar to

him, and expressed themselves in an arrogant manner— but

in the temple of the Sun. in language suitable to kings and

holy persons ;
in that of Venus, they appeared cheerful and

smiling; in the temple of Mercury they spoke after the

manner of sages and orators; and in the Moon's like young
children and inferior officers.

In every private house there were, besides, images of the

stars, a minute description of which is given in the

Akhtaristan. They had also, in every temple, the spherical

or true forms of the several planets.

There was a city called the royal abode or sardi, facing
which were seven temples. On each day of the week, in

the dress appropriated to each planet, the king exhibited

himself from an elevated t&bs&r or window, fronting the

temple of the planet, while the people, in due order and

arrangement, offered up their prayers. For example, on

Sunday or YaksJiambah, he showed himself clad in a yellow
kabd or tunic of gold tissue, wearing a crown of the same

metal, set with rubies and diamonds, covered with many

halls of audience to be built, in which he received persons according
to their rank. The first, called the palace of the Moon, was set apart
for ambassadors, messengers, and travelers. In che second, called the

palace of Utarid (Venus), civil officers, and persons of that descrip-

tion, were received
;
and there were five "other palaces for the remain-

ing five planets. In each of these buildings he gave public audience,

according to the planet of the day. The furniture and paintings of

each, as also the dresses of the household attendants, bore some symbol
emblematical of the planet. In each of these palaces he transacted

business one day in the week.**
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ornaments * » f gold from the fr, the circumference of

which was embossed with Bimilar stones: under this win-

dow, the - vera] ranks of the military were drawn oul

due gradation, until the last line took post in the kasMu
«>r ample area, in which were posted Boldiers ol the lowest

order. When the king issued forth, like the sum. from the

orient of the ill the people prostrated thei is in

adoration, and the monarch devoted himself to the concei

of mankind. The Td fdt 18 B place of observation in a

lofty pavilion, which the priiu 8 of Iliudti-lan tall ay'i/
.

•

or lattice window: on the other days, the king appeared
i similar brilliancy from the other In like

manner the king on their great festivals went in cho

to the temple- of I vera! ii and on

return seated himself in the . facing the image of the

planet, or. having gon to the Rdzistdn or Dddistdn %
de-

voted himself to the affairs of state. This Rdzistdn was a

place which had no tdbsdr, where the king seated him-

on the throne, his ministers Btanding around in due grada-

:. The Dddistdn was the hall of justice, where, when
the king wa id, no one was prevented from having

•ss to him :
s.» that the king first came to the tdb

then to the r6 in, and lastly to the Dadistan. Also on

whatever day a planet moved out <>f one celestial house to

another, and on all gre tival days, the king went to the

temple appropriate to the occasion. Each of the planetar-,

forms had also its peculiar t in the same manner a-

We have before stated concerning t he royal Tdbsdr; and on

a happy day, or festival, they brought the image to its

The kiriLf went firsl and offered up prayer, Btand

ing in the tdbsdr of the image, the nobles placed around

to their gradations, whilst the people were as-

sembled in great multitudes in the Kask&dzdr, offering up

pravers to the planet.

According to what : I in the Tlfltsdr Dasdtir, thai

i^. in the Venerable Desatir." the Almighty Creator has

BO formed th< tial bodies, that from their motions i

!

r<s U lt certain effects in this lower world, and. without doubt,

all events here depend on the movements of these elevated

bodies; so that every star has relation to some event, and
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every mansion possesses its peculiar nature : nay, every de-

gree of each sign is endued with a distinct influence : there-

fore the prophets of the Lord, in conformity to his orders

and by great experience, have ascertained the properties in-

herent in the degrees of each celestial mansion, and the

influences of the stars. It is certain that whenever the

agent does not agree with the passive, the result of the af-

fair will not be fortunate ; consequently, when the prophets
and sages desired that the agency of the planet should be

manifested advantageously in the world, they carefully

noted the moment of the star's entering the degree most

suitable to the desired event: and also to have at a distance

from that point, whatever stars were unfavorable to the

issue. When all had been thus arranged, whatever was

connected with the productive cause was then completed:

they then bring together whatever is connected with caus-

ation in the lower world : thus all the viands, perfumes,

colors, forms, and all things relating to the star, being as-

sociated, they enter on the undertaking with firm faith and

sure reliance: and whereas the spirits possess complete in-

fluence over the events which occur in the lower world,

when therefore the celestial, terrestrial, corporeal, and spirit-

ual causes are all united, the business is then accomplished.
But whosoever desires to be master of these powers must

be well skilled in metaphysics; in the secrets of nature;

and having his mind well stored with the knowledge of

the planetary influences, and rendered intelligent by much

experience. As the union of such qualifications is rarely

or never found, the truth of this science is consequently
hidden from men. The Abadidn moreover say, that the

prophets of the early faith, or the kings of Farsist&n and

the Yezd&ni&n, held the stars to be the Kiblah of prayer,

and always paid them adoration, especially when a star was

in its own house or in its ascendant, free from evil as-

pects; they then collected whatever bore relation to that

planet, and engaged in worship, seating themselves in

a suitable place, and suffering no one to come near

them: they practiced austerities; and on the completion
of their undertaking, exhibited kindness to the animal

creation.
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In the yen io6i of the Hegira (A. D. 1651) the author,

then in Sikakul of Kalangy
uas attacked by a disease which

no application could alleviate. An astrologer pronoun
that "the cause of thi> malady arises from the - wer-

ing force of the regenl Mars
"

; on which, several distin-

guished Brahmii tnbled on the fourth of Zikddah (the

oth of October) the same year, and having eel out the

image of Bahrain and collected the suitable perfumes, with

all other things tit tor the Operation, employed themselves

in reading prayer- and reciting names; at last, their chief,

taking up with great reverence tin- image of Mars, thus

entreated: "O illustrious angel and celestial leader! moderate

thy heat, and be not wrathful: but be merciful to such a

one* (pointing to me). He then plunged the image into

perfumed water ; immediately on the immersion of the

image, the pain was removed.

In front of each temple was a large fire-temple, so t

there were seven in all : namely, the Kaiv.an-dzar, I/or-

mu;-d:ar, Bahr&m-dzar , H&r-dzar, Xalud-dzar, 7'ir-dzar,

and Mdh-azar, so that each fire-temple was dedicated

to one of the seven planets, and in these they burnt

the proper perfumes. They assert that, during the flourish-

ing empire of the early monarchs, several sacred structures,

such as those of the Kabah and the holy temple of Mecca
;

Jerusalem; the burial place of Muhammed
;

the asylum of

prophecy, in Medina; the place of repose of All, the prince
of the faithful in Xajf; the sepulchre of Imam Husain in

Kerbela ; the tomb of Imam Musa in Baghdad: the mauso-

leum of Imam Re/.a in Sanabad of Tu> ; and the sanetuarv

of Ali in Iialkh, were all in former times idol and fire-

temples. They say that Mahabad after having built a fire-

temple, called Haftsur or seven ramparts, in Istakhar of

Persia, erected a house to which he gave the name of ABdd,
and which is at present called the Kabah . and which the

inhabitants of that country were commanded to hold in

reverence : among the images of the Kdbah was one of the

moon, exceedingly beautiful, wherefore the temple was
called M&hg&h (Moon's place) which the Arabs generally

changed into Mekk 1. They also say that among the

images and -tatues left in the Kabah by Mahabad and \\'\&
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renowned successors, one is the black stone, the emblem of

Saturn. They also say that the prophet of Arabia wor-

shiped the seven planets, and he therefore left undisturbed

the black stone or Saturn's emblem, which had remained

since the time of the Abadian dynasty ;
but that he broke

or carried away the other figures introduced by the Koreish,

and which were not formed according to the images of the

stars. In most of the ancient temples of Persia they had

formed the symbol of Venus in the figure of a Mihrab, or

arch, like the altar of the mosques; consequently the pres-

ent Mi/irab, or altar, is that identical symbol : which as-

sertion is also proved by the respect paid to Friday or the

day of Venus.

Ibrahim (Abraham), the friend of God. pursued the same

conduct ;
that is, he rejected the idols which were not of

the planetary forms: and the reverence paid by him to the

black stone, according to ancient tradition, seems to prove

that point. Isfendiar,
the son of King Gushtasp* con-

formed also to' this practice ; nay Socrates the Sage, in

like manner, forbad the people to worship any other forms

except those of the planets, and commanded the statues of

the kings to be removed. Moreover, the holy temple of

Jerusalem, or Kundizh-h'&hkt was erected by Zohak, and

Faridun kindled in it the holy fire. But long before Zo-

hak 's time, there were several idol and fire-temples in that-

place. In the same manner, they say. that when Faridoon

turned his attention to the overthrow of Zohak, during his

journey his brethren having hurled a rock at him, this re-

vered prince, who was skilled and mighty in all the extra-

ordinary sciences, manifested a wonderous deed: he prayed

to the Almighty that it might remain suspended in the

air, so that the stone even to this day is known as KMs
KhalU. They also say that in Medina, the burial place of

* According; to Ferdusi in his Shah-namah, Gushtasp (Darius, son

of Hystaspes.^ig B. C.) was induced by Zerdusht to adopt a reformed

doctrine which prescribed the adoration of fire, and was probably a

purer sort of Sabaeism, as practiced by the most enlightened magi of

very ancient times. Isfendiar, Gushtasp's son, a zealous promoter of

this religion, erected fire-temples in all parts of his empire.
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,

:et - tnere wa v an image of the tn<

a which it was, they called \fahd\nah, or the
M<

religion is the moon of truth, from
ch ,h m«d Medinah. The> in like manner

111 *« moat no . where now ii the
' ie prince of the faithful, there waa formerly

'

r, (.1, ration ... splen-
I.

•< : "':

ria/, .,r Naf akaft (no injury), whirl,
•

denominated Vo//. Also at Karbald, the
[mam Husain rep formerly

fe-temple called M i/m and a;,,. /...
,

(sublime
-t present called Karbela.

in Baghdad, where the [mam Musa reposes, was a

temple .ailed S*«/ /V,-,/,, ,. M ,n): ;md ir) l|u .

rest the remains of the greal [man I , Hani-
I Kufah, was a temple called ff&ryar (sun'a friend):

in Kufah. on the Bite of the mosque, was a fire-temple
t'Azar (the day of Fire): and in the region of

n the site of [mam Resa'a shrine, was a fin-temple
caI: '' Kkirad (the fire of intellect

)
— it was also

known by many other appellations, and owes its erection
-Inn. Also when Tus. the son of Ndzar, came to

-i-Khirad, he laid near it the foundation of a
waa -ailed after his name. In Balkh, where ie

'

the sanctuary of the Imam, formerly stood a temple
Mahin A (great tire), now know,, under the

ne of mbahdr. In Ardebil, the ancient Dizh-i-Bah-
man'a fort). Kai Khosru, on reducing the citadel,
I there a fire-temple called I irt-JCdus, which

rvea as the burial
plai I the shaikh Sufi Ud-Din,

thc '"' " f the Safavean princes: they also assert that

-temples in several parts of India: as in

the temple of Saturn, called Dizh-i-Kaivan
rt), which the Hind. ...s turned into Dwaraka:

ami in '

'• w an idol-temple, called Gah-i-Kaivan
or "Satun -idence." which waa turned into Gya.
Mahtra ' - an idol-temple of Saturn, the name of
which waa Mahetar, that is the chiefa or mahetar resorted
thither; which word by degrees became Mahtra. In like
manner ral places among the Christiana and other
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nations bore names which show them to have been idol-

temples. When the Abadian come to such places, they

visit them with the accustomed reverence, as, according to

them, holy places are never liable to abomination or pollu-

tion as they still remain places of worship and adoration :

both friends and foes regarding them as a Kiblah, and

sinners, notwithstanding all their perverseness, pray in those

sacred edifices. Rai Gopi Nath thus expresses himself:—

«0 Shaikh! behold the dignity of my idol-house;

Even when destroyed, it remains the house of God !
»

There is not on record a single word repugnant to reason

from the time of Mahabad to that of Yasan Ajam ;
and

if they have recourse to allegory, they then express its fig-

urative nature. From these princes to the Gilshaiyan there

are many figurative expressions, all of which they interpret.

For example, they say that the tradition of Siamak being

slain by the hand of a demon implies, that in successive

battles, through ignorance of himself and God, he unwit-

tingly destroyed this elementary body; thus, wherever, in

the language of this sect, mention is made of a demon,

they always understand a man of that description, as has

been explained in the Paiman-i-fcrhang, or « Excellent

Code." They also maintain that, in some passages, the

rendering the demons obedient, and slaying them, is a fig-

urative mode of expressing a victory gained over the

pleasures of sense, and the extirpation of evil propensities :

in like manner, whatever is related about the appearance of

angels to virtuous and holy persons, is the revelation and

vision of good spirits, while in a state of sleep, transport,

recovery from excess, or abstraction from the body; which

states are truly explained in this work. They say that

Zohak's two serpents, do-mar, and ten fires (vices) or deh

ak, imply irascibility and sensuality: the devil, his carnal

soul, and in some places his disposition
— the two pieces of

flesh which broke out on Zohak's shoulders in consequence

of his evil deeds, appeared to the human race like serpents,

the pain caused by which could only be alleviated by the

application of human brains. They also say that the cele-

brated Simi'trgh (Griffin) was a sage, who had retired from
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tin- world ind taken Dp his peaceful abode in the moun-

tains: he* w.i- therefore by this name, and was the

tructoi '•. the son of Sam; bo that Zal, through
inatru attained the knowled

Aj to the current tradition about Kai-Kaus attempting to

en, and b nrnfall, this occurred, accord-

them, during hia sleep, and not when be was awal

Kai Nishin, \..- brother, who bad r«.t 1 rt-d from all inter-

th mankind, thus interpret- the adventure of Kaus:

are the four elements; the throne, the

;<>ns; the lance, their energj .uul ini;

'.v in the desire ol sensual gratifications; the thighs of

flesh, their various pursuits of anger, passion, lust, ami

envy; their ascent implies that they may be -ubdued by
icrities, and by the aid of their energy be

made the n. of ascending to the world on high and

the supreme Heaven; their fall, instead of reaching Heaven's

rnal m 3, intimates that if, even for a short period.

we me careless about repressing evil propensities, and

desist from t: I ictice of mortification, the passions will

return hack to their nature, or wander from the eternal

paradise, the natural abode of souls :

" the hemistich,
"

during
moment I was heedless, anJ /. removed from me >/

. mey Of' ii Jiundrcii
|

•

ipplicable to such a stair.

R.UStam'8 bringing hack Kai Kaus to his throne from the

into which he had fallen, means, his bringing back

intelligence into the king's s ad turning him hack from

the desert (lit. meadow), of natural infirmity: Kai Kaus

refore, by direction of Kai Nishin, his younger brother,

but his elder in purity of faith anil good works, remained

in retirement, until in the state of sleep, through
the awakening of his heart, he beheld this heavenly vision.

They also assert, whatever modern writers have declared,

the to KJiizr and Iskander. having penetrated into

the region- ol darkness, where the former discovered the

fountain of life immortal, means, that the [skander, or

the intellectual soul, through the cnergv of the Khi/.r, or

reason, discovered, while in the state of human darkness,

the water of life, or the knowledge of the rational sciences,

or the science which forms the proper object of intellect —
3
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as to what they say about Iskander's returning back empty

handed, by that is meant, that to expect eternal duration

in this evanescent abode being altogether absurd, he conse-

quently could not attain that object, and therefore departed

to the next world. What they record about Khizr's drink-

ing of that water, means, that the perfection of intellect

exists not through the medium of body, and that reason

has no need of body, or anything corporeal, either as

essence or attribute.

In some passages they interpret the tradition after this

manner; by Khizr is meant the intellectual soul, or rational

faculty, and by Iskander the animal soul, or natural instinct;

the Khizr of the intellectual soul, associated with the Iskan-

der of the animal soul, and the host (of perceptions) arrived

at the fountain-head of understanding, and obtained immor-

tality, while the Iskander of the animal soul returned back

empty handed. It must be remarked, that this sect explain

after this manner, whatever transgresses the rules of prob-

ability, or cannot be weighed in the balance of comprehen-

sion ;
in short, all that is contrary to reason. They also say

purification is of two kinds; the amighi or true, and the

ashkari or apparent : the first consists in not defiling the

heart with anything; in not attaching it to the concerns

of this treacherous world, emancipating it from all ties and

prejudice, maintaining no connection with any object what-

ever, and washing away all bias from the soul. The Ash-

kari, or apparent, consists in removing to a distance

whatever appears unclean; consequently this purification is

effected with water which has undergone no change of

color, smell, or taste : that is, which is free from bad color,

smell, or taste; if otherwise, rose-water and such like are

more to be commended. Ablution requires a kur, or a

measure of lustral water; that is, according to them, the

measure for a man, is that quantity into which he can

immerge his head ;
for an elephant, a quantity proportioned

to his bulk ;
and for a gnat, a single drop of water. They

reckon it meritorious to recite the prayers and texts cf the

Shat Dasdtir, relative to the unity of the self-existent

Creator, the great dignity of intelligence and souls, with the

pains of the superior and inferior bodies ;
after which they
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repeat the benedictions <>t' the leven planets, particularly on

the r up the appropriate incense. wor-

ihi] er this n the pi
1 the guardian ol the

month, of the month; for exam]
if i month of JFat the believer repeats I

edictions ind then on each of the regents of

th: particularly the regent of that day

bj the month: which day is

ttival. For insl in the month of

be utters benedictions on the angel Farvardin,
trubim <>n whom that month is depend-

ent first day of the month, called the day of

iperintends the first da) of the

nth), the believers address their benedictions to Hormuz;
and act in a similar manner on the other months ami their

.ve days. According to them, the names of the

Dths -ire called after the names of their lords; and the

ellations of the days are according to the names of their

respective regents: consequently, as we have said, the believer

adores the lord of the month, and on festivals pays adoration

to the angel who is the lord of the month and the day.*

*
1 of th-- Persians i Hyde, pp. 188, 189) appears

been vague or erratic, it< commencement varying through all

the ditT -"<>ii gave room to the vag lan-

lian civil vear, to which was joined afterward tin- fixed «•«'.

to the time of Yesdejerd,
Je some considerable changes in tie- Persian calendar.

kinp l>-inp killed, after an interval of time, the fia . he-

pinninp in the middle of *pisces,
B w;h introduced into Persia.

names of the ancient months and days appear to have come from the

with their denomination, to the Persians; and even those

invented I' 1 of Median origin. Here follows the

order ! Jclali .

I. Parvardin .. March. VI] Mihei Septet
II A: I April. VIII A!". October.

III. Khurdad May. IX. N ber,

I\'. Tfr June. 1 >:ii December.

V. M lad. \I Bahman . January.

Anqueti' dm JPcrron) July. \II [sfandirmend February.
VI. Shahrfvar. August.

The old Per«ian month was not divided ti ks, but lay

had its particular the angel who presided over that day.
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According to the Abadian, although in a month, the name

of the month and of the day be the same, this coincidence

makes not that day dependent on the month, but on the

regent who bears the same name with him, consequently it

is necessary to celebrate a festival. In the same manner,

on the other days of every month, salutations are paid every

morning to the regent of the day : also during the Sudbar,

or the intercalary days, they offer up praises to their

angels They also regard the angels of the days as the

ministers to the angels of the months, all of whom are

subject to the majesty of the Great Light-in like manner

the other stars (planets)
have also angels dependent on

them- they also believe that the angels dependent on each

star (planet) are beyond all number; and finally, that the

angelic host belonging to the solar majesty are reckoned

the highest order. Besides, on the period at which any

of the seven planets passes from one zodiacal mansion to

another, they make an entertainment on the first day, which

they regard as a festival, and call it Shodbar, or «
replete

with joy.» Every month also, on the completion of the

lunar revolution, on ascertaining its reappearance from astro-

nomical calculation, they make great rejoicings on the first

dav • there is in like manner a great festival when any star

has completed its revolution, which day they call Dddram

or «
banquet decking." Thus, although there is a festival

every day of the week in some idol-temple or other, as has

been before stated, relative to the day of Nahid, or Friday,

in the temple of this idol: yet on the day of the Sun, or

Here follows the order of their names,

(Hyde, p. 190) ;
—

according to Olugh Beigh

I. Hormuzd.

II. Bahman.

III. Ardfbehist.

IV. Shahrfvar.

V. Isfandarmend.

VI. Khurdad.

VII. Murdad.

VIII. Dafbader.

IX. Azur.

X. Aban.

XI. Khur.

XII. Mah.

XIII. Tir.

XIV. Jush or Gush.

XV. Dafbamiher.

XVI. Miher.

XVII. Surush.

XVIII. Resh.

XIX. Farvardin.

XX. Bahram.

XXI. Ram.
XXII. Bad.

XXIII. Dafbadfn.

XXIV. Din.

XXV. Ird, or Ard.

XXVI. Ashtad.

XXVII. Asaman.

XXVIII. Zamfad.

XXIX. Marasfand.

XXX. Aniran.
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(the first ii.i\ nt the week), there was a sol-

cm: which all the people assembled. In like

t feast itai returned to its

mansion or was in its zenith.

IIN81 A mm A I. S iUGHTBB

They believe it wrong to hold any faith or religious sys-

tem in abhorrence, as according to them, we maydrawnear
to God in every faith; also that n<> faith has been abol-

. divine authority
—

they hold that, on this account,
there have been so many prophets, in order to show the

U ways which lead to < >od. Those who carefully in-

cite well know, that the ways which lead to heaven

are many ; nay, more than come within the compass of niini-

It is well understood, that access to a great sovcr

. is more easily attained through the aid of his numerous

ministers; although one of the prince's commanders be on bad

terms with his confidential advisers, or even should all the

chiefs not co-operate with each other; yet they can promote
the interest of their inferiors: therefore it is not proper to

that we can get to the God of all existence by one road

only. Hut the insurmountable barrier in the road of ap-

proaching (iod is the slaughter of the Zindibar, that is,

IC animals which indict no injury on any person, and
. not other living creatures, such as the cow, the sheep,

the camel, and the horse : there is assuredly no salvation to

the author of cruelty toward sue!., nor can he obtain final

deliverance by austerities or devotions of any description.
Should we even behold many miraculous works performed

by the r of harmless animals, we are not even then

to regard him as one redeemed; the works witnessed in

him an only the reward of his devotions, and the result of

his perseverance in tfa of religious austerities in

this world : and as he commits evil, he cannot be perfect in

his devout e nothing but sutTcring can await

him in another generation (when born again): such an in-

ICe of an ascetic endued with miraculous powers i6

likened in the \ />/' dtir to a vase externally covered
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with choice perfumes, but filled internally with impurities.

They also maintain that in no system of faith is cruelty to

innoxious animals sanctioned : and all human sanction for

such acts proceeds from their attending to the apparent im-

port of words, without having recourse to profound or

earnest consideration— for exainple, by putting a horse or

cow to death is meant, the removal or banishing from one's

self animal propensities, and not the slaughtering and de-

vouring of innoxious creatures. They state the later his-

torians to have recorded without due discrimination that

Rustam, the son of Dastan (who was one of the perfect

saints), used to slay such animals: whereas tradition in-

forms us, that the mighty champion pursued in the chase

noxious animals only : what they write about his hunting
the wild ass, implies that the elephant-bodied hero called

the lion a wild ass
; or,

<c that a lion is no more than a wild

ass when compared to my force. w In the several passages
where he is recorded to have slaughtered harmless wild

asses and oppressed innoxious creatures, and where similar

actions are ascribed to some of the Gilshaiyan princes, there

is only implied the banishment of animal propensities and

passions: thus the illustrious Shaikh Farideddin atar de-

clares,
<( In the heart of each are found a hundred swine

;

You must slay the hog or bind on the Zanar. w *

They hold that, from the commencement to the very end,

the chiefs of the Persian Sip&sian, far from slaughtering

these harmless creatures, regarded as an incumbent duty to

avoid and shun, by every precaution, the practice of op-

pression or destruction toward them; nay, they inflicted

punishment on the perpetrators of such deeds. Although

they esteem the Gilshaiyan prophets, pontiffs, and princes,

exceedingly holy personages, yet in their opinion, they
come not up in perfeet wisdom and works to the preced-

ing apostles and sovereigns, who appeared from the Yas-

s&nian to the end of the M&habadian race.

They assert that some innoxious animals suffer oppres-
sion in this generation by way of retribution : for instance,

* Zanar is called in India the brahminical, or in general, a religious
thread

;
here is meant the mark of any unbeliever.
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an OX or .1 horse, which in time;- long past had, through

bee or without ne oyed a

understand nothing but how i • > *.- . 1 1

and drmk lequently when th< tain .1 new birth,

they carry burden-, which Do means to be regarded
•

!i, but as a retribution or retaliation

l'hey are not put to death,

n.it u r . active tnd sanguinary: their

- that they cannot be reckoned among
the ' animal life; so that putting them to death

is the same troying an ignorant harmless man; the

• their slayer, though be may not in thi* world

the merited punishment from the actual ruler or governor,
Deration under the form of a fero-

and meets his deserts. A great man says on

ibject :

—

evil deed committed bv thee, think not that it

in Hear of time
;

Thv r in the pn sence of f'-rtune,

Which must b I, in whatever age she makes the demand."

They also hold the eternal paradise to be the Heavens;
and re the solar maje - lord of the empyrean; and

the other 6tars, fixed or planetary, as his ministers : thus a

person who, through religious mortification- and purity of

life, attains righteousness in words and deeds, is united

with the sun and becomes an empyreal sovereign ; but if the

proportion of his good works bear a closer affinity to any

oth . he becomes lord of the place assigned to that

while others are join :mament on high,
the perfect man pas-es on still farther, arriving at the

iphere, or the region of pure sprits; such men at-

the beatific . of the light of lights and the cheru-

binic hosts Lord. Should he be a prince

during wl re r n no harmless animals were slaughtered
in ind who, if any were guilty of tl

inflicted punishment on the perpetrators of the crimes, so

th.it no such charact rted this world without due

retribution ; he is esteemed a wise, beneficent, and virtuous

king: and immedi..' n being ited from the cle-
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ments of body, he is united with the sun: his spirit is

identified with that of the majesty of the great light and

he becomes an ethereal sovereign. Prince Siamak, the son

of Kaiomors declares: <(
I beheld from first to last all the

Abadian, Jyanian, Shalyan and Yassanian monarchs: some

were cherubim in the presence of the Supreme Lord; others

absorbed in the contemplation of the Light of Lights; but

I found none lower than the sphere of the sun, the vice-

gerent of God." On my asking them concerning the means
of attainiug these high degrees, they said :

w The great
means of acquiring this dignity consist in the protection of

harmless animals, and inflicting punishment on evil doers. w

According to this sect, laboring under insanity, suffering
distress on account of one's children, being assailed by dis-

eases, the visitations of providence, these calamities are the

retribution of actions in a former state of existence. If a

person should fall down or stumble when running, even

this is regarded as the retribution of past deeds : as are also

the maladies of new-born babes. But whatever happens to

a just man, which is evidently unmerited, this is not to

be looked on as retribution, but as proceeding from the

oppression of the temporal ruler, from whom, in a future

generation, the Supreme Ruler will demand an account,

According to their tenets, the drinking of wine or strong

liquors to excess, or partaking of things which impair the

understanding, is by no means to be tolerated : which may
be proved by this reflection, that the perfection of man
is understanding, and that intoxicating beverages reduce

human nature, while in that state, to a level with the brute

creation. If a person drink strong liquors to excess, he is

brought before the judge to receive due castigation ;
and

should he, during that state, do injury to another, he is

held accountable for it, and is punished also as a male-

factor.

Among this sect it is permitted to kill those animals

which oppress others, such as lions, fowls, and hawks,
which prey on living creatures : but whatever animals,

whether noxious or innoxious, suffer violence from the

noxious, duly receive it by way of retribution : when they

slay the former, or noxious animals, that is regarded as a
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retribution, because in .1 former ce they were

pre- ind sanguinan ind in this general
tin- hty ! een them over t>> other an qui-

nary animals, that they might Bhed the I _r ui-

narj tl.at when aoxioua creatures are slain,

it is by v. retribution for having Bhed blood : t

shedding their blood provea them to have been for-

mer] lers oi I not bowevei allowed to put

m to iloath until they become hurtful : for example,
irrow 1 while in that state, commit an

injury; but. when able to fly,
it injures the insects of the

1; and. although this happi
- the insects by way of

retributive justice, yet their si.tv.-ts become also ing

of being slain, as in a former generation they have been

sheddera of blood. For instance, a person has unwittingly
another, for which crime lie has been thrown into

prison; on which they summon one of the other prisoners

to behead the murderer, after which the judge commands
"f his officers to put the executioner to death, as, pre-

vious to this act, he had before shed blood unjustly. Bui

I man Blay a noxious animal, he is not to be put to

death, because that
| taking into consideration the

ious animal's oppression, has inflicted retribution on if :

hut if a brave champion or any other be slain in fighting

with a noxious creature; this was his merited retribution;

and it is the same if an innoxious animal be slain in fight-

witfa a noxious creature : for example, in a past fene-

ration the ox was a man endued with many brutal propen-
with violence and insolence forced people into

his ind imposed heavy burdens on them, until he

deprive of them of life: therefore in this !ration,

on account of his ruling propensities, he comes in the form

of an ox. that he may receive the retribution due to his for-

mer de ind in return for his having shed blood, should

be bin. tin by a lion <»r - u h creature. Bui man-

kind .: 1 to kill tile bar- and

these are not sheddcrs of blood: and if such an act should

be inadvertently perpetrated by anv individual tructive

animals are '

pointed t •• on them, as we i

plained under tl 1 of tl
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The best mode to be adopted by merciful men for putting
to death destructive creatures, such as fowls, sparrows, and

the like, is the following: let them open a vein, so that it

may die from the effusion of blood : there are many, pre-

cepts of this kind recorded in the Jashen Sudah of the

M6bed Hoshydr: but philosophers, eminent doctors, and

durveshes who abandon the world, never commit such acts :

it is however indispensably necessary that a king, in the

course of government, should inflict on the evildoer the

retaliation due to his conduct. The Mdbed Hoshydr relates,

in the Sarud-i-Afastdn, that in the time of Kaiomors and

Siamak, no animal of any kind was slain, as they were all

obedient to the commands of these princes. So that one of

the -Farj'ud, or miraculous powers possessed by the Yezdanian

chiefs of Iran, from Kaiomors to Jemshfd, was their appoint-

ing a certain class of officers to watch over the animal

creation, so that they should not attack each other. For

instance, a lion was not permitted to destroy any animal,

and if he killed one in the chase, he met with due

punishment; consequently no creature was slain or destroyed,
and carnage fell into such disuse among noxious ani-

mals, that they were all reckoned among the innoxious.

However, the skins of animals which had died a natural

death were taken off, and in the beginning used as cloth-

ing by Kaiomors and his subjects ;
but they were latterly

satisfied with the leaves of trees. Those who embrace the

tenets of this holy race attribute this result to the miracu-

lous powers of these monarchs, and some profound thinkers

regard it as effected by a talisman
;

while many skilled

in interpretation hold it to be an enigmatical mode of ex-

pression: thus, the animal creation submitting to govern-
ment implies, the justice of the sovereigns ;

their vigilance
in extirpating corruption and evil, and producing good.
In short, when in the course of succession the Gilshaiyan
crown came to Hushang, he enjoined the people to eat the

superabundant eggs of ducks, domestic fowls, and such like,

but not to such a degree that, through their partaking of

such food, the race of these creatures should become ex-

tinct. When the throne of sovereignty was adorned by
the presence of Tahmuras, he said,

(<
It is lawful for car-
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nivoroti reatures to eat dead bodies:* that

f a Lion find ;i life ig, or a sparrow a dead worm,

they may partake of them. In the same manner, when

Jem- imed ti
•

.vn, he enacted: "If men of

caste eat the flesh of animals which die a natural death,

they commit do sin." The reason why people do not

pre- f animals which died in the course of nature,

i- that their flesh engenders disease, as the animal died of

son pter ; otherwise there -:n attached to the

it. When Jemshid departed to the mansions of

rnity, Dek AA, the Aral v .md partook of all ani-

ndifferently, whether destructive or harmless, bo that

able practice became general. When l'aridun had

purged the earth from the pollution of Zohak's tyranny,
taw that some creatures, hawks, lions, wolves, and

others of the destructive kind, gave themselves up to the

-• in violation of the original covenant: he therefore

enjoined the slaughter of these classes. After this. Jraj

permitted men of low caste, that is the mass of the people,

partake of destructive creatures, such as domestic fowls

(which prey upon worms), also sparrows and such like,

in killing which no sin is incurred : but the holy
Yezdanians never polluted their mouths with flesh, or killed

• animals for themselves, although they slew them for

others of the same class. For example, the hawk, lion.

and other rapacious animals of prev were kept in the houses

of the great, for the purpose of inflicting punishment on

other destructive animals, and not that men should par-

take of them : for eating flesh is not an innate qualitv
in men. as whenever they slav animals for food, feroc-

ity settles in their nature, and that aliment introduce-

ol rapacity: whereas the true meaning of putting
destructive animals to death is the extirpation of wicked-

The Ye/.danians also have certain viands, which ;

pie at : and with animals and flesh : for in

they give tin- name of barafi,
" lamb." to a d: iposed

of the zing(i y
or egg-mushroom; <;r/^r, or "onager" if

dish made out of cheese: with many oiln-rs of the same

kind. Although they kill destructive animals in the ch

they never eal of them; and if in their houses they kill
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one destructive animal for the food of another, such as a

sparrow for a hawk, it is done by a man styled Dazhkim,
or executioner, who is lower than a Milar, called in Hindis

Juharah or <(

sweeper,
w and in modern language Halldl

Khiir, or one to whom all food is lawful. But the dynasty

preceding Gilshah, from whom the Yezdanians derive their

tenets, afforded no protection whatever to destructive ani-

mals, as they esteemed the protection of the oppressor most

reprehensible. In the time of the Gilshaiyan princes, they
nourished hawks and such like, for the purpose of retali-

ating on destructive animals; for example, they let loose

the hawk on the sparrow, which is the emblem of Ahriman;
and when the hawk grew old, they cut off his head and

killed him for his former evil deeds. The first race never

kept any destructive creatures, as they esteemed it criminal

to afford them protection ;
and even their destruction never

took place in the abodes of righteous and holy persons.

Scientific Asceticism

Among the Sipasiyan sect were many exemplary and

pious personages, the performers of praiseworthy discipline:

with them, however, voluntary austerity implies
<(

religious

practices
® or Saluk, and consists not in extreme suffering,

which they hold to be an evil, and a retribution inflicted

for previous wicked deeds. According to this sect, the

modes of walking in the paths of God are manifold : such

as seeking God
;

the society of the wise
; retirement and

seclusion from the world
; purity of conduct

;
universal

kindness
;
benevolence

;
reliance on God

; patience ; endur-

ance ;
contentedness

; resignation ;
and many such like qual-

ties— as thus recorded in the Sarud-i-Must&n of the AfSbed

Husliyar. The M6bed Khodd Jdi, in the (<

Cup of Kdi
KhusrS* a commentary on the text of the poem of the

venerable Azar Kaivan, thus relates:" He who devotes himself

to walking in the path of God must be well-skilled in the

medical sciences, so that he may rectify whatever predominates
or exceeds in the bodily humors: in the next place, he must
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banish from his mind all arti, i
- of Faith, b) stems, opinio

ceremonials, and be at peace with all: t him-

in a small and dark cell, and gradually diminish

the quantity of his food. 11 The For the diminu-

tion of f< d down in the Sharistan of the

xak Hainan:, the son of /
" From

usual Food, the pious recluse is every day i" Bubti

three direms, until he reduces it to ten direms weight: he

t in pert, iitude, and give himself up t<> medi-

tation.* Many <>f this sect have brought themselves to one

direm weight of food: their principal devotional practice turn-

ing on these five points: namely, Fasting, Bilence, waking, soli-

tude, and meditation on God. Their modes of invoking Grod

manifold, but theone most generally i bem is that

of the Muk '/,hup : now in the Azanan or Pehlevi^ Muk
nines "four," and Zh&p "a blow"; this Btate of medi-

tation is also called Char S the four weights,
* and

• A . "the four blows." The next in importance is

the siyd -//''/>, "the three weights" or "
tliree blows. " The

n£ postures among these devotees are numerous ; but

the more approved and choice are limited to eighty-four;

out of these they have selected fourteen; from the fourteen

they have taken five; and out of the five two are clu

by way of eminence : with respect to these positions, many
have been described by the Afdbud SarUsh in the Zerd&sht

hdr : of these two, the choice position is t he following:

devotee sits on his hams, cross-legged, passing the out-

side of the right Fo r the left thigh, and that of the

left Fool oyer the right thigh; he then passes his hands be-

hind his back, and holds in his left hand the great toe of

the right foot, and in the right hand the great toe of the

left Fixing his eyes intently on the point of the nose:

this position thev call JFarnishin, "the splendid
- but

by the Hindi Yogis it is named the Padltia dsan or "Lo-

tus seat." If he then repeat the Ztkri-Mukzhub, he either

lays hold of the great toes with his hands, or. if he prefer,

removes his feet off the thighs seating himself in the or-

dinary position, which is quite sufficient — then with closed

s, the hands placed on the thighs, the armpits open, the

back erect, the head thrown forward, and fetching up from
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the naval with all his force the word Wist, he raises his

head up : next in reciting the word Hc'sti, he inclines the

head toward the right breast
;
on reciting the word Magar,

he holds the head erect
;
after which he utters Tezdan,

bowing the head to the left breast, the seat of the heart.

The devotee makes no pause between the words thus re-

cited ; nay, if possible, he utters several formularies in one

breath, gradually increasing their number. The words of

the formulary [JVist hesti magar yezdan,
(< There is no

existence save God w
)

are thus set forth: "Nothing ex-

ists but God"; or, "There is no God, but God w
; or,

<( There is no adoration except for what is adorable
;

M or

this,
<( Pie to whom worship is due is pure and necessarily

existent;
M

or,
l< He who is without equal, form, color, or

model. }>
It is permitted to use this formulary publicly,

but the inward meditation is most generally adopted by

priests and holy persons ;
as the senses become disturbed

by exclamations and clamors, and the object of retirement

is to keep them collected. In the inward meditation, the

worshiper regards three objects as present :

(<

God, the

heart, and the spirit of his Teacher
;

M while he revolves

in his heart the purport of this formulary :

<c There is noth-

ing in existence but God. w But if he proceeds to the sup-

pression of breath, which is called the <(

knowledge of

Dam and Sx'imrad* or the science of breath and imagina-

tion, he closes not the eyes, but directs them to the tip of

the nose, as we have before explained under the first mode
of sitting: this institute has also been recorded in the

Surud-i-Mastan, but the present does not include all the

minute details.*

* These practices are evidently the same as those used among the

Hindu devotees. The chapter upon the' Hindus, which follows, will

set forth the great conformity, nay, identity of Indian religions with

the tenets and customs here ascribed to Persian sects. In the Desatir

(English transl. Comment, pp. 66, 67) is a curious account of the

postures to be taken standing, or lying, or sitting, on the ground be-

fore anything that burns, and reciting the Fcrz-zemiar, (<
great

prayer,
B to Yezddn, or another to Shesh-kakh, that is to say,

(< to

the stars and to the fire which yield light.
B
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Stopping in.. Brbath

It is thus recorded in the Zerdxisht Afshdr : the

sniper bavin the right nostril, enum< the

names of God from once to Bixteen times, and while count-

ing draws his breath upward; after which lie repeatE it

nty-two times, and lets the breath out of the

right nostril, and while counting propels the breath aloft;

thus passing from the six Khans or stages to the seventh;

until from the intensity of imagination he arrives to a state-

in which he thinks that his soul and breath hound like the

of a fountain to the crown of the head; they enumer-

ate the seven stages, or the seven degrees, in this order:

the position of sitting; ad, the hips; 3d, the navel; 4th,

the pine-heart; 5th, t lie windpipe; 6th, the space between

eyebrows; and 7th, the crown of the head. As caus-

ing the breath to mount to the crown of the head is a

power peculiar to the most eminent persons; so, whoever

convey his breath and soul together to that part, be-

comes the vicegerent of God. According to another insti-

. the worshiper withdraws from all senseless pursuits,

down in retirement, giving up his heart to his original

world on high, and without moving the tongue, repeats in

- heart Yezdan ! Yezdan! or God! God! which address

to the Lord may be made in any language, as Hindi, Ara-

Another rule is, the idea of the Instructor : the

worshiper imagines him to be present and is never sep-

arated from that thought, until he attains to such a degree,
that the image of his spiritual ^uide is never absent from

the mind's eve, and he then turns to contemplate his

heart: or he has a mirror before his Bight, and beholds his

own form, until, from long practice-, it is never more sep-

arated from the heart, to which he then directs himself:

or he sits down to contemplate his heart, and reflects on it

as beintj in continual movement. In all these cases he

regards the practices of the suppression of tin- breath

profitable for the abstraction of thought : an object which

may also be effected without having recourse to it.
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Another rule is, what they call dzdd dxvd, or the (< free

voice 8
;
in Hindi A'nahid; and in Arabic Sdut Mutluk,

or (< absolute sound. 8 Some of the followers of Mohammed

relate, that it is recorded in the traditions, that a revela-

tion came to the venerable prophet of Arabia resembling

"the tones of a bell,
8 which means the c< Saut Mutluk 8

:

which Hafiz of Shiraz expresses thus :
—

<( No person knows where my beloved dwells
;

This much only is known, that the sound of the bell approaches. M

The mode of hearing it is after this manner : the devotees

direct the hearing and understanding to the brain, and

whether in the gloom of night, in the house, or in the

desert, hear this voice, which they esteem as their Zikker,

or "address to God. 8 Azizi thus expresses himself:—
<( I recognize that playful sportiveness,

And well know that amount of blandishment:

The sound of footsteps comes to my ear at night;
It was thyself; I recognize the hallowed voice !

w

Then having opened the eyes and looking between the

eyebrows, a form appears. Some of those who walk in the

path of religious poverty among the followers of Mohammed

(on whom be benedictions!) assert that the expression
Kab Kausain,

(<
I was near two bows' length,

8 alludes to

this vision. Finally, if they prefer it, having closed the

eyes for some time, they reflect on the form which appeared
to them on looking between the eyebrows ; after which

they meditate on the heart
;
or without contemplating the

form, they commence by looking into the heart
;
and closing

both eyes and ears, give themselves up entirely to medita-

tion on the heart, abandoning the external for the internal:

whoever can thus contemplate obtains all that he wants
;
but

The anguish of my friend strikes at the portal of the heart;

Command them, O, Shani' to purify the dwelling of the heart.

Stages of Exaltation

Finally the searcher after the Being who is without equal
or form, without color or pattern, whom they know and

comprehend in the Parsi under the name of Izad, in Arabic
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by the blessed name of Allah, and in Hindi as Para Hrahma

platee him without the intervention of

Arabic, Persian, Hindi, >>r any other Language, keeping the

heart in his pi •. until he, being rescued from the

shadows of doubt, is identified with God. The venerable

Afau/a - on this head: —
irt but SO atom, 1I<-. the great whole; but if for a few dajs

Th the whole, thou hecomest one with it."

They hold that reunion with the first principle, which

the Sufees interpret by evanescence and permanence, means

not, according to the distinguished Ishrakian or Platonists

of ! that the beings of accident or creation are blended

with him whose existence is necessarv, or that created

beings cease to exist; but that when the sun of the first

ie manifests himself, then apparently all created beings,
like the stars in the sun's light, are absorbed in his divine

effulgence; and if the searcher after God should continue in

state, he will comprehend how they become shrouded

through the sun's overpowering splendor, or like the ecstatic

•es he will regard them as annihilated : but the number

of Sufis who attain to this state is exceedingly small, and

the individuals themselves are but little known to fame.

This volume would not be sufficient to enumerate the amount

of those lights (precepts) which direct the pilgrim on his

course, but the venerable Azur Kaiv&n has treated at large

on this head in the ydm-i-Kai Khusrd.

It is, however, necessary to mention that there are four

states .if vision; the first, Xi'ni'iar, or that which is seen

during sleep: by sleep is meant that state when the subtile

fume^ g from the food taken into the stomach mount-

ing up to the brain, overpower external perceptions at the

time of repose: whatever is then beheld is called in Farsi

Tindb, in Arabic R .. and in Hindi Svapna. The state

bevond this dignity is Susvapna, in Arabic Ghaib or

"mysterious,
11 and in the popular language of the Hindoos

v&da or S i
-

.-; the connection between

soul and boe - follows when divine grace is

communic from the worlds on h:. d the transport

arising from that grace locks up external perceptions, what-

4
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ever is beheld during that state is called Binab or M revela-

tion w
;
but that state into which the senses enter, or H6sh-

-jodzhen,
(< a trance,

M which is expressed in Arabic by Sahib

or (<

recovering from ebriety," and in Hindi by Jag7'at,
<(

awaking,
w and Pratyaya

<(

evidence,
w means that state in

which divine grace being communicated, without the senses

being overpowered, it transports the person for the time

being to the world of reality : whatever he beholds in this

state is called Blndb or Mdainah K
reality." The state

higher than this is the power of the soul to quit the body
and to return to it, which is called in Farsi Nivah-i-cham-

inah, in Arabic Melkdt Khald-badeu. and in Hindu pra-

fura paroksha.

They affirm that the bodies occupied by some souls re-

semble a loose garment, which may be put off at pleasure;

so that they can ascend to the world of light, and on their

return become reunited with the material elements. The

difference between Sahi'c and Khald is this: Sahti means,

being absorbed in meditation on the communication of divine

grace, so that, without a relaxation of the senses, the person

may, for the time being, actually abide in the invisible

world : whereas Khald means, that the individual, whenever

he pleases, separates himself from the body and returns to

it when he thinks fitting. The spiritual Maulavi thus

says :
—

<( Shout aloud, my friends ! for one person has separated himself from

the body ;

Out of a hundred thousand bodies, one person has become identified

with God.w

According to this sect there are seven worlds : the first

is absolute existence and pure being, which they call Arcing
or <(

divinity
8

;
the second is the world of intelligences,

which they call Birang or the empyreal ; the third is that

of souls, called Alrang or the angelic ;
the fourth that of

the superior bodies, or Nirang; the fifth, the elementary,
or Rang; the sixth the compounds of the four elements, or

Rang-a-Rang; but according to the Sufis all bodies, whether

superior or inferior, are named Mdlk or region ;
the seventh

is Sarang, which is that of man or of human beings: but

in some Parsi treatises they term these seven regions the
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seven true realities; however, if the author wore to describe

minutely the articles ami ceremonies of this sect, their de-

tails would require so many volumes, thai contenting bim-

with what has ed, he now proceeds to describe

some of their most distinguished followers of later times.

Tin-: Sir.'\M.'\N Sect

Among the moderns, the chief of the Abadian and

rk&skangidn sects was Azar h'aivdn, whose lineage is

as follows: Azar Kaivan, the son of Azar ZcrJusIit
,
the

s'>n of Azar Barzin, the son of Azar KhurKn, the son of

in, the son of Azar Bahrain, the son of Azar

Nosh, the son of Azar Mihtar, the younger son of Azar

styled the fifth Sdsdn, the elder son of Azar Sdsdn,

the fourth of that name, the younger son of Azar Sdsdn,
the third of that name, the eldest son of Azar Sdsdn, or

the second Sdsdn, the mighty son of Azar Sdsdn, or the

first Sdsdn, the son of Darab the less, the son of Darab
the great, the son of Balnndn, the son of JsfcnJiar, the

son of Guslitasp, the son of Lohrasp, the son of Arvattd,
the son of Kai Nishin, the son of Kai Kobad, the son of

Zab, the son of Nauder, the son of Minnchehr, the son

of Iraj, who was of the lineage of Feridun, the son of

Abtin, who was of the lineage of yamshid, the son of Tah -

muras, the son of H&sheng, the son of Siamak, the son of

>nors, the son of l'dsdn Ajam, of the lineage of TT&s&n,

the son of Shai ^[ohbul, of the lineage Shai Giliv, the

of y"a' A/ad, of the lineage of Jat Afratn, the son of

Abdd Azdd, of the lineage of Mali Abdd, who appeared
with splendor in the beginning of the great cvcle. The
mother of h'aivdn was named Shirin, a fortunate and

illustrious dame descended from the lineage of the just

monarch Nu^hirvan.

Tin-. Holy Azar Katvan

Through eternal aid and almighty grace Azar h'aivdn,

from hie fifth year, devoted himself to great abstinence
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in food, and watching by night. Salim thus expresses

himself :
—

"Innate essence has no need of instruction;

How could an artist produce the image in the mirror ?»

In the progress of his admirable voluntary mortification,

the quantity of his daily food was reduced to one direm

weight. On this point, the divine sage Sunai observes:—
<( If thou eat to excess, thou becomest an unwieldy elephant:

But if with moderation, thou becomest another Gabriel;
If any person should give way to excess in eating,

Rest assured that he is also vile to excess.8

He abode in Khum during twenty-eight years, but re-

moved in his latter days from the land of Iran into India :

he remained some time in Patna, where, in the year of the

Hegira 1027 (A. D. 1673), he took his flight from this lower

elementary abode to the sphere of the mansions on high.

Azizi observes :
—

<( Whoever is wise, esteems this mortal coil the obstacle to union

with God :

This life is the death of Durvishes : look on (the world of) reality

as a friend. w

He continued eighty-five years united to the elements of

body, during which time he never desisted from the prac-

tice of austerities. On this subject Hafiz of Shiraz ob-

serves:—
<( O ! my heart, if thou once become acquainted with the lustre of

austerity,

Like those who strike the smiling taper, thou canst give up thy
head—

But thou longest after thy beloved and sparkling wine-bowl :

Abstain from such desire, for thou canst accomplish better things.
*

Farzdnah Bahrain relates in the Sharistan, that from

the very commencement of his religious career, Azar Kai-

van, having resolved on learning thoroughly the science

and systems of the eminent sages of antiquity, on this, the

distinguished philosophers of Hindustan, Greece, and Per-

sia, having appeared to him in a vision, communicated all

kinds of knowledge. He went one day to a college, where

he answered every question that was proposed, and gave
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the solut: ery d y : he was then

Zu r "the Master A.i S.mi Amir
viil Aii of tiamadan observes: —

• If th I v;iin licsirc,

:u.ir\ ..f i.nmij>

'utioii with the water of religioui

of \\\\ bean Into purity ;

T: •
I tive pilgrim,

1 1 ••
i, the w rin such a I

It is reported i rj Hasan of Shiraz, wlio was
"
the tne I :it of pt:i h atul

Fork*, d • said tl
J

. t wo fol-

of the Sufis came into the pi
. !.

. ami punning the path of opposition to the Master of

.;', treated him not as one po- I of perfection.

Their teacher, a man equally eminent in th< al and

practical science, who by dominion over the external world

had established the relation of spiritual intercourse with the

notv prophet, fell one night into a state of ecstasy, and be-

I in his trance the effulgent perfection of the prop!

who said to him: ' My son! tell thy discfples that through
of the Only Wise und the Omnipotent, who

'.dependent of all, Ali Kaivan is a Completely perfect

man, who has attained to the different degrees of spiritual

diminion, by the practice of the seven cordial ejaculations,

and varied mysterious illuminations, visions, revelations,

spiritual realities in his acts and attributes; moreover his

existence, through grace predestined from eter-

received the boon of divine nature; equally ver

pecial and general providence; unique in the true knowl-

e of things from inspection, not contented with the il-

lumination of tradition; the most i I master- of the

after truth in matters of worship, seclusion, -o.iai

intercourse, and whatever is meet and suitable to tl

state in all kinds of institutes and religious austerities. lit-

is the true philosopher; the physician of the human race;

the discipline of religion; the institute of the devout; the

interpreter of event-; the instructor of worship; the direc-

tor of those who seek I laboring diligently in the puri-

fication of souls; co-operating in the cleansing of i
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the spiritual champion of the law; fighting the good fight

of faith; the principle of truth; confirmed in the knowl-

edge, source, and evidence of certainty ; supported by divine

aid in the fundamental points and collateral inductions.

Let not thy disciples caluminate him, but esteem him a holy

personage, and regard attendance on him as pregnant
with happiness : do thou also approach his presence, and

use every effort to conciiliate his affection. ) The teacher

having during his ecstasy repeated this panegyric several

times, I committed the words to writing, and on the holy
man's arising from his ecstatic trance, he summoned me
and said: ( Who in this city is Azar Kaivan? The prophet
hath praised him exceedingly, and ordered me to go into

his presence.
) I answered: ( He has lately come hither from

the direction of Istakhar;* on which he replied: 'Conduct
me near him,* I therefore accompanied him, but was igno-
rant of Kaivan's residence. When we had proceeded some

time, one of Kaivan's disciples, by name Farhad, came
near him and said: ( The master (that is Kaivan) invites

you, and has sent me to be your guided When we came
into his presence, my teacher had determined in his mind
to salute him first, but was unable to obtain the priority,

as Azar Kaivan had much sooner anticipated him in salu-

tations in the Persian language, and afterward addressed

him in Arabic. We were struck with astonishment. My
teacher then repeated what he had communicated to me

concerning the vision, on which Kaivan commanded him
( not to remove the veil of this mystery.*

w The teacher,

on his return, having called before him his two misguided

disciples, recounted the perfections of Kaivan, and enjoined
them to abstain from censuring the holy man. For as Sadi

says :
—

ft
Respecting the thicket, imagine it not unoccupied,
A tiger may probably be couched there.w

Disrobing the Spirit

Azar Kaivan mixed little with the people of the worlds

he shunned with horror all public admirers
;
and seldom
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gave audience to any but bis disciples and the searchers after

truth, never exposing himself t>> the public gaze. Accord-

ing t<> S -ii Baha (Jddin Muhammad i Amil,—

:u and re. n p ..it the crowd,
will be .1 surficii

-

guard to th<

Parzanab Bahrain in the Sharistan^ that Kaivan

manner: * The connection of my
spirit with this ly, formed of t' lembles the

relation of the bod] whenever I wish I can

self from it, and resume it at my desire." The

6 author also thus relates of him, in the texl of the
• A ".•' A

. wherein are recounted some of his rev-

elations and spiritual communications: —

When I passed in rapid flight fr..in material bodies,

I and happy -pi ri t
;

pirit I beheld spirits:

moving amidst kindred spirit- :

rtar I beta
'

I a spirit ;

peculiar -pirit ;

Thus in the three kingdoms of nature I beheld a common spirit,

-pirit was mutually communicated to each other.

1
•

i : the knowledge of all existent

lated with the great Serosh Raman,

ration,

AJmight
radian.- i this Individuality d< pari

•

:r>- and the principal of evil disappeared;
i of me

Individual

atellecl -
p i r-i t

;

. be but shadow -
;

I then retun Intellig

ame back t.. the spirit;

summoning
In tl I became . and sublime,

I from that 1
—

I
•

! by which I had pom- up, I returned to my 1 « >dy

With a hundred divine favors deriving splendor fr<>m that assemblage.
Th< f the Supreme Lord is too exalted

¥>>r Inl with His servants to be worthy of Him.

By His • intellect becomes (illumined) like the earth or sun;
lie is elevated too hiph for 1! old intercourse with Him.
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If the spirit receives illumination from Him,
It becomes beside itself, and its speech is ( I am without intellect >—
The world is a drop which proceeds from the ocean of His existence;

What is the dropping dew? it is Himself (God);

Thou art not the dropping dew, but only a drop among the drops of it.

I know not what to say, as the result of all is deficiency :

Through love He confers bounties on His servants;

As it is proper to raise up the down-fallen,

His love renders the mendicant a man of power.

The world is but a ray emanating from the sun of His face:

The just Creator addressed me in kind words,

And conferred on me the splendor of an Ized
;

None but He can duly praise Himself,

As He cannot become the object of speech or hearing.
»

Kaiv&n was master of noble demonstrations and subtile

distinctions. One of the Moslem lawyers having asked him :

(< Why dost thou forbid thy followers from eating flesh,

slaying animals, and injuring living creatures?" he thus

replied:
<( The seekers of God are named the peculiar people

of the heart; and the heart itself, the true Kaabah: there-

fore, what is an abomination in the sanctuary formed of

water and clay cannot a fortiori be suitable to the true

Kaabah: that is, the eating of animals and the slaughter of

living creatures. w A great man says:
—

<( I have heard that a sheep once thus addressed the butcher,

At the moment he prepared to cut off her head with his sword :

I I now behold the retribution of every bush and bramble of which I

tasted ;

What then shall that person not experience who eats my fatted

loin ? > »

Kaiv&n also said: (< If you think proper, keep your tenets

secret wherever you happen to be, concealing them even

from your brethren in the faith
;
as they, for the confirma-

tion of their system, will make you publicly known." Azizi

also says:
—

(< As long as thou canst, communicate not thy secret to thy friend
;

For that friend has another
;
beware therefore of thy friend's friend. "

Some one asked him: (< In the schism of Abed Ansari,

which faith shall I adopt, and whose arguments must I

regard as true? * Azar Kaivan replied :

<( Remain in the same

faith that, until the present time, God doeth as seemeth
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good to Hum; and t"< »r the tunc I.. CORie He will do what-

ever lit- thinks propel
"

1 rfi ol Shirax says,
—

.ill Into being .ill thai is Impossible,

ept to If! 8

IK- 01 man : "The knowledge •
.

-

.s not :

ly knowledge, but bears the same

relation to realit} m the mirage of the trt to water, the

rcher after which obtains nothing l»ut an u of

thirst.
' Shah Subhan • —

rtune drink the wine <>f tru>- knowled
v do n la, qimiT the di Infidelity :

i quired In colleges and i>v human capacity
1^ like water drawn OUt of the Well l>v a

They once observed to Kaivan : Not withstanding the

great exertions made by his highness the sincere and faith-

ful Akbar, and the grand justiciary, the Caliph Omar, and

the possessor of the two lights, Os'man, in the way of the

faith proved by miracles, and their mighty labors in diffusing

its institutes, the Shee-ites are opposed to these great |

son lie replied : 'The mass of mankind are acted

n by time and place, in opposition to the seekers after

truth. It is also to be observed that the people of Iran

have adopted the Shee-ite faith
;

and as the above-

mentioned great personages destroyed the fire-temples of

that nation, and overturned their ancient religion, there

rebellion and envy have remained in their hearts."

Two learned men having a dispute concerning the su-

periority of the chosen All, "the Elecl
" (whose face may

I honor), over the two Shaikhs and the Lord of the

two lights (Osmar), (upon all of whom be the mercy of

the Almighty) having referred th< pute t<> Kaivan, he

observed :
—

Ml four nn- the f'Hir
J OS "f the prophet!

four elements <<f the prophets' souli

1 The distinction between the two exalted parties is diffi-

cult, as t v f them claim supremacy on the celebrity

(drum) of being fathers-in-law to the Arab founder of
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religion ;
and the other two are fitted for dignity, by being

sons-in-law to the apostle of the Arabs. But whereas all

things are objects of the Almighty's regard, the excellent

Ali,
( the Lion of God/ was esteemed so pre-eminent an

object of divine favor among the Moslems, that want
of faith and ignorance induced many to worship him as

the true God, until this great personage openly disclaimed

such a pretension. Also during the pontificate and caliphat
of Sadik,

( the faithful witness/ the powerful Abubeker,
1 the separator/ the grand Omar, and that of Zn-l-Narain,
'the Lord of the two Lights/ error misled many to such

a degree, that they denied their authority, until these legit-

imate directors asserted their claims to that dignity."
He returned an answer of a similar description in a dis-

pute between a Jew, a Christian, and a Muselman, who
were arguing about the superiority of their respective

prophets ;
some acknowledging Jesus as God, and others

as the Son of God. One day as a Christian and Musel-

man were disputing with each other, the former allowing
the death of Jesus, and the latter believing him to be

alive, Azar Kaivan said: <( If a person who knew not the

direction of a road which formed his destination, should in

the course of his journey come to a dead body lying down,
and a living person seated, from which of the two ought
he to inquire his way?" As the disputants both replied,
(< from the living person," he then said to the Muselman:
<(

Adopt thou the faith of Jesus, as according to thy belief

he is living." He then added: ((

By life is meant the life

of the rational soul
;

in this Mohammed and Jesus are on

an equality ; call your prophets the ( eternal living
'

;
for

life means not the perpetuity of this body fashioned out of

the elements, which cannot accompany us beyond a hun-

dred or a hundred and twenty natural stages (years)."
Azizi says :

—
« If the domestic fowl should fly along with the fowls of the air,

It could not proceed in flight beyond the summit of the wall.*

A hermit once came into Zu-l- Ulum's *
presence ;

he

pronounced a panegyric on the opposition to sensual pas-

* Zti-l-Ulutn (( master of sciences,* was a title of Kaivan.
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11 exhibited 1 belies and then added:

1 do limit to the op] :i to these pai

even the unbeliever through the practice of austerities

finally be m." He also added: " An exem-
-

plary unbeliever had become able to work mil A
S l i kh went to him one day and asked: ' B what route

hast ti.":: attained to this dignity ?

'

lie replied,
'

I

. ng the lUggestioi the passions.* On which the

Shaikh answered: ' Now turn to Islamism. as thy ^>ul has

admitted infidelity.
1 On hearing which the unheliever be-

follower of Islamism.* Kaivan d : "The
QUSt have t . I infidel, 1 :;1 w t^ still

.mi,' after [slamism, or the true religion." Urfi says :
—

"[ t . a of (these words) beli I ami unbelu :.

th- disput<
-

Recording t>> our (sup] had doctri- - think

uighl

A person once came to Zu-1-Ulum, and said :

"
I pro-

embracing the profession of a durvesh, and breakin ;

asunder the chains which bind me to the world. }> Kaivan

replied,
(

It is well." Some days after he returned to

Kaivan, and said: ((

I am at present engaged in proem
the patched tunic, cap, wallet, and other things necessary
for my profession." Zu-1-Ulum observed: 'The profession of

a durvesh consists in resigning everything and abandoning
all manner of preparations, and not in accumulation of

anv kind.

A merchant through penury having assumed the dress of

hypocrisy, appeared in a Shaikh's garb, and many persons
irded him as a holy man. He one day came

before Kaivan and said : "Often have wretches plundered
me on the road; it was however for a good purpose, in

order that by embracing tin- life of a durvesh I mighl at-

tain the great object of salvation." A/ar Kaivan replied:

Be not grieved, as thou art now plundering mankind by
w

iy of retaliation.
"

The s< Urfi pleases not the superior "f our monastery;
Because the superior is a foe to the Intelligent and Urfi p. the ^upid.
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Stories of Disciples

Farzanah Kharrdd, of the family of Mahbud, who had

been the khan salar (royal table-decker or taster) to the

equitable monarch Nushirvan * and put to death through
the sorcery of a Jew and the calumnies of a chamberlain,

as recorded in the Shah Namah of the king of poets,

Ferdusi, and in other histories : Kharrad joined himself to

Kaivan in the bazar of Shiraz, and practiced religious

austerities for many years. Farzanah Khushi has often

mentioned in conversation, and has also frequently repeated
in the Bazm-gah-i-DurvSs1i&?i,

<( the Durvesh's banquetting-

room," the following circumstance :

<(
I one day beheld

Kharrad and Ardeshir (a descendant of Ardeshir Babe-

gan, and one of Kai van's disciples), standing face to face

and mutually opposing each other : whenever Ardeshir

wished to smite Kharr&d with a sword, he appeared like a

stone, so that when the sword came into contact with his

body, it was instantly broken to pieces.
w In the year 1029

of the Hegira (1620 A. D.) he became reunited to the

pure uncompounded spirit. Buzurgi says :
—

<c What is the soul ? the seminal principle from the loins of destiny.

This world is the womb; the body its enveloping membrane;
The bitterness of dissolution, dame Fortune's pangs of childbirth.

What is death ? to be born again an angel of eternity.
B

Farzanah Farshid ivird was one of the Parsi village

chieftains: his pedigree ascended to Farzanah Shedosh,

who was one of the fifth Sassan's disciples. He also be-

came attached to Azar Kaivan in the same place as Kharrad,
?nd devoted himself to the service of the Almighty.
Khushi relates as follows: <( Farshid wird and Bahman
used to stand facing each other

; every arrow which Bah-

man discharged against Farshid wird, he used to cut in two

with his sword : and whenever the latter let fly an arrow,

*
Nushirvan, called by the Arabs Kesra, by the Persians Khosru,

is reckoned by some authors the 19th (by others the 20th) Persian

king of the Sassani'an dynasty, which, according to different opinions,
was composed of 31, 30, or 29 princes, and lasted 527, 500, or 431 years.

Nushirvan reigned from 531 to 579 A. D.
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Bahman with actii I address threw himself to oik- side

ami avoided it. But this is still more wonderful: when-

t Bahman .1 musket, Farshid let fly one at the

sunn- instant, and ball met ball, to that they both remained

unhurt : Bomel Farshid Wird off hit

musket, Bahman used to move rapidly on one Bide." In

yeai 1039 ol H ira (A. D. 1619) he hurried

n this abode >( the elements t<> the >k The

Khajah Hah on this subject, m\^
i

—
"

I i kened writ! " Ine ;

Hi;' I <<n ti. :il world ''

Fananah Kl. xnd was descendod from Sam, the

unman: he joined Zu-l-Ulum and gave himself up
to religious austerities. KLhushi thus relates :

"
1

i Khiradmand while Btanding face to hire t.. Rustam
( who was descended from Bahrain (iur and was one of

s distinguished disciples), assume the form of 1

dragon, and shower out fire from his mouth, to such .1

that a strong palm was consumed by its violence."

In three month's after Bahman's death, Khiradmand wa6
ored to his original place. Buzut -: —

I be skillful and intelligent artist

Should have in this world tWO BU lives,

D "in- he might acquit

Which he could carry into effect bj another experiment.

Of these illustrious personages they have recorded many
miraculous and mysterious deeds; BUcfa as, in the upper
world, hiding the sun's disk

; causing him to appear at

night; making the stars visible in the daytime: and in this

lower world, walking on the surface of water; making ti

productive out of season ; restoring verdure to dricd-up

ising trres t.. bow down their heads; also si

i n -g them • between heaven rtli in the form of

lightning; and such like: and, in the animated world.

morphosing animals; rendering themselves invisible to m<

appearing ui OUfl -'
IpC and forms: which

-

Khushi. They relate that these great persoi were to
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such a degree enabled to divest themselves of corporeal ele-

ments, that they quitted the body at pleasure : also that

they had acquired from the court of Heaven the knowledge
of all sciences whether known or occult, and consequently
had the power of exhibiting such wonderful works

; having

rendered, by the efficacy of their austerities, elementary mat-

ter subject to themselves. The author of these pages beheld

these four holy personages, Kharrad, Farshid wird, Bahman,
and Khiradmand, in Patna, on which occasion they be-

stowed their benedictions, and imparted to him the glad tid-

ings of the means of obtaining the great object, or final sal-

vation. Shaikh Saadi says:
—

<( It becomes the truly wise to pass every day in the exercise of holy

zeal,

And to offer up prayers for the prosperity of durvishes.8

Farzanah Bahram, the son of Farhad, was descended

from Gudarz the son of Hashwad. When Azar Kaivan

had proceeded to Patna, in this sage's latter days, Farzanah

Bahram came from Shiraz and devoted himself to the prac-

tice of religious austerities. He was a man who had at-

tained the highest degree of knowledge in logic, natural

philosophy, the abstract sciences, and theology, which he

had most attentively studied as far as set forth and ex-

pounded by sound reasoning in the Parsi, Pehlevi, and Ara-

bic : in practical and theoretical science he was unequalled ;

being profoundly skilled and a perfect philosopher in all

the objects of science and morality: among the Moslem doc-

tors, he had established the relations of external tuition with

Khajah Ju?ndl- Uddin jtfahmud, one of the disciples of

the Mulla c
faldl Daivani. Farzanah Bahram is the polished

author and compiler of the book entitled Shar'istan-i-Dfin-

ish, wa Gulistdn-i-Binish,
<( the pavilion of knowledge and

the rose-garden of vision. * In the Sharistan, he thus tells

us: u
Through the aid of Azar Kaivan, I reached the invisi-

ble, the angelic, the empyrean worlds, and the seat of the

Divinity, and attained to union with him through revela-

tions of the fourfold kind— impressive, operative, at-

tributive, and essential.* The Mobed Hoshyar relates :

(<
I have heard Farzanah Bahram relate as fellows : I was
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one a the
|

A/.ir Kai\

. cd in !..-. hearl U h that he should tell me what

occupii jhts. The %< un«

.•d the -

ights of my heart, and afterv lid .

'i). nahl it matter for me to know the

.

; but then what pui
-

I hy
D order that th. not he U

for the future Buffer th H< —tuned the

of a merchant, hut 1 it was for the pur]

at, and that If op to alchymy.
In the year of the Hegira 1034 (A. D. 1624), he a*

irkneat to the pavilions of Light.

Tin —
" v% found,

•he bir- il."

The Molitd Iloshyar is the author of the

"the songs of the intoxicated." He was horn at the port

of Surat : he traced his pedigree to the invincible champion
Kustam, the son of Zal, anil was a man of exceeding b:

. heroism, and experience; p in generosity ity,

termil of . right 1 . and sound experi-

If his history were detailed at full
'

uld

become n ry to write another Shah Xamah (. ing

his victory at Girdun, i. of All Yakah, and Buch

like

In short he entered the service of the great philosop:

r Kaivan and his eminent disciples, being .ted

a in the doctrine of self-k ; from th

me: at of night to the ris the world-illumina!
• •

in the attitude of M -

Kkasp. Now •

\h Khab. Murdaf I

v the S :i to the following mi ieping:

I

thrown his legs I him

his ki ling to the ground both hei

great I ad a] plying the the kn the

earth he keeps his seat on the is then to lie on

back, keeping the - of his fingers on his I ifter

this, he is to look intently i irry

into practice the Habs-i-Jam, or iir. ; nent of the
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breath. The Durvesh Subahani, one of the great Sufees,

used to say:
<( Such was the sleep of the prophets.

w
They

also say :
(< The prophets of old used to sleep on their

backs, with their faces directed toward the Heavens: ® which

is the same as the position before described. Hoshyar had

attained to the power of suppressing the breath for one

watch (three hours). Shaikh Saadi says:
—

<( They who restrain the soul from sensual pleasures

Surpass in heroism both Rustam and Zal.M

Hoshyar was not scrupulous about what he ate
; never

turning away his face from whatever was set before him :

he, however, most diligently shunned the practice of cruelty

to living creatures, and avoided superfluities and excess of

every description. Hafiz of Shiraz on this head says:
—

(< Addict not thyself to cruel pursuits, and do whatever else thou

pleasest ;

As in our law there is no sin except that of cruelty.
B

In the year of the Hegira 1050 (A. D. 1640) he was

delivered fron the bondage of body in the capital named
Akbar Abaci. The Mobed says :

—
«
Truly the body is a narrow sepulchre which entombs every spirit,

When that tomb is entombed, thou beholdest a wall, that really
is no wall;

When the tomb is entombed, the living spirit is freed from its

prison.

Alas ! O Mobed, the sovereign of the body knows of no restriction.*

The Mobed Hoshyar, who was conversant with the visi-

ble and invisible worlds, master of the esoteric and exo-

teric doctrines, was the interpreter of the Jashn-i-Sadah (the

festival of Sadah), from which work his superior talents are

evident : he derived his descent from the sage Jamasp. In

the year of the Hegira 1036 (A. D. 1626) the author of

this work met him in the delightful region of Kashnim.

He used to support himself on the extremities of his fingers,

so that his body came not into contact with the ground, in

which position he continued from midnight until dawn.

On the subject of penance Hafiz says:
—

<c O, my heart! couldst thou but acquire a knowledge of religious

austerity,

Thou wouldst be able to abandon women like smiling torches. }>
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MlRAi IK WORKBKJ

The Mobed Sar6sk, the Bon of Kaivan, the son of Kamkar,
wh.> mi styled A t "the illustrious,* on account

of the celebrity «>f his k u. • %% The Mobed carried his

line Father's Bide to the venerable prophet Zar-

1 bis mother's, to •
' the Sage. He was

ian1 with the theoretical and practical sci-

ences; and vras master of the I of Arabia, Persia,

and Hindustan; he had traveled over most of the habitable

rid; his nights were passed in prayer; his conduct was

n pure. On coining into attendance <>n Kaivan, he

illuminated by the BUU of his knowledge, ami during
tendance on Farzanah Bahram, the son of Farh&d, he

acquired the Arabic language. His age reached to sixty

in short he was a saint elect, who in the course of

life never looked on a woman; his mouth was never

polluted with animal food of any description ;
he sought

seclusion from the world, and limited himself to a small

quantity of food.

If thnu didst but know the pleasure of abandoning pleasure,

Thou wouldst never more talk about the pleasures of sense.

He is the author of many admired literary works and

compilations; BUCh as the Nosh /hin'i, "sweet medicine";

the SaganguMn t "dog's honey," and the Zerd&sht Af-
shar, "the companion of Xerdwsht," and suchlike. It was

heard from an eminent doctor named Aflthammed Mahsan,
who said thus: "I heard from him (Kaivan) three hundred

and proofs confirmatory of the existence of the Deity:

but when I wished to commit them to writing, it was no

longer in my power." People relate all manner of miracu-

lous stories about him; such as his creating what was not

previously in existence; revealing secret matters, and con-

cealing what was evident ; the acceptance or fulfillment of his

prayers ; his performing a long journey in a short space of time ;

his knowledge of things hidden from the senses; and his

giving a description of the same ;
his appearing at the same

time in places far distant from each other; bringing the

5
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dead to life, and depriving the living of vitality; his being
enabled to hear and understand the language of animals,

vegetables, minerals, etc.; to produce food and wine without

any visible means
;
to walk on the surface of water, also

through fire and air
;
and such like. The author met him

in Kashmir in the year of the Hegira 1036 (A. D. 1627).

JFirrah Kdri, the attendant on the venerable ShidSsh (an
account of whom shall be soon given) was a person, whose

essence was adorned with science and decorated by purity ;

the possessor of extraordinary probity and sound under-

standing, said thus: <( I once received some injury from the

peasantry of Achan, a district bordering on the public and

sacred place of Kashmir: speaking of this to Tazddn

Sil&i, a disciple attached to the M<5bed Sar6sh, I said
( the people of Achan have grievously afflicted me,' and

stated to him the criminal conduct of this wicked set of

men. He answered :
( Do you wish that the Almighty

should overwhelm with floods the cultivated grounds of

these wretches ?* I replied
(

Certainly.
) It then began to

rain so exceedingly, the loftiest and strongest-built houses

were overthrown; from the overwhelming deluge ruin fell

on their buildings and tilled grounds; and the fields of

these men themselves were nearly destroyed by the waters

at the very commencement. w The Maulavi Manevi says:
—

<( As long as the heart of the righteous comes not to affliction,

God never brings calamity on any people.
w

The rains still continued, which Sar6sh having observed,

he was exceedingly wroth with his disciple and reproved
him

;
and that same day the rain ceased. Firrah Kari used

to say,
(< Mobed Sar6sh was acquainted with the desires of

my heart, and possessed power over men's minds. n He also

related the following story concerning him :
" At the time

of arriving in the caravanserai of Balik, in the city of Tark-

han, the men of that place wished to act wickedly toward

us, and practice oppression. I explained the nature of their

conduct to the Mobed, on which he retired into a corner.

That same night there appeared in the air men whose heads

reached to the heavens, while their feet touched the earth.

The people of the city were seized with consternation and
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desisted from oppressing us, and the merchants .it the same

time bestowed freedom on those who bed been

many yeSJ

The Mobed ! Being in want of few

direms, 1 went I Sitai, the disciple of the Mobed
ed forth liis hand, and taking up

ken pottery, formed twenty heap-- of it: having
on tin- w times, they all bet/arm- gold Mohurs:

these he put into my hands, and 1 disbursed them in the

my ordinary ex] He also relates: "Yasdan
Sits astro ted house of such a kind that, when any one

entered, he beheld the sun; and when the holy man -, t t with

his friendi L as s crocodile coming to the river-

tk, which was about to snatch away all present. He
- threw into the fire towels on which t he flames

Sect: he frequently repeated something, stirring his

. and so rendered himself invisible; he used sometimes

it in the air, and used to say: '1 am actually at

although I appear otherwise.* SAidosA, the son of

We were once seated near him when lie

pis taper in a basin of water; there immediately ap-

red some peacocks turning toward the water, plunging
their heads into it. and displaying all their beauty, while

we remained in utter astonishment." Shidosh also says: "I

once beheld him disporting in the midst of a blazing fire."

.. the writer of these pages has seen him swallow fire.

The Mobed Hosl
J

>r - He once exhibited a sight, 60

to make a house appear tilled with serpents and scor-

is." He used also to lay on the breast of a person

plunged in sleep, something of such a nature as to make
him return an answer to every question proposed to him.

The Mobed Hushyar also relates: "I once beheld the Hakim

(th< ) K.imran of Shiraz. in the feast of joy and hos-

pitality made for the reception of an Iraki friend, light

match: on this, all the Lulees* then in the house stripped

themselves naked and began to dance, while we iooked on

•The Lnlees in Persia and in other part< of A .1 an- women of

the same description as the dancinp Rirls in India J to pleas-

ure, and er ir art of plea-inp at al'. <ls, public and

private.
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at a distance. The sage said: ( This we have learnt from

Yazdan Sitai : as I give no invitation to Lulees, and no

others can be prevailed on to commit such indecency, I

therefore tried the experiment on the party of them assembled

in this place.
>w Many other things of a similar nature are

related concerning Yazdan Sitai.

Khoda J6i was a native of Herat, who had passed many
years in the service of exemplary and holy men; he relates:

W I once saw in a vision holy personages come around me
and say:

(

Depart and seek a spiritual guide free from prej-

udiced During many years' search I was unable to dis-

cover such a character; but having once seen in a dream,
( that Azar Kaivan of Istakhar was one of that descrip-

tion: > I went near him in company with Farzanah
Khushi*
Khoda J6i excelled in the knowledge of Parsi and Arabic

;

he avoided altogether animal food of every description ;
he

could suppress his breath during four watches (twelve

hours), and was in the habit of practicing the Hubs-i-dam ;

he never slept at night, nor ate more than fifty direms

weight of food. He never gave utterance to a lie, and

whatever he stated had reference to exalted objects and pur-

suits
;
even these were uttered only at the solicitation of

his friends. He is the author of the volume entitled jfdm-
i-Kai KhusrS,

(< The Cup of Kai Khusrtf,^ an admirable

commentary on the poetic compositions of Azar Kaivan,

and also containing his visions. He arrived in the delight-

ful regions of Kashmir in the year of the Hegira 1040

(A. D. 1631) where the author met him. In that same

year this distinguished personage hastened from this abode

of evanescence to the mansions of eternity. Hafiz of Shiraz

says :
—

tt O jojous day, when I depart from this abode of desolation;
I then seek my soul's repose and follow the adored object;

Fluttering about like a solar mote in the atmosphere of that lip,

Until I attain at last to the fountain-head of the radiant sun. w

Shidosh, the son of An<5sh, descended from the prophet
Zardusht by his father An6sh, who was styled Far/wsh,
<( the splendor of intellect,

w was one of the sincerely
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devoted d of Azar Kaivan. Zarbdd wee also descended

from tla- same divine apostle Zardnsht, and finally became

man of opulence, although at the beginning of his career

he only possessed the pangi 1 titution. They both came
one day into the presence of Azar Kaivan, and lamented

the hardship "t" ti orn Btate; on this A/.ar replied:
"
Proceed with smal the quarter of sunrise, trav-

• the eastern borders, and dispose of it with speed
toward tl ling .sun. as your condition, through tliis

. site of difficulty will be changed into the means
•

iffiuence.* Nearly .it the period of giving these instruc-

tions, Azar Kaivan having withdrawn from this earthly

icle, hastened to the resting-place <>f the Bpheres, and

these two Jupiter-like Btars, the unrivaled splendor of the

Id, set out is directed. At length, through the efficacy
of Kaivan's enlightened spirit, the state <>t' these pilgrims

tinued to obtain an ascendancy, until they became pos-

at opulence. II. it'/ says thus:—
look convert clay Into the philosopher's stone,

Wh.it great matter if they best ngle glance on me."

After this, Zarbddi sent to Patna an ancient servant,

F.irr.ih Kari by mime, to conduct his daughter to the musk-

oted pavilion of Shidosh, the illustrious son of Anosh.
r this event. F.irr.ih Kari and Shidosh, proceeded from

Patna on .1 commercial adventure, and formed the plan of

ng out from Kashmir to Kashgar. They were however
obli • remain sometime in Kashmir; hut on the first

moment of moving from Patna, there arose in the breast of

an anxious wish for attaining the knowledge of

himself, the investigation of his ancient abode, ascertaining
his natural light, and exploring the march of the invisible

world. As from the very first, this bright Jupiter, through
the entreaty of Kaivan (Saturn) had directed hi- steps to

the region ol atom- and the abode of element- of the celes-

tial ami terrestrial parents, con •

tlv. when Kaivan had

abandoned this bodily frame, he sat down with his dis-

ciples :
—

"Ch< •• •'.. ompaniona who arc better than thyself,
In order that thy understanding and faith may increase."
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He consequently devoted himself to religious exercises,

listening in the first place to the voice called in Persian

dzdd dvd,
(< the independent voice,

M in Arabic saut-i-mutluk,

or <( the absolute sound w
;
and in Hindi, andhid. When

he had duly practiced this rite, he directed his eyes, opened
wide between the eye-brows, which in Hindi they call

terdtuk, until the blessed form of Kaivan was clearly mani-

fested: he next contemplated that form, until it actually

was never more separated from him
;
he at length reached

the region of intellect, and having passed through the six

worlds, arrived in the seventh, and in this state of en-

trancement obtained admittance to the Almighty presence ;

so that, during this abstraction from self, the annihilation

(of every thing human) and the eternity (of the spiritual)

was joined to his existence. Siidi says :
—

<( O youth ! enter thou this very day into the path of obedience,
For to-morrow the vigor of youth comes not from the aged man,"

One morning at the dawn of day he said thus to the author

of the Dabistan :

(C

Yesterday in the gloom of night, directed

by the light of spirit, I departed from this external body,
and arrived at the mysterious illumination ever replete with

effulgence: the chamberlain of truth removed from before

me the curtains, so that on quitting this mortal nature and

leaving the visible world, I traversed the angelic sphere.
The supreme independently-existing light of lights became

revealed in all the impressive, operative, attributive, and

essential radiance of glory: this state of imaginary being

disappeared, actual existence was clearly witnessed." Hafiz

says :
—

<( The perfect beauty of my beloved is not concealed by an interpos-

ing veil
;

O Hafiz, thou art the curtain of the road : remove away.
w

Shiddsh, though far removed from receiving pleasure by

dainty food, still appeared always in magnificent dresses :

his audience always diffused the fragrance of perfume ; he

even clad in handsome dresses his head domestic servants,

and other dependents, nay even his very porter and door-

keeper. He used to say :
a My state proceeds from the
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endor ol Azax Kaivan'i aid: to feel contempt for iiicfa

capital would be highly improper; and not tO make use ol

it would he an ub«»minat i. >n before my benefactor; for

otherwise, I derive do p from fine raiment. 1 Aj to

hia abatinence in point <>t food, and his ihunning of female

what bat been mentioned is sufficient on t
1

bead*. Shidoah Bihin was youth of a finely proportioned
ind beautiful countenance; the following was

rule observed by him: he never attached merit to any
i. but endeavored to divest himself altogether

of prejudice, and maintained \ery little intercourse with

Derality of mankind: when he formed an intimacy,
on the first day he testified only a small degree of warmth;
lie exhibi cater attention on the second; so that he

daily made greater advances in the path of friend-hip;

progressively increasing his love and affection : as to what

lias been stated relative to his displaying no great
inth on the first interview, the same proportion ob-

tained when he showed a decrease of warmth to some ;

that same would be reckoned very greal in any other. He
that in the society of friends, their intcr-

.:se must not be separated from meditation on God, as

whatever i-, i- but :i radiancy emanating from the sun

of 1 1 1 e: the visible ami invisible of the world being
onlv forms of that existence. Rafiah says:

—

.ind demons be formed from one prinri;

Tin mdman, the spring, th<- seed, and the (kid must be the

his unity to dread from the plurality of the human race?

the knot a hundred-fold, there la onlj -ingle

' u sd with so Bevere an illness in Kashmir,
that h •

surpassed the art of the physician' as Urfi

s :
—

What physician can therr be, If tl M ill himself be taken I

All the people about Shidosh were d . but he

remained cheerful of heart, and in proportion as the svnip-
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toms became more aggravated, his cheerfulness increased,

and he frequently recited these couplets from Hafiz: —
• O joyous day, when I depart from this abode of desolation,

Seeking the repose of my soul, and setting out in search of my
beloved :

Dancing like a solar mote around the atmosphere of her lips

Until I could reach the fountain-head of the radiant sun.»

On the day of his departure from this temporary halting-

place to the eternal mansion of repose and the exalted seat

of happiness, his disconsolate friends and affectionate do-

mestics were deeply afflicted, but Shidosh retained his cheer-

fulness and thus addressed them with an expression of

delight :

((
I am not grieved at this disease of body, why

then do you grieve ? nay ought you not to wish that I,

having quitted this gloomy abode of phantasy, should

hasten to one beyond the confines of space, and the man-

sions of intellect may become united to the truly existent

and independent (first cause).
w The Maulavi Manavi says

thus :
—

(< If death be but a human being, say to him, < drawnear, )

That I may closely fold him in a fond embrace.

From him I extort by force eternal life,

While he but snatches from me the Durvish's party-colored dress. w

He then lifted up his hands aud directing his face to

heaven, the Kiblah of prayer, recited the following blessed

couplets from the Sahifah al Auliya,
(< Volume of the

Saints,
w written by the Imam Muhammed Nur Baksh.

w Whether we are directors or guides,

Still do we want to be guided, on account of the infancy of our steps.

We are but solitary drops from the ocean of existence,

However much we possess of divine revelation and proof.

I am far from the great reservoir of drops

Convey me, O God, to the boundless ocean of light !
*

On reciting these lines he closed his eyes. The Shaikh

Abulfaiz Faiyazi says on this subject:
—

<( The drop became a fountain, and the fountain grew into a river,

Which river became reunited to the ocean of eternity.
))
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This event occurred in tin- war of the Hegira IO4O (A. D.

oate friends expressed their grief in the

following manner :
—

\ -1 in the partei

111 the jessamii
1- put off t.i the daj n;

h theme of many 1 tal<

ithor -tlso in his elegy on Shldosh thus ezpi
hi* —

from mv si^'ht

e a river-tx !.

ting pi the t> ; rd wu the pan
n thi* lowly ni--i I irted i" the n high.

Il<- was truly fr<<-, and sought
He rporeal matter, and his spirit j<>:

ritu.il region.
- tool was united to the sublime the creator of sou!

ond the limits rth, and tii:

Antun Buskuyah '•' • -
I ik, zealous in the

Christian faith, and also possessed of great property; through
divine aid, he conceived an attachment to the society of

Duryishes, and for the purpose of acquiring knowledge,
held frequent conferences with them; through his having
discovered the path pointed out by the son of Furhad, he

altogether resigned his worldly concerns, and denied him-

self the use of clothes. Farzanah always called him " Mes-

11c used to appear perfectly naked, and never wore

clothes eit!.'-r summer or winter; he abstained altogether

from animals «>f every description he never soli any-

thing, hut if a person brought food or drink before him, if

it were not animal food, he would eat part of it. One day,

although .t:. evil-disposed person smote him BO that his

limhs vounded, yet he never even looked at his op-

pressor ; when his per-ecutor had departed, I, the author,

came up as the people were speaking of the injury intlicted

on him; on mv inquiring the particulars from himself, he

replied:
"

I am not distressed for my own bodily suffering.
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but that person's hands and fists must have suffered so

much." The Imam Kali Warastah w the humble,
w
says :

—
(C If the thorn break in my body, how trifling the pain !

But how acutely I feel for the hapless broken thorn !

Ram Bh6t, a Hindu, was a learned Brahmin of Benares
;

on joining the son of Farhad, he desisted altogether from

his former rites, and began to follow the path pointed out

by Bahram. The Mobed Hoshyar says :

(<
I have often

heard wonderful stories concerning him
;
a person named

Muhammed Yakub was so ill, that the physicians hav-

ing given up all hopes of his cure, his relations, in their

affliction, had recourse to an ignorant woman who reckoned

herself a skillful personage. I went one day near Ram
Bh6t, and found him reposing his head on his knee, on

which this reflection passed across my mind: c If Ram Bh6t

be one of the elect, he can tell whether Muhammed Yakub
is to remain or pass away.' He raised up his head, and

looking on me with a smile, said :

( God only knows the

hidden secrets ; however, Muhammed Yakub is not to de-

part ;
in another week he will be restored to health. * And

truly the thing came to pass as he had declared. w
Through

his guidance Ram Chand, a Kshatri, one of the chiefs of

the Sahan Sakal, adopted the faith; and through the in-

struction of these two individuals, many of their tribe em-

braced the independent faith as promulgated by the son of

Farhad. The word Sah in Hindi is applied to (< a possessor
or powerful person,

w and the Sahkal are a division of the

Kshatri, an Indian caste or tribe. In reality, if the writer

attempted to enumerate the numbers of different nations

who zealously adopted the doctrines and ritual of Bahram,
this work would become exceedingly prolix ;

he must there-

fore resist from such an undertaking. The author of these

pages has heard from Farzanah Bahram, the son of Far-

had, as stated on the authority of Farzanah Bahram, the

son of Farhad, that one day the Shaikh Bahd-ud-din Mu-
hammed Amali, who was a Mujtahad,

• a champion,
w of

the sectaries of Ali, came near Kaivan and obtained an

interview. Having thus become acquainted with Kaivan's
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tion and :i, lu- wai exceedingly rejoiced and

happy, and : . thii tetrastich: —
i the ti r •• temple the I s.mit performed Ins

And found cistence i-.i\<- that >>f God);
Aj •

the AJmlghtj ihedi Iti rayi la every place,

K: r ut th ..f the kebab or th<- portali «>i

Viter this interview, he became the diligenl follower of

. and resorted t.» the disciples of the Master of all

S

Mt> Abulkasim Fandat i also, through his intercourse

with Kaivan's disciples, became an adorer ol the sun, re-

n cruelty toward all living creatun It is

An that being once asked,
"

Why does! nol thou

in obedience t<> the law x° on lne pilgrimage to Me
lit- replied:

'

1 ^o not on this account, as 1 must there

ighter a sheep with my own hand. 1* At present the

author proceeds to describe with the pen of truth a sum-

mary of the institutes of the Amizish^
K
intercourse,

a held

by the A.badian Durveshes with society. Those who ad<

this rule call it the Arnkzish-i-Farhang^ or "the intercourse

md A/-:'., ir, or "Stranger's remedy." When
r to their faith is introduced to One of their as-

far from addn harsh observations to him,

eulogiuma on his tenets, approve whatever he

I do not omit to lavish on him every mark of at-

tention and re-pert : this conduct proceed- from the funda-

mental article «>f their creed, a- they .ire convinced that in

le of belief, its follower- mav come to God : nav.

if those of a different faith should present them a requ
some object about which they disagree, that i-.

solicit by which they may approach God, they
do not withhold their compliance. They do not enjoin a

person to a! hi- actual profession of faith, ;is they
account it unnecessarv to give him use' pain of mind.

Moreover when any one is engaged in concerns with them,

they withhold not their aid from hi i \ and support,
but prac' ward him to the utmost extent of their

ability, whatever is most praiseworthy in this world and
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the next: they are also on their guard against indulging in

sentiments of prejudice, hatred, envy, malice, giving pre-

eminence to one faith above another, or adopting one creed

in preference to another. They also esteem the learned,

the Durvishes, the pure of life, the worshipers of God in

everv religion, as their trusty friends
; neither styling the

generality of mankind wicked, nor holding worldly-minded

persons in abhorrence : they observe,
(< what business has

he who desires not this world's goods to abhor the world ?
B

for the sentiment of abhorrence can proceed from the en-

vious alone. They neither communicate their secrets to

strangers, nor reveal what another communicates to them.

A person named JMihrdb was among the disciples who
followed the son of Farhad, in the year of the Hegira

1047 (A. D. 1637) ; the author, who was then in Kashmir,
thus heard from Muhammad Fal Hasiri :

<c
I once beheld

Mihrab standing in the high road, at the moment when a

Khorasanian, seizing on an old man by force, obliged him

to labor for him without recompense, and placed a heavy
burden on his head : at this Mihrab's heart so burned within

him, that he said to the Khorasanian,
( Withdraw thy hand

from this old man, that I may bear the burden whither-

soever thou desirest.' The Khorasanian was astonished,

but Mihrab, without paying any farther attention to this,

took the poor man's load on his head, and went along
with his unjust oppressor, and on his return from that per-

son's house showed no symptoms of fatigue. On my ob-

serving to him,
( This oppressor has heaped affliction on a

holy priest and judge like thee !

) he replied,
( What could

a helpless person do? the load must be conveyed to his

house, and he was unable to place it on his shoulders, as

it was unbecoming for him; nor was he able to give money
(which is difficult to be procured) in payment of his labor;

he of course seized on some one to perform his work. I

applaud him for granting my request, and feel grateful to

the old man for complying with my wishes, suffering me
to take his place, and transferring his employment to my-
self. ) B Hafiz of Shiraz thus expresses himself:—

(< The heavens themselves cannot remove the weight confided to us
;

The lot of labor fell to my hapless name."
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.).' anger brother of tl re M
seen by the com] - vrork in attendance on the

of Parhad, and in the \c.ir of the Hegira 1048 (A. I'.

he thu« beard from the Mulla .1/..' I Lah<

oe li.is sent him on some errand to the

by the house of a person in

\lim I : of Halsub, styled Wazir Kh

the soldier was then chastising his Blave, saying: Thou

it fraudulently Bold • ae of my captive Nfahab coming
r the soldier, said to him: 'Withdraw thy hand from

: me in place of him who has run

n .v. tins request was bo importunately urged, that

the r hnaliy accepted the offer and .1 from beat-

h is slave. However, when the soldier had discovered

spiritual gifts, he permitted him to return home,
hut Mahab would not quit him. A week after tin's event,

Farhad *aid in my presence,
'

I know not where Nfahab

is
;

' on which, resting his head on his knees, he directed

his heaven-contemplating attention to the subject, and the

tant after, raising up his he :. - aid :

' Mahab is in the

ice of a certain soldier, and has voluntarily resigned
his person to servitude.' lie forthwith proceeded to the

soldier's abode and brought hack Mahab." Many similar

transactions are recorded of these sectaries. Muhamtncd

-tyled Amir ul I'mra, a Shira/.i bv descent,

thu- —

"Through auspicious love we mak< n both worlds,

D an ar. > DOthing but love fr.'in us. n



THE CODE OF MAHAbAD

The third section of the Dabistan explains the laws of

the Paiman-i-Farhang (excellent covenant) and the Hirbed

Sar (the pure Highpriest).

The Paiman-i-Farhang is the code of Mahabad, of

which many translations have been made
;
one of them is

that made by Faridun, the son of Abtin; another, that of

Buzurg-Mihr for the use of Nushirvan, the son of Kobad;
some extracts from these have been given in the present

work. The Tazdanian, <(

godly,
w who are also called Sahi

Kesh,
(<

flourishing faith,
w and Sipds!, "adorers," maintain

that the most exalted of the prophets, the mightiest of

kings, and the sire of the human race which exists in this

cycle was Mdhdbdd, whom they also call Azar Husha?ig,
(< the fire of wisdom. }>

They also say that it is thus re-

corded in the code of this venerable personage, which is

the word of God
; and that moreover, this mighty prince

has himself expressly announced that the Divine Essence,
which has no equal is totally devoid and divested of all

form and figure ; incapable of being the object of concep-
tion or similitude : also that the tropes of the most eloquent

orators, the illustrations of the most enlightened and pro-
found geniuses, are utterly unable to convey a clear idea

of the light, which has neither perceptible color nor sign :

the sublime speculations of the learned and the discriminat-

ing understandings of the sage are too feeble to comprehend
the substance of the pure essence of that light, which is

without equal, quality, color, or model : also that all exist-

ences have proceeded from the bounty and wisdom of the

Almighty, and are consequently His creation : that not a

single atom in this world, nor even the motion of a hair

on the body of a living creature, escapes his knowledge: all

which propositions are proved by evident demonstrations

deduced from various premises, and accompanied by excel-

(78)
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lent commentaries, the enumeration of which thii abridged
treatise cannot admit. Alsotlut the cognisance of the self*

existent God extendi alike to the most minute particles of

mattei and tlir entire universe.

Thf Grzai Angkls 01 1 1 1 k First Ordbb

In the code of the great apostle M '
it a thus

stated: the work of God 1- above the power of the tongue
and infinitely the calculations to which the inhab-

it of this lower elemental world have recourse: the

:.itionsof the Eternal are from eternity to eternity : they

:^'n the name of Bakman m to the first Angel whom the

nighty invested with the mantle of existence, and

through the medium of whom it was communicated to

others. The planct6, fixed stars, and heavens have each

r peculiar conservative Angel; also the four elements

below the lunar sphere have four conservative Angels, and

in like manner all productions connected with them: for

rnple. in minerals there are many precious stone6, such

rubies, sapphires, and emeralds of everv kind, which are

under the dominion of their good, munificent, protecting

Angel : and so on with respect to all species of vegetable
and animal productions. The name given to the conserva-

tive angel of mankind is Farun Faro I 'akhshdr.

The code of Mahahad states that the second rank is as-

ied to the angels connected with bodies: that is, ev<

•.in and every st.tr has a simple uncompounded spirit,

bare of matter, as it is neither a body nor material : also

•Azad Bahman Is called bj the Slpaslan the precious Jewel of the

intellectual principle. In the Zand>books and In the Bun»Dehesh, b

invoked as l>v Ormusd, and as one who Is to conduct the hi

ens; he presides over the eleventh month of the year and the second

month; he is the king of the Inminoni world; the other

angels repose under bifl guard; be is the principle of the IntelligC

of the ear, given by Ormuzd
;
the father of the purity of the In-art:

the laed of peace who watches over the people; he aids in the dis

tribution of the waters, and in the production of herds and other

riches; it is he who • the souls of the just at their entrance

into heaven, congratulates them on their happy arrival, and dothei

them with robes of gold.
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that all living beings in the world have an uncompounded
soul.

It is stated in the code of Mahabad, that angelic beings

of the third rank are the same as the superior and inferior

bodies. The superior bodies are those of the sphere and

the stars
;

and the inferior the four (guhar) elements.

The most noble of all bodies are those of the sphere.

The Gradations of Paradise

The code of Mahabad states thus: tt In the Mint, or ( az-

ure >

heaven, there are many gradations, we shall first

enumerate the gradations of Paradise in this lower world.

The first gradation consists of minerals, such as rubies, sap-

phires, emeralds, and the like
;

the second of vegetation,

such as plane trees, cypress, gardens, etc.
;

the third of

animals, such as the Arab horse, the camel, and such like
;

the fourth consisting of selected individuals among men,
such as princes and those connected with that class, per-

sons in the enjoyment of health, the contented, and such

like ;
all which gradations they call Mxnxi Sdr,

(celestial

abode,
) and Bist Lad, that is, Fer6den ferd,

( the low

foundation. * w In these states there is a retrospect; for ex-

ample, there is one man who in relation to his deeds grad-

ually descends to the animal state
;

while the terrene

particles of virtuous men's bodies change either to the vege-

table state or that of the choicest minerals, however with-

out the existence of an incorporeal soul in either of them.

On ascending from this state, the change is called Lim
Sar, or <(

dwelling on high"; the first is the lunar step;

for in the soul of the exalted moon are the forms of all

those beings into which the elements enter. A person on

arriving there remains in it, becoming the regent of all the

lower world, and in proportion to his knowledge and the

habits resulting from his laudable qualities, assumes a better

form. On arriving at a higher rank than this, he finds

augmented delight as far as the solar step ;
for the sun is

the Pirah-i-Tazdan, or <( the ornament of God,
w that is,

the viceroy of the Lord and sovereign of the 6tars, whose
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gracious Influence pervades both high and low. On Leaving
this .md

|
: through the various gradations to the em-

pvreal heaven, every step becomes more delightful and

cellent. ( hi Ling beyond the great sphere, he arr:

1 the curtain of the great Angela and contemplate! the

Lord of the light of lights surrounded by angels : no state

:!.c beatitude and glory of this gradation,

which is called the M .'.'
. or

"
lieaven of heavens."

Tiik INFERNAL Kij.iuns

The code of Mahahad States thus: Hell is situated under

the sphere <>f the moon: the first step consisting of minerals

in misshapen masses, or stones without worth; of plants,

thorny and vile and poisonous herbage; of living creati;

i as ants, serpents, and scorpions; and of men laboring

ier indigence, sickness, feebleness, ignorance, and

e: in this step man is punished for whatever evil ac-

>s he has committed, and escapes not without due retri-

bution. However, the severest gradation of the infernal

regions i- that of mental anguish, which is appropriated to

the irreligious philosophers, for when his elemental bod\

-olved, they do not assign him another; so that he finds

his way to heaven, but remains in the lower elemental

rid, consumed bv the flames of anguish: besides, in con-

aence of his detestable qualities, his tormentors pounce

upon him in the shape of serpents, scorpion-*, and other

such
I

This state they denominate Puchan-i-I' .'.

or "the hell of hells."

The code of Mahabad also states, that whatever occurs in

this elemental world proceeds entirely from the planets; 60

that their adoration, next to that of the Almighty, heco:

an indispensable duty; for these luminaries approach near

the palace of the Almighty, and the chiefs of the court of

eternity. In this world, whoever draws near tl "of

grandeur, must have a friend to sound his praise, which is

a measure much to be commended. The person who under-

takes a joarney cannot do without a guide, and he who

goes to a city where he has no friend, mi fficulty;
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consequently, the worship tendered to these dignities is

much to be commended. The stars are truly many in

number, but, amidst these multitudes, the influences of the

seven planets are the most evident ;
also of all the starry

hosts the sun is the sovereign lord. It is therefore necessary
to form seven images, and to raise that of the sun above

the others; the temples built by the Abadian princes were

open on all sides, so that when the sun shone they were

exceedingly bright in the interior,— not like the Hindoo

idol-temples, in which they walk about with lamps, even

in the day time. The roofs of the Abadian temples were also

rather elevated. The emperors and princes are individuals

of the most select description, on which account the king
should find repose in the fourth sphere, which is one of the

solar regions.

What a King Should Be

As it is evident that the stars are set by God for the

due government of the world, in like manner it is clear

that it is not every individual indiscriminately who attains

to the regal dignity, but only a royal personage, not op-

posed to the Farha?ig-Abdd or the law of Azar Hushang,
as otherwise he would be undeserving of the supreme power.
Of the qualifications indispensably requisite in a monarch,

the first is conformity to the faith above described, and

firmness in adhering to it. In the next place, if on

the side of both parents, which means Hasab va JVasab,

"accomplishments and genealogy,
w he were of royal descent,

it would be more advantageous. The meaning of royal birth

is to be the possessor of the kingdom of justice ;
if every

external qualification be united with the supreme power, it

is much more agreeable, so that the king should not say,
<(
I am more excellent than my father, and he than his

ancestors
;
on the contrary, he styles his father "highly

distinguished,
B and his grandfather

(< far superior." More-

over, if anyone should praise him on this account, he

should order that person to be chastised. Azizi,
(( a dis-

tinguished man," has said: (< The following is what we
mean by this principle ;

that as one sire is superior to
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Another, if 1 honld imagine himself the greater, then

b chilil would reckon himself superior t«> his father, and

then would then be do acknowledged ruler."

A h .- musl be provided with distinguished

mathematician as prime minister, to whom the calculators

and astronomers should be subject; in every city there

itronomer or surveyor; ami an Arskiya, 01

: .is vi/ir, one well versed in the

ami I rents paid by the Etayas; tie must also have

.iml ai ne attached to ever} «. i t \

many vill rid hamlets— the kind's prival periv— to

which the local director attends, th.it otlirer is called the

xhak. th every vizii r absi :t or present,

re si ould he two / ,.1 super ami two

. or recorders of occurrences; the same ru!

witli all administrators, ami 1! xmdn

head steward, the chief reporters and inspecl

companied by two Ustuwars ami two

Shudahbands. /'- i r, or prime minister, means the
;

whose d orient the public revenue is attached.

The CO t the registers of ail the vizirs should be regu-

larly k ai "t government, as well as the papers
of the Shudahbands.

The king also requires military commanders, in order

thai may keep the soldiers in due discipline. The

gnity consists of the chiefs of a hundred thousand

dry ;
the second, of the commanders "I thousand-; the

third, of the commanders of hundre Is J
the fourth, 1 the

rulei ; anl the fifth, of those accompanied 1>\

four, or five persons. Thus in tin

• ;is have an • r, and every hundred a

ihdar, tailed in the popular language of Hindustan

hshi,
*
pay-ma in that of Iran, Lashkar A .

or "army-registrar," ami in Arabic, Ariz, or "notary." A
similar arrangement must be observed in the infant rv. In

like manner, when the military in regular succession are in

attendance "ii the king, there is at COUli a Bdrnfgdri, or

gistrar,* to - wn those who arc absenl a- well as

those present; in the popular language of India this officer

is styled Chauki \ or
"

register ',. '; they are
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accompanied by a Shudahband, an Ustuwar, and sentinels,

so that they may not go to their homes nor give way to

sleep until their period of duty is terminated. There are

also different sentinels for day and night. It is also so ar-

ranged that there should be always four persons together on

each watch, two of whom may indulge in sleep while the

other two remain awake. In every city where the king is

present there ought to be a Shudahband, to report to the

king whatever occurs in the city ;
the same rule should be

observed in the other cities also
;

this functionary they

call, in India, Wakia-Navis,
(( news-writer. w There should

also be a Shahnah, or (< intendant of police,
w

styled Far-

hang-i-roz,
<(

registrar of the day," who is to conduct all

affairs with due prudence, and not suffer people to inflict

injury on each other. He is to have two Shudahbands

and an Ustwwar or (< confidential secretary.
w In like man-

ner, among the troops of the great nobles there must be

two Shudahbands ; and in all provinces a Shahrdar, or

governor ;
and in every city a Bud-andoz, or collector-

general, a Sipah-dar, that is a Bakhshi, and an intendant

of police, or Shahnah ; it is to be noted that among the

Yezdanian, a Kdzi and Shuhnah were the same, as the

people practiced no oppression toward each other. The

Shudahband, the Ndvand (writer), and the Rdvand

(courier), or those who conveyed intelligence to the king,
had many spies set over them secretly by his majesty, and

all those officers wrote him an account of whatever occurred

in the city. If the Sipahdars did not give the men their

just dues, these officers called them to account
;

also if a

superior noble acted in a similar manner toward his infe-

riors, they instituted an inquiry into his conduct; they also

took note of the spies, so that if any secret agent made
himself known as such, he was immediately dismissed. If

anyone kept the due of the soldier or of the cultivator, in

the name of the king, and did not account for it, they in-

flicted chastisement on him. The officers were obliged to

delineate the features of everyone employed in the cavalry
or infantry, and also to furnish a representation of his

horse, and to give the men their regular pay with punctu-

ality. Previous to the Gilshahian dynasty, no one ever
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this was regarded as an act

of cruelty toward the animal; m< the soldiei

I
•.'. . the k i 1 1

j_r
. ai the sovereigns

of Ajem had ma On the death of a horse,

of the coll and inspectors was requii

! . \ tv soldier who re I not from the king,
.•. n with him; they also took one oul

; 1 [owever, under the ian

rayas i

"
t<> take from them one oul

a was a ted, it was

ailed Baj-i-h tntary contribution,

ttled by the coi

and the great <>f the kingdom, near and far,

t the
]

wet to put a guilty man leath; but when

the s
••• •'. ht a case before

kin-v. his majesty acted according to the prescriptii

the / ;s in the <
• of executing a dan-

. when, from Bparing him until i ag the

king's will, t c\ I would arise t.> the country.

They laid down this royal ordinance: thai it" the ki:

even a single person, be bring back the head

of the commander <>f .i hundred thousand; nay, that pei

never turned from the punishment. For example,
wh< . commander in the time of Shah Mdhbi'd bad

put an innocent man to death, the prii
\\ ho

- to behead the criminal on a d which the nol

re all bled ; and of this I innumerable

i in the time of Shah Paridtln, the son of

• A,/./, the a

genera] named M&hl&d v. as governor of A and he

having put
•

h one of th< btiefs, the Shudah-

ted tO the kin£ all the public and private

tails of the fact, on receiving which the kin^ tlm^ wi

to Mahlad: "Thou hast acted contrary to the Fai

v. Mahlad had perused the king's letl

embled the chief men of the province, and sending tor

the village ftain's son, put a sword in his hand that

might cut off his head; the son replied: "1 consent to
I

over mv father's Mood." Mahlad. however. would not

agree to this, and insii •

earnestly, that the youn.
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cut off his head, which was sent to the court. The king

greatly commended this conduct, and according to his usual

practice, conferred Mahlad's office on his son. In the same

manner, the Moghuls submitted implicitly to the commands
of the Lord strengthened by the Almighty, that is, to

Jenghiz Khan;* and the tribes of Kazl-B&sh were equally
obedient to Ismail Safavi during his reign. But the kings
of Ajem were averse to the infliction of capital punish-

ments, so that until a criminal had been declared deserving
of death, according to the Abadian code, the order for his

execution was not issued.

The kings and chieftains of Iran never addressed harsh

language to any one
;

but whenever a person deserved

chastisement or death, they summoned the Farhangdar, or
(<

judge,
w and the Dad-sitani, or (< mufti M

;
on which,

whatever the code of Farhangabad enjoined in the case,

whether beating with rods or confinement, was carried

into effect: but the beating and imprisonment were never

executed by low persons. Whatever intelligence was com-

municated by spies was submitted to a careful examination,

in which they took great pains ;
and that unless reports

made by two or more spies coincided, they carried nothing
into execution. The princes and young nobles, like all

others, began by personal attendance on the king : for

example, the routine of Hash-o-bash, or w
presence and

absence M at court, was enjoined them in rotation, that they

might better understand the state of humbler individuals :

they even attended on foot, that they might more easily

conceive the toils of the foot-soldier.

Bahzad the Yasanian, in one of his marches having pro-

ceeded a short distance, alighted from his horse, on which

a distinguished noble, named JVaubar, thus remarked: "On
a march it is not proper to remain satisfied with so short

a journey.
B On this Bahzad Shah, leaving the army in

that place, said to the commander JVaubar: <( Let us two

make a short excursion. w He himself mounted on horse-

*Jenghis Khan, <( the king of kings,
w was the name assumed by

Temuz Khin, a Moghul, when he had succeeded in uniting under

his own and sole domination the various tribes of the Turks. He was

born in the year 1162, and died in 1228 of our era.
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back, ami obliged the other tn Advance on foot. They
thus traversed mountain ami plain, until • una

overpowered by fatigue, on which />\///r./i/ -..
"

1.

thyself, for our baltii place ii near;" but he having re-

plied, I am do longer able to move,
8 the kin^ rejoined;

.1- thou art no longer able to proceed, dost

\e that those who .ire on foot experii

similar
[
too lo march

• not for the ili-tr then,
: nut 1 : by the name ol num.

military, in proportion to their respective ranks, had

hem c< vigorous Is with trap-

pings ami saddles inlaid with precious stones, equipmei
e of solid gold and silver, and others plated with y;old

or silver, and helmets. The distinguished men were equally
remote from parsimony and profuseness. The nohles of

m WOI rOWD WOltfa a hundred thousand dinars of

1 : the regal diadem being appropriated to the king.
the great Amir- wore helmets and zones of gold : they

• had trappings and sandals of the same. When the

soldiers set out on an expedition, they took with them

arms of every description, a flag and a poignard; they
habituated to privations, and enter long expe-

ditions with scanty supplies: they were never confined

thin the inclosure of tents and pavilions, but braved

alik tremes of heat and cold. In the day of battle,

as Ion;. the kin^ or his Lieutenant Btood at his post, if

e turned his back on the foe, no person would join

him in eating or drinking, or contract alliance with him,
who like himself had consigned their persons

Infamy and degradation. Lunatics, bui and

praved rl • ten found no kin^ or chieftains.

On tlu death of a pei who had been raised to dignity,
his post v. iferred on his son, or some one of his legit-

imate connections adequate to its duties; thus DO innocent

person \s of ofl 1 that their noble

familh - tinned from the time of S/idi KtKv to that of

Shdi Qfahbul. When Kin;; Khu >'. the son of Farid'un ,

the son of Abiin, the 6on of JForzad, the 6on of S/idl A7//:\
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had sent Gurgin, the son of Lds to a certain post, that

dignity remained in his family more than a thousand years;
and when, in the reign of the resplendent sovereign, King
Ardeshir, Madhur the descendant of Gurgin had become a

lunatic, the king confined him to his house, and promoted
his son Mdbzdd to the government ;

and similar to this was
the system of Shah Ismail Safavi. But if an Amir's son

were unfit for governing, he was dismissed from office, and

had a suitable pension assigned him. Nay, animals, such

as the cow, ass, and horse, which were made to labor when

young, were maintained by their masters in a state of ease

when they grew old; the quantity of burden which each

animal was to carry was defined, and whoever exceeded

that limit received due chastisement. In like manner, when

any of the infantry or cavalry grew feeble, infirm, or old,

although he might not have performed effective service,

they appointed his son to succeed him ; and if the latter

was not yet of mature age, they settled on him a daily al-

lowance from the royal treasury. But if he had no son,

they assigned him during his life such an allowance as

would keep him from distress, which allowance was con-

tinued after his decease to his wife, daughter, or other

survivors. Whatever constitutes the duty of a parent was
all performed by the king; if, in the day of battle, a sol-

dier's horse fell, they bestowed on him a better and finer

one. It has already been said that most of the cavalry
horses were supplied by the king, and the military were at

no expense, save that of forage. If a soldier fell in battle,

they appointed the son with great distinction to his father's

post, and also conferred many favors on his surviving fam-

ily ; they also greatly exerted themselves in teaching them

the duties of their class, and in guarding their domestic

honor inviolate : as, in reality, the king is the father, and

the kingdom the common mother. In like manner, when a

soldier was wounded, he received the greatest attentions.

Similar notice was taken of workers in gold and of mer-

chants who had failed and become impoverished, their

children being adopted by the government : so that, within

the circuit of their dominions, there was not found a single

destitute person.
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I m GOVKRNMBNI

The SarJ.'ir of ea \ took cognizance of cvciv stranger
who entered it: in the tame way, all friendless travelers

tired into the spital, where physicians g

themselves up to the curinj the sick: in these ti

wei Shndahband re that none of those cm-

should be backward in their respective offices,

blind, the paralytic, the I and destitute were admitted

into the royal hospital, where the- d their time :

from anxictv. \ >w the royal pita! w.i>

a place in which they gave daily allowance to the feeble

and indigent : thus there were no religious mendicants 01

'.•> in their dominions; whoever wished, embraced a

Dni • nd practiced religioU8 austerities in a

terv, a place adapted for every description of pious morti-

a slothful person, or one of ill repute, was not

permitted to become a Duryesh, lesl he might do it for the

purpose of indulging in food and sleep : to sue!) a character

the\ ined the religious exercises suitable to a Durv<

which, if he performed with zeal, it was all well : but,

Otherwise, he was obliged to follow 1 is inclinations in

other place.

The kin<j had also conb I courtier-, well skilled in

the histories of the righteous men of olden time, which

they recited to his majesty. There v abundai

ind physicians, so that, both in the capita]

and in the provinces, one of each, agreeably to the royal

ord . 'end on <- governor; and their number

DCh in ever)- city, that men might consult them on

the favorable ami unfayorable moments for every under-

taking.

In every city was a royal hospital, in which were stationed

physicians appointed by the kin^; there were separate

hospitals for women, where they were attended by skillful

female physicians, SO that the hospitals for men and women
were quite distinct. In addition to all this, the king Stands

in need of wil rhangs A "judges," well versed in the
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decisions of law and the articles of faith, so that, aided by
the royal influence and power, they may restrain men from

evil deeds, and deliver the institutes of Farhang,
<( the true

faith,
w to them. The king also requires writers to be always

in his presence. A great Mobed must be acquainted with

all sciences
;

a confidential courtier, conversant with the

narratives and histories of kings ;
a physician, profound in

medical science; an astrologer in his calculations of the stars;

an accountant, accurate in his accounts
;
and a Farhangi, or

lawyer, well versed in points of law : moreover, the study
of that portion of the code contained in the Pdiman-i-Far-

hang, or in the "covenant of the Farhang,
w

is incumbent

on all, both soldiers, Rayas, and those who practice the me-

chanic arts, and on other people. In like manner, persons
of one rank were not wont to intermeddle with the pursuits

of another: for example, that a soldier should engage in

commerce, or a merchant in the military profession : on the

contrary the two employments should not be confounded,

so that one should at the same time be a military man and

a servant, or in any employment ;
and having become a

commander, should again take up the trade.

They also permitted in every city such a number of

artificers, conductors of amusements, merchants, and soldiers

as was strictly necessary ;
to the remainder, or surplus, they

assigned agricultural occupations ;
so that, although many

people may know these arts, yet no more than is required

may be occupied with them, but apply themselves wholly
to the cultivation of the soil. If any officer made even a

trifling addition to the import on any business which brought
in a revenue to the king, so far from its being acceptable,

they, on the contrary, ordered that ill-disposed person to be

severely punished.
The king gave audience every day : but on one day of the

week in particular, he acted as Dddsitdn, or (<

Mufti,® when

every person who was wronged had access to the sovereign ;

also, once a year, he gave a general audience, when every
one who pleased came into his presence ;

on this occasion,

the king sat down at table with the Rayas, who represented
to him, without the intervention of another, whatever they

thought proper.
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The sovereign had two places oi audience; one the

in which he w ted <>n an

which thej also called tin- Tdbsdrt
<>r

• r ;

"
land which the Qoblefl ami cliam-

in th< tive r.mks; the other was the

which hail also an elevation,

ch the kin^ took his seat. Mm of distinction Stood

il dignity were at tlu- door; and

tnj standing with weapons of

war in their '. . ne, indiscriminately, hail not the

pri\ n^ his hand on the royal feet; s,, !n e only

ipper and walked around it; others, the sir

of t lie royal mantle which fell <>n the throne: thai per

mu>t be in high favor at court who was permitted to kiss

the ki: or the throne, or perform a circuit around it.

Thh Hakkm

f account ha- been given of the exterior place

eption, and of the R6zi tdn, or "day btation,
' we

now
1

: to write a few particula cerning the in-

ter: e of reception, or the it night station, or the

•.-, which. tiled the musk-perfumed
lion." In the code of Azar ffHshang^ or M&h&b&d^ it

has been thus laid down: whatever be the number of the

king'i women, there must b superior in dignity to all

her t ! vie
(>

th< bul Bhe
|

•
•

right of or

•he bastinado, or putting to death within

the ni^ht station should be COl on her : or that she

to death whomsoever she pleased without the

t, a power quite 0]
i to law.

The Shudahbands also report to the 1 -ncc all

actions of the (Jre.it Princess and of the night
station, just as they transmit who
live out of its precincts. If the kind's mother be a'.

the supremacy is of course vested in her, and not in the

Great Prince 5 i/drbdrs, or ushers with silver maces,"
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jfaddrs, or <(

superintendents of police,
w Gdktiumds or

Shudahbands, astrologers and such like professions, were

also met with in the interior residence.

Of these women and princesses not one had the smallest

degree of authority over the rest of their sex who lived

outside of the precincts, nor did they possess the power of

issuing any order whatever; nay they seldom made mention

of them in the royal R6zistdn; neither were they called

by any fixed title
; nor, without urgent necessity, did they

ride out in public.

The king also, on visiting the interior apartment, is not

wont to remain long with the women
;

nor do they ever

entertain any wishes which have not reference to them-

selves
;
such as the mode of speaking when enjoining an

officer to perform some service, or increasing the dignity of

the great warriors. The same system was followed by every
Amir in his own house

;
but in the dwelling of every Amir,

whether near or remote, there was an aged matron or

Atuni, deputed on the king's part, with the office of

Shudahband, to report the exact state of affairs to the

Great Princess, or to send from a distance a written report
for being brought before the king.
To the king's Harem, or to that of an Amir, no males

had access, except boys not come to maturity, or eunuchs
;

but criminals only were qualified for the latter class, who
were never after admitted to any confidential intimacy ;

and no individual in their empire was allowed from motives

of gain to have recourse to that operation.*

Every year, on certain occasions, on some great festivals,

the wives of the Amirs waited on the Great Princess, and

the women of the city came to the general levee
;
but the

*It cannot be denied that the Persians, in very remote times, prac-
ticed castration, and especially upon youths distinguished by their

beauty (Herod, lib. VI). They are even accused of having been the

first among whom this infamous practice and the name of eunuchs

originated (Steph. de urbibus. Donat. in Eunuchum, act. I, seen. 2).

Ammian. Marcell. (lib. XIV) attributes it, however, to Semiramis. (See

upon this subject Brissonius, de Regio Persarum principatu, pp. 294,

295). The passage in the text permits us to believe that this cruel

operation was a dishonoring punishment, generally abhorred, and par-

ticularly restricted by severe laws among the Persians.
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kin^ never s.iw these women, m "'i racfa days be did

enter the in pavilion, but tome

other place, ^o th.it bii might not Fall on strai

male. The motive of the ladies' visit to the king was this :

that if any were oppressed iiv their husbands, it mighl
the king, who after proper investigation was to

enjoin the punishment awarded by the court of justice.

king partook not ut' reason-subduing Btrong
' lardian, and as BU h should not be in

of helple a which account not one of tl.

kim/s who were si
j

uardians ever polluted his lips with

or other intoxicating beverage before the Gilshaiyan

dynasty The cap-bearers of the kind's sons and other nobles

we- females, and these w tiled Bddeks:* no

beardlesi males were admitted to the fe even eunui

excluded from the banquets of the Gilshaiyan prim
and they were waited on by beardless youth- under ten

age; and at the time of taking wine even '

were not allow,', to be present. The ancients, or those

•is to the Gilshaiyan dynasty, had appointed seasons

for drinking wine, which occurred when the physicians pre-

scribed it for the removal of some infirmity, on which oc

ions they conformed to the above-mentioned rules. If

one, and the kin<; in particular, labored under a malady
the cure of which could only be effected by wine, and the

invs mould be altogether reluctant to the drinking of it,

in that case, as the cure w .fined to the use of wine,

the patient was obliged to comply with the pre* on:

I forbidden under other circumstances, become law-

ful when taken for medicinal purposes ; but with th

in, that no injurv should accrue to any innoxious animal.

n^ the roads frequented by travelers in this realm,

there were many caravansaries, betwe ry two of which

that the voice of a person reached
• next. In every halting place was a Shud-

akbandy a physician, and a Timdri; and the inns were

CO- near each other. w a Timdri is one ap-

pointed by the kin^ to protei t the helpless, such as persons

•The intei ice in the palace of an In.ii.;n king was u:

always |
ilcs.
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of tender years and the infirm. Aged women brought out

from the Harem all the requisite supplies (for these estab-

lishments), which they transferred to aged men, by whom

they were conveyed to the attendants.

The soldiers' wives were not without employment, such

as spinning, sewing, and in various works, the making of

house-furniture, riding, and in the management of the bow

they were as able as men ; they were all formed by disci-

pline and inured to toil.

It is evident to all the world that, notwithstanding the

extent of their realms was so exceedingly great and spacious,

yet in consequence of these arrangements, the kings were

necessarily informed of every event which occurred : in ad-

dition to what has been stated, pursuant to decrees influ-

ential as those of Heaven, villages were erected at every

stage and halting place, at each of which the king's horses

were picketted, and men appointed whom they called Ra-

vand, or <( couriers. B When the Shudaliband day by day
delivered the report of whatever had occurred into the hand of

a courier, the one near the city delivered it into the custody
of another, and so on, from the couriers of the stage to

those of the villages, until the report reached the capital.

The king observed the same system in corresponding with

the Umras ;
at one time appointing an individual who was

with great caution to communicate the royal despatches
without entrusting them into the hands of another; a courier

of this description mounted at every stage the king's post-

horses which were picketted at the different halting places

until he completed his object : this description of courier

they call Nwwand; the Umras also despatched JVuxvands

to the king's court
;
but the couriers belonging to royalty

or the nobility were not empowered to seize any individ-

ual's horse, or practice oppression, as they would in that

case meet with due retaliation : there were besides, at the

different villages, persons stationed as guards, who were

liable to be called to account if a traveler suffered oppres-
sive treatment from any quarter. Shadahbands also were

there. Azar Hush&ng, that is, Afd/idbdd, thus enjoined :

<( Let there be no exactions practiced toward the Rayas :

let him afford what he well can, and nothing more;" they
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therefore only took inch an amount as maintained both sol-

diers and rayai in tranquillity.

Ail the king's devoted .servants entertained this belief,

that the perform. 1:. I whatever WU agreeable to the Wing
-. attended with advantage in both worlds; also that the

imand was the interpretation of the word ol <iod,

and that it was highly praiseworthy to meet deatli in the

path of obedience to the Great King: nay. they accounted

w th the prospect jral approbation, which is the

ret of parad: I superior to life; but lie must

be .: who I conformity with the /".•:/>..'».•-//

..client code." In short, the :n of inquiry
was inch, that the inspector! at ion the sold:

whether they were "ied or not with their chief.

With t to keeping guard, it was thus settled; that

out of the four persons acting in concert with c.iili other,

went to sleep and the other two stood up armed;
n. when the sleepers arose the others went to rest ;

and on the expiration of the aight, other troops came to

keep watch : the night sentinels, however did not depart
but by order of their officer. These inspected the men three

times during the night. In that manner each person had,

everv week, one day's watch: and when they retired from

keeping guard, proclamation was made to this purport by
the king's command: "If any have c;tiise of complaint

•

their tor or chief, let them not keep it con-

In like manner every month the in- - whether DC

or remote, looked into the state of the military; if they
found any individual, without sufficient cause, defil tent in

the requisites for service, they ordered him to he punished,
unh adduced a satisfactory <• and testimony; in

which cas cepted his reasons: and if they proceeded
from overpowering necessity. the\ had regard to it.

To whomsoever they had assigned land, Jaghir or M
they gave daily or monthly pay with the greatest punctuality,
never permitting any deficiency to occur.

If any were deficient in the performance of duty, for

example, being absent one watch without sufficient cause,

besides inflicting the due punishment, they deducted the pay
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of that watch, but not of the whole day. When, for some

good reason, he applied for a furlough, he obtained it.

The prime minister was obliged to institute an inquiry

into any affair of which he got the necessary information.

The Rais sufid,
<(

chieftain,
w must produce a Khushnudi

namah, or <( a certificate,
w

purporting that he had given the

due to his people, and that they were satisfied with him
;

also that whatever revenue had been received was delivered

over to the inspector, in the presence of the Anim and

Shudahband : the inspectors also produced, in the royal

presence, certificates stating that they had practiced no op-

pression toward the military : and although the spies made
a report of all particulars every week, still the king inquired

besides of the soldiers, as to the truth of this approba-
tion.

Sports and Battles

The Yazdanians never attempted a thing mentioned with

abhorrence in the Farhang code, in which every fault had

its fixed punishment. When any one was convicted of a

crime, the king's near attendants never made intercession

for him : for example, pursuant to this code, and by the

king's command, the son inflicted punishment on the father,

and the father on his son, so that even princes of the blood

had not the power of breaking this law
;

if they were

guilty of injustice, the kings themselves inflicted the allotted

punishment : for example, Jai Aldd had a son called

Hudah, whom he himself beheaded for having put to death

the son of a villager. The king's devoted servants raised

themselves to distinction by their excellence and exertions

to obtain praise and titles : whoever swore falsely by the

royal family was expelled from all intercourse with them.

There were peculiar places assigned for the combat of

elephants, lions, and other wild beasts, the backs and sides

of which places were so elevated, that people might behold

from every part, without the possibility of sustaining in-

jury from the elephants and other wild animals : the king

being all the while seated on a lofty throne. They never
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:ted emba ents in I
- <>r populous place* w

furi tphanti e 1 i> >n^ , bul kepi them in remote

situatii : secure pla as such as before mentioned, from

win them. It is i i ded 1
1

in the tim ah, the Yaaadnian, an elephant bav-

w here he was tied up, killed some

one \ hich the king, in retaliation for t he deed, put the

tth, an inflicted capital punishment on

the elephant and the door-keepers of the elephant*
who had left tin- door open. The king never lis-

lened to tales of fiction, but solely to true statements: the

military and the rayas also never averted their necks from

executing the king's comma: Is and if a traveler invoked

the king's name and d into any house, the inmates

not only .• d his feet, but even drank the water in

which they performed the operation, as a sovereign remedy,
and sedulously Bhowed all due attentions to their guest.

( )n the day of battle, the soldiers were drawn up in

right, centre, and left columns, an arrangement which they
never violated in any engagement: as when once dissolved,

the restoration of that combined order would be impossible
when the troops had been arrayed in this manner, they

e the enemy battle; and in proportion to the necessity,

the . or
" market * of . nee followed them : even

after victory they observed the same arrangement.
( )n the day of triumph, when the enemy lied and the foe

di*; the entire army did not give themselves up to

plunder ; but the king appointed for the service a certain

detachment, accompanied by Shudahbands ami BinandaAs,
or inspectors and supervisors, while the rest of the army

red for battle and ready to renew the en-

gagement; not one of them raising the dust of plunder or

dep to their homes, lest the enemy, on discovering

their ion in pursuit of plunder, might return and

a the victory. When they had made themselves masl

of the spoil, the king ordered them t .part the choi

portion for the indigent and the erection of religious founda-

tions : he next distributed an ample share to tin- men pro-

portioned to their exertions; after which he gave each of

his courtiers a portion ; and he lastly conferred a suitable

7
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portion on the great officers ;
but no part of this division

entered into the account of the allowances settled on the

military class
;

last of all, the king drew the pen of ap-

probation over whatever was worthy of the royal majesty.

Some of the ancient kings and all the princes of the re-

mote ages, far from taking any part of the spoil to their

own share, even made good every injury which happened
to the army in executing the royal orders, as the loss of

horses and such like.

After the victory, they never oppressed the helpless, the

indigent, merchants, travelers, or the generality of the in-

habitants, and the rayas. Those who were guilty of such

acts were, after conviction, punished. They divided among
them whatever the enemy had in their flight left on the

field of battle: but whatever in the different realms be-

longed to the conquered prince and his near connections,

they submitted to the royal pleasure. They never slew or

offered violence to the person who threw down his arms

and asked for quarter.

This class of the obedient followers of the Azar Hushang
code were styled Farishtah,

<(

angelic
°

; Surus/i,
<(

seraphic
w

;

Farishtah manis/t,
a
angel-hearted

B
;

Suriish manish,
((

seraph-hearted
®

; Sipdsi,
<( adorers w

;
SaM din,

<(

upright
in faith w

;
and Zanddil,

<( the benevolent w
; opposed to

whom are the Ahriman, the Divs, and the Funddil, or

"fierce demons. w

The Divs are of two kinds
;

the one class subject to

the king of the angels, who, through fear of that prince,

have been compelled to desist from injuring animated

beings ;
the second kind consists of Divs in the realms of

other kings, who break through the covenants of the law,

and slay animals : these in truth are no other than wolves,

tigers, scorpions, and serpents.

They record that in the time of Ardes/iir, the son of Azdd,
the son of Babegdn, the son of Nushirvdn, there was a

Jaiyanian champion by name Farhdd, the son of Aldd,

who were both ranked among the distinguished leaders:

Alad, when in a state of intoxication, having slain a sheep
with his sword, his son Farhad, on ascertaining this, made

him pass under the sharp-edged scimitar
;

the people held
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him in detestation, and said:
K Thou shouldst have sent thy

father t.. the kinj He replied, "My father had com-

mitted two criminal actions; the first, in taking so much

wit. naes; the second in destroying a sheep.

Although it would have been proper t<> send him to the

king. 1 cou'ul not sutler any delay to intervene in punish-

ing his crime- : St present 1 confess myself guilty of trans-

g the Abadian code, for not submitting the details

of this affair to the ki He then ordered himself to be

put in chains, and brought in that state before the king:

DUt his majesi W the pen of forgiveness over his crime,

ted the apex of his dignity.

Moreover it was necessary to drink wine in a secret

iiev inflicted due punishment on whoever was found

intoxicated in the public bazar. In truth, permission to

drink wine was only given in cases of malady, as from the

time of the very ancient sovereigns of the Mahahad dynai
until that of fdssdn A/am, no person partook of wine or

rig drink-, except the invalids who were ordered byTthe

physic have recourse to them
;
and even they partook

of them according to the established rules but among the

ent kingl . from Kaiomars to Yc/dagird, they at

first indulged secretly in wine for the purpose of sensual

enjoyment, under color of conforming to medical ordi-

nances. At last matters terminated in this, that wine was

enly produced at the banquets, and the champions in at-

tendance on the king partook of it ; but it was not per-

mitted to be drunk openly in the bazars or Btreets.

The king gave audience every day, being seated on an

elevation, that is a tdbsdr
t
or elevated window: in the -

:mer he took his scat in the Roz-Gdh
y
which is a pi

where, on hi- rising from the tdbsdr
y
he seated himself on

a throne: on which occasion the nobles in attendance

were drawn out in their proper gradations: note, that by

:ng audience i- meant, turning his attention to the I

cerns of mankind. Every decree issued by the king from

the rdzist&n or shabistdn of the interior or exterior, was

transcribe! by the Shudahband and again submitted to

royal presence, and when it- promulgation was ratified, it

was laid before his majesty a second time.
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Whenever a traveler entered a caravanserai or city, the

secretaries of the place, in the presence of witnesses and

notaries, made out a statement of his wealth and effects,

which they gave him
;
and the same at the time of sale ;

so that if he should afterward declare that his stock

had been diminished or some part had been abstracted,

they could ascertain its value and quantity ; there was

also a fixed price assigned to every commodity and ar-

ticle, and also a certain rate of profit prescribed to each

vendor.

The following was their mode of hunting : the army be-

ing drawn out in array, in right, centre, and left columns,
the nobles and eminent warriors took their several posts ac-

cording to rank, and during a period of forty or fifty days
formed a circle around both mountains and plains. If the

country abounded in wood, they formed the whole of it

into well secured piles : the king then directed his steps to-

ward that quarter, and his train by degrees drove in the

game, keeping up a strict watch that no beast of prey
should escape out of the circle; on this the king, his sons,

and relations dispatched with arrows as many as they
could ; after this the king, surrounded by the most distin-

guished courtiers, sat on a throne placed on an eminence,
formed of strong timbers so fastened together that no ani-

mal could get up there : the generals, and then the whole

of the soldiery charged into the centre, so that not a trace

remained of ferocious animals, that is, of lions and such

noxious creatures: they next counted the numbers of the

slain, and having piled them in one place, formed a hillock

of their carcasses. If they discovered a harmless animal

among the slain, they ordered vengeance to be inflicted on

its destroyer, and cast his body among those of the fero-

cious animals.

They record that in the reign of Yassan, the son of Shah

Mahbul, an elk had been slain by some tyrannically-

inclined person, on beholding which the father of the insane

criminal, with the ruthless sword, immediately dissevered

his son's head from his shoulders. Also in the reign of

Nushirvan, the fortunate descendant from the Shdiydn dy-

nasty, at one time while in the pursuit of game, an arrow
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intentionally from the I a noble champion named
-/

, wounded a deei 'it fell dead; his Bon, Ayin
/ >//, was

;
hoiTOI BtrUCk, and in retaliation with

an arrow pinned 1 - body to that of the slaugh-

tered >!< r. -•> that, in future, there should be no infringe-

ment of the Farhang law .

A l lofty mound had been formed of slaughtered
ious creatures, which either walk, fly,

or graze, then by
the ki: unmand a Mobid ascended the eminence and

.: "Such is the recompense "t all who Blay harm]

BUCfa the retribution which awaits the destroyers
- free from crim lie the:, -aid, to the harmless

' The equitable king of kings, in order to destroy
the noxious animals which cause \>>\. BO many calamities,

come forward in hi- own precious person, and taken

vet.. for the misdeeds of these wicked creatures: now

depart in peace; behold the vengeance inflicted on your san-

lary foes; ami commit no sin before the protector of

They then left a road open for the innoxious

animals to escape and hasten to their mountains and deserts.

This kind of hunting they called Shikdr-i-ddd or Ddd-shikdr;
i. c .

"
the hunt of equity," or

"
t he equity-hunt.

" The royal

governors also in their respective provinces adopted a chase

of the like ription. Whenever the sovereign was of such

taracter as not to deviate from the Farhang code, if any
declined rendering allegiance to the prince chosen by

him for his successor, that person was immediately destroyed
bv the people.

In the reign of Shdh Gil'iv, a champion having beheld in

!i, that the king had raised to the throne one of the

princes who met not his approbation, immediately on awak-

ing put himself to death. Shah Giliv, on hearing this, -aid

to the son of the deceased: "When a person i- awake,

rebellion is to be abhorred; but not in a state of Bleep, as

it is then involuntary."

Also in the reign of Bahtnan x
the son of Ufendiar, the

son of ArdasMr, the 6<>n of Azad SAai, one of the general-.

Bahrat)' by name, go\ernor of Khora-aii. having made

arrangements for revolt and rebellion, the soldiers on learn-

ing his designs put him to death, and. offering up his flesh
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after the manner of the Moslem sacrifice, divided it and ate

of it, saying
<( He is a noxious animal."

In the same reign, a champion, by name Gilshdsp, saw

in a trance that he had rebelled against Bahman: on relat-

ing the dream to his soldiers, they for answer drew forth

their swords and shed his blood, saying: "Although there is

no blame to be attached to the vision, yet he is the genius

of evil for publishing it abroad."

Ayln Shakib, a Mtfbed, who saw in a vision that he was

uttering imprecations against Ardiskir, the son of Babagdn,
the son of Azdd the Jaiyanian, immediately on awaking cut

out his tongue : such was their devotedness to their kings.

They moreover say, in the case of every prince who was

adorned with sound doctrine, good works, and noble de-

scent
;
who promoted the interests of the military and the

happiness of the Rayas, and who never deviated from the

covenant of the law
;
that when any one proved refractory to

his commands, that person's life and property were confis-

cated with justice. The kings made trials of their sons' ca-

pacities, and conferred the royal dignity on whichever was

found the most deserving; not making the one king whom

they regarded with the greatest natural affection. They
also said :

(<

Sovereign power becomes not the monarch

who transgresses this blessed law
; neither should any

prince give way to the disposition to deviate in the slight-

est degree from any of its covenants, lest from their

esteeming one branch of the law as of no importance, they

might regard the whole as of trifling obligation." The
adorable and almighty God so gave His aid to these praise-

worthy sovereigns that they decked the bride of dominion

with the ornaments of equity, benevolence, and impartial

justice. Merchants, travelers, and scholars moved about in

perfect security ; during their reigns there existed no an-

noyance from the payment of tolls, customs, and other ex-

actions
;
and in the caravanserais was neither rent nor hire.

Law and Justice

The kings had the covenants of the law transcribed,

which they always kept near them, and had read over to
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them dail) ourtier: on great festivals

the\ a mmunicated to the military and the rayas, with

>ng injunctioni to store them up in their recollection.

The Umrai also pursued the same Bystem, and recited the

law t.> their dependants. In like manner, the princesses of

ght-apartment,* observed the same ru

They n it ever) prince who, through the

l" his <>\vn mind or of his minister's, adopted
ires except in conformity to this law, bitterly re-

pented Alad has said :

* Whoever in the

king's pr< a word contrary to the covenants of

the law. or persuades him to do so ; the king may rest

:

. that the object of that person is to throw the king-

confusion.*

When the Ye/.danian princes and rulers gave audience,

there lav before them a book, a scourge, and a sword; the

book contained the covenants of the law ; and every affair

which was submitted to them being considered according to the

.ken ot it in tiie book, they then gave a decision.

In the roval dynasty which preceded the Gilshaian kings,

the: '." violation whatever of this code; but under

r princes some disorder crept into its observance. They
iv, that whenever they violated the commands, de-

maxims, rules, and decisions of this covenant, they
i-sociated with regret and repentance. Whenever

reign sustained any injury, it arose principally from

inattention to this standard : and whenever a monarch

lived in prosperity, it proceeded from his scrupulous ob-

servance of the most minute details of this code. The
ancient sovereigns, that i- ildft, the %iivtin, the S/uii-

ydn, and th- 7//. who are the most renowned of

kings, never lost sight of the Farhang Ai>:id, that is, they
did everything according to its dictates: this code they
also called Ilirbuit .S'./r, or "sacerdotal purity." During
this period no enemy arose, and no foe obtained the

supremacy; the military and the ravas enjoyed undisturbed

repose. Among the GilshdAydn kings. Hushang% 7\i/iri;uras,

I'aridim. Minuchahar y Kaikobdd^ Kaikhusrn, Lo/iorasp,

Bahrtmn. Ardashir Baidgdn, and the Others, had this

code transcribed in secret characters, which they employed
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as mental amulets and spiritual charms. Ndshirvdn also,

having procured a transcript of this law, kept it by him.

Although all the sovereigns conformed to this rule, yet

none observed it in so high a degree as the ancient sov-

ereigns of the Abddidn, Jaiydn, Shaiydn, and Tassdnidn

dynasties : as in the belief held by the l^azdatiians, or

"theists," their dignity so far transcends that of the

Gilshai'yans, that we can institute no comparison between

them. The Gilshaiyan princes also exerted themselves to

prevent the slaughter of harmless animals
; although the

people did not pay the same respect to their orders as to

those of the ancient sovereigns, yet, as compared with

their successors, people were more exact in the perform-
ance of duty than in later periods.

They say that Rustam, the son of Zaul, at the moment
of abandoning the robes of mortality, having heaved a deep

sigh, the king of Kabul said to him :

<c O Rustam ! art

thou alarmed at death ?
B the hero replied :

(< God forbid !

for the death of the body is to the spirit the bestowing of

life; and the issuing forth under the sphere is the being
born from the maternal womb

;
when the cloud of the body

is removed, the sun of spirit shines more resplendently ;
but

my grief proceeded from this reflection, that when Kaus com-

manded Tus to put me to the ignominious death of the gib-

bet, I refused to submit to the punishment. Although Kaus,
in violation of the Farhang code, had passed a sentence

opposed to the decisions of Mahabad, and even the interests

of Kaus were ultimately advanced by my rebellious con-

duct, I am at present afflicted on that account, lest, per-

haps, anything opposed to the Farhang code may have

proceeded from me. In like manner Isfendiar was slain by

my hand, and I refused to be put in chains
; although it

became him not to exact compliance, nor was it in accord-

ance with the Farhang code." Dastan (Zaul) also lived in

regret, saying:
<c Why did I utter a word in opposition to

Kai Khusran, on the day when he chose Lohorasp as his

successor, although my sentiments were expressed by way
of counsel? w * When Bahman, the son of Isfendiar, made

* Kdi Khusr6, after a glorious reign of sixty years, resolved to re-

sign the crown. He assembled in a plain all his chiefs and the peo-
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preparation! b>r laying waste Si-i.m. notwithstandii

poplc urged Dastan tt> give the invaders battle, be ftp-

it, but said: Never more will I break

through the Farhang code." He then came on fool into

the pi
'

Bahman, by whose orders he was thrown

into chains: l>ut i

illy attained the king's unbounded

.1 was while his son Faramarz, conti

the Farhang ive the kiiu: battle, and, being
r, suffered the ignominious death of the gibbet:

his v,, n was pul to death on the Bame account. The

implicit ice of the son Minufarad to Kobad, the

father of Nushirvan, is also well known
; although that

prr is not strictly entitled to obedience according to

the Farhai mt, yet the devotedness ol liis subjects is

. hly celebrated.

The Jamshaspian Sect

The fourth section of the Dabistun contains an account

of the |am>h.i-pian sect. The )\kiinahbitnin
,

"
.-eers of

unity," also called the Jamshaf, who form another great body
of the Pai ire the followers of jamshasp, the son of jftm-

shiii, t
; of TahnvHras. In their speech there is much that

enigmatical, and endless 6ubtility. Jamshasp never invited

follow his tenets, but he was of such exemplary
life and so great a . that the people bore him great

affection, and wrote down his sayings, until by decrees

pit* After a magnific* tival of seven days, be proclaimed
hit final determination; divided the empire among several chiefs, and

r of his sovereignty. This choice

tion on the part of the aged Zanl, and although
this chief yielded t<. the 1 he never pai. I boo

new king; and pernicious misunderstanding remained be-

lants of both partie (1 maybe remarked that Kai

Klu:- indication is quite Indian. A ording t<> ETerdusi, it was

toward the mountains of India, .ailed Amaja!, that K.-il KhushS bent

his It companied bj a number <d his chiefs, the most ancient of

whom OS while others followed him further, although
warned by him of an impendinp storm of mow which was to bury
them all. He suddenly di-appeared, and they wen- never heard of.
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great numbers voluntarily adopted them as articles of faith.

According to them the world has no external existence
;

they hold that whatever exists is God, and that naught
exists besides Him. A holy man has said: —

<(

Every eye which is directed to the primitive nature,

Unless tinged with the collyrium of divine light,

Whatever it beholds in the world, except Thy face,

Is but the second image of distorted vision. w

They hold that all the intelligences, souls, angels, heavens,

stars, elements, the animal, vegetable, and mineral king-

doms exist within his knowledge, and are not external to

it
;
which sentiment King Jamshid explained to Abtin, say-

ing: "Know, O Abtin, that the Almighty conceived in

idea the first intelligence ;
in like manner the first intelli-

gence conceived three objects, namely, the second intel-

ligence, the soul of the upper sphere, and the body of the

same heaven; in like manner, the second intelligence con-

ceived three objects, and so on in succession to the elements

and their combinations; and this is exactly as when we
form an idea of a city, with its palaces, gardens, and in-

habitants, which in reality have no existence external to

our imagination ; so that, consequently, the existence of this

world is of the same description." The Abadian regard

these sayings as enigmatical, although Jamshid composed

many philosophical works, which the Yekanah Binan admit

without any commentary. Many of the Parsees adopt this

creed, and particularly the ascetics of that class. The be-

lief of these sectaries is illustrated by the following tetra-

stich from Subahani:—
(< The sophist, who has no knowledge of intellect,

Asserts that this world is altogether an optical illusion;

In truth, the world is an illusion; however,

Certainty is forever displaying her effulgence there. ®

On this subject they have composed various works, the

most celebrated of which is the w Testament of Jamshid
addressed to Abtin,

w
compiled by Farhang Dostoor. Shldah,

Stihrdb, Afizan, and Jamshris-p, who, under the profession
of mercantile pursuits, traveled along with SMddsh, the

son of Ands/i, were of the Yekanah Binan sect.
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Tun Samradiam Si i i

The fifth of the Dabistan describe! the Samradian
6cct. In common languag Samr&d means imagination and

thought; and the thai named are of many descrip-

tions
;

tin- t'ir>t :- thai "t the follower! of FartdsA, who
d about the commencement <>t the Serpent-shouldered

lowed mercantile pursuits, and
his faith was i- Follows: this, elemental world is merely

idea; the remainder, tin- heavens, the stars, ami the simple

uncompounded beings actually rhe holderi of thii

opinion an- called the xhi m .

The second are the / -•> called from Fat

the son of Fartdsh. IK- asserted that the beaveni ami tin-

stars arc aNo ideal, and that the simple uncompounded be-

ings Only have actual I .ce.

The next are the Farirajlyak, died from Fariraj,
the son of Farshid. I lis opinion was 'hat the simple un-

compounded beings, that is, intelligence! and souls, slso

have no existence, which is the attribute of the necessarily
self-existent God alone, and that all besides is ideal, ap-

pearing only to exist in consecpaence of the essence of that

6ole existence.

The next are the Faramandiyah^ thus named from Fara-

•1/, the disciple of Fariraj. He says, if any person exists,

that person knows that the elements, rs, intelli-

es, and souls are the Almighty; and what people call tin

necessarily self-existent God ha- no being, although we,

through imagination (idea), suppose Him to exist; which

He certainly does not. According to the testimony of the

sage Amr Khaiam :—
ie Creator in this aped world ll

Which is internally water :i mallJ I

Resign to children this trifling snout Infidelity and faith;

Remove from the place whei >nly a lettei

Thev said to him: "How dost thou prove this i>; .

He answered —

"By means uf the jolar light we can see: but when- is the Ban?'
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Thus, according to them, the Almighty is only an idea

of the imagination ;
the people of this sect are now mixed

up with the Moslems, and go about in the garb of the

faithful : according to them a person named Kdmkdr, one

of the ascetics of this sect, who lived in the reign of Sul-

tan Mahmud of Ghiznah, composed a poetical treatise, and

compiled narratives, proofs, and revelations conformable to

his tenets ; assigning to his faith a superiority over all other

systems, after this manner : that, whatever devout persons
have recorded in their respective creeds concerning the ex-

istence of God, the greatness of the empyreal sphere, the

extent of the angelic world, or concerning paradise, hell,

the bridge of judgment, the resurrection of the dead, the

interrogatory and reply, the appearing before God, the re-

jection of tradition, eternity, and the creation of the world,

is all correct in this creed ; as all becomes evident to the

idea of their professor through the existence of idea
; with

respect to which they thus express themselves :

((

By means

of idea, they behold the ideal. w In proof of his system, he

further says:
<( Self cannot be ignorant of Self. w But in

truth they are ignorant of their own identity, and under-

stand not in what <( self w consists: some of them maintain,
that the being called man and endowed with voice and

speech, is an incorporeal essence joined to the body ;
the

relations of thought and action resulting merely from its

entrance or descent into body. Notwithstanding this princi-

ple, they differ greatly among themselves respecting the

eternity and creation of their own souls. In like manner,
some have also denied the simple uncompoundedness of the

intellectual soul, and have spoken largely against that doc-

trine
; consequently, as they are unacquainted with their

own identity, what can they know about the heavens, stars,

intelligences, and God? and it becomes not that one should

know nothing about himself, but that he exists not. Kdm-
kar, in his treatise, has collected many amusing anecdotes

respecting the Samradian sect, of which the following is

an instance : A Samradian once said to his steward,
* The world and its inhabitants have no actual exist-

ence
; they merely have an ideal being.

w The servant,

on hearing this, took the first favorable opportunity to
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conceal hii master's bone, and when be was about

ride, brought him an ass with the I saddle. When
the Sami asked,

"
\\ !. the horse? 11

tl

: 1 h.'u Iia-t been thinkin 1; there

no master answered, "It is I

He then mounted the ass, and having rode for some tunc,

he mounted, and taking the saddle off tl

k, placed it on the . drawing the girthi on

tightly; and having forced the bridle into bis mouth, he

mounted him and flogged him along vigorously. Tin- serv-

ant, in piteous at bavin] limed :

" Wi the

meaning of this Conduct? 8 the Samnidian replied: "There
h thing as .1 whip; il is merely ideal; thou art

only thinking of some illusion, tfter which the ward

repented and restored the horse.

In another tale it is recorded thai a Samrddian, having
obtained in marriage the daughter of B wealthy lawyer,
6he. on finding out her husband's creed, proposed to I

some amusement at his expense. One day the Samradian

brought in a bottle of pure wine, which during 1 nee

she emptied of its contents and filled it u\) with water;

when the time came for taking v. 1 une round, she

poured out water instead of wine into B gold cup which

was her own property. The Samradian having observed,

ou hast given me water instead of wine," she answered,

"It is onlv ideal; there was no wine in existence." The

husband then said :

" Thou hast spoken well
; present me

the cup, that I may go to a neighbor's house and bring it

back full of wine" He therefore took out the gold CUp,

which he sold, and concealing the money, instead of tl

B brought back an earthen vessel full of wine.

wife, on seeing this, said,
" What hast thou done with the

golden CUp?* He replied. >U art surely thinking about

some ideal golden cup :

" on which the *

gretted her v.
'

:n.

As to t: Merl that the world exit

only in idea, the author of tl work saw several in Lahore,

in the v< ar of tin- Ih/ira i
• •

:

-

(
A. D. I

'

.,' |
,

The first

was Kdm who composed the following distichs on

Far\raj : —
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w Thou knowest that everything is ideal,

If the Almighty has given thee illumination !

The mention even of ideality proceeds from idea;
The very idea itself is nothing more than ideal.w

It is to be noted that Samr&d and Samwdd are applied
to fancy or idea. Ismail Sufi, of Ardistan has poetically

expressed himself to the same purport in what is styled the

mixed Persian :
—

<( I am about to mention something although remote from reason
;

Listen carefully; but if not, mercy still awaits thee:

This world is ideal; and ideality itself is but idea;

This existence which I call ideal, that likewise is idea.w

The second person treated of in the Samrad Namah of

K&mkar was Nik Khoy; the third was Shad Kesh; and

the fourth, Mdhydr : they were all engaged in commercial

pursuits, and styled Moslem or true believers.

The Khodaiyan Sect

The sixth section of the Dabistan describes the tenets of

the Khodaiyan.— This sect are followers of Khoddddd, a

Mobed, who lived during the decline of Jemshid's power
and the unsurpation of Zohak. Khodadad held intelligences

and souls to be simple uncompounded beings, and the

stars and heavens to be the companions of God
; each of

which, in proportion to its proximity to the Almighty be-

yond other created beings, is so much more elevated in

dignity : notwithstanding which we are not to account any
being, whether the simple uncompounded or material, as a

mediator or promoter between us and God
; neither is there

any occasion for prophets, because through the medium of

reliance, the seeking out of God is attained, and we are to

serve God alone. Among those who held these opinions in

Lahore, in the year of the Hegira 1049 (A. D. 1639) were

seen Kamus and Farttish, both merchants.

The Radian Sect

The seventh section of the Dabistan describes the system
of the Radian.— The chief of this sect was Rdd Gi&nah,
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one of the eminently It.ivc, :i linn-like I

•

who, to be«

neficent acti and abstinei m cruelty to animals, joined

the dignity of knowledge; he enjoyed distinguished honor

ami rank about the end ishfd'i reign ami the com-

mencement "i . lurpation : liis opinion is, thai G
\ hose bounty extent

and that the fourth heaven, by reason of it- ttuting

true centre of the beavi Ids

<; hi- essence is pure good, his place mi;

be regarded ai 8 proof of his goodness: besides th

extendi alike to all bodies, whether superior or in-

ferior : moreover, .1- the heart, which i- the sovereign of

the body, i- settled in the midst of the bte.t-t. such is ..

the rule and custom observed by renowned princes to fix

the seat of government in the centre of their 1
. so

that their bounty as well as ty may be equally
tended over the whole community ; and, by such a measure,

the repose of the pe and the due regulations of the

K.iv.is may be promoted. lie asserted that the spirit of the

heaven-, the Btars, and the three kingdoms of nature pro-

ceed from the solar spirit, an 1 thai their bodies return to

the light of his body; that i-. the virtUOUl return to him

or some of the star- approximating to his glory, while

sinners remain in the elemental world. lie at first com-

municated these opinions Secretly to his friend-, but pro-

mulgated them fearlessly during the reign of Zohak. In

the year of the Eiegira 105a (A. D. ! the author,

while journeying from Panjab to Kabul, met at the station

of Rdrwal Bundi two pe: s ere d, and wl.

names \M-re Hormuzd and T'raii AW/, who were skilled

in all arts, abstinent, ami r- from hurting any living

beii

The Shidrangiam Si

The eighth section of the Dal -tan treat- of the SM

ra;!g\dri creed. Sh'ulrang, a champion of [ran, who in

tie was regarded as the acknowledged chief of the m tr-

shallers of armies, and joined profoimd knowledge in science

to bravery in the field, always turned away mo6t 6tudi-
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ously from doing injury to the creatures of God. He ap-

peared about the middle of Zohak's reign, and soothed the

serpents between the usurper's shoulders. Shidrang unceas-

ingly invited the people to adopt his faith, and had many
followers : he maintained that Khoy and Manish,

(<

disposi-

tion and constitution * or nature, to be God
; according

to his system, the state of man and other animals resem-

bles that of herbage, which, when scattered about or dis-

solved, grows up again. A merchant, named Pil Azdr,

who belonged to this sect, was met by the author in Kash-

mir in the year of the Hegira 1040 (A. D. 1631).

The Paikarian Sect

The ninth section explains the Paikarian creed.— Paikdr

was a virtuous 6age from Iran, who appeared about the

middle of Zohak's reign. He thus addressed his disciples :

<( The Almighty is the same as fire from the effulgence of

which stars have been formed, and the heavens from its

smoke ; as fire is both hot aud dry, from its heat proceeded

the air, which is hot and humid ;
and from the humidity

of the air came water, which is cold and humid
;
also from

the coldness of water proceeded the earth, which is cold

and dry ;
and from these conjointly came the compound pro-

ductions, both perfect and imperfect.
B Two individuals of

this sect, Paikdr Pazhuh and Jahan Navard, who were

unequaled in drawing out astronomical faoles, painting,

and inlaying, were met by the writer in the year 1059 (A.
D. 1649) in Gujarat, in the district of Panjab.

The tenth section of the Dabistan explains the Mildnidn

system.
— Milan was one of the brave champions of Iran

and contemporary with Paikdr ;
I12 exhorted many people to

adopt his faith, which was as follows :
(< The air is the truly

self- existent God, as it is both hot and humid; from its

heat proceeded fire, and from its humidity, water ;
from the

effulgence of fire came forth the stars
;

from its smoke the

heavens (as before mentioned) ;
and from the frigidity of

water proceeded the earth. w One of this sect was Rohdm
%

who passed under the designation of a draughtsman ;
he was
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in truth .1 painter |
ted of European skill; the hand of

Bahzad and the fin Maui,* who never remained long
in one In the year of the Hegira 1040 ( A. I>. [<

the author beheld him in Kashmir, in the house of Skidosh.

Tli \l 1 R

The eleventh section describes the system of the follow-

ers of Aldr, who w .s s nal [ran, celebrated for

his extensive knowledge, who lived in reputation and dig-

nity about the end of Zohak's reign, under whoso command
he distinguished himself in the erection of torts and other

architectural works. His belief was, that God is the same

iter, from the ebullition of which proceeded fire; from

the fire came forth the heavens and the stars (as l>efore

stated) ;
from the humidity of water proceeded the air, and

from its frigidity, the earth. To this sect belonged And
:, who was well skilled in the management <>f the bow,

archery, wielding the lance, horsemanship, and other mili-

tary accomplishments; he gave instruct ions in these science!

to the sons of great men, in which occupation he passed
his life. In the year of the Ilegira 1040 (A. I). 1630)
the author met him in Kashmir at the house of ShiJosh.

To this sect also belonged AHldd% who possessed consum-

mate skill in writing, and was held in great respei t by
nun of high station : he was in truth unequaled in the

recitation of histories, the narration of stories and romantic

tales. The author enjoyed his society also in Kashmir.

The Shidabiam Sect

The twelfth section treats concerning the ShiJabian faith.

Shtddby who lived about the end of Zokdk's reign, was an

•In i\\r /K u'itir it is stated thai Man] came Into !•• Itu ag the

I of Ari.shir, and made himself QOtOrioui t>v CUrioui paintings
and •• which he exhibited : he permitted the killing of

harmless animals, and foi II Intercourse with women. After a

controversy upon I two p"int< with tin- I apurt he was drireo

out of the court, and then lapidated and tort: to piecei by the people
©f the town.

8
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eminent physician of Iran, held in great estimation by nobles

and princes. He maintained that the self-existent lord is

the same with the earth, from the dry propensity of which

was produced fire
;
and from fire the heavens and stars, as

before mentioned
;
from its frigidity proceeded water

;
from

the humidity of which was formed the air
;

and when the

four elements were mixed together, the three kingdoms of

nature were then manifested. The physician Mihrdn was

also of this sect. In the year 1048 of the Hegira (A. D.

1638) the author joined him, and traveled in his society

from Lahore to Kashmir. Among those who held these

tenets was one named Khaki, who followed the profession

of a merchant and possessed great wealth: him the author

met in Lahore. In that same year and in the same place,

he became acquainted with a young man named Shir, who
excelled in writing the Nishki and Taalik characters, and

was one of the chosen followers of SMddb.

The Akhshiyan Sect

The thirteenth section describes the system of the Akh-

shiyan sect.— The Mobed Akhshi was by origin a Persian,

possessed of great knowledge, and full of kindness toward

the creatures of God
;
he was contemporary with Shlddb,

and promulgated his sentiments openly, inviting all men to

embrace his faith: he maintained God to be the essence,

of the elements
;

so that when people say,
w God is not

visible," this implies the elemental essence, which presents

no form to the sight ;
when they assert the ubiquity of God,

they style that the essence, as He is everywhere under His

fourfold form
;
their proposition of all things excepting God

being perishable, means that the elements admit of change,
but that their essence remains forever in the same state.

They hold the sun to be the source of fire and of the other

stars, such as the falling and shooting stars, comets with

tails, etc. One of those sectaries was a person named

SMddb, whom the author met in the costume of a merchant,

in Kashmir in the year of the Hegira 1040 (A. D. 1631),
and from whom he heard what has now been written, and
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which w ..k of The
same s

5 r, or * the sun of

faith,
1

com] entitled R in
pr< his

system, which I by te: the Koran ;md
the traditi g t.» t: ectaries, which became
anon Fter 1 lie /> resurrection nor return

to life the a minal principle being
when (1. . of .1 living creature ii

nstitutes the food of &

other animal: as to futui ind punishments, they
enter not into tin- faith or practice of this sect: their para-

• consists in having fine raiment, in carousing, riding,

ual enjoyments, and such like pleasures, which alone

they esteem the chief good; torment, ng to them,

consists in being separated from such m vcr, the

founders and followers of thi> faith carefully avoid all kind

of cruelty toward living creatui

Ntx 1 of Kin Marriages

According to them, intercourse with daughters, sisters,

mothers, maternal aunts, and their children is allowable ;*

as there can exist no antipathy between the - and what

is derived from it: no degree of relationship in their opin-
ion should be a bar to the intercourse of the sexes nay,

* \ ording to Philo and I
• Laertiiu the I\T«ian« used

to marry their mothers and In-

toua marriages. We know from Herodotus thai Cambyses n

r i »-i 1 lu- visti-r Atossa. According to Strabo, the law permitted
:ans union with their mothers. Plutarch, i" the life

relate- th.it this king took to wife hia two daughft ktossa an 1 An
but hi- nn»th<T Parysatit 1 /'"< dokhtt 'daughter of 1 fair.

at ti him to marrj tl

be must, in doing so, place himself ai •

of the country. '/.<<•

tain in:

twees next of kin. \v the author of tl

hereon. particular sect, the custom of which might ha

attributed to the who! n of the P . but wi ifficient

foundation. I by 1

Agathius, who Bay! that Nil ther ."-.emiramis,
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on the contrary, it is highly to be commended, as the

nearer the degree of consanguinity, the greater will be the

friendship between the parties.* They however regard

adultery as highly criminal, unless the husband should will-

ingly sacrifice his wife's honor. They in fact maintain that

marriage between any two parties, however nearly related,

is perfectly allowable if the parties agree among themselves.

They also regard the ceremonial ablutions enjoined by the

law as absurd and unnecessary.! They also say that men

assume a particular nature by means of laws and institu-

tions, and on that account regard good as evil, and evil as

good. When they desire to make a sacrificial offering, they
kill some harmless animal and count it not a foul crime.

Nay, some religionists who partake of swine's flesh, scrupu-

lously avoid that of cows, and vice versa. Whoever shall

appeal to the intelligence, which is the gift of God,

will be convinced that our discourse is true
;
that is, all we

have narrated from the fifth chapter to the present. The

professors of this belief are mixed up with the Muhamme-

dans, and travel about under that mask, assuming the name

of true believers, but having a distinct appellation for their

peculiar creed
; they are scattered over Iran and Turan, re-

mote from and averse to the fire-worshipers.

ZOROASTRIANISM

The fourteenth section of this chapter of the Dabistan

treats of the followers of Zardusht. \ Farzanah Bahram,
the son of Farhad

',
the Yazdanian, thus relates in the

because she had proposed to him an unnatural connection with her.

For this same reason, according to the author just quoted, Artaxerxes

is said to have discarded from him with great indignation his mother

Parysatis, although he did not decline the marriage with his two

daughters.
* The translations of this passage of the original text is not literal,

as the author's expressions are here such as an European reader

would hardly think suitable to common decency.
t The same observation is also applicable to this passage.

X In Zand, the true name of this legislator of the Persians is Zere-

thoshtro, or Zarathustra, which signifies
w star of gold*'; of this was
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Skaristan I'he />'< es relate, that the- Almighty,

creating the hoi} rit oi Zardosht, ted it t<> a 1

n He commenced the creation "t contingent beingi in

the highest starry heavens: 1 1 1 i ^ signifies 1 1 it- primary intel*

. which 11 .is .1 tree; the leaves and fruits of which

all contingent existences; and their assert erning
the spirit of Zardtisht being attached to it, means thai his

intellectual soul is a ray of the primary intelligence, the

perfections of Zardosht being also aa effulgence proceeding
from that same tree.

formed la the Pehlevi language the name <>f Zara < or Zmratostt,
and In Pars! that oi /ar.:ush( or /.anulusht. \ Greek

changed the original Zand name, either by ren the a th*inthe
middle of it, and thus making it Zereosktr or bjr omit-

ting the final syllable, "tro,
8 whence it bi ttos,

Ziiradas, Zarasdis, Zathrauat&s; we find, moreover, Zorom •

The most ancient mention of ti.

>>f Z res, in (ireek bo.>ks, is to be found in the v.

and dates therefore from the fourth century before our era. The
rial word lias be>-:i translated, "he wh sacrifices to the stai

*he who contemplates the stars; and by
°
living star.9 These inter-

pretations relate to the character of a priest and of an astronomer,

generally attributed to r,
who i- ! to havi

the inventor of magic; this w rd w.i< originally taken in I

different from that which bar been given to it in
:

to the nam* I Magi, or M rn to Hei
in the fifth century B. L". Th M : are r < the t<

and pri-- | phy and religion, the origin of which
is i>!

• the Dabistan in tin- most remote and ante historical til

!i':ins. It may therefoi : rpr i
-

i .1 in

I'li: ktnral Histi >
. -, r ,,];,,-, |

(

anthority of Aristotle and Eudoz< ira before the death

of Plat t.. 1 [ermlppa . re the Ti |an
Th«- itarch lib. d-

i> genes I

"
11

•

tic philosopher, counts

5000 vears from the establishment of the M tl I l( ::

Troj the

Trojan war: if the mil rabstltnted for

5000. w '

ild have th'- agreement of all tt"-

|nst mentioned, from the fourth centurv before, to

the twelfth centur. . in fixing I aid

the establishment of the M C
The rpoiha of the Magi (putting aside that of the MAhtfbidfa'ns)

en taken fori f Tahmuras am! '

. that is 1460
or 3429 years B. C. According to other ac a Zoroaster ruled
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Influence of the Cow on Zoroaster's Birth

The Mobed Sardsh, the Yazdanian, relates: <( The teach-

ers of the Behdin faith have thus said :

( The father of

Zardusht had a cow which went forth every morning to the

pasture; having one day come accidentally to some trees,

the fallen leaves of which had become dried up, she par-
took of them, and after that occurrence never fed on any
other provender except the withered leaves of that grove.
Zardusht's father partook of the milk supplied by this cow,
and the influence of it being communicated to his wife

the Bactrian empire in the times of Ninus, the Assyrian king, 2200

years B. C; vanquished by the latter, he desired to be consumed by
the fire of heaven, and exhorted the Assyrians to preserve his ashes

as a palladium of their empire; after he had been killed by lightning,
his last will was executed. Some historians admit a Zerdusht in the

age of Feridun, 1729 years B. C. Several other learned men concur

in placing him much later, few below the sixth century before our

era.

In the utter impossibility to decide upon so many conflicting state-

ments, there is perhaps no better means of reconciling them all, than con-

cluding that Zoroaster having, in the course of ages, become a generic or

appellative name for sages, prophets, and kings professing and promot-

ing a certain religion or philosophy, this name could be applied to

several individuals who appeared at different times, and in different

countries of Asia. Hence we explain in the various accounts a plu-

rality of Zoroasters, and an identity of several personages with one Zo-

roaster; he has indeed been supposed to be the same with yafhet,

Ham (Heemo), Zohak, Nimrod, Buddha, Abraham, Moses, Ezekiel,

Balaam, etc. Whatever it be, the Dabistan treats in this chapter of

the Zardusht, who appeared under the reign of Gushtasp, king of

Persia, upon whose epocha too our chronologers are not unanimous.

Independently of the Des£tir, written originally in a particular

language, the Persians have Zand-books which they attribute to the

last Zoroaster himself. Except these works, the age of which is a

subject of dispute, they have no written records of their great legis-

lator prior to the ninth or tenth century of our era, and these are the

poems of Dakiki and Ferdusi. The latter narrates, in his Shah-nameh,
the history of Zerdusht under the reign of Gushtasp. We have be-

sides a Shah-nameh, nazer, or a Shah-nameh in prose, composed by
some one of the Magi (Hyde, p. 324). The Zardusht-nameh, and the

Changragatcha-nameh are Persian poems, the efocha of which, ac-

cording to Anquetil du Perron (Zend-Avesta, t. i. pp. 6) can scarcely
be fixed further back than the fifteenth century.

—
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Dugluluv.ih, slit* conceived Zard&skt.** The object of the

above narrative is to show, that by eating the green foliage,

the vc spirit is afflicted; for which reason the cow
fed only on dry leaves, so that no injury Could result to

any spirit whatever: although, in fact, the able spirit

i^ incapable of receiving either pleasure or pain, it also

shows, that unless a cow be milked, she feels great pain in

the adder, while, at the time of milking, no pain ensues

from the operation; also, that the Almighty formed His

prophet's body out of milk, which in it- e implies n<> in-

jury to any living creature. This much being premised, Zar-

atusht Bahrain i
a Mobed of the religion of Zardusht, says :

When the world had been thrown into confusion by the

wicked, and was entirely at the mercy of the demon, God
willed to raise up a prophet of an exalted dignity, which the

family of Faridun was alone worthy of filling. In those

days lived a man, by name Purshdsp, the son of Patirdsp
descended from Faridun; and his wife's name was Dogh-

duyahy a virtuous matron, who was also of the family of

Faridun, These two persons were selected by the Almighty
as the shells for inclosing the pearl of Zardusht. When
five months of Doghduyah's pregnancy had elapsed, she one

night beheld in a dream her house enveloped in a dark

cloud, which concealed the splendor of the sun and moon
;

and from this cloud were raining down the noxious ami ra-

pacious creatures of earth and air; the boldest <>f these an-

imals having rent open Doghduyah's womb, took out the

infant, which he held in his talons, and the other wild

beasts ithered around him. Do| hduyafa in her alarm

wished to cry out, but Zardushl prevented her, saving:
" The

just God befriends me; entertain no apprehensions.
11 She

consequently held her peace. That instant she beheld B

Bbining mountain which aded from heaven and rent

the black cloud asunder; on which the noxious animals be-

to fly away. When the mountain approached nearer

there came forth from it a youth shining all over, bearing in

one hand a luminous branch, and in the other the volume

6ent by the just God. lie next hurled that volume toward

the beasts, on which they all departed from the bouse, ex-

cepting three; a wolf, a lion, and a tiger: the youth then
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smote these with the luminous branch, so that they were

consumed by fire
;

after this, taking Zardusht, he restored

him to his mother's belly, and said to her: "Fear not!

grieve not! for God himself is thy son's guardian: this

honored child shall be the prophet of the just God !

B The

youth then disappeared, and Doghduyah awaking, rose up
that gloomy night, and hastening to a neighboring seer

who was skilled in the interpretation of dreams, related her

vision. The interpreter answered: "Through this sun-

resembling child, the world shall be filled with thy fame
;

depart, and bring hither the calculation of thy nativity for

my inspection." She performed his command; and the in-

terpreter en examining it said :
<(

During three days keep
this secret concealed from all; return hither on the fourth

day, and receive the answer to thy demands. M She did so;

and on the fourth day came to the astrologer, who smiled

on beholding her, and having carefully considered the si-

dereal influences, turned to the interpretation of the dream,

saying:
<( The night on which thou beheldest that vision,

the unborn child had completed five months and twenty-
three days; on his issuing forth to the couch of existence

his illustrious name shall be Zardusht
; by him shall the

enemies of the faith be destroyed ; but they will previously

oppose him in battle, and put in practice every hostile

measure; from the evil doers thou shalt feel much afflic-

tion, such as thou didst witness from the wild beasts of the

vision.

( At last victorious and rejoiced in heart thou shalt become,
And through this unborn child feel all a mother's joy.*

Next thou beheldest a youth descending from the 6ixth

heaven with the glittering branch of a tree
;

that was

Farrah-i-Izad,
( the splendor of God,* the warder of evils

from thy son
; the written volume in his hand is the emblem

of the prophetic office, by which he is to obtain the victory

over all foes
;
the three wild beasts which remained behind

are the type of a powerful evil-disposed enemy, who by
wiles will endeavor to destroy Zardusht, but who shall be

finally discomfited
;
and there shall be a prince to promul-

gate the faith: through his might shall Zardusht become
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of this world and the next. (> Doghduyahl 1

adise is the recompense of obedience to Zardusht, and hell

ii the reward of those who avert the face from him. Would
to heaven that I could live in the days ol hi6 mission, to

exhibit mv zeal for his eminent dignity.
1

Doghduyah then

said to the interpreter and astrologer:
" How hast thou

found out the circumstance of the exact period of my preg-
nan To this he replied :

"

Through the power of

knowledge of the stars, and the perusal of ancient records,

which give an account of his auspicious existence." Dogh-
duyah, on her return home, told this event to Purskasf
that he might communicate it to Patfrasp ; on which both

parent! joined in praising the Almighty. Zaradusht.

issuing forth into the abode of existence, laughed aloud at

the moment of his birth,* so that the women of the neigh-
borhood who were there assembled heard the sound of his

laugh, and even his father, PurshAsp,

>>.iid to himself, ho must Burely be an emanation of God,
All, with the exception of him, weep on coming into the world."

He then gave him the name of Zaradusht,

Thus the dream-interpreter's word was verified.

Hi- Mir Ac 1 LOl - Im .wcy

All the women became jealous at the laugh of Zaradusht,

and this wonderful occurren id abroad, until it

:e to the hearing of Dardn Sartin, the king of tl

region, who gloried in the practice of magic and the v.

ship of Ahriman. He had information "t the appears
of Zaratusht, and it was known from the historians

•hat he will reveal a better religion and 1

that of Ahriman, He therefore hastened to the pillow

•The tradition of this sppeari to !><• wide! id, DOt onlj

the East, but also in the West, a* it i* mentioned by Plinj with the

addition of one wonderful particular, namely, th.it Zarttuht'l brain

palp
•

10 mini repel the hand laid upon his head, a pres-

age of fatal ^ilinus relates the same fact Zoroutet i
k

proverbially known as the first child who laughed on being born.
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Zaradusht, and commanding him to be taken out of the

cradle, and putting his hand to his sword, prepared to cut

off the child's head; but that instant his hand was dried up,

so that he left the house in pain and affliction
;
on which

all the magicians and worshipers of Ahriman (the only

worship which prevailed at that time) became quite alarmed.

The magicians then formed a mountain of wood, naphtha,
and sulphur, and having set it on fire, threw into the midst

of it Zaradusht, whom they had by force taken from his

father, and hastened with this intelligence to their king ;

but, through the aid of God,

The devouring flame became as water,

In the midst of which slumbered the pearl of Zardusht.

On learning this, Zaradusht's mother hurried to the desert,

and taking her honored son out of the embers, bore him

secretly home. After many days, when the account of his

deliverance was published abroad, the magicians, evil spirits,

and demons again bore Zardusht away, and threw him into

a narrow place, a thoroughfare for the passage of oxen,

that he should be exposed to be bruised and trampled under

foot. Through the goodness of God, a powerful cow came
in front, and, standing still, took Zardusht between her fore

feet, and drove off with her horns whatever cow came in

that direction: when the whole had passed, she also went

to join them; and Doghduyah, after great search, having
discovered her honored son, took him home: when this

intelligence came to Duransarun, he commanded them to

expose Zardusht in a far narrower defiJe through which

horses were to pass ; but, owing to divine aid, a mare ad-

vanced before the others, and standing at the child's head

kept a strict watch over him, and Doghduyah, after en-

countering great hardship, bore her fortunate offspring home.

On learning this occurrence, Duransarun ordered persons to

repair to the dens of the ravening wolves, and having

slaughtered their cubs, then expose Zardusht in the same

place, in order that the dams out of revenge might tear him
to pieces. At night, when the troop of wolves returned to

their lairs, they beheld their cubs slaughtered and weltering
in blood, and at the same time finding an infant crying out,
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thev all hurried toward him; the chief wolf and the boldest

of them, having rushed on to devour Zardusht, his mouth

became 1- Bewn up : at this miracle the wolves were

gether alarmed, and seated themselves like so many
nurses around the infant's head; at the same time there ..

came two sheep from the mountain region, which applied

their teats filled with milk to the lips of Zardusht : thus

the sheep and the wolf lav down in one place. \\ ith the

morning dawn, his mother, after anxious seeking and search-

ing, came to that frightful place, raised up the exalted

prophet, ami having poured out her gratitude to God, pro-

led with exultation to her home. The magicians, on

hearing this miracle, became quite despondent ; they a.ssem-

bled to devise some remedy, and formed a council for the

purpose of deliberating, when a celebrated magician named
Purtar&sk and Parantar&sh said to them: "Zardusht is

not to be destroyed by your plans, for God befriends him,

and the angel Far-i-Izad ( the splendor of God,* is ever with

him. Bahman (who is the same as Jabriil) has borne

Zardusht to the presence of the Almighty ;
and God having

imparted to him the knowledge of all the secrets of exist-

e, sends him forth as a prophet. A just sovereign will

>perate with him in promulgating his faith, and every
of enchanters and Deeves shall be cut off from the

earth."

The father of Zardusht said one dav to Partar&sh: "Give

me some account of Zardusht s ^tar and its rise; tell me also

why he laughed at the time of his birth." Partan'ish

replied:
"
Thy son Zardusht is to be a chief, as all the happy

-pheres afford him aid ; this offspring of auspicious career

will conduct the creatures of God in the true way; pro-

mulgate the Zandavasta ; destroy the demon and enchanters,

and finally king Gu-ditasp shall embrace his faith." This

announcement ^a\c great delight to Purshasp.
At thil time there lived an aged saint named Barzinka-

roos, of profound experience and clear discernment; this

sage having come to the house of Purshasp, entreated that

he might be allowed to bring up Zardusht, and acquire

glory by his education. Purshasp consented to this pro-

posal, and intrusted the infant to the holy sage.
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When Zardusht had attained his seventh year, Purtarush,

the chief of the magicians, came along with Duransanun to

the child's abode ;
and made so great a display of enchant-

ments, terrific and fearful sights, that all the people fled

out of the house; but Zardusht, through the aid of God,

felt no alarm and moved not, so that the magicians went

away filled with affright and disappointment. After some

time Zardusht became ill, at which news all the magicians

were greatly delighted ;
their chief Partar6sh came, with

enchantments and medicine mixed up with mina, * to

Zardusht'6 pillow and said: <( The swallowing of this medi-

cine will render thy body tranquil and deliver thee from

pain." The illuminated mind of Zardusht saw through the

machination, and taking the medicine from him, poured it

on the ground, and at the same time telling him about the

mina mixed up with the potion, said:—
« Shouldst thou in a different guise conceal thy violence,

I can again recognize thee, O thou full of deceit!

Thy description is furnished to me by that God

Through whose command the world is preserved.
B

The magicians consequently again returned back mortified

at the results of their wicked plot. They say that in those

times they accounted no system superior to that of magic,

and that the demon held public intercourse with persons of

that class so that they obtained it from Iblis without the

intervention of enchantment :
—

« Mankind then praised the foul demon,
As they now do the God of purity."

Nay, Purshasp, the father of Zardusht, followed that

path; one day having invited Duransarun, Parantarush,

and many more magicians to a feast, he made the suitable

arrangements, and when the repast was ended, he said to

Parantarush, the chief of the magicians: "Through the ex-

cellence of enchantment, whereby our hearts are gladdened

and our necks exalted, thy noble person at this period is

the spiritual guide of all magicians.
n

Zardusht, being in-

dignant at this speech, said to his father: (< Abandon this

* Mina, semen virile.
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erroneous w.i\. and turn to t ho faith of God; hell must

finally be the abode of magicians aiul enchanters." The6e

words greatly incensed PurtarUth, who replied: "()f what

consei; art thou before thy father! The intelligent of

the earth, and the great men of the habitable world dare

not addres . insolence to me! Art thou not afraid of

me? Dost thou not know me? For this thy insolence I

shall 6pread among mankind such calumnies and lies respect-

ing thv creed, that thou must remain in obscurity. What
is thy power that, without courtesy, thou darest slight my
dignity

'

May thv name be more degraded than that of all other men!
M v ;.) desire of thv heart !>e ever accomplished I

*

Zardusht replied: "() son of earth! the lie thou interest

respecting my creed will render thyself before (iod and

man the butt of censure ; in retaliation I shall tell nothing
but truth concerning thee, and overpower thee by just

arguments and proofs :
—

" Hv .rder of the righteous God's messenger,
I shall turn thy empire upside down."

All who were present, as well as the magicians, remained

in astonishment at such a stripling's great intellect, so that

IMrantarush left the house and hastened home, covered with

coiilus -;d disgrace: that night he fell sick, and his

people also being attacked by illness at the same time, were

hurried along with him to the house of retribution.

When the honored age of Zardusht had reached the

fifteenth year, he attached not his heart to t hiB place of so-

journ, neither did he Bel any value on the world or its

concerns
;
but fleeing awav from wrath and the pleasures

of sense, he with pious fear labored night and day in the

service of God
;
wherever he found anyone hungry, thirsty,

naked, or helpless, he bestowed on them food, raiment, and

the needful supplies; his piety and sincerity were conse-

quently renowned among all people, although he withdrew

from the public gaze.

When he had reached the age of thirty, he directed his

face toward Iran, in company with several men and

women and some of his own relations ; in the course of
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this journey, they came to a large expanse of water, on

which there was not a boat to be found. As it is not meet

for women to expose their persons, particularly before

strangers, he became anxious about the means of taking
them over in the presence of their fellow travelers

; he

therefore poured out his distress before the God of justice,

entreating from him a passage over that wide expanse of

water; after which, by the order of the Almighty, he

crossed over, with his companions and relations, in such

guise that the soles of their feet only were moistened by
the water ; finally, in the end of Isfandarmaz, on the day
of Anirdn, which is the last day of every solar month, he

reached the confines of Iran. At that period the people of

Iran held a great festival at which were assembled both

hisrh and low, and therefore Zardusht took his course to

that quarter. At night, while alone in some halting place,

through his enlightened spirit he beheld in a vision a

mighty army advancing from Bactria, or the West, which

from hostile motives blocked up his road on every side
;
in

the same place he beheld another army coming from Nim-

roz, or (<

midday,
w and when both armies came to close

quarters with the sword, the Bactrian or Western troops
were put to the rout. The examiner of the vision thus inter-

preted it :

(( When Zardusht, having been taken into the

presence of God, should discover all the mysteries of

creation, that afterward, on his return from heaven, to

promulgate the D'inbah'i, or ( true faith,
y the Divs and

magicians, having found out his intentions, would with

all expedition make war against him. Mizumah, the

angel who attends the servants of God, on learning this,

will promote the better faith, and in consequence the

Asta va zand will be read with a loud voice, and through
this the demons and magicians shall be dispersed and flee

away." On the interpretation of the dream, he hastened

to the festival, inspired with great delight.

When he had returned from the banqueting-place, he set

out about the middle of Ardibihist, on the Dimikr, the

fifteenth day of every solar month, and came to a deep,

broad, and extensive water named Ddbat'i, in the Astaivasta;

there recommending himself to the Lord, he stepped into the
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water, \\ hich it I up I his ll

then to hi and finally to bit nn k ; which

interpreted: 'The division of the water i

these four portioi nifies, that in nine thousand yean the

/>'< true faith,' shall be four times rei w

t he first time by ti ncy of Zardusht, who \«.
I

t<>

promulgate the • >nd l>v // the third

'';. and the fourth by
s all four de-

from Zardusht."

When the prophet had gained the opp. he

'ii as pure a8 bis SOUl, and putting -'ti un-

defiled garments, engaged in prayer. Thai very A.iw Bah-

ram, the mightiest of the angels (whom the Muhammed
call Jabriel) came in light to Zardusht, and having

his name, said: * What dost thou most desire in this

Zardusht having answered, 1 have do del re

that of pleasing God; my heart seeks after nothing but

ess; and my belief is that thou wilt guide me
what i- good.* Then Bahrain replied: "Arise! that thou

mayest appear before God; entreat from Ilis Majesty what-

ever thou dc-irest; from Hi- bounty He will return thee a

.hie answ. Zardusht then arose, and according to

Bahram's order shut his eyes for an instant; on opening
them he found himself in the bright empyreal, where he

beheld an 'hr<>u^h whose effulgence his shadow

became m that assemblage to the next ws
distance of twenty-four p and also another assemblage
of I formed of light waited on by virgins of pared
The angels gathered around Zardusht and warmly greeted

him, pointing him out h other, until the honored son

of Espintaman came let"..- God, to whom with j"\<>us

heart and trembling body h the pr.i\<- tip-

plication. I; is necessary to observe here, that the /•'

of the eternal do< trine." unanimously maintain

that Bahman assumed the human figure, and that Zardi:

ascended to the heavens in ! mental iccord-

ing to the creed of the intelligent Ah Mian, the matter is

thus stated :

—
"

By the coming of Bahman in the human form and hi6

speaking like a mortal, i6 meant that the true essence of
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man is uncompounded and simple, not a body nor anything
material ;

and that under such a quality, that is, uncom-

poundedness, he manifested himself to Zardusht ; and his

saying
( close thy eyes,' is figurative, and implies the eradi-

cation of the attachments and darkness of the elemental

body; when he thus became a simple uncompounded existence,

he arrived at the heavens styled the ( eternal empyrean*;
the first company of angels signifies the souls on high, and

the second, the existence of the celestial intelligences; the

interrogatories addressed to him by the angels imply, that

when the soul leaves the upper world, it descends into this

lower abode to encounter wanderings and calamity; but

when, by the attractive influence of Bahram and through
the energy of intelligence, it returns on high, the angels
feel delight on the occasion. He next ascended to the world

of simple, uncompounded beings, and came near God
; the

delight experienced by Zardusht signifies, the freedom from

alarm and fear enjoyed in that pure world ; and his bodily
tremor is emblematic of the effulgence of the divine Ma-

jesty.
w

Demons and Miracles

Zardusht having obtained from God the accurate knowl-

edge of all mysteries, drew near this elemental world,

while the magicians and demons, with a dreadful host,

blocked up his road ; after which the chief enchanter and

the head of the demons and his host thus addressed Zar-

dusht :

(<

Keep the Avesta and Zand concealed
; thy in-

cantation, fraud, and artifice make no impression on us : if

thou knowest us, thou wilt turn away from such prac-

tices. * On hearing this, Zardusht recited aloud one chap-
ter of the Avesta and Zand ; when these sounds reached

the demons, they hid themselves under ground, and the

magicians trembled
;

a part of the enchanters died on the

spot, and the remainder implored for mercy.
The Mobed Suriish, the Yezdanian, has been heard to

say :
(( It is recorded in the treatise of Mihin Farush that,

according to the doctors of the pure faith, when Zardusht

had thus obtained the victory over the demons, and was
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ding to in interview wil !i the great king I

isp,

there happened to be two oppressive and infidel kin^- in

id ; these Zardusht invited to adopt the pure faith

and turn awa\ from their evil practices; hut the) heeded

n.>t his word-; he therefore prayed to God, and there be-

gan to bl
•

might M. which lifted up these two

hin. high and kept them v.: 1 in the aii ; the

ound were shed <>n beholding
thi* sight; the birds also from everj quarter of the sky

I around the two kings, and with beaks and talons

Bf their flesh until their bones tell to the ground.
8

aratusht t o( Bahram, says, tl it when Zardusht,

r his victory, arrived at the COUrt of the great kinfj

lie Called on the name God, and then SOUght
the sovereign. He beheld th< rank, comp<
randees and champions of Iran and other i<

oding around; and above these two, ranks of

id learned men, who took preCi of

i i>ther in proportion to their knowledge, for this ^reat

kin^r was lingly attached to men of science; he next

. the monarch of the world seated on a lofty throne,

and hi- brows encircled with a costly crown, on which

Zardusht in eloquent tage recited aises of I

kin

Bahram, the I Farhad, of the Yazdanian c

thus in the s in: 'The of the pure
faith Bay, that when Zardusht entered into King Gushtai

embly, hi- held in bis hand a blazing Hre which caused

him no injury; he th< rred that hre to the ki:.

which in like manner remained unhurt; be afl

ward it into the hands " r others and -till no ti

of burnir. red; he next lay down, and i

den bra-- to be poured on his bosom four different

times: although the molten metal came on his breast,

injury i I from i Zaratusht the i \

Bahram, treign of Iran having thus

the dij the prophet of the human race, ad-

dressed him with term- of eai Q, and ordering
a chair to be brought, ;

him in front of the royal

throne, above the two ranks of the pb hers. Xardu

9
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agreeably to the king's command, having taken this seat

manifested to all the assembly the precious diamonds of

his intellectual stores. The sages and eminent men of the

exterior circles on his right and left entered on the path
of controversy, but were finally refuted, one after another.

They say that on this day thirty of the sages seated on

his right, being unable to withstand the arguments of

Zardusht, bore testimony to his knowledge and truth
;
and

in like manner thirty of the wise men on his left were

overpowered and convinced. When such sages, who had

not their equals in the seven climates, had been thus con-

futed, the illustrious prince called the prophet of the Lord

into his presence, and for further conviction questioned
him on various sciences and the traditions of old

;
and

having received conclusive answers on all these points he

was struck with amazement. The great king therefore as-

signed to the prophet of the just Lord a dwelling adjacent

to his own palace, and the philosophers departed home

with afflicted hearts. During the whole night they read

over books with each other, and concerted with each other

how they might, the following morning, conduct the argu-

ment and controversy with Zardusht
;

while the prophet
of the Lord on coming to his house, according to his cus-

tom, desisted not until morning from acts of worship and

praise. The following day, when Zardusht and the phi-

losophers assembled around the king, whatever the sages

advanced which was not strictly conformable to truth, Zar-

dusht produced a hundred arguments, both theoretical and

practical, to invalidate the assertion
;
and if they demanded

a proof of whatever he himself advanced, he adduced a

hundred convincing demonstrations. Gushtasp accordingly

increased the dignity of the Lord's prophet, and inquired

his name, lineage, and native city ;
to which questions

Zardusht returned the meet answer and said :

<( O great

king, to-morrow is the day of Hormuz, or the first of the

month
;
command the chiefs of the military to assemble

and all the philosophers to appear, that I may reduce all

to silence, as I have done this assembly, and give answers

which will dumbfound them; after which I shall execute

the commission with which I am intrusted."
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1 1 id the rctjui- ler, and they til returned

home with this agreement. Zardusht, from inclination and

habit, continued in supplication to the Lord; and the v

men laid I h other: "Tl stranger has twice degraded
u- wise men, taken iwaj our reputation, and obtained

vor with the king." They therefore conferred with each

other how t! . aid most effectually oppose Zardusht and

-

arguments.
—

* With this ui '-de,

Anil t: : them 1 that nipi |

On the third day. the nobles, doctors, and wise men
. iround the king, and Zardusht also a<

the company: although the sages and learned men had mu-

tbined afound him by argument, they were

all finally refuted. When the philosophers were no loi

• utter a word, the BU] place to

Zardusht, on winch the prophet of the Lord I his

rue and said t<> Gushta
"

I am the envoy of the I

Creator of the heavei rth, and stars; the disinter-

ested bestower of daily food to his servant: he who

ight thee from non-ex and made kin^s

thy servants has • to the< taking the Ave

he added :

...
Qafl

to me, and Bent mi human race with

the command ich require im-

plicit obedience if a to the comma:

., in like mam.- of the

id, he will also make t!. happy in futUI

if t' the head from hi-- com-

mand, thou incurre-t I 'he

and thou f

finally be

( Adopt no line o!
•

The K'rea' k hat proof dost thou e.

and wlun miracle m, thai I

may instantly diffu Zar-

dusht said:
"

( )ne of my d i miraculous
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works is this volume, on once listening to which thou shalt

never more behold demon or magician : this volume con-

tains the mysteries of both worlds, and clearly expounds
the revolutions of the stars : there is no being in existence

an account of which is not found in this book.** The king
then commanded: "Read me a section of this heavenly vol-

ume.** Zardusht having read one chapter, Gushtasp not

feeling a full conviction, said to him: <( Thou hast urged a

bold suit
;
but precipitancy in such an affair is by no means

proper; I shall devote some days to exploring the nature of

the Zand-Avesta: but in the meantime come thou hither

as usual.** Zardusht then

(< Returned to the house assigned him by the king.
w

The enraged philosophers also came out and took counsel

with each other about slaying Zardusht. The following

morning, when Zardusht left the house to go to the king's

palace, he delivered the key of his apartment to the king's

porter; but the philosophers so deluded this man, that he

gave up the key secretly to them
;

on which they opened
the door of the prophet's apartment, and having put into

bags unclean things which they had collected, such as

blood, hair, a cat's head, a dog's head, dead men's bones

and the like, placed them under his pillow, and having
locked the door, gave the key back to the porter, previously

obliging him to swear to keep the matter altogether secret
;

after this they went to the palace, where they beheld Zar-

dusht seated near the king, who was engaged in reading
the Zand-Avesta,

<( Lost in amazement at the characters and words. w

The philosophers said: <( The Zand-Avesta is altogether

magic, and this man is a wizard, who by force of spells

has produced an impression on thy heart, in order to bring
evil and confusion all over the world; but be not thou the

wizard's ally.** On hearing this, Gushtasp ordered persons

to repair to Zardusht's house and make a careful examina-

tion
; they went and immediately brought before the king

whatever they found in the house, whether eatables, car-

pets, dresses, clothes-bags, etc., all which they opened in the
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kin this, the liair, anil such like

impurities, which h.id been hidden then- by the phi]

pliers, were < ew. The king was greatly en-

d, ami said to /ar.ii. This 18 thy magic piacti.

The prophet .<t the Lord being quite astonished, replied:
I haw i nrledge of these things; let his majesty in-

quire the particulars ir.>:n the poi rhe porter on be-

ing tumn laid :

" Zardushl 1 his door, and not

even wind had s • to it.* The king became quite in-

rhey have nol brought
thei ^ from and hid them under the pillow."
In his rage he threw away the Avesta X,int/, and sent Xar-

dusht in chains t>> prison: there was also a porter ap-
e him a fixed allowance and keep strict

tch. /ardusht remained in chains both day and nig

porter bringing him daily a loaf <>f hre.nl and a pit.

me whole week passed in that manner.

They bal Gushtasp had a royal called the

. Charger," which the great king mounted on

ttle:—

"When, mounted on this charge it" the fight,

The result of the combat terminated in victor--

•norning at dawn, the master of the horse beheld the

k Charger without fore <>r hind feet, which he saw

were drawn up into Ids belly: in great haste he announced
- event to the sovereign of the world. Gushtasp in

a affliction hurried to the btable, summoning thither the

urinary -. physicians, and men, all

whom exerted them In reme ind applications with-

out any resulting fr.>m their exertions. Through

grief the king partook not of ('••A that day. and the mili-

sorely afflicted. Zardusht, who in consequei
of tl i mourning had not received his .

evening, became hungry; when the evening had passe. 1.

porter came and brought
'

ting at the same

time what had befallen the Black Charger ; on this thi

phet of the 1 lid to him :

" To-morrow tell the king

that lean set this affair to righl The next morning the

porter conveyed the prophet's m< tlie king, on which
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orders were given to bring Zardusht into the royal presence.

This favorable intelligence having been communicated to

Zardusht, the prophet entered into a warm bath, and, after

ablution, on appearing before the king he uttered benedic-

tions on the sovereign of the world. Gushtasp then assigned

him a place near himself, and having explained the state

of the horse, added :
—

w If thou be truly a prophet sent from the Lord,

Thou canst easily restore this horse to perfect health."

Zardusht replied :

(<
It thou wilt, O king, engage to per-

form four things, thou shalt again behold the charger's fore

and hind legs." The king said :

c<
I accept the conditions:

what is the first?
w Zardusht replied:

<( Let us all repair

to the Black Charger's bed." On arriving there he said to

the king :

<( Make thy heart and tongue of one accord :

utter with thy tongue and repeat with thy heart, that

without doubt, suspicion, or equivocation, I am a prophet
and apostle sent from God. w The king having agreed to

this, the prophet of the Lord addressed his petitions to the

God of justice, and then rubbing with his hand the horse's

right fore foot, it straightway came out, on which the

king and the soldiery loudly applauded the holy man.

After this, he said to the king :

(< Command the heroic

Isfendiar to enter into a covenant with me that he will

gird up his loins to promulgate the faith of the Lord.

The prince was not averse, and entered into a solemn en-

gagement ;
on which the apostle prayed to the Lord until

the right hind leg came out.

He then said to the great king :
* Send an Ustaivar and

an Amin along with me to the great queen Kitdbun, in

order that she may enter into the true faith.
w The king

having assented, Zardusht on coming into the king's

golden apartment thus addressed queen Kitabun :
((

Mighty

princess ! the Lord has expresslv selected thee to share the

couch of Gushtasp and to be the mother of Isfendiar. I

am the Lord's prophet sent by him to the king : therefore

adopt the pure faith." On this the great queen with heart

and soul attached herself in sincerity to the prophet : after

which Zardusht prayed, so that the other hind leg came out.
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He then said to the kin.
" \<>w send for the port

is proper to inquire ot' him who it was thai conveyed thia

stuff of m prcp.1r.1t ion to mv hoil :ui-

erlain and questioned him in a tin

ing tone, sayinj It thou wilt confeM the truth, tl

thy life; but otherwise, thou shalt have thy h<

thy fe Tl. icheroui chamberlain imj

and related ail the particulai 'he bribery

delusion practiced by the philosophers' friends. Gushl

nt, and ordered the tour phi]

be hanged. Zardusht then recited the
|

him by t he Almighty, so that the other fore'

-nt, and the swift chargei Btood on his legs. The

sreign of Iran kissed the prophet's bead and ind

g him to the throne, seated him near himself; I
• re-

irdon for his sin and gave back : ids.

f the pure faith al ord that kin.

ind y.'-rir, brother to Gushtasp having fallen into so

-nt B malady, that the physicians in despair desisted

a all attendance on them, but having been restored

.'.th through the prayers of Zardusht, they adopted the

ith.

Zaratusht, the son of Bahram, relates: One day Zar
' come into the k present e, he thus

the prophet of the Lord: "I ur thil

from God; it is tl that the prophet should

hem: first, that I should behold my own state in the

next v. that in the time of conflict ii'

I ike any imp! on nv that 1 may b
the true faith; thirdly, that I may know thon .

vil in this world; fourthly, that

1 the -: . ment my spirit may remain united

Zardusht replied: 11 entreat the I

Ot these four \% —

•

He will not

Be
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The king having agreed to this, Zaratusht at the time of

evening prayer went to his house, repeated the praises of the

Almighty, entreating from him the accomplishment of the

king's desires, and lay down in the act of adoration: in this

state God showed him in a vision that the king's petition

was granted. At dawn of day the king was seated on his

throne ;
Zardusht appeared in the royal presence and came

to his place ;
in a moment after, the king's chamberlain en-

tering in great trepidation, said :

(< There are four terror-

striking, awe-inspiring horsemen at the door:—
« Never before have I beheld horsemen of such a kind. 8

The king asked of Zardusht: (< Who are these persons ?*

but he had scarcely done speaking before all the four horse-

men dressed in green, completely armed, of majestic port,

drew near the throne
;

these four cavaliers were of the

number of those angels who are nearest the just God,
and are of the great Amshasfands, namely, Bahnian,

Ardibahist, Azarkhurdad, and Azargusht&sp, who thus

addressed the king :

<( We are angels and the envoys of

God. The Dispenser of justice thus declares :

( Zardusht

is my prophet, whom I have sent to all the inhabitants of

the earth ;
attend well to him

;
if thou devote thyself to his

wav, thou art delivered from hell. Never inflict pain on

him
;
and when thou obtainest thy desires, avert not thy

head from his commands.* w

King Gushtasp, although in magnanimity immovable as

mount Alburz, yet through the majesty of the angels and

their awful presence, fell senseless from his throne : on re-

covering himself he thus addressed the righteous Lord :
—

(< I am the lowest of all thy servants

And have girt up my loins to execute thy orders. *

When the Amshasfands heard this answer, they departed ;

and the military, on learning this wonderful occurrence,

were all assembled : the king also, trembling all over,

apologized to Zardusht :
—

"Thy command sits upon my soul;

My spirit is like the son of the Lord
;

My body, soul, and wealth are all to the devoted,

By order of the just and glorious Creator."
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bet of the Lord replied :

"

May good I

1 i..i\ <• entreated from tl ; lie

ea, and my pi
a\ et lias been

Zar I red that for the parp
and breat ol praj

thej ih ready in an inner apartment wine,

milk, and a pomegranate ;
and over il.

tned ) >r "the recitation of pra in a

-mt of the Avesta ami '/.and. after thii cerem

ive Gushtasp Bome of the hallowed w tie, on the

mei which lie became ii

up for three day.- : in that interval hi- Bpiril
! to

heaven, ami there beheld the al nym] their
;

v. ami attendant- ; the bl< t lie

different gradations of rank among the virtu ind the

for himself.

The phet next presented t<> Bishutan some of that

hallowed milk, on drinking of which he was deliv<

- ..f death and obtained eternal lit'. the

Lilian doctors hold, that by eternal life is imp!
• of 01 ill, \\ bich never

mit of ; milk is also mentioned, a- onstitutea the

1 of children and science is the food rit ; 0:1 which

ount they have likened science
'

rated milk. He
\- ya/nasp some of the hallowed perfume, thro

the efl -f which universal science shed its lustre on

his heart; so that m that \> v of

what waa to come to pass until the of jud

v comprehended by him in all its

rj gave one ^rain of the hallowed
;

who '

:n-_r it inst <-d,

- •

. e gre n -
1

:

.

•

impression on it.

When the great king awoke from his n, he broke

out into
;

he cal!

\% bom he relati id witn<

commanded all men to receive the pure faith; tl.

on his thro:

to recite some sections of the Zand in his pretence. On

hearing the
'

r, the demona tied and them-
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selves under the earth. The great king next commanded
that in every city the Mobeds should attend to the observ-

ance of fire, erecting domes over it, and keeping stated

festivals and times.

The Precepts Given by Zardusht to the King and
to All Mankind

The prophet Zardusht, having read to the king some

sections concerning the greatness and majesty of the

Almighty, said to him: <( As thou hast adopted the ways of

God, the joy of paradise is to be thy portion ;
but he who

abandons that way is hurried off to hell by Ahriman, who
feels delighted, and on making the capture says to his

victim :

( Because thou hast abandoned the ways of God,
therefore art thou fallen into hell.* But the just God is

liberal to his servants, and has sent me to them, saying:
( Communicate my covenant to all created beings, that they

may abandon their perverse ways.* I am his prophet sent to

thee that thou mayst guide mankind to the right road
;
as

the final result of persevering in the way of God is the

attainment of paradise ;
and the retribution of devotedness

to Ahriman is hell. He moreover commanded me: (

Say
thou to mankind, if ye adopt the pure faith, then shall

paradise be your place ;
but if ye receive it not, you follow

the institutes of Ahriman, and hell shall be your abode.*

The several demonstrations of Zardusht and his wondrous

works are to you an abundant proof of the truth of his

faith. Know also that at first he sought the world; but

finally regarded wife, children, and relations as strangers to

himself; he has moreover attained to such perfect faith, that

the king and the mendicant are the same in his sight. He
has enjoined me nothing more than this: neither has he

given me permission to be your intercessor or to entreat

from him remission of your sins : for protection extended to

the evil doer is itself criminal, and the chastisement of evil

deeds is true religion : he enjoined me also to entertain hope
of his favor from my words and deeds. B

Look to your acts and words, for they produce their sure effect,

The same seed that people sow, such the harvest they shall reap.
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It is also expressly itated in the .
.

I the

e pur; rt On the vers day when the

and the ai ged in their order, no

apt hi in t" whom the Merciful will permit
• will iay nothing l>ut what is ju [n

it
'

Truly thou i lire* I wh inif

lovest ;
but God will direct \% I vet he pl< It is

led in the traditions, that t
: urn of pr

whom bi the beautiful Fatin

imal fe.ir nothing, for thou art the prophet's daugl

perform good 1 say,

d this additional : of the

eminent, eloquent, learned, or

produce a composition which in the least resembles

;me I have >(--nt down; if the) are able let them d

it; but a* they are unable, let them confess that 'his

f G a similar statement has aiso been made in

the divine words of the Koran: 'produce ye

ibling it.' tin of the many prophet
on earth, all were >f future events <

who in tfa .'>/. cle tpounded whatever wai

come I
- until the day of jud . whet

evil.

'Concerning kir truth, I e,

Th minute

The n

or unju-t ftlik

Moreover no proph' Zardusht.

presence n the militai

hearts were rightly I him.

i t . th<

.
I me

ikind the bell forc\

when theil

[t is
.

.

: | 1-lt ; /„

or • but thi.se whi uot B
believe: rt, and tl e writer ol also be
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from the Mobed Torru of Busd-wdri, in Gujurat, that the

birth-place and distinguished ancestors of the prophet belong
to the city of Rai.

A Mobed has transcribed as follows from the Avesta

and Zand: when the Amshasfand Bahman, pursuant to

God's command, had borne the prophet Zardusht to heaven,

he thus entreated of the Almighty :

(< Close the door of

death against me. Let that be my miracle. w But the

righteous Lord replied :
<( If I close the gates of death

against thee, thou wilt not be satisfied
; nay, thou wouldst

entreat death from me." He then gave Zardusht some-

thing like honey, on tasting of which he became insen-

sible ;
like one in a profound sleep has visions, he became

acquainted with the mysteries of existence, clearly perceiv-

ing the good and evil of whatever is in being ; nay, he

knew the number of hairs on the sheep, and the sum of

the leaves on a tree. When his senses were restored, the

Almighty asked him :

<( What hast thou seen ?
8 He an-

swered :

<( O supreme Ruler! I beheld in hell, along with

Ahriman, many wealthy persons who had been ungrateful
in this world ;

and I found in the supreme paradise many
persons, rich in gold and silver, who had worshiped the

Lord and been grateful to him. I moreover saw in hell

many who were eminent for wealth, but who were child-

less; and many an indigent Durvesh, the father of many
children, in the enjoyment of paradise. I saw moreover a

tree with seven branches, the shadow of which extended

far and wide; one branch of gold, the second of silver,

the third of copper, the fourth of brass, the fifth of tin

(or lead), the sixth of steel, the seventh of mixed iron.
w

The Lord then said to His prophet :

<( The tree with seven

branches is the series of events in the world, in which

agitation arises from seven sources through the revolution

of the spheres; the first or golden branch typifies the way
and attraction by which thou hast come to My presence
and attained the prophet's office ; the second or silver

branch signifies that the great sovereign of the age shall

receive thy system of faith, and that the demons shall hide

themselves in dismay ; the third or copper branch is the

period of the Ashkanian kings.
—
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" H .1 true t'fli.

li the purr i:i faith

v. of fortune -hall at thli time

Be torn p I ill ovei the

th, pr the branch of brass, t -.

lashir, the Sd6s£n, wlio shall adorn the universe

\s th the true faith ami i
- iblish the pure instituti

11 embrace t he faith through the tone 1

:i : they v ill pour molt and I n the

breast of A id, and his person si injury,

The fifth, or leaden branch, is the reign of I Gor,

during which mankind will enjoy n
|

.
—

"
\\": <.'. mankind arc in the enjoyment of bappim
Ahriman i- grieved beforehand .it tl itate

"

The sixth branch, or thai ol Bteel, ia the rei^n of Nushir-

•, through whose equity the aged world shall be

red to youth; and although Mazdak of corrupt hi

shall pursue hi* designs, yel will he be unable to do any

injury to the pure faith. The seventh branch, or that

mixed iron, ia emblematic of the time when the period of

a thousand yeai end, and the royal dijv

fulls to MazdaktHy and no respeel remain- to the pure

faith; then .1 people clothed in black, essors of the

r. without title, reputation, or merit, friem I tumult

and wickedness, fraudulent, hvpoeritie.il, and deceitful,

hitter of heir* iike aloes, with honied tongue, traitor- I

oread and salt, ungrateful,

building the m< jnificent mansioi

caravai seking the 9 ( hell, havii Dspired
thei will •

pies, and turn to them*

the inhal ti of Iran, rhe sons ami
•

ill into their hands, and the

children of i i mighty become the 1

ants; nay. thil race shall make a covenant -breaker V

over them :

—

Whose ca-

W'hen this millennium con 1 termination, the clouds

6hall mostly appear unattended .in ; the rams DOl I
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in their season
;

heats predominate ;
the water of rivers be

lessened; few cows or sheep be left remaining; and men

despicable in figure, small of stature, weak in form, shall

then be met with.—
<( The speed of the horse and the rider shall suffer diminution,

And no productive energy remain in the bosom of the sown field."

Men shall gird the 6acred zone in secrecy, and drag on a

dishonored existence, forgetting altogether the Ndxcroz and

the festival of Farvardin.

(< The mouth of Safandarmuz shall be opened wide,

And the hidden treasures cast forth and exposed to view.

An evil-disposed rapacious host of Turks shall come to Iran,

and force away the crown and throne from its chieftains.

O Zardusht ! communicate these tidings to the Mobeds, that

they may impart them to the people.
w Zardusht replied:

<( How 6hall the professors of the true faith be able to per-

form their worship? to which this answer was given:
<( When the second millennium commences, mankind shall

behold more calamity than was witnessed in the times of

Zohak and Afrasiab ; and when that period is terminated,

there will not be found any one of the least merit among
the professors of the true faith.

«From every quarter they shall prepare to assail Iran,

With their chargers' hoofs they shall lay it waste.*

Zardusht said :

(< O righteous Ormuzd ! after so much toil,

abridgment of life and long-protracted suffering, shall not

the professors of the true faith find some intercessor : and how
can discomfiture overtake those clothed in black vestments ?

*

The Almighty answered thus :

(< Pain is not to last forever ;

when the black ensign is displayed, a host arrayed in red

vestments and helmets shall come forth from the formidable

room
;
and the land of Khorasan be desolate by flood and

vapor ;
the earth shall tremble and the cultivated fields be

laid waste; Turk, Riimite, and Arab encounter each other ;

and the borders of Turan be made a wilderness by Turks,

Persians, and Hindoos
;
the sacred fire be borne to Dusk-

khargar, or 'the mountainous region*; and, through inva-

sions, Iran become one scene of desolation." The prophet
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then said rd I however sliort the duration of this

people in. iv be, they will surely destroy life
J
DOW then -hall

the exterminated?" To which he received this

antWei 1 he Itanderd Of an army arises out of Khurasan,

and then Hoshi I m h.s mother; when he

arr; tge of thirty, he will follow the ancient mode

ign of Hindustan and China;

he shall have a son of the kaianian race, named Bahrain

•.tied rlamawand, but whom his nation will call

tpur : on the birth of that i. I he stars shall

s n from heaven; and his father p u away from

v .rid in the month of Aban and the day of Baud.

en this son has attained twenty-one ige, he

til march in every direction with a numerous host, and

ling with his troops to Balkh and Bokhara, advance

into Iran with the armies of India and China. A man pro-

:ng the good faith in the mountain region will then ex-

ert himself, and bringing up an army from Khorasan and

.. come to the aid of Iran: —

Ki-hti Duw&l, R md Firinj_
r Man,

From demons clothed in black, like piebald wolves.

Three mighty battles shall then ensue, which will render

Persia the land of mourning; after which will arise an ex-

alted avenging prince who shall obtain the victory. In

lavs a thousand women shall not be able to find one

man
;

and if they should perch.;: 1 one, they
'.let! with astonishment. VvH •

I e timi are

:.e to an end, I shall send Ser'-!i | J ( rusa'.em and

mon Bishutan, who will issue forth with a company
hundred and

fifty virtuous met rform )\i

or c

pis on which Ahriman will engage in battle with

them; but. on hearing the sound • nd the
•

', the partisans of Ahrimai II flee out of

Iran. A prince, Bahrain by I nd the

throne, l»r . k the the institu-

tions of ancient times, and the seed -f the wicked shall

then be exterminated ; finally, when Bishutan beholds c\

thing dulv arranged, he will return with royal pomp to his

own palace.''
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Viraf's Excursion Through Heaven and Hell

Zaratusht Bahram thus relates concerning the account of

heaven and hell given by Ardaivirdf* It is recorded that,

when the power of Ardeshir Babagan was firmly established,

he assembled around him forty thousand virtuous Mobeds

and Dustars, out of which number he selected four thou-

sand ;
of those thus selected he set apart four hundred, who

knew by heart the greater part of the Asta ;
of these four

hundred he again chose out forty learned doctors
;
and from

these he selected seven unblemished sages, equally free from

mortal and venial sins, whom he thus addressed: <( Let

whichever of you is able divest himself of body, and bring

us intelligence concerning heaven and hell." These righteous

men made answer: "For such a purpose there is required

a man who from the age of seven upward has not com-

mitted sin." After which these sages selected from among
them one, named Ardai Virdf, whom they knew to be

possessed of this excellence, and, accompanied by the great

king, they all repaired to Azar Khurddd, which was a fire-

temple ; having there prepared a golden throne for Ardai

Virdf, the forty thousand professors of the faith performed

Yazash, that is, recited prayers according to the prescribed

mode. Ardaiviraf, having drunk a cup of hallowed wine

which he received from the Dustur, lay down on his couch

and did not arise before the expiration of a week ; his spirit,

through the efficacy of the divine word, having been sepa-

rated from the body, those six Dustfirs all the while stand-

ing around his pillow. On the eighth day Ardai, arising

from sleep, ordered a scribe to be brought, who should com-

mit to writing all his words ;
and he thus spoke :

<( When
I fell asleep, Sirushi, who is called also Sur&sh Ashu, or

Ashu simply, or 'the Angel of paradise,
} came near. Hav-

ing made my salam, I explained the motives of my coming
to the other world. He took my hand and said :

( Ascend

three steps.
) I obeyed, and arrived at the Chanyud Pul,

* Ardai Virdf or Arda Virdf or Virasp, also simply called Viraf or

Virasp, was, about the year 200 of our era, one of the most zealous

followers and defenders of Zoroaster's religion.
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Several spirits then appeared wh<
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!'
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that I >w thee th<

the lame u> the celestial throne). 1

h him to a beautiful throne, where 1 beheld '

; irit

•
ntioned, whose deeds w< e p<

Luteous form, with the rita,'

tfl of iround him, with the spirit-,

his one rejou
• n tin- arrival of a long-

traveler from hia abode ;
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1

|
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death, he nut only the im;
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ceeded a little onward, I beheld a lofty portico, where by-

order of Surush I addressed my prayers toward the place of

God, and my sight became darkened through the effulgence

of light. Surush again brought me back to the bridge of

judgment, around which I beheld a number of persons stand-

ing with folded hands. I asked: ( Who are those persons ?
)

Surush answered: ( These are the weak in faith, who re-

main in this state until the day of judgment ;
if they pos-

sessed an additional particle of virtue, equal in weight to

one of the hairs of the eyelash, they would be relieved from

this calamity.
* I then beheld another assemblage like unto

shining 6tars. Surtish said :

* This is the Satra Payah (or

the sphere of the fixed stars) ;
in these are a people who

with all their wealth observed not the GUI Kharid (the

purchase of the other world) and the Nau Roz (or the

festival of the new year.)
) He next brought me to the Mdh

Pdyah (or lunar sphere), where I beheld spirits resplendent
as the moon. The angel said :

' This Mdh Pdyah is also

one of the spheres of paradise, in which are those who have

performed every kind of meritorious act and deed, except

observing the Naii Roz? He then conducted me to the

Khurshid Pdyah (or solar sphere) where I beheld spirits

exceedingly bright, radiant as the sun. The angel said: 'In

the solar sphere are the persons who have observed the

GUI Kharid and the Nau Roz? At his command, I then

addressed my prayers to the Warakt and Khurah-i-Yazdan,
Or (

light of the Almighty
>

: perception and intellect, through
the effects of terror and overpowering awe, began to flee

from me; a voice, however, from which I obtained renovated

energy, came to my hearing: there was then some oil given
me to drink out of a golden cup: I partook of it and found

it of an incomparable taste : they told me that it was the food

of the people of paradise. I next beheld Ardi Behest, to

whom I made my salam. He said to me: ( Place on the

sacred fire wood free from moisture.* Surush then bore me
off to Kurutaman, or (

paradise,* in the light of which I

became bewildered in astonishment: I knew none of the

precious stones of which it was composed. The angels, by
the command of the Almighty, took me round every part
of it. I next came to a place where I beheld an illustrious
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assemblage enveloped io Khurah, thai is, 'radiance sad

A •' laid: 'These are the spirits of t he

munificent and noble-minde After this 1 saw s neat
multitude in .ill magnificence. Surush explained to me :

.ire the spirits of .ill who have observed the Na{k

R : \i them I beheld sn sssemblage in the enjoyment
all magnificence and happiness. Surush observed: ( These

pirits of just prince Alter this 1 beheld blessed

:tts in bonndleu joy and power. Surush explained:
'

rhese arc the Ihisturs and Mobeds; my duty is to convey
clas6 to this honor.* 1 next I a company of women

icing in the midst : pomp. Surush Ashu and

srved: 'These arc the spirits of women who
were obedient to their husbands.' I tl.cn beheld a multitude

majestic and beautiful persons, seated along with angels.

Sui lid: 'This class consists of Ilirbuds and Mobeds,
attendants on fire-temples, and the observers of the

iskt of the Anishasfands.' After these I saw
an armed assemblage in of the highest joy. Surush

rmed me: 'These are the spirits of the champions who
_r ht in the ways of God, maintaining their country and

the husbandmen in a Mate of prosperity and tranquillity.*

I next beheld a great assemblage in the enjoyment of all

delight and gladness. Surush observed: * These are the

of the slayers of the Khurdstdr (or noxious animals).'

ter this, 1 witnessed a people given up to sporting and

happiness. Surush observed: ' These are the spirits of the

husbandmen, over whom Safdndarmuz is set
;

he conse-

quently presides over this class, as they have propitiated

him by their acts.' I next beheld a great company sur-

rounded by all the appliances of enjoyment. Surush said :

'These are the spirits of shepherd-. After this. I beheld

great numbers in a state of repose and joy, and the elemental

principles of paradise standing before them. Surush ob-

served :

' These are the heads of families, friends to building,

who have improved the world by gardens and water-courses

and held the elements in reverence.' I next came to another

class, endowed with prophet-like radiance, of whom Surush

remarked: 'These are the spirits of fdddltgdis.* By
Jadvngois is meant one who solicits money from the wealthy
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to promote the way of the Lord, and who expends it on

noble foundations and holy indigent persons.
<{ What can I say concerning the black-eyed nymphs—

the palaces, offspring, and attendants— the drinks and

viands?—any thing like which I know not of in this elemen-

tal world.
<( After this Surush and Ardibehest, taking me out of par-

adise, bore me off to behold the punishments inflicted on

those in hell. First of all, I beheld a black and gloomy
river of fetid water, with weeping multitudes falling in and

drowning. Surush said :

( This water is collected from the

tears shed by relatives on the death of a person ;
and those

who are drowning are they whose relatives, after their

death, break out into mourning, weeping, and tears. *
I

next proceeded toward the bridge of judgment, where I be-

held a spirit rent from the body, and mourning for its sep-

aration : there arose a fetid gale, out of which issued a

gloomy figure, with red eye-balls, hooked nose, hideous lips,

teeth like columns, a head like the kettle of a minaret, long

talons, spear-like fangs, snaky locks, and vomiting out

smoke. The alarmed spirit having asked,
( Who art thou ?

*

he answered,
(
I am the personification of thy acts and

deeds. } On saying this, he threw his hands around the

spirit's neck, so that his lamentations came to the bridge
of judgment, which is sharper than a razor : on this the spirit

having gone a little way with great difficulty, at last fell

into the infernal regions. I then followed him, accom-

panied by Surush and Ardibehest : our road lay through

snow, ice, storms, intense cold, mephitic exhalations, and

obscurity, along a region full of pits : into these I looked,

and there beheld countless myriads of spirits suffering tor-

tures. They all wailed bitterly, and the darkness was so

thick that one was unable to perceive the other, or to dis-

tinguish his lamentation : three days such punishment is

equal to nine thousand years, and the same calculation ap-

plies to the other pits, in all of which were serpents, scor-

pions, stinging and noxious creatures : whatever spirit falls

into them

(< Was stung by one and torn by another,

Was bit by this, and pierced by that.
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cincture as worn by professors of the excellent faiths I

next beheld a woman hung up, with her tongue protruding
from the hind part of the neck. Surush observed :

( This

is a woman who obeyed not her husband, and replied to

him with harsh answers and opposition.* I then saw a

man eating with a ladle the most noxious things, of which

if he took too small a portion, demons smote him with

wooden clubs. Surush observed: ( This is the spirit of one

who betrayed his trust.
*

I after this beheld a man hung
up, surrounded by seventy demons, who were lashing him

with serpents instead of scourges ; and meanwhile the ser-

pents kept gnawing his flesh with their fangs. Surfish

Ashu said: ( This is a king who extorted money from his

subjects by tortured I next beheld a man with wide-

opened mouth and protruding tongue,

(< With serpents and scorpions covered all over,

The one lacerating with fangs, the others lashing with their tails.

Surush said :

( This was a tale-bearer, who by his lies

caused dissension and strife among mankind.* After this

I saw a man, every ligature and joint of whose body they
were tearing asunder. Surush said :

( This person has slain

many four-footed animals.* I next beheld a man exposed
to body-rending torture, concerning whom Surush said :

( This was a wealthy, avaricious man, who employed not

his riches for the useful purposes of either world.* I then

saw a person to whom was offered all sorts of noxious

shirt, worn immediately upon the skin, with short sleeves, open above

and commonly not passing the hips. This girdle was worn by the

Parsees from time immemorial. They pretend that Jemshid, being
instructed by Horn, the primitive legislator, invented the Kashti.

Before the time of Zoroaster, it was worn indifferently as a scarf, or

wrapped around the head. The monuments of Persepolis exhibit

persons wearing the Kashti. Not to wear it in the fifteenth year is a

great sin
;
the day on which it is taken for the first time is a festival,

and daily prayers are prescribed before putting it on, and frequent
ceremonies are connected with it {Zend-Av., t. II. p. 529). Nothing
can be right or good that is done without the Kashti :

((
ungirt,

unblessed.B We have here a striking example how a custom origin-

ally suggested by simple convenience, to be girt, or to be ready

accingere se, acquires by religious prescription an importance far be-

yond its intended use and purpose.
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creatures, while one foot was free from all kind of sutYer-
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1 next saw a man tl inhere of wh
ell-hounds were rending asunder, ( erning him
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I land dogs.' I next beheld >man hurled into

unitten by the guardians of fire. About her

lid:
' When this woman combed herself, her 1

fell into the fire.' After this I bebel ther woman '

ing off with a poniard the fl ! her own body and

vouring it. i

'

I chantress who o

to fascinate men.' Next her I si\v .t man whom the

demon 1 by I matter,

and human flesh. Concerning him Surush said : This man
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was in the habit of casting dead bodies, corrupted matter,

finger nails, and hair into fire and water.* I afterward

beheld a person devouring the flesh and skin of a dead

body. Surush said :

* This person defrauded the laborers of

their hire.* I next beheld a man with a mountain on his

back, whom with his load they forced through terror into

the midst of snows and ice. Surush observed: ( This was

an adulterer, who took the wife from her husband.* I

afterward saw a number of ill-fated person up to their

necks in ice and snow, before each of whom was a cup
filled with gore, and hair, and impurities, which through
terror of blows and clubs, they were obliged to swallow.

Surush observed : 'These are persons who used warm bath-

ing along with the Batardeen (or the enemies of the

faith) washing their bodies and heads in such unclean and

polluted baths. *
I then beheld a person groaning under

the weight of a mountain. Concerning him Surush said :

( This man laid heavy taxes on the people, established evil

ordinances, and oppressed mankind/ Next him I beheld

one digging up a mountain with his fingers and nails,

while the superintendent kept smiting him with a viper.

Surush said: 'This is a man who by violence seized on

the lands of others :
*

(( As long as this earth and place continue to exist,

So long, by way of retribution, shall this spirit be thus employed.

I afterward saw a man the flesh of whose shoulders and

body they were scraping off with a comb of iron. Con-

cerning him Surush said :
' This man was an egregious vio-

lator of promises and breaker of engagements.
* I then be-

held a great multitude whose hands and feet they were

smiting with bludgeons, iron maces, and such like. Con-

cerning these Surush observed :

' This class is composed of

promise-breakers and the violators of covenants, who main-

tained friendship with Dar-wands, or those hostile to the

faith. >

"Surush, Ashu, and Ardibehest then led me from that

abode of misery to Girutuman, 'the seat of supreme bliss,*

or 'paradise on high,* which is called 'the heaven of
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beavei On beholding the 1 i j^Ht and splendor of the

ri^' Lord, 1 became entranced, end this s]
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When the scribe had written down all the words of Ardi

Viraf, he read them over to the great king, who thereupon

duly promulgated the excellent faith, and sent Mobeds to

all the borders of Iran.

The Hundred Gates of Paradise

The Dustur Shah Zadah says in the volume of the Sad

Der, or <( the hundred gates,
w * the excellent faith has been

received from the prophet Zardusht, the son of Purshasp,
the son of Khajarasp, the son of Hujjus, the son of As-

fantaman ;
on him the Almighty graciously bestowed the

Avesta and Zand, and through divine knowledge he com-

prehended all things from eternity to infinity. This is the

hundred-gated city constructed from the world of truth,

that is, the celestial volume.

The mighty, through means of the Asta, Zand, and Pazand,
Have constructed on its outside a hundred gates.

Behold what a system of belief Zardusht has introduced,

In which a hundred gates give admission to his city of Faith.

Gate the first is the belief and acknowledgment of

Zardusht's prophetic character; for when the spirit on the

fourth night (after quitting the body) comes to the bridge
of Chinavad, where Mihr Ized and Rash Ized take ac-

count of its actions, in the Kirfah, or <(

good deeds * ex-

ceed the sins by one hair's point, they bear the spirit off

to paradise, but always on the condition of having pro-

fessed the faith of Zardusht.

Gate the Second. — It is necessary to be ever vigilant,

and always looking on a trifling sin as one of magnitude,
to flee far from it

; because, if the virtuous deeds exceed

the sinful acts by even the point of one of the hairs of the

eye-lashes, the spirit goes to paradise ; but should the con-

trary be the case, it descends to hell.

* The Sad-der naser is an abridgment of practical and ceremonial

theology, called Sadder, or <( one hundred doors, w because the hun-

dred chapters of which it is composed are like so many doors leading
to heaven. Some Parsees think that the original was written in

Pehlvi.
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1 UK THIRD.— The pursuits should be of

virtuous tendency while tlius engaged, it be

wered 1, he iheil re fourfold in

paradise; but if lie be slam in any vain pursuit, it is the

retribution due '

ell is bi ie.

A ::. in mUSl

. for Zardushl saya
'

1 beheld one vrhose body, with

entirely in hell
;
but thai

Tlie 1 lid: ' Thi

Is ; but

obaen I ied a] e from

her food, he with thi near her.'
"

HK FIFTH.— Let all men -elves to ob-

the rites of )\i<>'it, und t .d if they

cannot themselves perform these duties, let them purcl

the agency of another.

\ik thk Sixth.— Let men know that the meritorious

\ in number: i. the obsei of the Gafu
lis in;" 2. that of thi

or "five supplementary days of t: with '

of or a • low, murmurii

;. propitiating the ->
t

> i r i

•

father, mother,

and other relations; a. offering up Bupplicatioi

three times every day: 5. offering up prayers to the moon
three times every month, that is. the beginning, 1

of the moon; 6. 1 g up supplications in

due form every year.

Gati i.:>. Sbvbnth. — When sneezing comes on, rep-

the entire of the forms called Ita .. and the

Gati rax Eighth. — Be -dient to the I end

give them one-tenth of t! 1th; as that is a m
meritorious work, <>r Kirfah.

Gats thb Ninth. — A person should avoid all practices

not sanctioned by the lav. natUM lUSt look on

them as accursed : let all those found guilty of such de>

be put to death. Thil of criminals are equally
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guilty with the usurper Zohak, and Alkus, and Sarurak,

and Afrasiab, and Turbaraturas.

Gate the Tenth. — It is incumbent on every man and

woman to tie on the Kashti. By Kashti is meant a woolen

cincture girded round the waist, in which they make four

knots : the first to signify the unity of God
; the second,

the certainty of the faith
;

the third, that Zardusht was

the prophet of God
;

the fourth to imply,
<( that I will to

the utmost of my power ever do what is good."

Gate the Eleventh. — Keep the fire burning, and let

it not consume anything impure.

Gate the Twelfth.— Let not the shroud of the deceased

be new, but let it be clean and old.

Gate the Thirteenth.— The good man gives joy to the

spirits of his father and mother, by celebrating the Darun
miezd* and the Afcrnigdn,\ or (< funereal repasts.

" The

Darun is a prayer recited in praise of the Almighty and of

Azar : when they breathe out prayers in a murmuring tone

over viands, they are said to be Yeshtah. Afrinigan also

means one of the twenty Nosks of the Zand.

Gate the Fourteenth.— Let them repeat the Ita Ahu
three times over the collected nail-parings, and having each

time drawn a circular line around them, let earth be poured

-* The Miezd, that is, meats previously blessed and then eaten, either

during or after the service; flowers, fruits, especially pomegranates and

dates; rice, fragrant seeds, and perfumes; milk; the small cakes called

Darun; the branches of the Horn and its juice, called Perahom; the

roots of trees, particularly the pomegranate tree. The roots are cut,

the milk, and in general all these offerings, are prepared with cere-

monies described at great length in the Ravaets, or (< ritual treatises. w

+ The Afirgans, or Afernigans, are the prayers and benedictions re-

cited during the Gahanbar or the last ten days of the year, and on

the anniversary of deceased parents or relations : but the service on the

third night after the decease is not to be neglected, as in that case the

soul of the deceased would remain without protection until the resur-

rection. On the third night, at the Oshen Gah, or midnight, there are

four services
;
one for each of the angels, Rashin Rast, Ram Izad, and

Surush; the fourth in honor of the Ferouers of holy personages. In

this last service are recited nine Kardes, or portions of the Vispared,
and four dresses, fruits, and cheese are laid by for the officiating

priest, along with the Darun.
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ahu virio twice. It is to be remarked, that Wdj or Vdj
is the Barsom, which consists of small twigs of the same

length without knots, taken from the pomegranate, tama-

risk, or Hum ; these they cut with a Barsomchin, or knife

with an iron handle. Having first washed the knife care-

fully, they recite the appointed prayers, after which, hav-

ing cut off the Barsom with the Barsomchin, they wash the

Barsomdan, or Barsom-holder, into which they put these

small twigs. At the time of worship, while reading

the Zand, and during ablution or eating, they hold in their

hand a few of these twigs, according to the number re-

quired in each of these actions.

Gate the Twenty-third.— The wealthy man bestows

alms on the indigent Durvesh ;
he also practices Jadongoi,

which consists in this, whatever donations the Behdinians

make to the fire-temples, or to deserving objects, are by
that person caused to be expended in the manner desired.

Gate the Twenty-fourth.— Beware of 6in, particu-

larly the day on which thou eatest flesh, as flesh-meat is

the nutriment of Ahriman. If. after partaking of meat

thou committest sin, whatever sins the animal has com-

mitted in this world shall be imputed to thee : for exam-

ple, the kick of the horse, and the goring of the ox with

his horns.

of pure waters, of pure trees, the giver of light, of earth, and of

every kind of good.* This is to be recited once.

<( Abundance and paradise are reserved for the just and undefiled

person; he who does heavenly and pure works.* To be recited

three times.

Prayers after Meat.— (( It is the desire of Ormuzd that the

chief (of the law) should perform pure and holy works. Bahman

gives (abundance) to him who acts with holiness in the world. O
Ormuzd ! thou establishest as king whoever comforts and nourishes

the poor.* To be repeated twice.

<(Mayest thou remain always effulgent with light ! may thy body
be always in good condition ! may thy body ever increase ! may thy

body be ever victorious ! may thy desires, when accomplished, ever

render thee happy ! mayest thou always have distinguished children !

mayest thou live forever ! for length of time ! for length of years \

and mayest thou be received forever into the celestial abodes of the

holy, all radiant with light and happiness ! enjoy a thousand healths,

ten thousand healths.*
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Gate the Thirty -first. — The believer undertakes

nothing on his own experience merely, without previously

investigating its nature through his Dustur, his relation,

and the experience of the intelligent.

Gate the Thirty-second.— Whoever studies the Avesta

must learn to read it in the exact words; he must also meditate

on it continually ;
for should it depart from his memory, he

is guilty of sin. In ancient times, whoever had learned the

Avesta and forgotten it, was not permitted to join the con-

gregation, until he had again made himself master of it :

nay, they threw bread before him as they would to dogs.

Gate the Thirty-third.—It behooves a man to be liberal,

showing favor to the Arzan, or deserving objects, for this

only is profitable.

Gate the Thirty-fourth.—The religious pour not out

water at night, particularly toward the Wakhtar, or "east"
;

but should it be indispensable, the believer, at the time of

throwing it out, repeats the form of words commencing
with the Ita, as far as enjoined. Neither does he draw

water from the well at night ;
but when there is an inevi-

table necessity for it, he recites the formula of the Ita, as

enjoined in their books. They seldom drink water at night ;

but if it be unavoidably necessary to drink, they fetch

water from the well : moreover, they never pour out much
water.

Gate the Thirty-fifth.— When they eat bread, they

lay by three morsels for the dogs, and never ill use these

animals.

Gate the Thirty-sixth.— When a cock crows out of

season, they kill him not, but bring another to his aid, for

the fowl having seen a Darji (demon) or some approach-

ing calamity, gives notice of it.*

Gate the Thirty-seventh.— If in any place a person
who is destitute of fear should deposit a Nisa, or (( carcass B

under ground, expose and bring it forth.

*The cock is an animal held in great esteem by the Parsees, who
are enjoined to keep one in their houses; Bahram (Mars) appears
under this form.
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Gatk tiik ThIRTY-BIGHTH.— It i» by DO mean., mrrl to

. ion, .1- even hair of theiri will in the

other world be ,i> a -\\..r.l to the ilf-.iri.vrrs body bill the
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1 rhii prohibition in-
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Gate the Forty-first. — On the arrival of the Farvar-

digan, the believer performs the Darim Yezd, Yazish, and

Afrin during ten days. The Farvardigan are five damsels

which spin, weave, and sew celestial garments : their names

are Ahnavad, Ashnavad, Isjintamad, Kukhashatar, Vahshxish-

piish. Farvardigan is the name of the five supplementary
or intercalary days of the Persian year. When the spirit

quits this world it is naked
;
but whoever has duly per-

formed the Farvardigan obtains from them royal robes and

celestial ornaments.

According to the Yezdanian, these five damsels signify

wisdom, heroism, continence, justice, and intellect; and in

other passages they call them the five senses.

Gate the Forty-second.— The true believer must be-

ware of associating with those of a different faith
;

let him

not drink out of the same cup with them. If an unbeliever

pollute a cup made of brass, it must be washed three times
;

but if it be of earth, it cannot become pure.

Gate the Forty-third. — Keep up the fire in thy

house, and at night light it up.

Gate the Forty-fourth. — Show honor to thy in-

structor, father, and mother
;

as otherwise in this world

distress shall be thy portion, and in the next, hell.

Gate the Forty-fifth.— A woman, in her periodical

illness, must not direct her eyes to the heaven or the stars
;

to running water or a Mindashu ;
that is, a pure or celestial

man. She is to drink water out of any vessel except one

of earth. When she eats bread, her hand is to be folded

in the sleeve of her dress, and she is to wear a veil on her

head.

Gate the Forty-sixth.— Refrain from Hamiyal, which

means calumny, treachery, and adultery : for if the woman's

water before he dresses and puts on the Koshti, or (<

girdle.
w The

individual who takes the Barashnom remains separated from other

men during nine days, and at the end of the third, sixth, and ninth

night, he washes himself with a prescribed quantity of wine and

water, and is subject to other ceremonies. This is a very short ab-

stract of the ceremonies practiced in our days.
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husband forgive n<>t the adulterer, be cannot, whatever n

be hi- '.d the Pace of
;

Gats thb Forti nth. — The believer musl . the

Kha ( )f t hese it is i

met orpions, fl

the tenetf pn by the true

believers, that is. the / 'it is .1 mcr-

OU1 work to d are which is injurious to

animal life or op; ie animal tion; but the

•ruction of any which injurious to annual

life, i> not only improper, but the unjust oppressor draws

-etribution on himself. The Yezdanfan maintain, thai

wh dent Is the oi a harmless

anima! is mentioned, the expression is used in an enigmatical

Gl I THK PORTY-BIGHTH. — It is not proper to walk
•

d.

Gaik thk Forty-ninth. Repent without ceasing: for

unless attention be paid to this, thy sin accumulates every
:id become- moi I. If. which (iod forbid!

thou commit a sin. ^o be the Dustfir; and if thou find

him not, t<> the Hirbud (or ministi ading on the sacred

fire); and if thou meet him not, repair to tome profe
'he pure faith; and if thou find not such a one, declare

thy repentance before the majesty of I it litfht. In

like oer, at the moment of departing from this world,

let .re his contrition, and if lie be Ul

his son, rel.i' or those present, perform this rite

per. at time.

<•
. F11 in. mi. -Whei '

daughter attains
• • • • bind tl

cinctur- the v - rms th< I of duty.

•it; FlPTY-PIRST. — It" .1 child should die, from t
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out th te the Dai
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of the Zand, which is recited for the souls of the deceased
;

this they also repeat in the Gahanbars; Nosk also signifies

a part or section.

Gate the Fifty-second.— When thou placest on the

fire a cauldron for dressing food, it must be of a large size,

and two-thirds of it without water, so that when it boils,

the water may not fall over on the fire.

Gate the Fifty-third.— When they remove fire from

one place to another, they lay it apart for a short time,

until its place becomes cool
; having taken care not to leave

it heated, they bear the fire to its destined place.

Gate the Fifty-fourth.*— The true believers wash the

face every morning with the Ab-i-z6r, or (< water of power,
w

and afterward with pure water,
j-

After this they recite

the formula of the Kimna va Afazda, and then wash the

hands
;

this rite they call Pavaj; but if they wash not the

hands in the Ab-{-zfir, their recitation is not accepted.

Gate the Fifty-fifth.— The faithful instruct their sons

in the knowledge of religion, and hold in high honor the

Kirbud who teaches them.

Gate the Fifty-sixth.— On the return of the day of

Khurd&d in the month of Farvardin (the 6th of March),

they collect in one place a portion of all the fruits they
can find. The true believers then continue to offer them

up and to pray over them, repeating the praises of the

Lord, in order that their condition may be improved that

year; as on this day the angels give nutriment to mankind.

When any one has thus prayed, the Amshaspand Khurdad

*The Parsees use for their purification seven things: plain water;

Padiav water; water of power, or ab-i-ziir (according to Hyde, gol-

den water); Teshti water; earth; Noreng gomez, or ox's urine; and

Noreng gomez yeshtd. They must take care to have the plain water

and the earth free from all kind of impurity.

t Padiav means ('what renders or is rendered (pure) like water. M

To impart this quality to water, the officiating priest puts it in a

large vase, out of which he fills a smaller vessel
;
he afterward pours

out some of the water three times from the smaller into the larger

vessel, accompanying each act with certain forms of prayer, on which

the water becomes Padiav.
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makes intercession foi him :
this prayer 11 lynonymoui with

Khusnum .

1.'. mi. I'ii 1 ,
• nth. Whenever anyone teta out

on a journey lie must celebrate once the Dar4n TTeshti, In

ancient timet, when they set out on an excursion of even

twelve parasanffs, they performed the same ceremony

mi. inn Fifty eighth.— If any one have nut a son,

let him adopt one; and let the adopted son regard him as

a father.

GAT] in: FlFTl 1.— Whoever has performed the

rites of 1 md Nau-Roz cannot immediately after cele-

brate the Darun Yeshte: be first prayi mentallv to Or-

mu/.d, anaT eatl bread ; ami then performs the rites of

mental prayer and the Darun.

ate tmk SlXTIXTH. It is improper, while in an erect

posture, to make water; it is therefore neeess;irv to sit

down (stoop) and force it to some distance, repeating
the Ave6ta mentally The religious man is then t>> advance

three paces, and repeat once the formula of the fetkd ahu

': the I'shern l'a/iu, as far as prescribed. < m com-

ing out, he is to repeat the Eshem once; the formula of

the Hum. .it.nine twice
;

that of the Hokshftkt three

times, and that of the )'<iha. etc., four times; and to re-

peat to the end of the formula of the Etfia aaJ iczmede.

\ik iiik Sixty-first. Slay not the Hujjah or weasel,

for it is the destroyer of aerpei

\ik the \n — Kill not the water-dog, or

otter, but if thou perceive him far out of the water, take

him hack to his river.*

* In the Veu -ade' we find: "The WOl < npendered fr"m

water; and at prrvrnt there are in th<- water t«" primeval

1 and t: f thHr female* which produce by copulation
thousands of their ipecie unite these aqoai 1 all

I bed up; from U '

part

all that is nds, health, I01

ahunuance, rain, t the pi

inps; also whatever l'"«- on the earth b I r r ^in and pa«tur-

age.»
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Gate the Sixty-third.— The believer performs during
his life the rites which insure his salvation : the propitiation

of the Ized Surush is a sacred duty ;
it is therefore advis*

able that every person should perform it duly in his own
life-time.

Gate the Sixty-fourth.— When any one departs from

this world, the survivors during three days propitiate Surush,

light a fire for the deceased, and recite the Avesta : as the

spirit of the deceased remains there three davs, it is there-

fore necessary to offer up three Daruns to Surush Ized. On
the fourth night, recite one of them to propitiate Rash and
Astad (the angels of the 18th and 26th days of every month);
another for that of the other heavenly beings; along with

the fourth Darun produce complete dresses, the best and

most splendid in thy power. These they style Ashud&d, or

heaven-bestowed.*

Gate the Sixty-fifth.—-Women are not enjoined to

perform any of these Niyayish, except that they should go
three times into their husband's presence, and inquire what
his wishes may be. They must never, either by night or day,
avert the face from their husband's command : which

obedience on their part is serving God.f

*The following are some of the ceremonies practicea on such

occasions. On the approaching departure of the soul from the body,

they perform the Sagdid (the dog-saw) by presenting a dog before

the dying person, and that the animal may be induced to look at him,

they throw some bits of bread or meat near the person. All the

Medes expose the dying, while yet breathing, to dogs which have

been carefully trained for that purpose; and in like manner, among
the Hyrcanians and Caspians, some exposed persons while yet alive to

birds of prey and dogs ; others only the deceased : but the Bactrians

exposed old people while yet alive to dogs. (See hereafter the note

to Gate 77.)

The Parsees believe that, immediately after death, the soul, like a

feeble new-born infant, flutters during the first day around the place
where the person died

;
on the second, around the Keshe, or place in

the Dakhme where the body is deposited; and on the third around

the Dakhme or Parsi burving-place ;
on the fourth, near the bridge of

Chinavad, where he is interrogated by Mithra and Rashne Rast, who
also weigh his actions.

+ The Niyayish is an humble and submissive form of prayer, of

which there are five, addressed to five Izeds, and containing their
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Gate thk SlXTY-SIXTH.— The pure faith springs from

this belief, that God has delivei from affliction (in the

world to come) : and should circumstances occur to any be-

liever which would ni !v lead him to apostatize from

the true faith, let all exert themselves to the utmost to aid

him, so that he may remain unshaken in the true religion.

Gatb iiik Si v iy-«.k\ bn 1 11. — Believers never utter a false-

1. although through it they might attain to worldly
emine;

GATE nn: SiXTY-BlGHTH. — They make truth their pro-

fession, and remain free from the degradation of Goyastah

(or Gogcstah').

Gatb iiik Sixty-ninth. — The believers beware of any
intercourse with a courtesan or unchaste woman, also of

voluntarv degradation (connivance) and adulterv. For when
a libertine engages in improper correspondence with a

woman, she becomes an abomination to her husband; and

if, after proof of her misconduct, the husband resume his

intimacy with such a wife, he then becomes a Ruspi or

utterlv contemptible.

Gate the Seventieth.— If anyone steal property to

the amount of one direm. they take from the thief two

direms, cut off the lobes of his ears, inflict on him ten

blows of a stick, and dismiss him after one hour's impris-

onment. Should he a second time commit a similar act,

and steal to the amount of a direm, they make him refund

two, cut off his ears, inflict twenty blows, and detain him

in prison two hours; should he after that steal three direms

or two dangs, they cut off his right hand; and if he steal

five hundred direms, they put him to death.

vie the Sbvbnty-First. — Beware of open and secret

sin: abstain from bad sights and thoughts. Offer up thy

grateful prayers to the Lord, the most just and pure
Ormuzd. the supreme and adorable God, who thus declared

to his prophet Zardusht: " Hold it not meet to do unto

pan> the sun. Mithra, the moon, the female Ardouisur, and the

fire Behnim. Amongst the attributes of Ardouisur are: making
females prolific, pure, giving them happy child-births, supplying

milk, etc.
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others what thou wouldst not have done to thyself : do

that unto the people which, when done to thyself, proves
not disagreeable to thyself.®

Gate the Seventy-second. — Direct the Hirbud to

sanctify for thee an oblation or Darun once every day : if

not he, then thyself. It is to be observed that Tazish has

the sense of Yashtan; also that Darun (the first letter

with Zemma) means a prayer in praise of the Lord and of

fire, which being recited by the professors of the pure

faith, they breathe over the viands
;
whatever has been thus

breathed over they call Tashtah: for Yashtan signifies the

reciting of a prayer.

Gate the Seventy-third. — Let women perform the

rites of oblation in the month of Aban (the 8th month),
so that they may be purified from their illness and attain

paradise.

Gate the Seventy-fourth. — Beware of committing

adultery ;
for when the wife of a stranger has been four

times visited by a strange man, she becomes accursed to

her husband : to put such a woman to death is more meri-

torious than slaying beasts of prey.

Gate the Seventy-fifth. — A woman during her ill-

ness is not to look at the fire, to sit in water, behold the

6un, or hold conversation with a man. Two women dur-

ing their illness are not to sleep in the same bed, or look

up to heaven. Women in this state are to drink out of

leaden vessels, and not to lay their (bare) hands on bread.

The drinking vessel is to be half-filled with water, and not

filled up to the brim. They are to fold their hand in the

sleeve of their mantle and then lay hold of the vessel : they
must not sit in the sun. On the birth of a child, the

infant is to undergo ablution along with the mother.

Gate the Seventy-sixth.— A fire is not to be lighted
in a situation exposed to the sun's rays : also place not

over the fire anything through the interstices of which the

sun may shine. But before the time of Mah Abad it was
held praiseworthy to light a fire in face of the great lumi-

nary for the purpose of making fumigations.
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GATl HI niii. — They show the Nis.i or

dead body to .1 dog, at the moment the person gives up
the soul :

* and again when they convey it tO the burial-

place When removing the body, the bearers fasten their

handi together with cord bo that it cornea to all their

hand- and keeps them close to each other; tliev bear the

body along in perfect lilei and if the deceased be a

woman advanced in her pregnancy, there are then four

beater^ instead \ -rding to the precepts of Mali

if the woman be pregnant, they are to extract the

and bring it up: the same holds good respecting all

tnimall. Finally, when the professors of the pure faith

have conveyed the corpse to the /\iJ Ga/i, or place tor

depositing the dead," the bearers wash themselves and put
on fresh garments.

Gate tiik SBVKNTY-BIGHTH.— It is necessary to beware
of (contact with) the wooden frame on which the ile.id

body has been carried or washed
;

also of that on which

any one has been hung; or one touched by a woman dur-

ing her illness.

Gate the Skvemv-mmh. — If, during a malady, the

physician prescribe the eating of any dead animal, let the

patient comply without repugnance and partake of it.

1 'ATE tiik EIGHTIETH. — A dead body is not to be com-

mitted to water or fin •

GATB the EIGHTY-FIRST. — If any one force a professor
of the pure faith to partake of the flesh of a dead bodv,

•According to an ancient custom which Is observed even in our

day«, the mouth of a dying Par-i i* applied to that <>f a dog, who
i« to receive the man's hist breath. This custom may have occa-

sioned the belief that tin- Persians let d< rour their siek ami dy-

Ing.
- fin- P.ir«is, from the most ancient to our timet, neither bury nor

burn their dead, but expose them to be devoured by birds ami wild

beasts. They fe-ar to pollute the earth and tin- fin-, which they hold

sacred. It is, however, well established that they built formerly v.-rv

magnificent sepulchres for kings and eminent men, to whom proba-

bly the privilege of such monumental graves was confined.
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or even throw it at him, he must perform the Barashnom

and recite the Patet Iran. Note : that is, he must repent,

and implore pardon, and exert himself in good works, that

he may escape going to hell.

Gate the Eighty-second. — If any animal partake of

a dead body, it continues unclean during a whole year.

Gate the Eighty-third. — Nothing should be given

(to the unworthy) unless through dread of the oppressor :

that is, if believers apprehend not danger from the sinner,

and do not entertain alarm at his power of doing them in-

jury, they are not to give him anything.

Gate the Eighty-fourth. — In the morning, on aris-

ing from sleep, rub thy hands with cow's urine, then

thrice wash thy face, thy arms from the wrist to the

elbow, and thy foot as far as the leg; reciting the Avesta

at the same time. If the believer cannot find water, he is

then permitted to use dust.

Gate the Eighty-fifth. — When the husbandman in-

troduces water for the irrigation of his own fields, he care-

fully observes that there be not a dead body in the stream.

Gate the Eighty-sixth. — A woman after parturition

must during forty days beware of using vessels of wood or

earth, and is not to cross the threshold of the house. She

is then to wash her head : during all this time her husband

is not to approach her.

Gate the Eighty-seventh. — If a woman be delivered

of a dead child previous to four months' gestation, as it is

without a soul, it is not to be regarded as a dead body ;

but should this occur after the term of four months, it is

then to be looked on as a dead body, and to be conveyed
to burial with the usual ceremonies.

Gate the Eighty-eighth. — When a death occurs, the

people of the house and the relatives of the deceased are

to abstain from meat during three days.

Gate the Eighty-ninth.— It is incumbent on the pro-

fessors of the true faith to be liberal, generous, and munifi-
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cent; I I bath declared Pa ie of the

libei

G -. mi. Ninetieth. — Reciting the Eshem Vehu

aded with couo merits; it is m . to do tins

at the time of emtio id, oi going t<> sleep, .it mid-

t. on turning from i le to the other, and at the

time ol ril ruing.

.iK un. Ninety-first.—You must not put off the

until the morrow, f<>r God declared

Zardu it: "Putting off the duties of this day
:i the following, brings with it cause of regret O

Zardusht ! no one in the world is superior to thee in my
r thy sake I have evei created it; and princes

ire to ditfu^e the true faith in thy life-time.

:n the age of Kaiomars to thine, three thousand ye.irs

have elapsed; and from thee to the resurrection is a period
of three thousand thus I have created thee in the

middle, ai that point is most worthy of admiration. More-

over, I have rendered obedient to thee king Gushtasp, the

wisest and most prudent sovereign of the age; whose

eminence arises from science and perfect morals, not merely
:i high birth and lineage. I have also given thee a

ich as the Avesta, and in like manner a per-picu-

commentarv on it. Expect not that, after thou hast

away, others will perform good works for thee.

Know that Gokhastah or Ahriman has expreaslj appointed

demons, named Tardiness and Procrastination, for

putting off the performance of good works to a remote and

future period."

rATB i flic NiNETY-SBCOND. Whatever is polluted hv a

v must be purified by /'/;•. w I ling to

this nil Id once; silver tin and copper thrice;

1 four ti:: • six time .
. rthen and wooden \.-s-

thrown away. Pdvydb Bignifiea to wash with

certain forms of praver.

Gr/ H r: \- -THIRD.— Show vigilant attention to

the fire i Behr&m, and to his attendant (genii);

light up the fire every night and calf perfumes into it.
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Note : Var (Adar) Bahram is the name of the angel, the

lord of victory, and the bestower of triumph.

Gate the Ninety-fourth.— The G&h&mbars, which are

six in number, and complete the ioo, must be observed, be-

cause the Almighty created the world in six periods or times,

the commencement of each period having a particular name ;

in order to celebrate each of which commencements, they

pass five days in festivity and rejoicing.

Gate the Ninety-fifth.— When anyone does good to

another, the latter should not forget his benefactor's goodness.

Gate the Ninety-sixth.— The believers make Niydyish
to the sun three times every day : they also perform the

same to the moon and to fire.

Gate the Ninety-seventh.— They weep not after the

deceased, as the tears thus shed are collected and form a

barrier before the bridge of Chinavad, or <( of judgment,"
and prevent the deceased from passing; but, on reading
the Vasta and Zend, they can pass over.

Gate the Ninety-eighth.— Whoever comes into the

presence of the Dusturs, Mobeds, or Kirbuds, listens to what

they say, and rejects it not although painful to him.

Gate the Ninety-ninth.— The professor of the true

religion ought to understand thoroughly the characters of

the Avesta and the Zend.

Gate the Hundredth.— The Mobeds must not instruct

a stranger in the Pehlevi language ;
for the Lord com-

manded Zardusht, saying:
w Teach this science to thy chil-

dren. w



THE ORTHODOX HINDU SYSTEM

As
INCONSTANT fortune had torn away the author from

the &lK>res of Persia, and made him the associate of

the believers in transmigration, and those who ad-

dressed their prayers to idols and images and worshiped
demons, therefore the tenets held by this most subtile class

of reasoners come to be considered next after those of the

Parsees. It is however necessary to premise, that among
the Hindus there are many systems of religion, and in-

numerable creeds and ceremonies : but there is one principal

class of this people (as will be shown in the tenth chap-

ter), and its rank and dignity will be brought into evi-

dence.

Like Zardusht and the sages of antiquity, they have re-

course to metaphorical and enigmatical figures of speech, as

will appear evident in the course of this narration. Long
before the present work, the author had from books ascer-

tained their various systems, according to a plan which he

now voluntarily abandons; as in the year of the Hegira

1063 (A. D. 1653), while sojourning at Srikakul, the capi-

tal of Kalinga, certain eminent persons who were the

author's intimate friends, had traveled in that direction for

the purpose of visiting their holy stations; one day a con-

ference took place, on which the author reviewed anew

what he had before heard, and with the pen of accuracy

drew the line of erasure over all that was doubtful; so that

there was found a wide difference between the first and

second work on these points.

Summary of the Docthinks Contained in the Budab
Mima N

The whole world is not governed by the orders of a real

Lord, and there is in truth no reality in His actual exist-

ence. Whatever of good or evil, reward or punishment,
(173)
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attaches to created beings, is entirely the result of their acts,

deeds, and words
;
mortals are altogether captive in the tram-

mels of their own works, and confined in the chains of their

own deeds : without previous acts they are liable to no con-

sequences. The sovereign, Brahma, the creator of all things ;

the angelic Vishnu, their preserver ;
and Makesk or Siva, the

destroyer of existences, attained to this exalted eminence

through means of righteous acts and holy deeds
; nay, Brahma

through the efficacy of worship, the power of obedience, the

might of his religious austerities, and by his good ac-

tions, created the world
; agreeably to the express declara-

tion of the Vedd* which, according to the belief of the

Hindus, is a celestial revelation, every dignity of the celes-

tial orders is inseparably connected with meritorious works

and holy deeds
;
and as the intellectual soul is of the same

nature as the angelic essence, the possessor may, by the ex-

ercise of angelic qualities, become one of those exalted dig-

nities, and during a lengthened but definite period, be in-

vested with power and glory. For instance, the human

spirit, which in knowledge and good works has attained to

a degree accounted worthy of the rank of Brahma, is, on

the termination of the period of sovereignty, assigned to the

present Brahma, appointed to that predestined dignity : the

same principle also applying to the other angelic degrees.

This tenet therefore leads to the same inference as the

opinions entertained by the distinguished Parsee sages,

namely: that the spirits of men, on attaining complete per-

fection, become united to the heavenly bodies, and after

many revolutions, the celestial souls are blended with the

divine intelligences. According to the Mobed:—
w The cup-bearer poured into the goblet the wine of the celestial

soul,

And filled the nine empyreal domes with the beverage of human

spirit.
B

The world has neither beginning nor ending ;
moreover

all spirits are enchained in the bonds of their own acts and

deeds
; so that the spirit of high rank which adopts the

practices of the inferior, cannot attain to the sublime rank

* Veda, the generic term for the sacred writings, or scriptures, of

the Hindus.
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peculiarly ned t>> exalted conducl ; and the info

ven up to tin- works oi those eminent in

dignity, 1- enabled tain that 1a pre-eminena
that their men 1 worki confer on them knowledge;
and the parity of their intellects, in proportion t«> their

ration, conducts them to high d - and praiseworthy
deeds. oinion obtained by an animal body over the

human n ks; ss in their members, phys-
.1 men are fashioned after one

but through the becoming <>r unbecoming
deed reign ruler, and another a destitute de-

pendent. . through the influence of praiseworthy acts,

honored and opulent ;

and owing to a subservience

to foul de .other lives degraded and indigent ; the high
and dignified agent of opulence and honor falls not into the

- i<i poverty, nor docs the wretched Blave to acta of

and avarice ever attain the dignity of honor

and riches. The world i-- the root and productive soil of

works, and time is their developer; because, when their time

- it brings the fruit, just as every season produces the

-scented plants, and fruits suitable to the period;

in like manner, the result of every act, whether deserving
-e or censure, ia made to adhere to its agent, in what-

ever revolution that may be proper for it. Works
divided into two kinds: those which are to be performed;
the other, those which are to lie avoided : under the first

.e those acts, the performance of which is enjoined in

the \ -, or the celestial revelation, such as tin- established

worship and the requisite acts of nee which prevail

among the Hindoos; under the second hen! come those

. the committing of which is forbidden by the text of

the celestial code; BUCfa -

adding blood, theft, immoral

pr.ii
'

ei other similar acts there enumerated. The

supreme Lord stands not in need, of our adoration and

obedience, nor is He in anv wan! • •!" us for the performance
f the -mentioned duti( our bands; bii' alts

of our acts and deeds, in reference to rewards and punish-

ments, accrue and adhere to as. For instance, if the invalid

should adopt habitual mod. D, he obtains that health

which is the obj< his wishes, and hi- 'hereby
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rendered happy; but should he, from a bias to reprehensible

pleasures, the concomitants of disease, withdraw from the

restraints of abstinence, his life becomes embittered
; the phy-

sician, in either case, being totally independent of the patient's

welfare and sufferings. Moreover, the world is the abode of

disease, and human beings are the patients : if they acquit
themselves in the most perfect manner of their prescribed

duties, and strenuously avoiding what ought not to be done,

they attain the state of health, the most elevated degree of

which is liberation from this degraded body, and union with

the ambrosial sweets of paradise ; which state is called Mukti

by this sect ;
and the mode of attaining the highest degree

of Mukti is not being immersed in the pleasures of this

world, plucking away the heart from the gratifications of

sense, being content with mere necessaries, abstaining from

food, breaking the fast with viands not relished by the vile

appetite, and such like
; just as in sickness, for the 6ake of

dissolving the morbid matter, it becomes necessary to fast

one day, and to swallow bitter draughts.

Such is the substance of the tenets professed by the sect

entitled Budah Mimansa, which coincide exactly with those

of the Yezda.nia.ns, except that the latter admit the being
of the self-existent God, the sole and true object of adora-

tion ; regarding the acts and deeds performed in this world

as the means of elevation and degradation in the next
;

holding the angelic dignities to be imperishable ; and es-

teeming human perfection to consist in attaining to the so-

ciety and service of the sublime assembly in the court of

heaven; while the followers of the Budah-Mimansa do not ad-

mit the existence of the eternal and infinite Lord
;
but accord-

ing to them, the term (<

Almighty
w

signifies the human

soul, acts, and deeds. They also assert that the blessings

of paradise are transitory, and that the angelic dignities are

liable to perish. However, the orthodox opinion, which is

most prevalent at this time, is this : they admit the being
of the truly-existing God, by whom the world subsists

;

but account His holy essence altogether exalted, and exempt
from whatever effects created beings. They also believe that

human beings are confined by the yokes of their own works,
and enchained by their deeds, in the manner before stated.
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Concerning the Crkati

In the second part of the Bhagavat, one of their most

esteemed Puranas, it is recorded that the Almighty Crea-

tor, in the beginning, hr-t placed the mantle of existence

on the no of PraJkri/i, <>r "nature,
1 and produced the

fourteen />'/'.;. ,
or

" world- The first sphere is that

of the earth, which I 1 estimated by some of the an-

cients at five Rotes (;o millions) of Ybjans, each Kote be-

ing equal to one hundred Lak
|

I millions) and each

lojun to one Parasang and one-third; above the terrestrial

i> t lie aqueOUfl Sphere; above which is that of fire; beyond
which is the atrial, over the celestial ; beyond which is the

or that of "consciousness*; and higher than this

te mahat-tai (Mahat-tatwam) or "essence,* which is

d to ten of those below it; and Prakrit having envel-

oped it, intelligence penetrating through all the things be-

foresaid, rises above: on earth it becomes knowledge; by
of water, there is taste; by means of fire, form; by

ns of air, the touch of o>ld and dry; by means of the

ivens, there is the perception of sound; and the organs
of perception are the exterior senses; and the internal

6ense t of consciousness. In the same part of the

Lgavat it is stated that, by nature, the heavens are the

vehicle of sounds; and, consequentlv, the nature of the air

the perception of sound and touch ; in all other bodies

the air is spirit, and from it arises the energy of the senses.

To the nature of fire belongs the perception of sound,

touch, and form; to the nature of water, that of sound,

touch, form, and savor; and to the nature of earth, that

of sound, touch, form, savor, and odor.

PlIVSICj.CE OF THE DkITV

Of the fourteen created spheres, seven rise above the waist

of the Almighty, and the remaining seven correspond with

the lower part of his body; according to which enumera-

tion the Bk6'lokt
or the earth and terrestrial beings form

"his waist"; the h'huvanlok, or the space between the

12
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earth and sun, "his navel "
;
the Surlok,

" his heart"; the

Mehrlok,
" his breast "; the Jonlok,

« his neck »
; the 7ar/.

«/e>£,
<( his forehead"; the Satyolok, "his head"; the ^4/e/-

/o/£, "his navel and podex
"

;
the Batellok, "his thigh";

the Sotollok, «his knee"; the Taldtellok,
« the calf of the

leg"; the Mahatollok,
(< the heel"; the Rasatollok,

(< the up-

per part of the foot"; the Pdtdllok,
<( the sole of the foot."

There is another division limited to three spheres : the

BMtlok,
" the sole of the Almighty's foot "

;
the Bhuvarlok,

" his navel "
;
the Surlok,

" his head "
: the whole fourteen

gradations in detail are thus reduced to three, signifying a

mighty personage, the same as the Deity.
In the same section of that volume it is also stated, that

from the Almighty sprang Svabhdvah,
(( the self-existing";

that is, Nature and Time
;
from Nature and Time proceeded

forth Prakrit, which signifies Simd'i, universe
;

from

Prakrit came forth Mahat-tat ; and from this latter,

which is the same as Mddah, "mental exaltation," issued

the three Ahankdrs, or modes of consciousness,
c<

personality,

egotism," Satek, Rajas, Tamas. Satek,
"
goodness," means

(< the intellectual energy
"

; Rajas, or passion,
(< the attrac-

tion of vile propensities," or "sensual pursuits"; and Tamas,

(darkness), "the repelling of what repugns," in Arabic

Ghazab, or " wrath." From Rajas issued forth the senses;

from Satek, the lords of nature and the servants of the ex-

isting beings ;
and from Tamas came forth Shaid,

" en-

chantment "
; Shuresh,

" confusion "; Rufi,
" form "

; Darsan,
"
sight

"
;
and Gandah,

" smell "
;

that is, hearing, touch,

sight, taste, and smell
;
from which five were produced the

heavens, air, fire, water, and earth. Also from the three

above-mentioned properties (gnnds) the three mighty angels,

Vishna, Brahma, and Mahksh, came into the area of the

creation. Moreover, for the purpose of creation, eight other

Brahmas were also impressed by the first Brahma with the

characters of existence, and these became the various gra-

dations of the spiritual, corporeal, the high, the low, the

mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms.
In some of their treatises, God is the same as time,

works, and nature
; while, according to others, these are

regarded as the instruments of His majesty.
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In other treatise-, tlu- Almighty is held to be light, Bur-

tat an odid, of exceeding brilliancy and

invested with memb
Oth les riptiona represent 1 1 i in as pure light, abstract

being, simp] • unconfined by place, exempt from

tram ation, free of matter, without parts, uncompounded,
di\ ( of the attribut cidents, and the creatoi

>rld, and all therein contained. According to other

God is the producer of beginning and end,

exhibiting Himself in the mirror of pun e, containing
the higher and lower, the heavenly and terrestrial bodies.

It is stated in the first part of the Bhagavat, that the

Truly-Exi6ting is an abstract one without equal or

opposite, who in the various languages among the bu-

rn.m r LS denominations suited to the belief of His

rahipers, and that the mode of attaining union with Him

depends on eradicating wrath, extirpating bodily gratii

inishing the influence of the senses. This holy
- called Nar&yan, whose heads, hands, and feet

: all number.

At the period when this world and all it contains were

ried under the water-. Tot or "intellect "
lay reclined in

the Bleep of unity, on the head of Adsesh, tie -upporter of

the earth. From the navel of this exalted being appeared
the Bower, called by the Hindoos Kaival; out of

which arose Brahma, from the members of whose mighty
ce all created beings hastened into the area of visi-

bility.

It Orded in other treatises of this sect, that tl

give the name of Nardyan, or "the majesty without color,*

that • liout the qualities of accidents," to the

lute and abstract being of God, who is in pure

space. They say, moreover, that His essence, which is de-

void of all form-, made a
|

called Brahma, who
medium of creation, so that he brought all

other 1 from behind the curtain of nonentity into the

luminous f being. In like manner that sublime es-

sence manifested itself in the soul of Vishnu, SO th.it he

became in .' and to him is confided the preservation

of whatever Brahma created. That glorious essence next
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called up Mahadeo, for the purpose of destroying Brahma's

creation, whenever infinite wisdom requires the transforma-

tion of the visible into the invisible world
; from which

three agents arises the arrangement of all things in the uni-

verse. They say that Brahma is an aged man with four

heads; Nardyan, or Vishnu, holds in his hand the Chakra,
or Disk,

(C a sort of weapon
w

;
he always assumes the

Avdtars, or (< incarnations "
; of which ten are greatly cele-

brated. Avatdr means appearance or manifestation
;
Karan

signifies cause ; Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahadeo are called

Trikaran, or the three causes.

The Mystical Avatars

In the Satya-Jog there was a Rakshas, named S&mak

Asur, who performed such great religious austerities, that

he became enabled to work miracles
;
he having taken the

Anant-Ved which was in Brahma's possession, and from

which are derived the four Vedas given to mankind, fled

into the water; on this Vishnu, on the fifth day of the

fifth month, Ch>'t, "March-April," in the Kishn Bichah,

having assumed the Matsvdvdtar, or w the form of a fish,
w

plunged into the water, slew the Rakshas, and recovered

the Veda : this was the first Avatar.

The second was the Kurmdvdtar, or (( that of the tor-

toise.
w Anant Ved signifies

(( the numberless Vedas*;

Matsya,
(< a fish

w
; Avdtar,

a
descent,

* or "manifestation*,

Che't,
w the fifth solar month *

;
Kishn Bicheh,

w that por-

tion of the month which is without moonlight and when
the nights are dark.*

On the twelfth of Chit, in the Kishn Bicheh, he as-

sumed the Kurmdvdtdr, or (< that of the tortoise.* They
say that the Angels and Deeves (Asuis), taking the ser-

pent Vdszikir, formed with him a cord, and fastening this

to a lofty mountain called Manddra, made with it a churn-

staff, which they moved about in the mighty ocean, while

Nar&yan remained under the mountain to prevent it from

falling ; and by this agitation they procured the water of

life. In the kingdom of Kalinga, they have formed the
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image of a tortoise, and among t he wonderful sights of

that region is the following miraculous event : if they cast

the bones of a Brahman or a cow into the adjacent reser-

voir, in the course of a year one half of it becomes stone,

and the other half remains unchanged. It is worthy of

remark, that some Persian astronomers represent the con-

stellation Cancer by B tortoise, nay, call it by that name,
instead of Kharckangx

or "crab." Ferdusi, the sage, thus

expresses himself :
—

"The lunar lord beheld the ucendancj of the tortoise. *

And as they account Cancer the ascendant sign of the

world, it is therefore likely that the ancient Hindu philos-

ophers represented this constellation under the figure of the

K.irma, or "tortoise"; also by the Matsya^ or "fish," is

meant the constellation Ifut, or <( Pisces."

The third was the Bar&h, or "boar Avatar," when a

Rak named Karany&ksha , having taken away the earth

and carried it under the water, Vishnu, on the sixteenth of

Ch.'t in the Shakl Pacheh, or "
bright half of the moon,"

imed the form of a boar, slew the demon with his

tusks and brought out the earth.

The fourth was the Narsinha
x
or " man-lion Avatar."

There was a Rakshas named Kiranva Kashfpi'i, whose son,

Prahl&da, worshiped Vishnu, and as his father persecuted
him on that account, Vishnu, therefore, on the fourteenth

of Baisakh, in the Shakl Pachah
%
or "

bright half of the

moon," having assumed the form of the Narsingh, whose
head and claws were those of a lion joined to a human

body, slew the demon Kiranya Kashipu.
The fifth was the \'d-mana, or "dwarf Avatar." When

the Rakshas. Bali daitva, through his religious exercises

and austerities had become lord of the three worlds, that

is, of all above the earth and below it and the heavens, so

that the angels were hard pressed and deprived of their

power; Vishnu, therefore, on the twelfth of Bhadun in the

Shall Pachah, descended in the Vdmanah Av&tar, and

coming into the presence of Bali, requested as much of the

earth as he could traverse in three- Bteps : to this Bali con-

sented, although Sukra
y
or "the planet Venus," the director
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and guardian of the demons, exhorted him not to grant the

request, saying :

w This is Vishnu, who will deceive thee."

Bali replied :

(< If he come to me as a suitor, what can

answer my purpose better? "
Vishnu, on this, included the

whole earth in one step, the heavens in the second, and in

the third, rising up to his navel, said to Bali,
c< whither

can I pass?" Bali, on this, presented his head; on which

Vishnu, who saw this, having placed his foot, sent Bali *

below the earth, where he has ever since continued to reign

with sovereign power, during many hundred thousands of

years. It is to be noted, that Vd-mana means a dwarf,

as he was a diminutive Brahman.

The sixth Avatar was Paras u Rama. The Chatri, or
w
military caste," having become evil doers, in consequence

of this Vishnu, on the seventh of Bhadun, in the Shakl

Pachah, or <{

bright half of the moon," assumed the Avatar

of Parastiram, who was of the seed of the Brahmans. In

this incarnation he exterminated the Chettri class so utterly,

that he even ripped open their females and slew the foetus.

According to the Hindus, Parasuram is always living; they
call him Chirangivah, or (<

long-lived."

The seventh is the Ram Avdtar : when the tyranny of

the Rakshas Rdvana, sovereign of the demons, had exceeded

* V&mana was so small, that in his journey, when he got to the

'side of a hole made by a cow's foot, and which was filled with water,

he thought it was a river, and entreated another Brahman to help
him over it. On coming into Bali's presence, he petitioned only for

as much land as he could measure by three steps; and the king
ordered his priest, notwithstanding his remonstrances, to read the

usual formulas in making such a present. V&mana then placed one

loot on India's heaven, and the other on the earth; when lo ! a third

Jeg suddenly projected from his belly, and he asked for a place upon
-which he might rest his third foot. Bali then, by his wife's advice,

gave his head for V&mana to set his foot upon; V&mana next asked

for a Dakshina, <( a small present which accompanies a gift"; but

Bali was unable to comply, as he had now lost everything: in this

dilemma he offered his life, which Vishnu declined taking, as he

had promised Prahl&da not to destroy any of his race. He therefore

gave him his choice of ascending to heaven, taking with him five

ignorant men; or descending to Pat&la, the world of the hydras, with

five wise men. Bali chose the latter, as Vishnu promised to protect
him against suffering punishment there for his crimes on earth.
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all I u, <>ii the ninth of Chel in the Shaklpaehah,

becoming incarnate in Rama, who was <>t the Chettri ca

overthrew a! that time Ka\ana, chief <>t the den

.). .V>\v Lank 1 is ,i fort built of golden
in the midst <>t' the Bait OCean. He B

;a, the wife of Rama, who had been taken

.v bv tin.- Rakahas, which is a name 1 by the Hind
t frightful demon.

•

eighth was the Krishn . I When Vishnu, in

the /> • on the eighth of Bh&dun, in the Kishn

lh, having assumed the Avatar of Krishna, slew-

Krishna was also of the Chettri or
"

military caste.*

ninth was the Bttdh avdtar. When ten vears onlv

of the Dwafar-yog remained. Vishnu, in order to destroy
demons and evil j^enii, the causers of night, assumed

the Avdtar of Buddha, on the third of Haisakh, in the

I hah.

The tenth Avatar is to occur at the expiration of the

for the purpose of destroying the Mlechas, or
"

ci: of the Hindoo-." The Kalkt . I ; \r i- to take

place on the third of Bhadun, in the Shakl Pachah, in the

of Sunibul, in the house of a Brahman named yasa.
Kalkt • to be of the Brahman caste. He will destroy
the corruptions of the world, and all the Mlechas, that is,

Muhammedans, Christians, lew-, and BUch like, are to be

\tirpated: after which the Satyog, or
"

golden age,"
turn.

They moreover maintain that the contingently-existing
inhabitants and beings of earth are unable to penetrate into

the presence of the necessarily-existing sovereign, and that

the c of the Creator i- too exalted for any created

beings to to an acquaintance with, it, notwithstand-

ing the high knowledge and piety with which they may
be adorned: it therefore seemed necessarv to the Almighty
God to descend from the majesty of abstractedness and

tlute existence, and exhibit himself in the various

I ol angels, animals, man, and BUch like, so as to

enable them to attain to some knowledge of himself.

They the: icrt, that for the purpose "t satisfying
the wishes of his faithful servants, and tranquillizing their
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minds, he has vouchsafed to manifest himself in this abode,
which manifestation they call an Avatar and hold this to

be no degradation to his essence. This tenet has been thus

interpreted by Shidosh, the son of Anosh : According to

the Sufis, the first wisdom is the knowledge of God. and

of the universal soul, his life
;
and in this place they have

expatiated upon the attributes of the Almighty ; thus by
Brahma they mean his creative power ;

and by the old age
of Brahma is implied his perfection : philosophers also call

the first intelligence, the intellectual Adam, and the uni-

versal 60ul, the intellectual Eve. The sage Sunai has

said: —
(< The father and the mother of this pratifyinp world,

Know, is the soul of the word, and the sublime wisdom.w

By Vishnu is meant his attribute of divine love, and

also the universal soul
;
and they give the name of Avatar

to the spirit derived from the soul of the first heaven
;

in

which sense they have said :

<( Avatars are rays issuing

from Vishnu's essence. M

But these sectaries do not mean that the identical spirit

of Ram, on the dissolution of its connection with his

body, becomes attached to the body of Krishna
;

for they
themselves assert that Parsuram (the sixth Avatar) is im-

mortal, and his body everlasting.

When Ramachandra became incarnate, he encountered

the other
;

and Parsuram, having posted himself on the

road with hostile intentions, Ramachandra said :

<( Thou
art a Brahman and I a Chettri : it is incumbent on me to

show thee respect
•

: then applying the horn of his bow to

Parsuram's foot, he deprived him of all power. When
Parsuram found himself destitute of strength, he asked his

name, and on learning that it was Ramachandra, he was

greatly astonished, and said :

c< Has Ramachandra's Avatar

taken place ?
w and Ramachandra having replied "Cer-

tainly," Parsuram said: M My blow is not mortal, I have

taken away thy understanding.
w On this account it hap-

pened that Ramachandra possessed not intelligence in his

essence, and was unacquainted with his true state, where-

fore they style him the Mudgha, or stupid Avatar.
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Vasishta, one of the Rishies, or *
holy sages," who is

now along with his wife in the heavens, enrolled among
the stars : he was the instructor of Rama, and brought him

to the knowledge of himself; and his counsels to Rama
have been collected by the Rishi Valmiki in the History

of Rama, called the Ramdyana^ and the name of Jog-

\'ashishta, given to them, which they call lndrazaharaj'>g

hishta. Some parts of these talcs were selected by a

Rrahman of Kashmir, and afterward translated into Persian

bv Mulla AfuAammed, a Sufi. To resume : Rama, on

hearing this expression from Parsur&m, said :

" My arrow,

however, errs not
"

: he then discharged some arrows which

have become the janitors of paradise, and do not permit

Parsuram to enter therein. This parable proves that they

are by no means taken for Avatars of Naryaan ; as, al-

though Pursuram and Ram were two Avatars of Vishnu,

vet they knew not each other. Again, it is an estab-

lished maxim among philosophers, that one soul cannot be

united in one place with two distinct bodies. Besides it is

certain that they give the name <( Avatars of Narayan
* to

the souls which emanate from the universal soul; and that

they call Narayan the soul of the empyreal, or the fourth

heaven. As to their assertions that Narayan is God,

and their acknowledging his Avatars as God, and their

-.tying that the Almighty has deigned to appear under cer-

tain forms, all this means that a Narayan is the same with

the universal soul, which the Sufees entitle "the life of

God." As life is an attribute of the Almighty, and the

perfection of attributes constitutes His holy essence, conse-

quently the souls which emanate from the universal soul,

or that of the empyreal heaven, which is the life of God,
know themselves, and acquire the ornaments of pure faith

and good works; and also, on being liberated from body,

they become identified with the universal soul, which is

Vishnu, or the life of God, agreeably to this saying :" lie

who knows his own soul, knows God "
: that is, he be-

comes (rod.

As to their acknowledging the fish, tortoise, and boar to

be incarnations of the divinity, by this they mean that all

beings are rays emanating from the essence of the Almighty,
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and that no degradation results to him therefrom, according
to this narration of the Mir S&id Sharif, of Jarjan

(Georgia).
As a Sufi and rhetorician were one day disputing, the

latter said :

(< I feel pain at the idea of a God who mani-

fests himself in a dog or hog
})

: to which the Sufee re-

plied :

(<
I appeal from the God who displays not himself

in the dog.
w On this, all present exclaimed: (< One of

these two must be an infidel.
w A man of enlightened

piety drew near, and showing them the exact import of

these expressions said: "According to the belief of the

rhetorician, the dignity of God is impaired by his manifest-

ing himself in the dog ;
he is therefore distressed at the

idea of a God thus deficient. But, according to the Sufee,

the non-appearance of God in that animal would be a

diminution of his dignity, he therefore appeals against a

God deficient in this point: consequently, neither of them

is an infidel. w So that, in fact, the Sufis and these sectar-

ies entertain the same opinions.

The author of this work once said to Shid^sh :

<( We
may affirm that by the fish is meant the lord, or conserva-

tive angel, of water w
; as, according to their mythology, a

demon having taken the Vedas under that element, was

pursued and slain by Vishnu, and the Vedas brought back :

thus their mention of a fish originated from its inseparable

connection with water. By the tortoise is meant the lord,

or conservative angel, of earth
;

as their mythology relates

that the Avatar of the tortoise occurred for the purpose of

the earth being supported on its back, as is actually the

case
; they have also especially mentioned the tortoise, as

it is both a land and aquatic creature, and that after water

comes earth. By the boar are meant the passions and the

propagation of living creatures
;
and as to the tradition

of a demon having stolen away the earth and taken it

under the water, and of his being pursued by Vishnu under

the form of a boar, and slain by his tusks, its import is as

follows : the demon means dissolute manners, which de-

stroyed the earth with the deluge of sensuality; but on the

aid of the spirit coming, the demon of dissoluteness was

overthrown by the tusks of continence : the boar is particu-
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laxly mentioned, because its attribute nsualit) ; and it

. 1 . ,'u. because continence is virtue. l'he

X: .:. ,.r "man-lion," is the lord, or conservative angel

of heroism; and as this constitutes a most praiseworthy

quality, they said that the Narsinh was a form with a lion's

head aiul a human body, fot when they -[Hike of impetUOUS

.cry in a man, they made use of the term "lion." I-

:,/, or
" dwarfish stature." they meant, the lord <>t

ion, strength of
-

ion, and an intellectual being; the

dwarfish stature implying that, notwithstanding a diminu-

tive person, important results may be obtained through him;

as in almost a direct allusion to this, people say :

" An in-

telligent man of small stature i> far superior to the tall

blockhead." By Rajah Bali, they typify generosity ami

liberality.

Shid6sh was delighted at this interpretation, and said:

"They have also recorded that Krishna had sixteen thou-

sand wives; and when one of his friends who thought it

impossible for Krishna to visit all of them, said to try him:

'Bestow on me one of thy wives/ Krishna answered: "in

whatever female's apartment thou findest me not, she is

thine.' His friend went into the differenl apartments, but

in every one of them he beheld the god engaged in con-

versation with its mistl This story implies, that the love

of Krishna was so rooted in their hearts, that they cared for

none besides, having his image present to their eyes and

dwelling every moment on his beloved idea.

The tradition of Vishnu's always bearing the Chakra in

his hand (a kind of military weapon) alludes to the knowl-

edge and decisive demonstration which are unattainable with-

out the aid of soul.

In Mahadeo, they allude to our elementary nature by the

pent twined round his neck; they mean anger, and the

other reprehensible qualities which result from corporeity;

ins being mounted on a bull, the animal propensities; by

the tradition of his place of repose being the site for burn-

ing the dead is signified the total dispersion of the parti-

cles of bodies and the perishable nature of things. Mahadeo's

drinking poison is also to the same purport. In this sense

they also say that Mahadeo is the destroyer of all worldly
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things ;
that is, elemental nature imperatively requires the

dissolution of combination (connection), and that ultimately
death comes in the natural course.

Celhstial Wives

They also hold that every angel has a wife (female

energy) of a similar generic constitution, and originally de-

rived from Brahma ;
and as we have before stated, the phi-

losophers call the first intelligence the True Sire, and the

universal soul, Eve; and thus he is the head and the wife

the shoulder; the universal soul is the body of the empyr-
eal heaven; and in like manner the other celestial souls

and bodies have wives of the elementary nature
;

as they

give the appellation of wife, or energy, to whatever is the

manifest source of action.

Moreover the established doctrine held by these sectaries

is, that each class should worship a particular angel, and

the wife or female energy of that angel ;
that worshiper re-

garding the object of his adoration as God, and all others

as created beings; for example, many believe Narayan to be

the supreme God
;
several others look up to Mahadeo, and

many to the other male and female divinities; and thus,

pursuant to the four V£das, which according to their com-

mon belief are a celestial revelation, they do not hold any

angel who is the object of their praise as distinct from

God : by which they mean that God, who is without equal,

having manifested Himself under innumerable modes of ap-

pearance, contemplates the glorious perfection of His essence

in the mirrors of His attributes
;
so that, from the most

minute atom to the solar orb, His holy and divine essence

is the source of all that exists :
—

<( To whatever quarter I directed my sight, Thou appearedst there;

How widely art Thou multiplied, even when Thy features are un-

seen i »

The Fakir Arzu says : The above interpretation is con-

firmed by this tradition of the Hindus, that Agasti, a star,

was formerly a holy man, who once collected all the waters

in the palm of his hand, and swallowed the whole ;
which
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nu-.ms that Agasti 11 the same as Sobail, star adjacent to

the south pole, on the rising of which all the water that

:n beaven is dried op, agreeably t.» the Ara

og:—
" When Suhail -i- the torrents bu

Many enigmatical and figurative expressions of a similar

ription OCCUr in their writings; for example, Mahish

or Makad< an angel with matted locks and three eyes,

which are the Bun, moon, and fire ; he has also five heads;

his necklace is formed ol serpent, and his mantle of an

elephant's hide. There are nine l'.rahmas, eleven Kudras or

Mahadeos, twelve Buns, and ten regions, via: east, west,

south, north, zenith, .\',/. ;i>, A tween east and

•<7/', "between south and west"; Dayabt

" be-

<-n west and north "; and /sari, "between north and

east." The angels are in number thirty-three Kotes, or

three hundred and thirty millions, each Kote consisting of

one hundred Laks, or ten millions. These angels have

ritual wives, who produce a spiritual offspring. They
likewise hold human spirits to be an effulgence proceeding

from the divine essence ;
if to knowledge they add good

works, with 8 clear perception of themselves and of God,
. return to their original source ; but should they not

know themselves and God, and yet perform praiseworthy

acts, they dwell in Paradise, where they remain during a

period of time proportioned to their meritorious works ; on

the expiration of which period they are again sent down

to this lower world, and again to receive a recompense

proportioned to their deeds.

Promotions in Paradise

The actions even of the inhabitants of paradise undergo
an investigation, and are attended with reward or punish-

ments duly graduated. They also hold that all those per-

sons who are not sufficiently worthy of entering into

paradise, but who have observed religious ordinances in

order to obtain dominion and worldly enjoyments shall ac-

quire their object in a future generation. They also say,
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in respect to any great personage, in whose presence the

people stand girt with the cincture of obedience, that the

rewards and results are, that this person continues in a

suppliant attitude devoted to the service of God, and those

individuals who prostrate themselves before him, are in

fact humbling themselves in adoration of the Almighty ;
in

short, they hold all splendor and greatness as the rewards

of alms and good works ;
thus they relate that while the

incarnation of Ramachandra abode in the desert, he sent

his brother Lachman to bring some roots of herbs in order

to break his fast
; but, notwithstanding a diligent search,

he being unable to find any, returned and represented this

to Ramchand, who replied: "The earth abounds in food

and drink; but in a former generation, on this very day,
I omitted the performance of an act which would have

been well pleasing in the sight of God, namely, that of

contributing to the sustenance of indigent Brahmans. w

They moreover believe that evil-doers, after death, become
united to the bodies of lions, tigers, wolves, dogs, swine,

bears, reptiles, plants, and minerals, in this world, and
receive under these forms their well-merited punishment,
but that those who have been guilty of aggravated crimes

are hurried off to the infernal regions, where they remain

suffering torture during a period of time proportioned to

their evil deeds; and when they have undergone the destined

punishment, they again return to this world. They also

believe that there is in paradise a sovereign, named Indra,

and that whoever offers up a hundred Asviamedas* becomes

*From as'va,
(< a horse, J> and tntd/ia,

<( a sacrifice. w Colebrooke, in

his Essay on the Vedas (As. J?rs., VIII., ed. Calc.) states, that the

horse is (< avowedly an emblem of Vira'j, or the primeval and

universal manifested being. In the last section of the Talttiri'ya

fafurveda, the various parts of the horse's body are described as

divisions of time and portions of the universe: morning is his head;
the sun, his eye; air, his breath; the moon, his ear, etc. A similar

passage in the fourteenth book of the Sa'tapafha bra'/imati'a,

describes the same allegorical horse for the meditation of such as

cannot perform an As'vam£dha; and the assemblage of living animals,

constituting an imaginary victim at a real As'vam^dha, equally repre-
sent the universal Being, according to the doctrines of the Indian

scripture. It is not, however, certain whether this ceremony did not
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Indra. When bis appointed time in paradise, in the full

enjoyment of sovereign power baa passed, be is. on the

expiration of that period, to descend to the lower world,

and there obtain- a recompense proportioned to his a

Moreover, [ndra named Sachl Devi, and falls to

the -hare of the person who attains the rank of In..

e: — by Aswameaa ii meant the sacrifice of a horse 1

certain color, and according to certain established rites.

However, by Aawamecl, their learned doctor- understand

[legation of the mind": for imagination is a fierce charger,

the sacrifice of which is an imperative duty on the religioU8

ascetic; or it may allude to the destruction of the animal

They also believe that angelic beings are subject to con-

copiscence and wrath, and the cravingi of hunger and thir-t;

their food l ng of perfumes and incense, sacrifices,

meat and drink offerings, with the aim- and oblations made

by mankind ; and their beverage, the water of life.

Tin. Stars Personified

They also assert that the stars were holy personages, who,

leaving this world of gloom, through the efficacy of

reli
• mortifications became luminous bodies, ascending

from the lower depths of this abode of the elements to tin-

zenith of the crystalline sphere; nay, t heir birth-place, name,

family, with the names of their fathers and grandfathers,

refully enumerated in th<- I I volumes of thi

Thi. Bay that Sanicher (the slow-traveler) or Saturn,

is the son of the glorious Luminary; and Mirrikh or Mars.

pive iccasion to the institution of another, apparently not author-

ized by th< ,
in which a horse was actually sacrificed.* That

thi« illy the case, « infer from the frequent mention of

such sacrifices, made in the histol the Hindus, and from

the ana f them found an tern nati

The M and the Persian! sacrificed hoi on; the

the riv.-r- (see /!•><{, I. I.-VIL; \ t 1'- I. VIII.

See also upon the sacrifice of a I ExfOlt de qutlqiUS'UU* des

frincipaux tirt: 'a Thfogonif </ I />'»> alntirs. fat M Vabbi J>u

ci-dtiiint Missionnairr dans £ M • :
- •<>>' 1'ari-, 1825).

—
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the son of the Earth
;
the world-enlightening sun, the issue

of Kashyapa, the son oi Marichi, the son of Brahma; Z6h-

rah (or the regent of Venus) the son of Bhrigu; and

Utdred (Mercury) the son of Kamer (the regent of the

moon). Some, however, maintain the moon to be the son

of Attri the Holy, but, according to others he is sprung
from the sea of milk.

These opinions contain a marked allusion to the tenets

held by the distinguished Parsi sages, namely, that the intel-

lectual soul has a relation to that sphere with which its

good actions are connected : they consequently apply the

denomination of Sun to the spirit of one united to the sun,

and his father is entitled (< the father of the Sun. w

The writer of this work once observed to Shid6sh, the

son of Anosh :

<(

Perhaps they mean by the sires of the

stars, their presiding intelligences, as in the technical lan-

guage of philosophers the name of sires i6 also given to the

intelligences, on which account Jesus called the Almighty
< Father.* »

According to them the elements are five in number, the

fifth being the Akas (or ether), which word in its common

acceptation means <( the heavens '*

; but according to the learned

it implies empty space, or space void of matter. One of

their distinguished doctors, Sumitra, son of the Ray of Ka-

linga, holds that Akas, which the Greek Platonists call space

is simple and uncompounded. Damudar Das Kaul, a learned

Brahman of Kashmir, also holds Akas to signify space; and

space is understood by the Platonists among the Yonian to

be an extent void of any substance (a vacuum), which may
be divided into parts, the totality of which parts may be

equivalent to that extent of the general vacuum which is

congruous and equal to it, in such a manner as to comprise

every particle of that extent which is the space in every
particular division of the general space. There is an ex-

tent interposed between two things, and this extent is void

and free of matter. According to their account, no better

interpretation of Akas than that which is conveyed by the

word space, can be offered.

They moreover assert that the heavens have no existence,

and that the constellations and stars are fixed in the air.
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According to them there are --even samudras, that is, ore

on t H i - earth : the salt sea, that of sugar-cane juice, the

sea of spirituous liquors, that of clarified butter, the sea of

curds, the lacteal, and lastly, that of BWeet waters. They
also s.iv that there ris ve the earth a mountain called

l/< ru entirely formed of the purest gold, <>n which the

elic beings reside, and around which the stars revoke.

There are nine se of the seven plant

with those of Rds and Zanab (the head and tail of the

dragon), which are also borne along in their celestial ve-

hicles. Rds and Zanab are two (lemons who drank

the water of Life, whom Vishnu, at the suggestion of the

6un and moon, smote with a weapon called the Ch&kra, or

disk, and rent open their throats; in revenge for which

the moon is devoured by Rds, and the sun by Zanab ; but

heir throats are rent open, whatever is taken in at the

mouth issues at the aperture in the throat: by this allegory
thev allude to the lunar and solar eclipses.

Brahma dwells in a city called Rdst Lok ; Vishnu in a

on called Vaikanth y and Mahadeo on a mountain of

silver named Kdilasa, They also maintain that the fixed

stars have no actual existence, but that the objects which
shine by night are couches of gold set with diamonds and

rubies, on which the inhabitants of paradise repose. On
this Shidosh remarks: "It is agreed that paradise means

the heavens, and also that the fixed stars are in the eighth
heaven ; so that, consequently, the heavens constitute the

couches of the soul

They esteem the majesty of the great light ,b the su-

preme of angelic beings, and on a careful investigation of

their books, acknowledge n<. nee as superior to Him
in dignity; as the constitution of elemental compounds,
and the existence of all beings is dependent on and con-

nected with His auspicious tx-.-nce. They moreover regard
Brahma, \ i-hnu, and Mahesh, the radiance and reflection

of His light, saying, it is His majesty alone which, by its

acts and operations, is called by these three nami They
represent Him as a sovereign, in the human form, seated in

a chariot which signifies the fourth heaven, to which are

attached seven horses, with angels and spiritual beings,

*3
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accompanied by royal trains and gorgeous pomp, continually

passing before His majesty. They also esteem Him as the

source of existence and as universal existence. They also

believe the earth to be the skin of a Raksh or evil genius,

who was put to death, and his skin stretched out : the

mountains are his bones
;

the waters his blood
;

the trees

and vegetables his hair. By Raksh they mean a demon,
which here implies the material elements on this earth,

which according to them is supported on four legs ;
allud-

ing in this to the nature and number of the elements, each

of which rests on its own centre.

According to them Saturn limps, which typifies his long

period of revolution; and Bh&m, or Marikh^ "Mars," is a

demon, on which account they ascribe to him a malignant
influence. Zoharah, or "the regent of Venus,

J>
is the

director of the demons, and to this planetary spirit they
ascribe the sciences and religions of the barbarians, and the

creeds of foreign nations.

The Muhammedan doctors say, that Islamism is con-

nected with this planet, from which source proceeds the

veneration paid by them to Friday, or the day of Venus.

Mfishteri,
"
Jupiter,

w
is accounted the director of the

angels, and the teacher of the system of Brahma, which is

conveyed in a celestial language, not used at present by any

beings of elemental formation: thus, although the Koran is a

divine revelation, the language of it is in general use among
the Arabs

;
but the four Veds which the Hindus account a

celestial volume, is written in Sanskrit, a language

spoken in no city whatever, and found in no book save

those of a particular sect : it is called by them (< the

speech of angelic beings.
w The Veda was given to them

by Brahma, for the due arrangement of human con-

cerns. By angels or divine beings they mean eloquent

speakers, and learned authors, who being illuminated by the

effulgence of primitive wisdom, interpreted whatever was

revealed to them. It is to be remarked, that every one who

pleases may derive from the Vedas arguments in favor of

his particular creed, to such a degree, that they can support

by clear proofs the philosophical, mystical, unitarian, and

atheistical systems, faith, and religion; Hinduism, Judaism,
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Christianity, fire-worship, the tenets of the Sonites, or th<

of the SI. m vh.>rt, these volun insist of such

ingeni tut pai 1 iblime meanings, that all who seek

their wishes fulfil!

• •

\ mighty 11 .. body, and that all

other I in In . which resembles the opinions

maintained by the venerable Shaikh Shahbab ud deen

ktul, w tomb nctifyl namely, that the

universe i>. one body, which contains all ot hers in existence,

and I the universal 1 > • •

!

. \ . It has one spirit, which

tprehenda all otl srs, and is called the universal soul;

and one single object ol intelligence, from which they deri\e

all intelligen illing it the universal intelligence. It i6

m the Mujinal al Ilikmit, or Compendium of Phi-

losophy, that the Almighty is the spirit of spirit; and accord-

to Azar Htishcmgian^ "the intellect of intellect."

Shaikh 36 Alt (whose place of repose may God illuminate!)
tin: -. - —
•The Almighty la the soul of the universe, and the universe the

reunion of all bodl

different angelic hostfl are 'he f this frame;
Ti. the elements, and the three kingdoms are its member-;
All these are comprehended in the divine unity; all other things

are illusion."

This sect ippellation of I\akshas, which means

evil genii or demon-, to all those who do not profess their

faith, and who perform not good works.

THB Mvstkky OF Timk

Time, in Ilindawi A'//, is a mea-ure of the movement of

the great sphere, according to the philosophers <»f Greece

and Persia. The author has also heard from the Urahmans,
and in conformity to the opinioi ribed to the mosl

kinguished persons of their caste, i' ited in the work

entitled Muadan Ushshaffai Tskandari (a selection taken

from several Hindi medical treatises), that time, according

to the Hindu philosophers, is a necessarily-suhsist ing imma-

terial substance, durable, incorporeal, that will ever last, and
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admits not of annihilation. Time has been divided into three

kinds, namely, past, present, and future
;
but as in their

opinion time admits neither of alteration nor extinction,

these divisions are not in reality its attributes, although

correctly used when applied to acts performed in time.

According to the succession of acts, they figuratively describe

time as past, present, and future
;

as in reference to the

solar revolutions and phases, they call it by the names of

days, nights, months, years, and seasons : in short, they have

so many intricate distinctions of this same nature, that the

mere attempt to enumerate them would fill several vol-

umes. They all agree that this world is to continue

for four ages: the first, the Rast Tug,
(< the righteous,

which lasted one million seven hundred and twenty-eight
thousand common years ; during which, all human beings,

high and low, exalted and humble, princes and servants,

adhered to the practice of righteousness and truth, passing
their glorious existence in a manner conformable to the di-

vine will, and devoted to the worship of the Almighty ;

the duration of human life in this age extended to one

hundred thousand common years. The second, the Treta

Tug, which lasted one million two hundred and ninety-six

thousand common years: during this period, three-fourths of

the human race conform to the divine will, and the natural

duration of life extended to ten thousand years. The third

was the Dwaftar Tug, which lasted eight hundred and

sixty-four thousand ordinary years, during which one-

half the human race performed good works and their

life was limited to a thousand years. The fourth is the

Kali Tug, or (< iron age,
w which is to last four hundred

and thirty-two thousand years, during which three-fourths

of the human race will be immersed in sin, infatuation, and

evil works, and the term of human life reduced to a

hundred and twenty ordinary years. These four ages

(4,320,000 years) they call a Chakra, and seventy-one
Chakras a Man-wantar; on the expiration of seventy-one

Chakras, there elapses one day of the life of India, the

ruler of the upper world ;
and on the expiration of fourteen

Manwantars, reckoned according to the preceding calcula-

tion, one day of Brahma's life is terminated.
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They say that the Almighty, having united Himself with

Brahm lv, created the world through his medium
;

Brahma thus became the creator, end brought mankind

into existence, making them ol tour classes, namely . the

Vaisy I Sttdra. To the first

rood the custody of laws and the establishment of

religious ordinances; the second class was formed for the

pur; rernment and external authority, being ap-

I the medium for introducing order into human affairs;

the third i of husbandmen, cultivators, artisans,

and tradesmen ;
and the fourth for every description of

and attendance. All races not comprised in one of

these four divisions are not accounted of human origin hut

of demoniacal descent: however the demons or Kakshis,

through the practice of religious austerities, attained to such

dignity that Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesh (Siva) became

their attendants. Thus Rdvan, through the efficacy of re-

ligious mortification, became lord of the world and its

inhabitants; Brahma was reader of the Yedas at his court;

the sun filled the office of cook ; the clouds were his cup-

bearers, and the wind his chamberlain.

Finallv, according to the sectaries, the life of Brahma

la^ts a hundred extraordinarv years of three hundred and

lixtj I,
with nights corresponding to the days, so that

up to the present time, that is, the period of composing
this work, in the year of the He^ira 1055 (A. D. 1^45),

there have elapsed four thousand seven hundred and forty-

six of the Kali-Yug. Sf> many Brahmas have appeared,
that the sums of their years exceed the limits of human

comprehension; they have merely a tradition that one thou-

sand Brahma6 have successively appeared and been anni-

hilated; so that the present is the thousand ami first, of

whose life fifty years and half a day are expired, which

commences the half-day of the fifty-first year. As soon as

the age of Brahma terminates, according to the preceding

calculation, or amounts to the destined number, he then

forms twelve blazing suns, whose heat and splendor con-

sume alike both earth and water, so that there remains not

a vestige of this world or its productions, and mankind

plunge beneath the waters, which catastrophe is called
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JPralaya, in Hindawi: after this event, another Brahma ap-

pears and creates the world anew, which process of disso-

lution and reproduction continues to all eternity. The
Hakim Umr Khakani says :

—
(< Those who adorn the heavens, which are a particle of time,

Come, and depart again, reappear on the same stage
—

For, in the skirts of heaven and the robe of earth, there is

A creation which is successively born as long as God exists.*

By the prolonged periods of duration ascribed to these

celestial personages, they allude to the antiquity of the

world, which is so immensely great that it cannot be

comprised in numbers. The man of spiritual attributes,

Shidosh, the son of Anosh, says:
a On the termination of

the great cycle, human creatures reappear, and the water

enveloping the terrestrial globe becomes of the same radical

constitution as the waters on high ; again, through the in-

tense heat of the luminary, the water disappears, and

twelve suns are formed : from the ascent of vapors and the

blending of exhalations, the celestial disks are enveloped,
when the tailed comets, which the Persians call ( minor

suns,' and the Arabs S/iamscyat, or ( smaller solar bodies,'

consume alike the humid and the dry; such is the neces-

sary termination of that cycle : the world and its inhab-

itants will be created anew." Mulla Ismail Suffi, of

Isfahan, says:
—

(< The world which is one, the creator, and the creation,

Both these worlds are like the scum of his cup;
This revolution of time resembles a painted lantern,

Which, notwithstanding its motion, remains in the same position.
»

The assertion (< that only the four classes above enumer-

ated are of human race,
w

implies that this denomination is

attached to the professors of humanity, virtue, and discrim-

ination
; superior to which is showing mercy to the animal

creation
;
also the knowledge of one's self and of the Crea-

tor
; nay, the person destitute of these characteristics has

no share of the nature of man. Thus the sage Ferdusi

says :
—

<( Whoever deviates from the path of humanity
Is to be accounted a demon, and not of human race. w
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According I it, the worship offered t>> the

forms of Mahadeo and Narayan, and to the statues >>f the

other spiritual In-in^s, is highly to be commended. Stran*

1 their faith ed them t«> h>ok upon the idol as

h is . the case, their belief being a6
1 The idol a Kiblah, and they adore un-

der that particular form, the Being who has neither I

form."

M tmblage Composed of >-u-

and inferiors, they have made images of the direc-

- of the and COnstitued them their Kiblah:

s all thin libit the power of tin* Almighty,
rm im . their similitude. They also

. that SI the Avatars are radiant emanations of the di-

•

essence, they therefore make images on their likeness,

I pay them worship: so that, whatever ;- llent in its

k::id, in the mineral, vegetable, or animal world, is re-

garded with veneration, as well as the uncompounded ele-

mentary substances, and the starry spheres. Kai Manuhar
Kuchwahhah has said :

—
:i ! if the Kabah be the object of thy worship,

Why du<t thou reproach the adorers of idols ?
w

Obsekva \ni> CsRBMONIBS OP thk Smaiuas

According to this class, there are two kinds of birth :

the first, on quitting the maternal womb ; the second, on the day

iming the Muttf'i or Zanar, and repeating the established

DM of prayer; as, until a person has scrupulously performed
both these rites, he is not regarded as orthodox, nor an ob-

server of their institutes. Under this are contained the

In- 1\ irm&ni . "sixteen head-," commencing with the

man being purified from periodical illness ; her attach-

ment to her husband ; the forms of praver necessary to be

1 on the occasion, and observed until the moment of

death ; and the acts of charity enjoined to be performed
after the person's dece .

Of their laudable customs arc the following: i, the Garbh-

ddiihna-karma, or delivering the likeness of son, that is,
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giving up a daughter to her husband; 2, the Pungsavana,
or reciting at the proper season the prayers enjoined to be

said, that a virtuous offspring may be born
; 3, the Siman-

tonnayana, that is, in the sixth month of a woman's preg-

nancy, the recitation of the proper forms of prayer and

giving a feast to Brahmans ; 4, the ydtakarma, or the rites

to be practiced by the father on the birth of a son, in re-

gard to ablution ; H6m, or burnt offerings; Jap, or devout

meditation and acts of charity; 5, the N&ma-karana, when,

on the eleventh day after the child's birth, they give it a

name and repeat the necessary forms of prayer; 6, on the

fourth month they bring out the child, which they call the

Nish-kramana; 7, giving the child suitable food and at a

propitious moment, which they call Anna-pr&sanna; 8, at

the age of three years they shave the child's head and bore

its ears, which rite they call Child d-karana, or the cere-

mony of forming the crest at the first tonsure of a Hindu.

They are strictly enjoined to observe the above eight cere-

monies ;
and if the child be of the female 6ex, they prac-

tice the same rites, but without the stated forms of prayer ;

excepting at the time of her marriage, when they are bound

to recite the forms appropriated to that ceremony ; 9, in

his fifth year, they bind around the child's waist a string

which they call Sutram; this rite they call Mungi; the

string is to be made of the bark of the Darbha ;* 10,

three days after investing the boy with the Sutra, they

should put the Zanar, or H sacrificial thread, \ about his

neck, which they call the Yajn6pav'tta;\ 11, on assuming

The girdle of a priest must be made of Munja, in a triple cord,

smooth and soft; that of a warrior must be a bow-string of Murva;

that of a merchant, a triple thread of Sana. If the Munja be not

procurable, their zones must be formed respectively of the grasses

Cusa Asmantaca, valvaja, in triple strings, with one, three, or five

knots, according to the family custom.

+ The sacrificial thread of a Brahman must be made of cotton, so

as to be put on over his head, in three strings; that of a Chatrfya,

of Sana thread only; that of a Vaisya, of woolen thread.

$The sacrificial cord was originally worn by the three principal

casts of Hindus; at present, from the loss of the pure Chatrfya and

Vaisya casts in Bengal, confined to the Brahmanical order: from

Tajna,
« a sacrificed and Ufavi ta,

« a thread. »
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the Brahmanical thread tin- by way of charity, to

bestow a on I as, which act they call G6ddn;
tlotion of the body with milk,

butter, boney, ;r, which t! 1 the Ashnan-

. ami . i

i,
when the boy reaches his

fifteen' e him master of a household; this

they call I
•

. or a matrimi i). the son, after I

dec mi the requisite charities ami

b they call /' •:
. 15, on the 7th

of the monti '../. when the maje the great lumi-

n.irv i> in Aquarius, they -ire to present tlie Hrahmans with

puis rley, wheat, black ri Id, and 6uch

like; thi- led Ddn-phal; 16, on the Shiva-rdtri
x
or

"
niijht of Siva," the 21st of the Bh&gan (Phagan, or

.n) they present to the Hrahmans a serpent of silver,

with red rice, which they call Phani.

aioua Brahman Rites

The above are the sixteen ceremonies. It is moreover

necessary that a Brahman's son should be invested with the

Munji at the age of ei^lit, the Chatriyas at eleven, and

at twelve, after which ceremony the boy is to

be sent to school.

A llrahman must, while performing the offices of nature,

tin- Munji securely on the ri^ht ear, turning his face

t<> the north, but at night to the south. After performing
these offices, he is to take his instrument, and tfoing three

es farther he is to apply to his hands water, which is to

be in I reseel, and with which earth has been blended, and

this is to be continued until there remains no disagreeable
odor. He is after this to perform his ablution in a clean

place,* and seat himself in such a manner that his hands

•The ah«tr.ict given in th<- Dabisf ;•. -

Inaccurate, agreeing neither

with Miinu nor Ward ; in Manu. it i- .i> follows (I. [I. •!. 58) : 1

Brahman at all til rfOTffl the ablution with th<- pure part of his

hand, denominated from the \ r with the t red to the Lord
of cr , or with that dedicated to the r with the

part named from t!.-- Pitrit. («!. 59) The pure part under the root

of the thumb is called Brahma ; that at th. I the little finger,
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should be under his knees, with his face to the north

or east
; next, while repeating the prescribed forms of

prayer, he is to put a little water three times successively

into the palm of the right hand,* which he is to swallow

without reciting any prayers ;
he is then to cleanse the

mouth with the back of the left hand, and having taken

into the palm of his hand other water, and dipped the other

fingers into it, he is to apply them to his nose, eyes, and

ears; the water must be pure, without foam or bubble. On
this occasion the Brahman is to swallow so much water

that the moisture may extend to his breast
;

the Chattri

such a quantity as to extend to his throat
;
the Vaisya suf-

ficient to moisten the inside of his mouth
;

the cultivator,

women, and children who have not assumed the Munji, are

to apply a little water to the lips, then immerse the head,

and having repeated the proper forms of prayer, to sprinkle

Cdya ; that at the tips of the fingers, Daiva ; and the part between

the thumb and index, Pitrya. (si. 60) Let him sip water thrice; then

twice wipe his mouth; and, lastly, touch with water the six cavities

(or his eyes, ears, and nostrils), his breast, and his head. (61) He who
knows the law and seeks purity, will ever perform his ablution with

the pure part of his hand, and with water neither hot nor frothy,

standing in a lonely place, and turning to the east or north. (62) A
Brahman is purified by water that reaches his bosom

;
a Chatriya, by

water descending to his throat; a Vaisya, by water barely taken into

his mouth; a Sutra by water touched with the extremity of his lips.

*This rite is called Achamana performed by taking up water in

the palm of the right hand three times, and drinking it as it runs

toward the wrist; then, with the right hand, the Brahman is to touch

his lips, nose, ears, navel, breast, forehead, and shoulders, repeating an

incantation; wash his hands again, and perform achamana; repeat an

incantation; then sitting to the N. or E., before sunrise, cleanse his

teeth with the end of a green stick, about six or seven inches long.

If he clean his teeth after sunrise, in the next birth he will be born

an insect feeding on ordure. He must now wash from his face the

mark on his forehead made the day before. Lastly, he puts a dry
and new-washed cloth around his loins and sitting down, let him

cleanse his poita by rinsing it in the water; then taking up some earth

in his hand and diluting it with water, put the middle finger of his

right hand in this earth, and make a line betwixt his eyes up to

the top of his forehead
;
then draw his three first fingers across his

forehead
;
make a round dot with his little finger in the centre at

the top of his head ; another on the upper part of his nose
;
and another

on his throat; etc.
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the head several times. The Brahman is next to compress

the nostrils, bo that the passage of inhalation and exhalation

should d up, and recite the prayers prescribed on the

:i ; then he i nd For some time, turning his

nl th< il luminary, and repeat the necesi

formul • morning, on rising up and performing duly

the
'

nature, he is to go through the necessary rite-

which they call Sandkya %
m the observance of which, three

times every day, is equally imperative on both Brahman ami

I i, every morning, or from the dawn of day

until the rise of the world illuminating solar orb; a, at mid-

day, from the sun's meridian altitude t«i his declination; },

at evening, or from one hour ln-fore the Betting of the world-

enlightening sun until the rising of the These rites

ompanied by GAasal, or *
ablution,

"
except on

the Sandhya of the latter part of the day, when, if it be

impossible, t: iblished prayers only are to be recited.

rforming this ablution, the head is to be several times

inkled with water in such a manner that it may tall in

drop- on it; after which, having gone through the indis-

pensable forms of prayer, he is to make the ffoma, that is,

he is to light the holy fire on a pure spot, and place on it

thin and tine pieces of wood, and having chosen the still

more delicate splinters of it, ami moistened them with water,

he drops pure rice upon them. The tire being thus lighted,

addresses prayers to his spiritual guide or his instructor,

ier, and elders, and laving his head on the ground, 60-

lu its their benedictions; pronouncing during this adoration

his own name, so that it may be heard by them, after this

manner: "
I who am such a one, in profound adoration

address my prayers to you, and prostrate myself in your

prei
•'• prostration must also be performed to

his mother. He then repairs to his master, before whom
he stands in an humble attitude and receives instruction;

* Sii'it/h; a The Brahman must offer up many prayers; ;><,ur oat

water t" • l i tT»- r certain forms of prayer In honor of

ran, which he mu I the Gayatri; then take

up water with lii- Kosha (small copper pour it out to his

; after which he must return home and read some

part of ihe Veda
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but after this form, that the instructor should say of him-

self,
(< I am now at leisure *

;
he is not to command him,

which would be accounted great rudeness. When the pupil

waits on his master, he is to appear before him dressed in

costly clothing ;
but if both master and pupil should be in

indigent circumstances, the latter is to solicit alms, and thus

procure subsistence for his master and himself
;
he is more-

over to remain silent at table.

The boy. when invested with the Brahminical thread, is

called a Brahmachari, until he enters into the marriage

state; after which, if through the necessity of his own

family he derives his daily support from another quarter,

he is not to eat at one place only, but go round to sev-

eral doors, and receiving something at each, convey the

whole to its proper destination
;

but the person, whose

father and mother charge themselves with his annual sup-

port, and who can discover no other Brahman beside him-

self in that district, is allowed to satisfy his appetite at

one place. Until the time of his marriage, the Brah-

machari eats not honey, never applies collyrium to the

eyes, nor oil nor perfumes to the body ;
and never eats the

viands left at table, except his master's; he never utters a

rejoinder with harshness or severity ;
avoids female inter-

course
;
and never looks at the great luminary when rising

or setting ;
he is a stranger to falsehood, and never uses

an expression of ill omen
;
nor holds anyone in detestation,

or regards him as an object of reproach; above all, he

shows exceeding veneration to his preceptor.

The ancients commanded that boys should be engaged in

the study of the Veds, or (<

religious sciences,
y> from five

years of age to twelve. They have also said: (< A Brah-

man should study the four Vedas
;

M but as the acquisition
of the whole is impossible, their learned men are conse-

quently satisfied with the knowledge of small portions of

each. The first is the Rigv^da, which treats concerning
the knowledge of the Divine essence and attributes ;

the

mode of creation
; the path of righteousness ;

of life and

death. The second, or Yajiishvdda, treats of the rules pre-

scribed for religious ceremonies, faith, burnt offerings, and

prayers. The third is the S&mavtda, which treats of the
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. the proper mode o ling the V- .

ami the portionj selected from them; from this bow

.nul instrumental harmony. The t « >urt li

ii which includes the rules of archery,

the proper to 1 ted when encountering the

:iid dj tgainst them. It' person ac-

with i tem and form of prayer discharge a

row, it bet hundred thousand arrows, some

which n fire, others wind rm, dust, and rain;

itones ami huge bricks; while

6on me the forms of tremendous wild - and fe-

ns animals, which strike terror i:
• boldest heart--.

v arc the extraordinary modes and wonderful devices

unfolded in this Y.'da for the total destruction of one's

enemies. Such is the Atharva V-\ia, and such the artit'

pra OS, incantations, spells, and cl < contained

in it.

Marriage Ci stoms

The Brahmach&rK is of two kinds : one as already de-

bed, whom the Brahmans call Brahmachari, until the

od of his becoming a householder and taking a wife;

- he who in the course of this life never enters

tarried state, pays no attention to worldh

and continues the devoted servant of his instructor, on

whose death he pays the same attention to his survivors.

If the le should happen to die in his master's house

or that of his successor, it is accounted far more meritori-

ous than in any other place ;
and if his decease should not

occur, he -fully to worship the fire which is made for

the purpose of the Horn, <>r "burnt offering," and dimin-

day the quantity of his food.

II given Bom rning the Brah-

machari, it now I proper to mention the rious

modes of contracting marriage among the Hindus: thus it

is related in the first part of the \fahdbkdrat t
that B woman

who h
' her husband may lawfully take another; tor

when Parasu-Rama 1 terminated the Chattris, their

wives held intercourse with the Brahmans and bare them
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children. It is also permitted to a wife deprived of her

husband, to attach herself to another ;
thus Tojanagandhd

was first the wife of Paras' ar a, by whom she had a son,

the celebrated sage Vydsa, and she afterward became the

wife of a king named Santana. In the same work it is

also recorded, that a woman may, by her husband's con-

sent, maintain intercourse with another; thus, on the arrival

of Raja Bali, a Brahman named Tamma sent him his wife

and obtained a son. In like manner, Raja Pdndu, who
abstained from all intercourse with woman, permitted his

wife Kunti * to keep company with others, and she, by
force of his prayers, mixing with angels, had son6. In

like manner it is permitted that the son be separated from

the father, but remain with the mother, and that, on the

decease of a brother, another brother by a different father

but the same mother, may marry the widow of the de-

ceased : thus lydsa, the son of Tojangandha by Pdrasaru,f
visited the wives of Vichitra- Virya, who was born of the

same mother, Yojangandha, by king Santana. and there

was born to him Dhritardshtra, Raja Pdndu, and Vidura.

It is also allowed that several individuals of the same race

and religion may among them espouse one wife : thus

Draupadl, daughter of Driipada, Raja of Pdnchdla, was
married to the five Pandava princes ;

and Ahalyd, the

daughter of Gautama, to seven persons ;
and the daughter of

another holy person, was married to ten husbands. The
Yezdanians ascribe the seclusion of women, and their not

choosing husbands for themselves, to litigation, corrup-

tion, and the family perplexities. It is recorded also in the

Mahabharat, that in ancient times there was no such prac-
tice as the appropriation of husband and wife : every woman

* Kunti was mother of the five Pandava princes, by as many gods ;

the names of the princes were Yud'hishi'hira, Bhi'tna, Arfu'na,
Nakul'a, and Sahadeva. Pandu was interdicted by a curse from con-

nubial intercourse, and obtained the above five sons through his two
wives Kunti and Madri.

t Par&.iaru: This philosopher is described as a very old man, in

the dress of a mendicant. He is charged with an infamous intrigue
with the daughter of a fisherman

;
to conceal his amour with whom,

he caused a heavy fog to fall on the place of his retreat. Veda

Vyasa, the collector of the Vedas, was the fruit of this interview.
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bei:. red tu cohabit with whomsoever ihe thou

proper, until once the w bolj p i being in

the ier, Sw6tak6ta, the boly man's ion, feel>

such conduct, pronounced tliis imprecation:
tl the woman who approaches stranger be regarded

: of belli
"
and at present the brute creation, which

immon with us immaterial souls, acl according
to the ancient law: ms <>t the northern nations fol-

une pra ime w..rk it is also Btated,

that the tu of th( iter of a fisherman,

whom the sage Paras ar.t espoused, from which it follows

that the : ich a low connection is not t>> be held as

.1 ! railed character. Thu has h ctracted

i the .V. ihabh.ii.it

According to the Smarttas, there are two kinds of wives:

the first is the legitimate wife, who is degraded by holding
intt v man save her husband; the second are

those on whom no restraints are imposed; of whom there

number- at the disposition of their chief men. The

princes "t ancient times, to all appearance, established this

i of females for the purpose of receiving travelers

and
pi

;tn act which they regarded as productive of

great blest

M r, <>n account of the increase of the male popula-

tion, they held not as a criminal act the holding an in-

with these females ; but regarded j^uilt to consist

in being intimate with a woman who ha- a husband; they

esteemed it a base act to defraud the lit ensed

r hire. Tradition records that, in former time-,

the '.or "dancing women." who inhabited the temple
of the Tortoise in the citv of Kalinga, at first gave their

daughters to Brahman, in order to conciliate the favor of

the Almighty and insure future happiness; but that after-

• them from selflsfa purposes, and exposed
m from mercenary motives; even at present, although they

have entirely given up every pious purpose, vet they do not

with any save those of their own religion. How-
ever. ShirMuhammed Khan, who was appointed military gov-
ernor of that province under the first sovereign, Abdallah

Kuteb Shah, forced them to repair to the houses of the Moslem :
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notwithstanding which, the Lulees of the temple of Jagga-

nath, to this very day hold no intercourse with the Muham-
medans. In Gaya and Soram, when they take a wife, she

must be of noble and honorable descent, and of graceful

carriage ;
and must not previously have been affianced to any

other person ;
she is not to be related, in the remotest degree, to

the stock or family of her husband
; she ought to have

brothers, and her lineage and family for ten generations are

to be publicly known among her contemporaries. Her re-

lations also make strict inquiries into the merits and demerits

of the bridegroom, particularly as to the state of his health

and stamina. Some writers assert, that a Brahman may
occasionally demand in marriage the daughter of a Chattri,

merchant, or cultivator, but on this condition, that they do

not join their husband in partaking of food or drink.

Among the Hindus there are five modes of contracting

marriage ;* the first, Vivd/ia, after this form : the damsel's

father looks out for a son-in-law, to whom he presents

money and goods in proportion to his means, and gives him

his daughter, which is the most legitimate mode.f The
second is the Asurvivahah, when without the consent of the

*In the Institutes of Manu (1. III. si. 21.) eight forms of marriage
are enumerated, viz : the marriage form of Brahma, of the DSvas

(gods), of the Rishis (saints), of the Praja patis (creators), of the

Asu'ras (demons), of the Gandharvas (celestial musicians), of the

Ra'kshasas (giants), and of the Pisa'chas (vampires). The six first in

direct order are by some held valid in the case of a priest; the four

last in that of a warrior; and the same four, except the Rakshasa

marriage, in the cases of a merchant and a man of the servile class.

Some consider the four first only as approved in the case of a priest ;

one, that of Rakshasas, as peculiar to the soldier; and that of Asuras

to a mercantile and a servile man; but in this code three of the five

last are held legal, and two illegal : the ceremonies of Pisa'chas and

Asuras must never be performed.

tit is when the bridegroom gives to the bride, her father, and

paternal relations, as much as he can afford. According to Ward, it

is when money is received in exchange for a bride. Where a present

is made to the father of the girl, the caste of the boy is not very

respectable. In the most respectable marriages, the father not only

gives his daughter without reward, but bears the expenses of the

wedding, and presents ornaments, goods, cattle, and money to the

bridegroom.
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ber <>r mo oying foi I violence, or the in-

\. the I trcibly taken l>v tin.- bride-

ise to his own, and t here

married to him. I e third is th< .', . when

the bride] msel away with het consent,

but without •

parents, and espouses
her at his own 1'he fourth is the R&k i:\iha,

when the parties on both re at the he.nl of armies,

ami the da 1 force, becomes the

-ride.

The fifth is the Pisdcha-vivdha y
when the lover, without

obtaining the sanction of the girl's parent'., t.ik'-s her home
bv means of talismans, incantations, and BUCh like magical

'. then marries her. a Sanscrit, is the

name of a demon, which takes whatever person it fixes on,

and as the above kind of marriage takes place after the

:e manner, it has been called l>v this name.

On espousing a damsel, the intelligent Brahman, having
taken the bride's hand into his own, must go through the

established forms prescribed by his faith, and move seven

6teps in advance. When lie espouses the daughter of a

Chattrf, at the time of solemnizing the marriage, an arrow

is to be held at one extremity by the bridegroom, and

at the other by the bride; on contracting an alliance

with a merchant's daughter, the bride and bridegroom are

to hold a scourge or some similar object in the same

manner; on his marriage with the virgin daughter of a

cultivator, the parties mark their union by a token of secret

intimacy. When they deliver the bride to her husband, if

her father be not alive, or her paternal grandfather, or if

her brothers be not forthcoming on the occasion, then the

most r< rson of the tribe or family is to perform
the necessary ceremonies; and if the relations be not in-

telligent, then the damsel's mother.

It is to be remarked, that when a girl attains the proper

age for entering into the married ^tate, if her parents, not-

withstanding their ability, do not provide a husband for

her, they commit a great sin. If a distinguished suitor

should not present himself, they are however to provide a

husband of a good family; this they are to perform only
14
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once in their lives, as on the husband's death it is unlaw-

ful for the widow to become the wife of another person :

after her husband's decease, she is obliged to pass the rest

of her life in his house. If, previous to advancing the

seven steps prescribed at the time of contracting the mar-

riage, there should present himself a more distinguished

suitor than the former, it is allowed to take the damsel

from the former and give her to the latter, as before ad-

vancing the seven paces, the matrimonial contract is not

binding. Should a wife prove to be immoral, all inter-

course with her must terminate
;
but putting her to death

or turning: her out of doors are also forbidden : she is to

be confined to a small and dark chamber, clad in a coarse

dress, and to receive food but once a day.

The period of a woman's illness, according to the Brah-

mans, extends to sixteen days : on the four days following

the first day of the symptoms, all intercourse with her is

forbidden. Women are strictly enjoined to show the great-

est respect to their husbands, parents, brothers, and rela-

tions, and to use every possible exertion for the preserva-

tion of their husbands' property. When he goes on a

journey, she is not to deck her person, nor appear cheerful

and smiling ;
she is not to go to entertainments, to the

houses of her acquaintances or relations, nor invite them to

hers.

As long as a girl is unmarried, it is necessary to guard
her with the closest attention; but, when married, this

would be highly improper, with this restriction however,

that it is by no means fitting that a female, from her tender-

est years to the period of her maturity, should be allowed

unlimited liberty: on the contrary, she is to be ever sub-

missive and obedient to her father, husband, and relations :

but if these should not be in existence, the actual rulers

are to take care of her state.

The Sattek's Compensation

When the husband is on a journey, the wife is not to re-

main alone in the house, but is to repair to the dwelling
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of her parents, brethren, or relat .md if, on her hus-

band's death >me ool .1 Sattee, thai is, burn hei

b the 1 then '<• reside with his relations,

do\ ttinence snd the worship of the

Ah: I :: thai when a woman become! i
v

the Almighty pardons all tl committed by the wife

and husband, snd thai the} remain s long time in para-
f the busband were in the internal regions.

by this means draws him from thence and takes

him t. •, just as the serpent-catcher charms the

it of hi> hole. Moreover the Sattee, in a future

birth, returns not to the female sex; hut should she reas-

ie the human nature, she appears as a man
; but she who

becomes not ee. and
|

her life in widowhood,
r emancipated from the female state. It is therefore

the duty of every woman, excepting one that is pregnant,
to enter into the blazing fire along with her deceased hus-

d; a Brahman's wife in particular is to devote herself

in the same fire with her husband; but others are allowed

to perform the rite in a separate place. It is, however, crim-

inal to force the woman into the fire, and equally so to pre-

vent her who voluntarily devotes herself, f

The enlightened doctors say that by a woman's becoming
•e is meant that, on her husband's decease, she should

consume in the fire along with him all her desires, and thus

before the period assigned by nature
;
as in metaphysi-

* Tl i_-r iv nearly a literal translation from the Hctopades.

•Three rrores and a half arc the h;tirs <>n a man;

lonp a time shall she live in paradise who follows her lord

\- a snak- r forcibly draw^ up a snake from his hole,
In the same manner she having taken her husband, is exalted to

hea

The affectionate wife, who on the funeral pile has embraced her

inanin

Husband, abandons indeed her own body:
But taking up her husband, who has committed many sins— even

a hundred times

A hundred thousand — she shall obtain the mansions of the gods."

t The sacrifice of widows was abolished in the year 1834, in all tin-

Indian provinces under the government and influence of the English
authorities.
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cal language woman signifies "passion," or, in other words,

she is to cast all her passions into the fire
;
but not throw

herself into it along with the deceased, which is far from being

praiseworthy. A respectable woman must not from vanity

expose herself to the gaze of a stranger, but she is to wear

a dress which will completely cover her to the sole of the

foot.

It is to be noted, that the son of a Brahman by a Chat-

tri female is not of the father's caste, but a superior Chattri.

It is moreover laid down as a rule that a Brahman, on be-

coming a Brahmachari, should regularly worship the fire,

which fire he is to discontinue at the time of the marriage
contract

;
but on that occasion he is bound to light another

fire and to recite the prescribed prayers, so that it may be

as a witness of the compact entered into between husband

and wife : also after the celebration of the marriage, they
are to repeat the prayers prescribed at the time of lighting

the fire which they are ever after to worship daily.

The Brahman is moreover to offer up H6ma, or burnt of-

ferings, at the rising and setting of the great luminary, and

to partake of food twice ; once during the day on the ex-

piration of two watches (midday) ;
the second time at

night, on the expiration of one watch: he is also to assist

with food and clothing, to the utmost of his power, the

indigent, and friends who come to his house.

The Chattri is to learn the Vedas and Shasters, or the

divine revelations and sciences, but he is not to teach them

to another; he is likewise to perform Htfma, or <( burnt-

offerings." His occupation consists in governing and pro-

tecting the human race, for which reason all monarchs were

anciently of the Chattri class, the more effectually to estab-

lish the righteous decrees of Brahma, and the institutions

of the Brahmans.

To the Bakkal, or (< merchant caste," appertains the pro-
fession of buying, selling, and commercial transactions, the

protection of animals, and agriculture, which is attended

with profit.

The cultivator, who is called Dalmah, or Kumbi, is en-

joined to engage in service, to practice tillage, or any em-

ployment within his capacity by which he can gain a
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maintenance
;
there are in fact no limits pi

• to the

nature

All four i Itrictlj enjoined n>>t to injure .my

living being whatever, especially not to deprive anyone
ik toe truth, to act uprightly, and

. live DOt to defraud a fellow creature of his

. 1th,

ficiax * >i i Km-, i

Every Brahman 18 obliged once a year to celebrate the

1 rite of Yajna y
or

"
ce ": if he be in indigent

circumstances, he is to go round to his brethren, and expend
whatever he collects in the Vajna, which is thus performed:
there are three Kttndams, or "

fire-pits
* to be formed, in

t of which is fixed a wooden post ; then a rope made

LBS ( in Sanskrit, Kusd) is thrown around the

< of I black he-goat, and fastened to that post; //<'///

hen offered up during five days; on the first day, the

rificet and his wife both perform their ablutions, nine

liimans at the same time going through the rite of wash-

their heads and persons; of these nine, one is looked

up< Brahma himself, all present obeying his commands,
and the remaining eight Brahmans waiting obsequiously on

him. In addition to these, sixteen more Brahmans are re-

quired, who are to recite by themselves the Afantra%
or

rms of prayer," at the moment of the ffdm, or " burnt-

offering." In order to light the fire, they bring small pieces
of a wood which in Sanskrit they call Arana, in Hindi,

isclepias gigant- |
tnd al-o for the same purpose

•her kind, in Sanskrit. Khandfra, in Telinga, Chandaru ;

for the rloma, a wood in Sanskrit called Pdmdrak, in

i. I'iarini, in Dakhani Alhdrah, of which tl

th-picks; also a wood, in Sanskrit Ud&mvarah

(ficus racemose), in Telinga, Afiri, in Dakhani, A'u/ar,

in ParSl Anjtr dasti, or "wild fig
"

; and another wood, in

it saml, and in Telinga, h'/tarntni
, also a gr

named in Sanskrit Dnrvd, in Telinga, A'lir^i, in Dakhani,

Hary&tt; also another sort, called Darbas
x altogether nine

are required. The eight Brahmans first mentioned having
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repeated the proper incantation lay hold of the goat in such

a manner that they make it lie down on a bed formed of

the leaves and branches of the tree Khartarhari, or

Karshartari, in Sanskrit, Kalis akha, in Telinga, Bal-

sukuma, and in Dakhani Karankabdnta. In the next place,

the sixteen Brahmans, having recited the formula, or ap-

propriate Mantra, stop up all the animal's orifices, so that

he can neither exhale nor inhale, and keep him in that

position until he dies. Then one of the sixteen Brahmans,

cutting off the head at one blow, flays the carcass and cuts

it up in small pieces, throwing away all the bones to some

distance, and then mixes up clarified butter with the flesh.

The eight Brahmans next lay it piece by piece on the fire,

whilst the other sixteen are employed in throwing on the

above-mentioned kinds of wood, and pouring clarified

butter on them. The eight Brahmans eat of the meat thus

roasted; the person who offers the sacrifice also partakes of

it
;
after which he gives among all the officiating Brahmans

one hundred and one cows with their calves, along with a

dakshinah, or (<

presents of money.
8 H6ma must also be

performed on the second day, and gifts presented to the

Brahmans; on the three following days, they recite the ap-

propriate Mantras, and light up the fire in the manner

before described, but lay no meat upon it
;

in short during
the whole five days, they entertain all Brahmans who present

themselves, offering up perfumes and giving presents to

each of them. On the expiration of the five days, they

completely fill and stop up two of the fire-receptacles,

leaving the third, which they do not close up until they

have removed the fire it contains to their dwelling. As the

fire on this occasion had been made outside the city, they

erect there a house which they burn down on the comple-

tion of the ceremony. When they have taken the fire to

their dwelling, they deposit it in a peculiar receptacle

excavated for the purpose ; they offer up the H6ma daily,

never suffering this fire to go out ; they also make a cover-

ing for it, which they remove at the time of offering up
the Homa.
The manner of offering the H6ma is as follows: the sac-

rificer having performed his ablution and made the tilek, or
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"inaugural mark,
1 on the forehead with ashes from the

. then celebrates the Eioma; the rites must be per-

formed by .1 Brahman, as ii is of no avail when performed

by .my other. It the officiating Brahman be a I aisAHovak,

"worshiper of Vishnu," he performs the Tajna %
«>r "sacri-

in the same manner, excepting that, instead of a

t, be employs the figure of a goat formed of flour, over

which he goes through the established ceremonies. When

one goat is sacrificed, it is call iisht6ma
%
or "sacrifice

to Agni
"

;
where two are offered, ) \m; the sacrifice

of three is called Wajffya; the sacrifice of four 1- called

J\otisht'<m.i: and the sacrifice of five 18 named Panjdham,
When they sacrifice a COW alter this manner, it is called

the lha; the sacrifice of a horse, Astvamidhaj that of

a man, Narmddha.

The Taj'na, or rifice
8

is to be offered in the months
"

January"; Vdishdka, "April," or Md>

August.* Every person performs the Yajna once;

but be sacrifices a goat every year; or, if in indigent cir-

cumstances, the figure of a goat formed of flour; and if he

be a follower of Vishnu, the goal is to he a figure formed

of :ne materials, as among that sect cruelty toward

the animal creation is reckoned as impiety. In their Smriti,

or "sacred writing,* it is thus laid down: [< Let that per-

son put animals to death who has the power of reanimat-

them, as the victim thus sacrificed must be restored to

life." Moreover, their pious doctors have said that, by

the sacrifice of a sheep, is meant the removal of igno-

ran f thai of a cow. the abandoning of low pursuits;

by that of the horse, the curbing of the mind; as accord-

- to the Hindu-, Manah, or "the beart,
p from which

proceed all phantasies and internal is a fiery ami

unbroken steed; finally, shedding man's blood in sacrifice,

implies the eradication of all reprehensible human qualit

Tmk Proprieties

It is also to be highly commended in a Brahman not to

devote himself to lucrative pursuits, but to repair to the
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abode of his co-religionists, and being satisfied and grateful

for the portion of grain he receives from them, to give up
the rest of his time to devotion ; nor is he to collect 60

much food as to have any remaining for the next day.

Vessels of gold are esteemed more pure than those of any
other metal. Whenever a Brahman sees an idol-temple, a

cow, or a holy personage, he is to walk reverentially round

each. He is not to perform the offices of nature in run-

ning water, nor in a cow-shed, nor in ashes ; before a

Brahman, or a cow, or in sight of the great luminary;

when he retires to any place for this purpose, he is not, in

that state of nudity, to look toward the stars
;
neither is he

to go out naked in rain, nor sleep with his head to the

west
;

he is not to cast saliva, blood, nor semen into

water, nor extend his feet toward the fire for the purpose
of warming them

;
he is not to leap on fire, nor drink

water with both hands. It is also wrong to awake, unless

in case of necessity, one who is in a profound sleep ; nor

is it allowed to sit on the same couch with a sick person.

It is not right to enter upon any undertaking to which a

suspicion of evil consequences is attached. Great care must

also be taken to remove to a distance from the smoke of a

dead body on the funeral pile. No one is to return to his

home, whether in a city or village, except by the public

gate. A Brahman must not receive a gift from a mean
and sordid monarch, or from an avaricious person of de-

grading pursuits, as in the future investigation, punishment

certainly awaits such conduct
;

in short, he never accepts

anything from the impure or base. He is not to look at

his wife when sneezing, yawning, or gaping ;
when she is

seated in privacy at her esse
;

or when applying collyrium
to her eyes or anointing her hair. He ought not to sleep

naked in his bedroom, nor in an empty house without a

companion ;
he ought not to throw water about in play,

with the palm of his hand or with his foot, nor to blow

out fire with his breath, without using any instrument.

It is to be known, that the astronomers among the Brah-

mans, in their computation, divide the month into two

parts ;
from the beginning to the fifteenth day they reckon

one part, and call the sixteenth day Piirva, that is, one
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entire part ; ami the rot, to the end of the month, is the

;
in like manner, they have in each month t v.

-; which they distinguish by the denom-

ination . . twelfth,* and cJkacAH,
« the sixth da

of the lunar : iit.

t to put his feet upon the shade of a Dlv,

thai
'

the imag tial being, of a king, a pre-

>>r. a saint, and a married wife of another. It is not

right to look with Contempt upon a Brahman. One may
• a delinquent on account of a fault, or a pupil by way

of chastisement, but his blows must not hurt the upper
»f the body. No m.m ought to dispute or wrangle

with one higher in rank than himself, nor with a widow,
n<>r with a man without connection, an old woman, a beg-

nor with children. Let him feign ignorance with

>ect to a mandate upon a woman, ami toward a person
who should be aware of the bad conduct of his wife. lie

is never to take his meal upon the same table-cloth with a

man without religion, a butcher, and one who sells his

wife. The master of the house ought never, with a loud

voice, to invite another to his board, because this looks like

ostentation.

Nine stars are to be worshiped for the increase of wealth,

the accomplishment of our wishes, and the union with the

divinity namelv, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, Venus,

Mercurv. the solstice, and the descending node. I^et the

piou ribute to the Brahmans and to the wise men what
: >ed of corn, raiment, and jewels that may suit

them. The king is to possess dignity, wisdom, and affa-

bility toward young and old
;

he is to be just toward

the complainants; at court, condescending to all, mild and

liberal, knowing the truth, understanding the wishes of men,

respectful to the pious and the saints, and showing defer-

ence to the lori!> of the faith, and the secluded from the

world. He is to be humble and command his ambition ;
and

in whatever may occur, pleasure and pain, fortune and

misfortune, let hi& conduct never be mutable and incon-

sistent.

Whoever runs away in battle, renders himself highlv

guilty, and all the merit which he might have acquired
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before, falls to the share of another who stood firm in the

field of battle. A king who, with the laudable qualities be-

fore described, exerts himself in the maintenance of his laws,

the distribution of justice, and the welfare of the culti-

vators, shares the recompense of all the good actions which

the inhabitants of the country have performed. The exer-

cise of justice is imposed as a necessity upon a king; in

order that, if a son, brother, uncle, brother-in-law, precep-

tor, or any other friend, commit a crime, he may imme-

diately, according to the established code of laws, order

their chastisement, terrify, reprimand, or subject them to

retaliation.

In the Hindu Institutes which are called Smriti, it is

said to be established that, after the worship of the Su-

preme God, they ought to venerate the subordinate divini-

ties, and perform the prescribed rites. To eat flesh, and to

put to death some animals, is therein not prohibited, ex-

cepting the cow; he who kills, or even hurts this animal,

shall never enjoy the sight of heaven
;
and they say that

he only who can restore to life, may put to death an ani-

mal
;

this is necessary : who destroys a living being must

vivify it again ;
if he be not able to do this, he ought to

forbear from that act, because he shall not escape punish-

ment for it. According to their learned interpreters, the

killing of certain animals which is permitted in their sacred

books, signifies the eradicating and destroying of such

blamable qualities as are proper to these animals.

In ancient times, it was the custom among the Brahmans

and the wise among them, when they had become householders

and begotten a son, to withdraw from society, and when

they had established their sons, to separate from them, and

having retired into a desert, to devote themselves to the

worship of God; and when the sons had children in their

house, their father and mother did not visit each other in the

desert, but lived separate from each other, at the distance

of several farsangs.

The religious austerity of this people is very great ;
thus

they practice perpetual standing upon their legs, hanging
themselves up, abstaining from conversation, keeping silence,

cutting themselves asunder, leaping down from a rock, and
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such like. Women used to burn them-' Ives alive with their

dead husbands: this ifl 1C4 -rding to the Smriti, which is

Ascribed to Brahma, and believed to be eternal truth.

01 tins poplc, the author of this book saw in Labor, the

capital of the Sultan, a Brahman, called Sri Mann Rama,
who would not accept ,mv nourishment from the Musulmans,

nor keep society with strangers. 1; w >!, that an Umra
of the Mohammedans had otTered him three lac6 of rup
which he refused to take. Pursuant to his religion, he ab-

stained from animal food. Kesayi Tivari is one of the

Brahmans of Benares, and well conversant with the science

of his class. Having left his house, he settled on the bank

of the river Ra\i, which passes under the garden Kamran,
at Lahor . given up to devotion, he seeks no protection

against rain and sun ; he lives upon a little milk
;
and what-

ever he has collected during several months, he spends in

the entertainment of the pious Brahman6 whom he invites.

THE VEDANTIAN SECT

This sect belongs to the most learned and wise of this

people. We shall give the substance of their creed. They
The explanation regarding the only really existing

Being (God) resembles a science from which a faint Like-

- of His grandeur may be perceived; this being and His

qualities .ire pure of all imperfections and contradictions;

He oversees all beings ; He discovers all that is hidden; His

existence comprehends all things; decay and deficiency have

no access to the boundless area of His existence; He is the

lord of life, the greatest of spirits endowed with pure quali-

and this holy Being, this sublime object, they call

Bralima uttama, "the most excellent Brahma," that is, the

supreme soul and the most exalted spirit ;
and the evidence

of this meaning, that is, of His existence, is the created

world; because a creation without a creator will not come

forth from the veil of nonentity into the field of evidence,

and the maker of this work i-~ He, the Lord. This explana-

tion is to be supported in the field of certainty by the wise

arguments of sagacious people, and by the testimonies of the
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text of the Veda, that is, of the heavenly book. The truly

existing Being (God) has exhibited this world and the

heavens in the field of existence, but He ha? nothing like an

odor of being, nor has He taken a color of reality ; and this

manifestation they call Mdyd, that is,
(C the magic of God w

;

because the universe is
(< His playful deceit," and He is the

bestower of the imitative existence, Himself the unity of

reality. With His pure substance, like an imitative actor,

He passes every moment into another form, and having

again left this, appears in another dress. It is He alone who,

coming forth in the forms of Brahma, Vishnu, and Maha.

deva, exhibits the true unity in a trinity of persons, and

who, manifesting His being and unity in three persons,

separate from each other, formed this universe. The con-

nection of the spirits with the holy being (God) is like the

connection of the billows with the ocean, or that of sparks
with fire

;
on that account, they call the soul and the spirits

jivdtmd. The soul is uncompounded and distinct from the

body and from the material senses
;

but by the power of

selfishness it fell into a captivity from which the soul strives

to be liberated. The soul has three conditions or states :

the first is the state of being awake, which they call jdgar~
avast' ha, and in this state the soul enjoys quietly the pleas-

ures of nature and bodily delights, such as eating and

drinking and the like ;
and it suffers from the privation of

these just-mentioned enjoyments ;
that is, it suffers from

hunger and thirst, and similar pains; the second state

is that of sleep, called svapna avast' ha, and in this state

the soul is happy in the possession of what it wishes

and desires, such as collecting in dreams gold and sil-

ver, and similar things ;
it is distressed by the want of

them ; the third state is known by the name of Su svapna
avast hd,* that is,

<( the state of good sleep," and in this

state there is neither gladness nor sadness from possession

*The fantastical conceptions of the Hindus about the states or

conditions of the embodied soul are of course not always expressed
in the same manner. <( They are chiefly three: waking, dreaming,
and profound sleep; to which may be added for a fourth, that of

death; and for a fifth, that of trance, swoon, or stupor, which is in-

termediate between profound sleep and death (as it were half-dead),
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or privation of what 18 d . but freedom from pleasure

and U is to be known that they hold sleep to be-

stow a prophetic Bight ot events, and the vision is called

ru\d in Arabic
;

in this third state however, which they
call sleep bv excellence, do events are seen, but it is being

plunged in a profound Bleep, and this people do not take

it s i 1 1 1

{
•» 1 \- for sleep, but they distinguish it as a sort of

lethargy, which they call . tpna. They believe the souls

to be imprisoned in these three and wandering about

in a circle. The soul in these conditions, although united

with a bodv. yet, by a number of meritorious deeds, and

a virtuous conduct, attains to the station of knowing itself

and God ; it then breaks the net of illusion, and it is the

char.t. teristic of saints whom they call y>idti'i ; that, what-

r they see in the state of being awake, they reckon to

l vain illusion, as if presenting itself to men in a dream.

The saint thinks even a man awake to be deceived by a

dream ;
like one who, from inadvertency, takes a rope for

a snake: but it is a rope, and not a snake; he knows

the world to be a delusion, which, from want of knowledge,
is thought to be the universe, although, in truth, it has no

reality. Thi6 state is called by them Tarbd avast /id.

The State of Mukt

When the saint becomes free from the ties and impedi-
ments of the world, and from the chains of its accidents,

then he enters into the region of freedom, which they call

mukt This mukt, according to them, is divided into five

pirls : the first i-,, when the sanctified man. having attained

the dignity of freedom, in the city of the subordinate

divinities ( angel- 1, becomes one of them; as in this city

are the residences of the deities, such as the city of Brahma,
of Vishnu, of Mahad«'va. and this part is called * the mukt

as dreaming is between waking and profound sleep. In that middle

state "f dreaming, th- I fanciful course of events, an llltuorj

creation, which however testifies the existence of a conscious soul.

In profound sleep, the soul has retired to the supreme one bj the

route of the ai of the pericardium."
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of the pious.
w The second part is, when the devotee, a

neighbor and companion of the gods, is surrounded by an

abundance of favor, and the society of the celestial beings ;

and this division of the mukt they call Sv&mi firdmd. The
third part is, when the pious assumes the form of the in-

ferior divinities without union with their persons, that is,

whichever of the gods he chooses, it is his shape which he

appropriates to himself, and this part they name Sdra

prema. The fourth part of the mukt is, when the pious

becomes united with one of the gods, like water with water,

that is, when he coalesces with whichever of the gods he

chooses, and this is entitled svayukti. The fifth part is,

when the soul of the pious, called jivdtma, becomes one

with the great spirit whom they call paramdtmd, and rec-

ognize as the only real being, in such a manner that there

remains no room for a second to rise between, and this

they distinguish by the name of yndnam uttamam.

This is the substance of the creed of the Vedantian:

whoever possesses this science is called Indnt by the Hin-

dus, and all the principal men among them are conversant

with the doctrine of this sect. The sublime discourses and

wise histories delivered by Vasishta for the instruction of

Rama chandra, are entitled Vasishta yog; and the speeches
which fell from the tongue of Krishna, when he was be-

stowing advice upon Arjuna, who was one of the Pandus,

go under the name of kathd. Sankara Acharya, who ranks

highest among the later learned men of India, has written

much about this doctrine. The dogmas of this class are as

follows : the world and its inhabitants are appearances with-

out reality, and God is but one necessary and self-existing

being, whom they call Parama atma ; they say, this ap-

pearance and diversity of form, this order and aspect of

heavens, are like the vapor resembling the sea upon the

surface of sandy plains, and like the vision of a dream
;

good and bad, pleasure and pain, adoration and worship of

God, are but objects of imagination, and these various

images are illusions;— the deepest pits of hell, the vaults

of heaven, the return to earth after death, transmigration,
and the retribution of actions, all that is but imagination,
and variety of imagination.
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Query Shonld one s.i\. a principle ol life acta in

re ia do doubt <>f it; consequently the one is learned,

rant; the one is happy, the other distressed.

11. •,'. can thai be mere imagination and appearand

I )l( 1. A Mk

The answer thej tO it is — It DO) in I dream, thoi;

wouldsl uot Bee thyself a king issuing mandates, a servant,

missive, imprisoned, free, a slave, a master, 6i'ck,

listl Bed, merry, melancholy, and so on. 11

im didst thou not feel pleasure and ha;

I wast Overwhelmed by fear, anil terror, and

anguish? there is no douht but all this is mere illusion

I empty appearance, although the dreamer holds it all to

be real truth.

Kavi-Rup. who is reckoned among the learned Rajahs,
LUthor of this book: "After having dreamt to

have received any wound whatsoever upon my body, if,

as soon as 1 rw- from sleep, I do not find the least mark
of it, 1 know that it \s.is an illusion; but if in a dream I

with a woman, at my waking, I may perhaps
not be able to deny the visible effect of it; why should

this happen in the second case?"

To this question the following answer was given:
What thou thinkest the state of being awake, this, in the

<.p;nion of the enlightened, is also dreaming; ami as it

often happens that, thinking in a dream to be awake, 1

e whatever appears as if I were reallv awake, while

I see it in a dream ; in like manner, the usual state of be-

ing awake is held by the wise to be nothing else but a

tm. Hast thou not heard what Kamyab Samradf has

i in the Samrad namehr A man had seven noble sons,

each of whom felt the ambition to command in the six

parts of the world. With such a desire, they addressed

their devotion to God. One day they laid their head upon
the pil I repose, ;i iid each had a bright dream. It ap-

peared to each, that he had left his body, and was born

again in a king's house; after the death of the father,
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each placed the crown upon his head, and bore dominion

from east to west ;
in the seven regions there was no king

equal to him, and the reign of each lasted one hundred

thousand years ;
at the time of his passing to the other

world, he delivered the empire to his son, and, leaving the

body, took his flight to heaven. When they awoke, the

dinner which they had been preparing was not yet ready.

Afterward, each of them related what happened to him
;

each of them pretended to have possessed the seven regions

during one hundred thousand years, and each named such

and such a town as the capital of his empire. Although
awake, they resolved then to go each to his kingdom, and

to see that capital, whether true or not. They went first

to the town which was the residence of the eldest brother;

there they found his son king, and the father knew his

palace ;
in this manner they visited the kingdoms of the

other brothers, and saw their sons. Afterward, the seven

returned to their native place, and said to each other:
( Each of us was in his dream king of the seven regions,

and had no other above himself; being awakened, we
heard the same from the men of those towns which we
have visited for ascertaining that we had possessed such

rank and power in the world.* Thus it is certain that we
are even now in a dream, and that the world is nothing
else but an illusive vision. 8

This sect interpret the whole religion of the Hindus ac-

cording to their own belief, and they state that, pursuant
to the Vedas, to confound during the worship of all the

subordinate divinities with the one whose existence is neces-

sary, means nothing else but that, in truth, they all ema-

nate from this one
;
further that it is but he who manifests

himself in the form of any deity, and that no Serosh has

an existence of his own, but that in Brahma, Vishnu, and

Mahadeva, who appeared above, are evidenced the three

attributes of God, namely, in Brahma, the creator; in

Vishnu, the preserver ;
and in Mahadeo, the destroyer.

Moreover they say, that these three attributes are the mind
or intellect, which they call manas, and it is the action of

the interior sense which they distinguish particularly by the

name of manas. Besides they entertain this belief about
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interior if the mind wishes, ii forms the

im.i :i ; it then />> ahma
y

w\

much the mind wishes, it i

rk, on which account it becomes I isknu, who
m ; further, if it wishes, it throws it off, in

the mind becomes Mahadeo. Their belief is

•

. that religious osists in the conviction of

. that the world is an appearance withoul reality,

that, what exists,
;

.s in trutl md that, except
is but an illusion which comes from Him,

but in truth has no reality. In their opinion, whoever is

as of this faith, ami docs n<>t
\

i the required

may by self-application, or by the lessons «•

v the instruction ^\' a book, become a proficient

in it. The conviction that the world does not exist, may
quired by piou- ise; and the perfect therein

know, that by means of religious austerity one may acquire
.t he wishes to learn, and as long as he tends toward

it. bas not yet known himself, as he is himself a choice

part of the divine being. The pious man, who by dint of

renders himself perfect, they call a TTogi^ that is,

one who by self-mortification attains his aim. The pious,
> by mental application, by the instruction of a master,

the study of books, or by any etlort not appertaining to

exercises, raises himself to any perfection, him they
/': that is, one who attains sovereignty.

Among the Hindus are recommended as pious exercises,

ma, and DanJawit . Mantra signifies prayer;
// m l is throwing clarified butter and like things into the

fire, and reciting prayers, in order to render propitious a

divinity; Dandavat is, when one prostrates himself

like - .re the object of adoration, and touches the

ground with the forehead. A person asked Bhartari, who
one of those adepts whom they call Jnduis:

" Dost

thou recite mantras?" He replied. "I do." That

aski iin : What mantra ?
" He answered: "My breath,

going out and in, is mv mantr That man continued to

ask :

" Do-t thou perform Horn? " The answer wa- :

"
I do."

To the question. "And how?" the reply fol "By
what I eat." That person further inquired: "Dost thou

15
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practice the Dan'davat? B After affirmation, being asked
<( At what time? w he said,

<( When I sleep, stretched out to

rest.
w And this speech reminds me of this sentence:—

<( The sleep of the wise is preferable to the adoration of the ignorant.*

The Hindus call Deva drchdkd the worshiper of an idol,

that is, one who is devoted to a divinity: which this people

interpret to be performing whatever rite a man himself

chooses; because the deity is the intellectual soul
; to render

it obsequious is to perform the act which it commands,
that is, whenever it wills, to see with the eyes, to hear with

the ears, to smell with the nose, and so on, in order to

please oneself. According to their account of the revealed

unity of God, all is HE. To say so is liable to censure
;

but it is permitted to assert: <( all is I.
8 Should one not

attain to this height of philosophy, he may choose the former

thesis. The author of the Gulchen raz,
(< the rose-garden

of mystery,
w

says:
—

(< Egotism belongs to God alone,

For He is the mystery; think Him also the hidden source of illusion.*

This people are masters of themselves in their speeches
and actions ; they know their origin and their end

; and,

occupied with themselves, they are imprisoned in the gaol

of the world. Sankara Atcharya, who is distinguished

among the Brahmans and the Sanyasis, professed this doc-

trine, and to whatever side he turned his face, contentment

followed him. One day the adversaries and deniers of this

creed resolved to drive an elephant against him
;

if he do

not fly but remain firm, he is a saint
;

if otherwise, a bad

man. When they had impelled the animal against him,

Sankara fled ;
then they said to him :

c< Why didst thou fly

before an illusion ?
w He replied:

w There is no elephant,

nor I
;
and there was no flight : you saw it in a dream.*

All the great men among the Hindus are of this creed, and

they agree that, in truth, there is no faith but this, with-

out regard to Avatars and Rakshasas : all the enlightened
Pandits have ranged themselves upon this side.

A Jnanindra is called one of the Brahmans of Kach-

mir
; this class is. in the language of Kachmir, entitled
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Gu :.';. .irul said to be the fathers of the fnanian.

One oame wu Chivarina, knew well how to k

in his breath; one Jay he informed the inhabitants of

N LU chaher. which is upon the road of Kashmir, that on the

morrow he intended to leave his human frame The next

, the nbled; Sbivarina conversed with them
until 1 : at the place where wood had been piled

up, on the top of which he sat down with his legs
r him (which in the Persian language is called

ba>. and the ription <>t which 1 gave
the chapter the imprisonment of breath practiced

by the Yezdanian) ;
he left then the human body, and

when the people saw that the bird of life hail taken his

flight from the ca^c of the body, they set the wood
fire.

Another Jnani practiced the subduing of the breath in I

v>uth, and, mastering his soul by means of religious aus-

•\\ he attained to that point that, although possessed of

little natural capacity, he undertook to read all the books

of the Hindus, and understood all their sciences better than

the other Pandits, as they all agreed. He now holds the
' rank among the learned of his town, and acquired

such an independent manner of thinking, that he feels

neither pain from the loss, nor pleasure from the increase,

of wealth, and holds alike friend, enemy, stranger, and re-

lation; he is not depressed by the nsult, nor elated by the

praise of whomsoever ; wherever he hears the name of a

Durvish, he calls on him, and if he conceives a good opin-
ion of him, he then frequents him and cultivates his friend-

ship, and never lets him be atllicted and sorrowful
;
he

cor.' IDOUt God'6 unity, anil cares about nothing else

nor busies himself about any other concern, and he visits

no other persons but Durvishes. Sodarshan is the name of

his I son, who is also connected with him as his pu-

pil ; he left wife, son, and the house of this friend, and

lives on the little which his disciples bring to him. When
the Jnani wishes to go out, the disciple puts his coat on

him-, because, inattentive to everything exterior and to

what may be grateful about him, he il never occupied with

anything else but with books,
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It is known that the Hindus, that is, the legalists at-

tached to the Smriti (holy scripture), light up a fire, and

with it sacrifice a sheep, not without reciting spells and

prayers ;
which they call performing H6m. The Jnanindra

says :

<( Our fire is piety, and in it I burn the wood of dual-

ity ;
instead of a sheep, I sacrifice egotism ;

this my H6m*
Thus he interprets the whole religion of the Hindus, and a

great number of men became his disciples. He has a

nephew, called Gangu, ten years old, and younger than

S&darshan. One day, Gangu was crying from anger ; the

author of this book said to him :

<c

Yesterday thou 6aidst :

K The world and what it contains are but illusion >

; now,

why dost thou cry?
w He replied:

(C If the world is noth-

ing, then my crying has no reality ;
I am not in contra-

diction with myself.
w So saying, he continued to cry.

(< The society of good men renders good.
w

Jaganath, eight years old, is the son of a Jnanindra ; he

brought a puppy into a house where an idol was worshiped

put him there in the idol's place, and drew the mark of

cast on his head. The boy was asked :

(< What art thou

doing?
M He answered: "The stone has no life; why

should you not rather worship the puppy than this idol?

Besides, each person worships what he finds agreeable. Be-

cause this worship is a play, I play with this dog.
H And

none of the people of the house raised a hand on account

of the boy's liberty, but uttered blessings upon him.

In the year 1049 of the Ilegira (1639 A. D.) the author

of these pages visited in Kachmir a Jnanindra, and was

delighted with his society. He called him his atma, that

is, his <( intellectual soul." The Jnanindra was asked:
<( Who is thy disciple?

}> He answered: <(
It is he who,

having arrived to the self-existent God, knows and sees

himself to be nothing else but God.

At the time when the writer of this book was walking
with a Hindu pious man on the border of the lake of Kash-

mir, a Sanyasi who had pretensions to independence, joined
us. There, a meal was brought to us, and the Sanyasi eat

with that pious man. After this, he began to boast :

<( Hitherto I have not eat any flesh; it is but now that I
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rhe J mini offered a cup of wine to him,

who drunk it for the Bake of discarding i He then

imed the theme of self-praise, rhe pious ph iher

h;U i bread of the bazar, which, according to the Hindu

fait! - ill more prohibited than wine, brought upon

e-cloth. The Sanyasi broke a bit of the bread, ea1 it,

rain praised himself without measure :
dd

am 1 i all bonds." Tin- wise smiled, and said:

remains but to eat cow-flesh." The Sanyasi, as

I as he heard this, left the company.

listinguished disciples of the Jnanlndras, whom
ithor of th rk saw, are: Shankar bhat, A m
Sudarshan A';/, A, nib bhat, Mdhatdpindra^ and

known under the name of Kop&l K&l. A goldsmith

Shankar bhat, one of the disciples just mentioned,

Why do the Inanindras, with all their pretensions to in-

pendence, still worship idols?" Shankar said:
"

Why
dost thou work in gold?

39 The goldsmith replied: 'This

my profession for gaining my livelihood. }> The answer

tii this was: "And worship too is a trade and a means to

cure food.

Mulla Shidayi, a Hindu, who has a name among the

and possessed a very impressive eloquence, went one

day with the author of this book to the house of a Jnanin-

dra, and conversed with him
;

he saw his disciples, and

having observed the manner-, of the people of the ho

he was struck with astonishment, an! said: K My whole

life passed in devotedness to pious persons; but my eves

never beheld such independence and my ears never heard

any thing comparable to the speeches of those emancipated

men."

Hars Rama pfiri was a Sanyasi, and one of the Jnanfs

posse-sing the perfection of independence. When he came

to Kashmir, being vexed by the length of his hair, which

- like ropes, he cut it off. on t he bank of a river near

a house called Bhat jalayi. Sri Kant Bhat, a Pandit and

Hindu judge, saw it and said:
" Whenever thou CUtteit oil

thy hair, thou Bhouldst do it in a tirth, that is, in
(
a house

of worship.
3" Hara answered: "there is a place in the

most holy of mansions, where the heart gets delighted, and
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on the spot where the dead are burnt, all obscure points
are terminated. * In the year 105 1 of the Hegira (1641 A.

D.) he went to Kichtovar, and settled in a plain called

chawgan, where they played at ball, practiced equitation,

and burnt the dead. Maha Singh, the son of Bahader

Singh, Raja of Kishtovar, became his disciple, and by devo-

tion he rendered himself free of the bonds of exterior

things ;
now he likes the society of the pious ;

he is young
and conversant with poetry. In the year 1052 of the He-

gira (1642 A. D.) a war broke out in Kishtovar, between

the Raja and the rebels of this country. When they made
resound the drum of battle, a general carnage began on

both sides of the combatants ;
Hara Ramapurf, having got

upon the top of an elevated ground, was occupied with

the sight of it, and at the uproar of the warriors and the

sound of pipes, and clarions, and kettle-drums, he began
to dance, and in the midst of his transport his foot

stumbled; he fell headlong from the mountain, and in roll-

ing down received from a great stone a head-wound, of

which he died. Mirza Rafiah says:
—

<( When the darkness of my heart became enlightened by the knowl-

edge of wisdom,
Whatever speeches were proffered as her arguments,

They bore upon some errors of my desires ;

Thus the whole road was rendered winding from my stumblings.
*

Fakirs and Yogis

Sathrah and Jadu were two fakirs. Sathrah drew in

Nagarikot the mark of the cast on his forehead, and threw
the zunar on his neck

;
he ate, however, masted cow-flesh,

with bread of the bazar, and indulged himself in pleasure-
walks. Some Hindus arrested him by force, and brought
him before the judge. The judge said to him: <( If thou

art a Hindu, it becomes thee not to eat cow-flesh and
bread of the bazar; and, if thou art a Muselman, where-
fore the mark of the cast and the zunar?" The answer
was :

(< The mark of the cast is of safran and sandal-

wood
; the zunar is a woven thread

; the cow-flesh comes
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from grass and barley : bread from corn, and the oven

1 n earth and \% . ei I
it thou considerest things according

truth, thou wilt find that all is composed of four ele-

ments, which arc neither Musehnans nor Hindus; as to the

rest, let thy commands he conformable to law." The

judge Bet him at liberty. Jadu was one of his disciples,

and went to Balkh, the dome of Islam. lie appeared in

the mosque witli the mark of the Hindu cast, and with the

zunar, and, arrested, was brought before the judge, who
ited him as a Muselman. Jadu replied: "If thou givest

me a wife and sett lest me in a house, I will be a Musel-

man." The judge gave him a beautiful widow for a wife,

. Jadu, having become a Muselman, went into her house.

After the lapse of a few days, he said to the woman :

Give me the daughter whom thou hast had with tin-

late husband, in order that I may sell her, and spend
the price that I receive for her for my subsist-

ence. When we shall have another child, I will dis-

e of it in the same manner, by selling; for this is

mv profession, and except this I know no trade." The
woman dismissed him. Jadu, being at liberty, went to

Kabul; he put a feather on his head, as messengers used

to do, fastened a bell round his waist, and with a loose

belt on his shoulder and a striped coat, he appeared in the

tr. The messengers arrested him, and said :

"

Why hast

thou taken our dress?" Jadu answered: 'The crown and

her are upon the head of the nightingale and of other

birds, and the bell hangs upon the neck of the sheep and

of the cow; reckon me too one of them." The messengers

began to handle him roucjdv ; Jadu asked :

" What is your
re?

"

They said: "Thou art now to exercise with us

nimble pace of a cour Jadu did not refuse : he

with them, and gained so much over them that at the

ruing dawn not one of the couriers remained near him.

During seven days ami nights he neither ate nor drank

anything, practicing running. Jadu acquired the habit of

religious austerity; in the vear in;: of the Hegira (1642
A. D.), having convoked his friends in Jelalabad, between

Peshaver and Kabul, he took leave from them and resigned
his life.
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Pertabmal Chadah (Chadah is a tribe of Kshatriyas) is

a Jnani, that is a pious man
;

his native country is Sial

kut
;
he attained to perfection in the exercise of virtue

; he

is not confined to any faith or religion ;
but knows that

every religion is a road leading toward God
; he sees in

every face a friend revealed. One day he joined, on ac-

count of an affair, Davarah, a man who was one of the

chiefs appointed by the government of Hargovind, a suc-

cessor of Nanak
; he became his disciple, and declared him-

self as his adherent. Davarah washed his feet, and the

water thereof was drank by all the present followers of the

faith, which they did to everybody whom they had gained
over to their religion. At last, a dispute arose between
Pertabmal and Davarah ; the latter said to the other :

<( But

yesterday I washed thy feet (that is, made thee my disciple),
and to-day thou makest war upon me?" Pertabmal an-

swered: (( O weak-minded man! the Tats always wash my
feet as thou hast done : my own hand never touches my
feet." [The Jats are a low class of the Hindus.]

It is an established custom among the followers of N.'i-

nak to present, when they pursue a desire, a few direms

to the chief of their master, or to their master, and solicit

his favor. Pertabmal offered some direms to Kabeli, who
was a religious chief appointed by Harigovind, and then

in Kabul; he said with his hands joined:
((
I wish to con-

voke for prayer, according to their custom, all the followers

of Nanak; let that be granted.
"

Kabeli, before giving his

agreement, asked: (< Thou wishest perhaps to see Harago-
vind?" Pertabmal said: (<

I wish something more precious."
Kabeli asked: <( What is this?" The answer was: (<

I wish

the arrival of all the buffoons, dancers, and musicians from

Peshawar to Kabul, that we may see their actions, arts,

and tricks."

In the house of Pertabmal was an idol which the Hin-
dus worshiped. A mouse having made a hole in his furni-

ture, he put the whole idol, instead of a lump of earth,

into the mouse-hole, in order to shut the passage. The
Hindus said: "What art thou about?" He answered:
<( The deity who cannot obstruct the road of a mouse, and
settle anything with a mouse, how will he protect me, and
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preser\e me from the tyranny of the Muselmans? " In
I

manner Pertabmal had in hi am, wl

a p
. having can

this lingam tied a dog
to it.

A Maselmaa said t.. him:
" Two persons only of all un-

.melv, and Hatam, will go to

ibma]
"

According to your faith,

two persona only of the unbelief ire will go to heaven; but

our belief is that not one of the Mu :is will go to

heaven.
"

(this was his adopted title) is a Brahman. One

da\ il table with some Muselmans and drank wine.

They said to him: "Thou art a Hindu, and thou takest

thy in common with Muselmans? Your people n>- r

with persons of their religion." Azadah replied :

"I did not suppose tl. I were Muselmans; hereafter I

will .a eating and drinking keep myself separate from y<

he found himself again drinking wine in com-

pany with them, and did not turn his head from the m>

during the repast they said to Azadah :

"

Yesterday we

ma es known to thee as Muselmans. * He an-

swered: "
I knew that you were joking with me. God for-

bid that you should be Muselm

Binavali is the son of Hiraman, a K'iyastha. The Kay-
asthas are a tribe of the fourth cast which Brahma has cre-

ated; among the illustrious poets his name was Wall; from

his childhood he liked very much the society of durvisi

and in his tender age he was with the religious chief, na:

i. a great durvish, whose continual exclamation w

>d, thou art present, thou art one. (h>d. I attest this." In the

year of the Hegira 1045 (A.D. 1634) he a-sociated with

the durvishes of India, and e 1 the fruit of it ; he came

to Kashmir in the cervice of Mulla Shah Budakhslii. and

acquired the desired knowledge. Sufi is by no neces-

sity bound to a creed; no faith or 1 :i fetters his choice
;

he befriends the idol and the temple of the idol, and is no

stranger to the mosque ; by the power of ecsl not by any
external knowledge, he utters loud sublime speeches. In
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the year 1050 of the Hegira (1640 A. D.) the doors of

friendship opened between him and the author of this work
;

from the refulgencies of his mind are the following lines: —
<( We are not ourselves that what we are; we are that what thou art;

Thou art without a mark
;
we are thy mark.

These marks are the marks of thy being;

They are the manifestations and the splendor of thy qualities,

Thou art pure of our care, and of our imagination;
O thou, who art manifest in this our garment ;

Manifestations of thee are all things.

Thou art independent of the relation of < thou and we, } and thyself
art ( thou and we.'

<( Thy being comes forth in thy qualities,

Thy nature is the spring of thy being, O Lord !

We are all nothing ;
whatever is, is thou !

O thou! who art free of notion, imagination, and duality,
We are all billows in the ocean of thy being;
We are a small compass of the manifestations of thy nature. ®

Azadah and Binavali appear in the dress of Hindus, and

profess the belief of the Jnanis, to which they are reckoned

to belong.
Mehir chand is a native of the Panjab, and belongs to the

class of the goldsmiths of Guzerat
; he comes from the school

of the disciples of Akamnath, whose opinions he adopted.
Akamnath is a Yogi,

" a saint," and possessed of inspira-

tion
; according to the belief of his followers, two thousand

years of his life have elapsed.

One day Akamnath came before the great emperor

Jehangir, who is in heaven ;
the celebrated monarch asked

him: "What is thy name?" The sage answered Sarvat

anga, that is,
(< All the beings are my members." In the

assembly, before the sovereign, a book was read; the king,

having taken the book from the reader, gave it into the

hand of Akamnath, saying: "This is thy saying, read it.*

Akamnath returned the book to the reader, bidding him
to read on

;
but when this man began, the king addressed

Akamnath :
<( To thee have I said, read." His answer

was: w
I have at the beginning declared, that all things in

the world are my members ;
I am therefore reading by the

tongue of that man." Vasul Khaznuyi says:
—
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W S *:urit that the I la mv hcuiv,

A- i that tire, and air, and earth, art- my dwelling.
Ti I sphere, with all it- glol

K, e it Is mj wish.*

Soon after a sparrow passed, flying from the water.

Akamnath declared before the king:
* If with this body,

which is near thy majesty, 1 should attempt to go upon the

water, 1 could but sink, but tinder the form of a bird I

passed." The great Moulruui Jaml says:
—

rid, with all spirits and b

I- a certaj e name la
' World.' •

They say that Akamnath went to the kabah (of Mecca)
and saw the house; he asked somebody: "Where is the

master of the house ':

" That person remained astonished.

They opened the door of the house of God; Akamnath re-

ed the question without receiving an answer from them;

he then called out :

" There is no master of the bouse in

this edifice: this place is unsafe." Finally, he inquired from

the people, why the images which had been in this house,

had been thrown out ; one answered: "Because an idol is

the work of the hand of a man ;
and because the forms of

men. who are created, ought not to be worshiped." Akam-
nath observed: 'This house, too, is the work of men, and

any form therein is that of a man, and the work of men who
are CI should it be worshiped?" having heard this

sech, they imprisoned him; but the next morning they

uad no prisoner: Akamnath was gone. At last, those who
returned from the pilgrimage saw him in Ilindostan.

Perhaps shall we find him there in an idol-temple,

That friend wh«>m we missed in a monastery."

AXKIIYA >ECT

Thev 6av that there are two tilings in the existence, or

that the existence is divided into two parts: the one is

truth, which they interpret by puruska; the other is illusion,

• A :. of philosophy, in which pi koning is ob-

ed in the enumeration of its principles,is denominate I Sm'nk*kyaf
;

a term which ti understood I nify numeral, agreeably t..

the usual acceptation of Sa'nk'hya'',

* number.*
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named by them Prakrit. Prakrit is the cause of the world,

and purusha, being from want of knowledge and confusion

of the intellect mixed with Prakrit, is in the world encircled,

and penetrated by this incongruity. Five imperfections are

held to adhere to the purusha, which they call pancha

kalushdni,
<( the five failings, or sins." Avidya signifies with

them that they believe the body and the senses to be the

soul; which knows of no beginning nor origin; ishmata

means personality, individuality, and selfishness; rdga is the

propensity to what is agreeable; dvc's/ia,
<(

hatred,
" consists

in adhering to one's own opinion, and condemning that of

others as vicious ;
avivlc/iand relates to acting or not acting

with passion. The five failings just enumerated keep
Purusha (< the embodied soul," in distress: but when the

mind becomes pure, these five pains are banished. After

the purification of the heart, all the qualities which are bad

and wicked acquire purity, and the qualities, called by them

vrittaya, are of four different kinds : Jfitrata is friendship

for the well doers, and benevolence for the men of probity;
karuna means to be anxious for the good of the friendly-

minded, and to relieve the oppressed; mada consists in

enjoying the quiet happiness of all the creatures of God;

t>pbksha signifies, not to use harsh words against those who
do ill. These are called chatur vrittaya, or "four qualities,"

which keep the heart under subjection, and prevent it from

seeing anything else ; and it is from the existence of these

four manners that the five pains before mentioned are

annihilated, as well as everything that attracts them, and

the fortunate man who is liberated from these five sick-

nesses attains the satya /oka. And thus is interpreted the

appearance of the forms of Prakrit and Purusha in the

heart; the professor of this condition knows how to separate

them from each other, and becomes wise: by this knowledge
Prakrit disappears, after which, having found Purusha, or

the true knowledge of himself, which is understood of the

soul, man becomes satisfied and happy. According to the

opinion of this sect, the five elements are deduced from

Prakrit.

This is the substance of the belief of the Sank'hy&n. In

little Guzerat, a district of the Panjab, the author of this
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v. ind Mahad i>, who belong to the

to their opinion, Prakrit is nature,

rod is the manifestation of nature, and all the ter-

venly bodies exist by Him, and they said:
• What a:. lure to the heads of thorns, is it not

nature

Do< 11;; N BS »'i 1 ill. Yo<;iv

This sect believe that Isvdra, or the necessary being

exi>ts, one, the principle of intellect, without an equal,
without decrease nor increase. In the language of the

Hindus Is'a signifies "lord," ami without Js'a all is but

;, that is
K casualties *

; in their language fiva means
"
life"; they hold Is'a to be t he maker of the whole world,

and the creator of all the elements; His holy being is free

a (.are, sickness, and want, and placed out of the circle

work and agency ; that is, that this holy being neither

its nor urges any religious rites, such as ablution and

the like; His knowledge soars above and comprehends all

being; He is the Lord, and none besides Him invested with

supreme power; death and pain never approach His exist-

ence, which has no limits, 7'.':. 7,
"
life," they call what is

in the fetters of cares, in the bonds of infirmities, under

the pressure of pain, and in the prison of works and

doings, and subjected to the control of others, without

inland over itself. This life is in truth not material nor

corporeal; it is by ignorance only that it is thought to be

one with the body ; and the body is supposed by them to

revolving in the circle of material forms: by the neces-

sity of times and seasons, life abandons the works of the

v, and passes into another frame : and in this manner
it migrates. Without the abhdsaydga^ the soul cannot be

freed of the bonds of the material world, and from the

prison of what is corporeal, and y6ga t
in the language of

the learned Hindus, signifies "union," or <(

acquisition
"

; and

abhyJsa,
"
the dominion of the eternal sphere," that is, pos-

sessing the enjoyment of a desired object ;
and the purport of

the is, that the heart be constantly kept in the remem-
brance of God, and that no foreign object be permitted to
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enter into that Jerusalem, that is, the house of God. The

professor of this union with the desired object reckons

eight parts, which are: i. Tama; * 2. Niydma; \ 3. Asana;\
4. Pr&n&y&ma ; § 5. Praty&h&ra ; •[[

6. Dhdrand ;
|| 7. Dh\>-

dna ;
** 8. Samadhdrand.\\ Yama is composed of five

parts: the first is Ahinsd,\\ that is, doing iniury to noth-

ing, and to kill no other but the great wild beasts
;

2. Satyam, or "truth w
; 3. Astcyam, that is, not stealing nor

robbing; 4. Brahma tchdrl, or to keep away from women,
and all intercourse with them, and to sleep upon the

bare ground; 5. Apragraha, which is not to ask anything
from anybody, and never to take but what is brought un-

asked. Niydma, the second of the eight parts, is divided

also into five kinds : the first, Tcipasa, that is
<( devout aus-

terity
*

;
2. Japa, or (< devotion by means of beads, stripes of

cloth, ejaculations, mental or loud repetition of the names
and attributes of God w

; 3. Sama, which is
M
tranquillity

and satisfaction w
; 4. Suchi, or <(

purity, sanctity, perfec-
tion w

; 5. Is' a-putcha,
(<

worshiping and praising God. w

Asana, the third of the eight parts of the yoga, means
<(

sitting in some particular posture,
w various kinds of which

are used among them. Prdndyama, the fourth part, con-

sists in w
drawing in and letting out the breath, according

to an established mode and fixed rule. M Pratyd hdra, the

fifth part, signifies
"
withdrawing the Reart from all the de-

sires and attractions of the five senses
;
and keeping away

from all sorts of lust, the sight of beauty, the odor of the rose

and of sandal, and from all material and exterior enjoy-
*
Religious restraint, or obligation.

+ Any religious observance voluntarily practiced.

X Sitting in some particular posture, as is the custom of the dev-

otees : eighty-four kinds are enumerated.

§ Breathing in a peculiar way through the nostrils, during the

mental recitation of the names or attributes of some deity.

If Abstraction; insensibility; restraining the organs so as to be in-

different to disagreeable or agreeable excitement.

|| Fortitude; keeping the mind collected, the breath suspended,
and all natural wants restrained; steady immovable abstraction.
** Meditation; reflection; mental representation of the personal

attributes of the divinity to whom worship is addressed.

ti See dhdrana ; sama is an intensitive.

XX Harmlessness, one of the cardinal virtues of most Hindu sects.
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ments " Dhdranat
the sixth part, implies that,

"
in the

heart of the cone-bearing tree, which is the centre of the

bosom, and which the people of India have compared to

the flower of a pond |

.' ... 1, the heart holds a fixed habita-

tion; that is, they guard it in that place.

Dky&na, the seventh part, is the remembrance of God

the Almighty. Samadhdrana %
the eighth part, signifies

that the heart, attached to the work of God, forgets the

work of the world, in such a manner that in His presence,

turned toward llitn, it remains absorbed in Him, and feels

itself lightened of all exterior sense and satisfied. The wise,

who carries these eight parts to a high degree of perfection,

hears and sees from afar; his pure knowledge elevates him;

and he becomes strong in the science of Yog, which is the

science of the union with the desired object ; the all-bounteous

God regards him with pity, and discards all pains, all sick-

nesses, all wants, and all deficiencies from his existence.

According to this sect, it is by attaining to these eight

conditions, that Afukt, which signifies
<(

emancipation," is

acquired.

This is the substance of the doctrine of the Yogis; now,
I will relate something of the opinions and actions of these

sectaries, who have been noticed in this time as professing

tho doctrine of the Yog. The Yogis are a class well known
in India, and ytga, in the Sanskrit language, means "union";

they believe that they unite with God, whom they call

Altka, and according to their creed he is the divinity by
excellence ; moreover his being is to be venerated under

the name of Gorakhn&th; in like manner, Mach'hender?;dth

and ChS-rengin&th are great personages or saints.

They believe Brahma, Vichnu, and Mahadeva to be sub-

ordinate divinities, but they are, as followers and disciples,

addicted to Gorakhnath
; thus, some devote themselves to

the one or the other of the deities.

Eating and Breathing

According to their opinion, the chiefs of all religions, sects,

and creeds proceed as disciples from the prophet and saint
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Gorakhnath, and what they found, they have found it from

him. Their belief is that Muhammed (to whom be peace)
was also a pupil and disciple of Gorakhnath, but, from fear

of the Muselmans, they dare not declare it
; they say, that

Bab& Rin Haji, that is, Gorakhnath, was the foster-father

of the prophet, who, having received the august mission,

took the mode of Yog from the sublime road of true faith
;

and a great many of them agree with the Muselmans in

fasting and in prayers, and perform several acts according
to the religion of that people. The sect of Yogis know no

prohibited food
; they eat pork as the Hindus and the Naz-

arains, and cow-flesh, like the Muselmans, and so on
; they

also kill and eat men, according to the custom of the Ak-
mian, as will be related hereafter; and they drink wine like

the Gu6bers. There are some of this sect, who, havincr

mixed their excretions and filtered them through a piece of cloth,

drink them and say, that such an act renders a man capa-
ble of great affairs, and they pretend to know strange things.

They call the performer of this act Atil'ia and also AkhSrl.

Although they have all originated from Gorakhnath, and ad-

here to him in the generality of their faith, yet some fol-

low the road of those who attached themselves to the twelve

divisions of the Yoga.

Among them, the restraining of the breath is held in great

esteem, such as it was practiced among the Parsian by Azar

Hushang, and by the kings of that people. It is stated in

the Bastan namah, that Afrasiab, the son of Pashang, was

strong in restraining his breath, and it was on account

of this qualification that, when he had escaped from the sling of

Aabid, he kept himself concealed in the water. This his-

tory is known. Among the Hindus and the Parsian Yezd-

anian, nothing is esteemed higher than this. I have said

something of this custom in the article upon the Parsian

Sipasian ;
in this place I shall state more of it.

This science of the breath is an imaginary one. The

Yogis, the Sanyasies, the Hindus, and the Tapasfs, say that,

when one has the intention of mastering his breath, he most

strictly abstains from intercourse with women, from eating
salt and anything bitter and sour, as well as from toil; then,

tending toward this purpose, he will know that from the
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place of sitting to the summit of the head there are seven

divisions of the body, which the Azari&n call haft lluin

am^i/ii, "the seven places of union," and the Yogi8, sapta

clialra. "seven circles.* The first is t he region about the

pubis, similar to flower with four leaves; the Hindus call

it mulddh&ra. In the middle of this originates a member,
h the Hindus call manihar, and the Arabians zicier,

this is the second region. The third is the navel, from

the centre of which proceeds a fire-colored vein, entitled by
the Hindus n&bhi chakra. The fourth region is that of the

heart, called by the Hindus manipuram, and that is like a

flower with twelve leaves. The fifth is the windpipe, in

the language of the Hindus leant' a. The sixth comprehends
the interval between the two eyebrows, in Sanskrit bliruva.

The seventh region is that of the head, which is called by
the Hindus brahman,''a . It is to be known that in these

regions there are many veins, among which three, as the

principal, are to be distinguished: the one is on the right

su: "the solar vein"; the other in the middle, "the

earthen"; the third on the left side, "the lunar"; these

vein- are named in the language of the Hindus dditya,

fankila, and somana ; in the Persian language, mahna, mind,

and mdnd. One of the three veins is the greatest, that,

namely, which running from the middle of the back to the

right of the back bone, divides beyond it into two branches,

the one of which attains to the right, the other to the

left of the nostrils; the breath and the wind come from

them, and the air which proceeds from these veins extends,

during a man's being awake, to twelve, during sleep

to thirty-two, and during coition to sixty-four fingers: this

air and breath they hold to be the foundation of life, and a

it importance is attached to this subject by the learned

LTJ and Hindus. They believe the wind to be of ten

kind-; but what according to them is essential to know, is

the superior and inferior winds, which by the Hindus are

called Pr&na and Apdna,* by the Persians, Alayi and Pdsdyi.

• Pra'na is breath, expiration, and inspiration; apa'na is flatu-

lence, crepitus. Besides these two winds, the Hindus name three

other winds, namely: JaM&na, eructation, supposed to be essential

to di n; Cdti'n;. g from the threat into the head; it is the

16
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These two winds attract each other mutually, and in pro-

nouncing
w
kan,

n the breath goes out, in pronouncing
(<

sa,"

it goes within; and this takes place during prayers, without

the aid and the motion of the tongue; when they fix upon
a name, it becomes hansa, and they say also hamsa: the

Hindus call it ajapa, that is, it is pronounced without the

aid of the tongue ;
and in Persian it has the name of

damdnibdd, or "sound of the wind." Thus there is, above

the channel of the region of the pubis, a most subtile vein
;

from the summit of the shank a flower, bright and similar

to gold in redness, expands itself from eight roots, and

after having from this origin raised its head, and taken the

high direction to the top of the head, it is there closed :

this the Hindus call Kundell,
<( a snake 8

;
and the Persians

Ruhen mar, and Rdushibdr : and the path of the vein of the

head is a middle one. When the Kundeli awakes to draw

breath from a high feeling, it rises to the summit of the

head
;
in like manner as a thread passes through the eye of

a needle, it goes through the said opening to the top of

the head. If thou knowest this mode well, thou under-

standest the modes of sitting ; of these we mention one in

the section upon the Sipasian ;
in this place we shall give

a further account of this subject. The most approved mode
of sitting is that which in the Hindu language is called

Maha dsana, and Sdda dsana, that is,
<(

sitting as the

High, the mature of age, and the accomplished,
w which in

Persian is termed sdnish'in. The mode of this is as follows:

the heel of the left foot is placed at the orifice of the anus,

and the heel of the other foot raised up straight to the

pubis, and to the bust
;

the eyes, without twinkling, are

directed to the middle of the eyebrows, then the part about

the pubis is put in motion; the inferior wind is drawn with

the superior toward the upper parts, and raised by degrees
until it reaches the head. We have explained the mode of

drawing up the breath in the section upon the Sipasian.

pulsation of the arteries in the head, the neck, and temples ; Vya'na,

expanding through the whole body; it is the pulsation of the rest of

the superficial arteries and occasional puffiness of external parts, in-

dicating air in the skin (see Vedanta Sara, edit. Calc, p. 9; and

Sa'nkhya' Ka'rita, work quoted, p. 105).
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At the time of di it up, the beginning is made on

tin.- tide if tiif lc-tt t..r emission through the right, i

when drawn up <>n the right it is also
;

i the i i the inferior wind emitted: this p

for:: called /'' '.•!/, by the Hindus, ami Aferas-
. th.it

"

raising of the breath," by the Pei

drawing up the breath at the left Bide,

•he im the moon; that is, he places tin- disk of

the left, ami to the right that of the sun.

•>f the Sipaslan place the image of "in- of tin- seven

plain:- at every of their devotion. This mode i- held

in i^rcat esteem among the Hindus at all praj nd re-

, the adept in it has the power
he never falls sick, is exempt from death, and from

hunger and thirst; it is stated in the Kam/sitan of the

Persian, that bv means of this power Kai Khusro is still

n and the historians relate, that whoever

carries th e88 to perfection, rises above death; as long

be remains in the body, lie can put it oil and be again
to it; he never sutlers from sickness, and is fit for

business.

Holding thb Brbath

_'.'i nath, of the sect of Ayi, was a man accomplished
in •

'i' 1 ^ the breath ; the people numbered him among
the sain'-, and said, that -even hundred years of life had

: without his hair having yet become white: he v

in the last mentioned year seen 1:1 Lahore.

Suraj nath made greal proficiency in mastering the

it h : for several years, he has chosen his retirement in

Pe .1 i- occupied with his own concern. The

pie think his age scarce less than that just be;

The writer of this work visited him in the v

5 of tl ; A. I). 1. and saw several of

mt of whom cannot find [dace in this book.

It is an e- lied custom among the Yo L'fs that. v.

malady them, they bury then

They are wont also, with open eyes, to force their 1-

'. the middle of their eyebrows, until so looking they
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perceive the figure of a man
;

if this should appear without

hands, feet, or any member, for each case they have de-

termined that the boundaries of their existence would be

within so many years, months, or days. When they see

the figure without a head, they know that there certainly

pemains very little of their life
;
on that account, having

seen the prognostic, they bury themselves. However the

Jnanis of India hold this figure to be an illusion, and an

appearance without a trace of reality.

As the Sanyasis are also pious men, I will join an

account of them to that of the Yogis. The Sanyasis make
choice of abnegation and solitude

; they renounce all bodily

enjoyments ; some, in order that they may not be invested

with another body, and migrate from body to body; a

great number, in order to go to heaven ; and a multitude, in

order to acquire dominion, that is, to become kings, or very
rich men. When a man becomes a Sanyasi, he must give up
all desire to return again into the world. They are dis-

tinguished by names, and divided into ten classes, namely :

Ban, A' ran, Tirthah, A' shram, Kar, Parbatah, Sdkar,

Bhdrthy, Peri, and Sarsati. They are frequently holy men,
and abstain from eating flesh, and renounce all intercourse

with women. This class follow the dictates of Datateri,

whom they also venerate as a deity, and say that he is an

incarnation of Narayan, and in the retaining of breath at-

tained to such a degree that he is exempted from death.

When he came into the presence of Gorakhnath, who is

the chief of the Yogis, and according to the opinion of the

Sanyasis, an incarnation of Mahadeo, Datateri, for the sake

of trial, smote Gorakhnath on the head, who took the ap-

pearance of iron. Datateri told him: "Thou hast not done

well; there is no striking iron.
M When Gorakhnath him-

self bade him to combat, Datateri glided off from the body,
in the same manner as water glides off, and reunited safely

again. In this sense S'abur Mashedi says :
—

<( The whole body became water, withhold thy hand from killing me,

As often as thou strikest a blow, my body reunites.*

Afterward, Gorakhnath disappeared in the water
;

Datateri, having found and recognized him in the shape of
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Og, brought him forth. When Dat&teri concealed him-

self in the water, C ioiakhii.it h , in spit i- of all his searching,

ild not succeed in discovering him, because he was

mixed with the water, and water cannot be distinguished

: . M ;: . i 1 '.aki A '. lays :
—

drop li united with the sea, it I"-.
i,

In ind liili<'\\ ire water; lolve thia riddl<

A- '

bet say- :
—

•li I became water; i: ;-ikc water;

olshed that he assailed my fortuni

re are two classes of Sanyasis: t he one, the Danda-
. )| wear long hair, and arc attached to the pre-

cept^ and regulations of the smriti, or of the law; the

ond are the Avadh&tas; tiny are like the other class;

they wear the zunar, and drink water mixed with ashes;

but, contrary to the Dandahar, they let their hair grow so

that it becomes like ropes, and this they call juta; they do

not bathe every day, and rub their head and body with

ashes, which they call bhabnt ; at the time of death, the

two classes, having tied the body in a bag full of salt,

throw it into the water, where, bv its weight and that at-

to it, it remains a few days sunk in the bottom,

until they bury it in the earth.

The head of the second class is Sankara acharya ; Saha

i, the raja of Kachmir, who in the year 750 of the Ile-

gira (1349 *'^ - ^") Pu ^e^ °tf 'he garment of the world,

chose him for a teacher. Sankara acharya was a learned

Brahman, of a very independent mind; the Hindus say

that when the learned did not understand the Vedanta-

. Mahad.'va, having incarnated himself, appeared in

the inkara acharya, for the purpose of interpret-

ing the Y •

a doctrine, upon which subject many books

have been written. Sistra signifies, in the Sankrit lan-

gu;c ence," and I ',\i\i, the "heavenly book," as has

been said; anta, is
"
end, the accomplishment:" that is

"
the

accomplishment of the intended object;" and the intent of

the Ved the know ledge of God and of one's self. On
that account this science, which consists in the knowlede

of the union of God, as it i^ to be derived from the text
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of the Veda, has been entitled Veda-anta,
<( the accom-

plishment of the Veda." Sankara acharya was a Jn&ni',

<( a saint, a divine," professing the unity of God; his

speeches and actions became thd code of the Jnanis.

One of these, called Chatur Vafla/i, belongs to the class

of the Dandahars; he descends from the Brahmans of

Guzerat, whom they call Ndga-Brah?7ians; his father, of

the order of jewelers, enjoyed great consideration and op-

ulence. Chatur Vapath, having acquired great perfection
in the worship of God, abandoned wife, father, mother,
and children ; and chose the condition of a Sanyasi ;

he de-

voted himself to the practice of restraining the breath, and

at last attained great reputation, but never relaxed in his

religious austerity ;
he ate no more than three hands-

full; they say that sometimes he tasted nothing but

salt, and contented himself with three pinches of it
;

the nature of his manners is so well known among the

Sanyasis, that it is not required to say more of it in this

book. They say besides that, on account of his perseverance
in the beforesaid practice, and on hearing the voice of God,
a sound similar to that of a harp issued from his veins.

A Durvish, native of Persia, gave the following informa-

tion :

<( In the year 1045 of the Hegira (1635 A. D.), one

night Chatur Vapah came to me, and said :

(

Rise, that we

may take a walk together;* I went with him and arrived

at a deep water. Chatur Vapah, having put his feet upon
the surface of the water, walked upon it so as not to raise

a sprinkling ;
he then called me

; going along the border

of the pond, I joined him, who until my arrival awaited

me upon an elevated block of stone which was near the

pond. When I had seated myself near him, he pointed to

the block, and said: ( Dost thou guess whose work this

is ?
*

Having considered the bulk of the stone, which was

not less than ten cubits in length, I was struck with aston-

ishment, and said: ( This may be the work of a deity.
>

Chatur Vapah replied :

( One of my friends dwelt here, and

endeavored to shape this block into his habitation, and

having brought the huge stone upon his shoulder from the

high mountain, began to work it. The people, astonished

at the bulk of the stone, sat down at night in a lurking-
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place, so that they saw the SanyasJ with the great stone

on his ler i'n that account they represented to him:

What is I undergoing Buch Labor ? Command,
and we will bring the stone down from the mountain, and

shape it right, provided the block he not too Large. The

.-.; got an ind left the village.' Chatnr Vapah
afterward added: 'Rise, and let us go to see him.' We
went there. Sitting cross-legged, he was occupied with

himself. Chatnr Vapah said to him: 'This Durvish is my
frie: : ; call the musician.' lie replied: 'Raise thou the

light up.' At these words. Chatnr Vapah directed his

look- to the field, and an immense torch hurst forth, lighted

from the mysterious region, and threw its scattered reful-

gence wide about, and the sound of many musical instru-

ments came upon the ear. At day-break we took leave of

him, and returned by the road which we came to our rest-

." Khaja Hafiz says right:
—

" When the chief of the wine-cellar became my preceptor, what dis-

parity is there in it ?

There is no place which is not the place of God.

In the I'll of the hermit, in the circle of the Sufis,

There is no principal place of the worshiper but

extremity of the arch of thy two eyebrows.
n

The Hakim Kamran of Shiraz says:
' We were in Benares

with Chatnr Vapah. One of the principal Muselmans who

ted him asked him: 'What dost thou say of the truth

of our prophet?' He answered: You say thai he is a legate

of <> <d. and a leader of the way to the people to which

the King of truth has sent him ; but it is not becoming for

who are companions of the Monarch of the world to

• orders from him.' " The inhabitant of heaven, Nurad-

ingir (may the light of God illume his grave!)
1 and placed a suitable confidence in him. Aluiar-

im of the Khankhan prostrated himself before him. In

the year of the Hegira (1633 A. D.), the author of

this work, then in his infancy, came with his friends

relations from Patna to the capital. Akbar-ahad. and was

brought in the arms of the Mob«'d Eiushiar, the odor of

whose excellent qualities is diffused about, to Chatnr Vapah.
The pious man rejoiced at it, and bestowed His blessing on
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me, the writer of this work ;
he taught me the mantra of

Stirya, that is, of the sun ;
he then enjoined Ganes'a-man,

one of his disciples who were present on this day, that he

should remain with me until the age of manhood, when I

should be able to manage my affairs myself. GaneVa-man
remained attached to me. He was a pupil of Chatur Vapah,
and practiced the restraining of the breath assiduously. The
Mobed Hushiar says, he once saw him when, sitting cross-

legged, he restrained his breath so that his belly, filled with

wind, extended beyond his knees. The Gosain Chatur

Vapah traveled to the everlasting kingdom in the year 1047
of the Hegira (1637 A. D.).
The author of this book saw, in the year 1053 of the

Hegira (1643 A. D.), Kalian Bharati in Karitpur in the

Kohistan of the Panjab, which was the country of the Raja
Tarachandra. Kalian was a religious man, and kept
his breath for two watches, or six hours. The Bharatis

are a class of Sanyasis. From Ferzanah Khushf, who is a

pious man of the Yezdanian, was received the information that

Kalian Bharati used to drink, first oil of lamps, and then milk,

both which he emitted again in such a manner that the

color of each was preserved, and no mixture had taken

place. Kalian Bharati always praised Persia
; the author of

this work told him: "You have no connection in India;

you should go there." He answered: W
I went to Iran,

but when I saw the king of the country, Shah Abas
Ibne Sultan, who ought to be a servant of God, I found

him to be full of years, and although highly intelligent, yet

merciless, a shedder of blood, covetous, a word-breaker, a

friend to jesting, and admirer of buffoonery. In his country
it was promulgated that wherever a boy or girl gifted with

beauty could be found, they should be brought before the

king. The Sufis of the tribe Kazelb:'ish brought boys and

girls to the king, that he might indulge himself in any
shameful act of his liking. I asked myself whether, if such

a behavior were conformable to their religion, I could

remain in this town? When I inquired about it from their

learned men, they denied it. I further asked, whether the

king approves of such deeds? They said: ( These are deeds

customary with men of our faiths I then again said to
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self: the king is the substitute of God; if he himself

iy, is not firm in his faith, and does uot disavow

any pan of this religion, then it is not advisable to remain

in this town." kalian liharati also said:
"

I cannot bear

a who is not firm in his Faith ; one who pro-

fesses no religion at all is, at least, his own guide; the

iOr of any faith who does what he says, and is fixed

in it. deserves not to he blamed."

The writer of this book found, in the year 1048 of the

rlegira (1638 A. I).), Aisha Girda, in Kashmir. Perzanah

Khusl, that he kept his breath during three watches,

or nine hours, and he found Maden Kir equal to him.

Tin- was a man skilled in all sorts of magic and sleight of

hand : whenever well disposed, he scattered bread and salt

about, brought milk forth from bones, cut bones in two
with a hair, and passed birds' eggs through the n.trrow neck

of a bottle, and exhibited such like trick-.

< Mher Sanydsis remain twelve years standing upon one

leg, and this class is called TJuhcsar. Those who keep
tinual silence are called Afdunlnas. Many other like

these are mentioned in Hindu books, which the author of

this work perused, but has no room for describing them
all in these pages; some of this class are men of considera-

tion and opulence, and are escorted by files of elephants;
. have carriages, fine apparel, courtiers, servants on foot

and horseback.

Strangb Customs of the Saktians

The belief of this sect is as follows : Siva, that is Mah.'i-

deva, who in their opinion with little exception is the high-
est of the deities, and the greatest of the spirits, has a

spouse whom they call Mdyd sakti ; this spouse shows first

one color, and then another, that is, something else than

what really exists : for instance, water like wine. This

spiritual and material principle has three natures and three

qualities, namely : that is,
* dominion and desire *

;

sattva, which is, "rectitude and wisdom, and the power to

control the senses, not to be subject to them
;
and tamas,
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or <(

violence, passion, besides eating, gluttony, and sleep-

ing.
w With the Hindus, Brahma, Vichnu, and Mahadeva

are personified as proceeding from these three conditions,

or as the powers of the three qualities mentioned. This

May& is the maker of the productions of this world and of

its inhabitants, and the creator of the spirits and of the

bodies
;
the universe and its contents are born from her :

from respect of the said productions and of the mentioned

effects, she is entitled Jagat-ambd, or (< mother of the uni-

verse M
; non-enity finds no access to this creator

;
the gar-

ment of perishableness does not sit right upon the body of

this fascinating empress ; the dust of nothingness does not

move round the circle of her dominion ; the real beings of

heaven, and the accidental creations of the nether world,

are equally enamored and intoxicated of desire before her;

bound by these ties of deceit in this revolving world, who-

ever rebels feels the desire of mukt, that is, of emancipa-

tion, independence, and happiness; nevertheless, from

carelessness, he pays obedience and worship to this world-

deceiving queen, and never abandons the path of adoration

of this bewitching lady. This goddess, that is the spiritual

principle, exists in all living beings in six circles, which

they call shat cliakras, as the fibres in the stalk of a water-

lily, in which there are six divisions: i. The Mulddhdra. or

(< the sitting-place
M

;
2. The Manipuram, that is,

<( the navel "
;

3. The Swadhishtanam,
" the firm place, and which com-

mands the upper region of the navel >}

; 4. Hrid, or <( the heart *
;

5. Sdda, that is,
(< the purified mansion and the place of puri-

fication,
w and this proceeds from the upmost part of the

breast; 6. Agni tchakra, or w the circle of the fire," and

this is that of the eve-brows. These are the six circles, and

above them is Indra, that is the window of life, and the

passage of the soul, which is the top and middle of the head;

and in that place is the flower of the back of one thousand

leaves: this is the residence of the glorious divinity, that is,

of the world-deceiving queen, and in this beautiful site

reposes her origin. With the splendor of one hundred

thousand world-illuminating suns, she wears, at the time of

rising, manifold odoriferous herbs and various flowers upon
her head and around her neck : her resplendent body is
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penetrated with perfumes of various precious ingredients,

such as musk, Bafran, sandal, and amber, and bedecked with

magnificent garments: in this manner, as was just described,

is to be represented. The worship of her form and

appearance, the adoration and submission, ought to be in-

ternal and true; and the* exterior veneration, to be paid

>re her image; moreover, all that has been divided into

five sections and explained in t ho Yo| Btra, is to be

formed with assiduity. The interior worship consists in

representing her image, anil in keeping her remembrance

everywhere; the possessor of such an imaginative faculty

and devotedness is called b/iakta, that is,
<( a possessor of

gladness and of the mansion of perfect delight, and of mukt ,

or liberation to be enjoyed in this mansion of a permanent

happv existence." The mode of this worship is contained

in the Agama, and the whole sect conform themselves to it.

With them, the power of Mahadeva's wife, who is Bhavani,

surpasses that of the husband. The zealous of this sect

worship the S'tva-linga, although other Hindus also venerate

it. Linga is called the virile organ, and they say on behalf

of this worship that, as men and all living beings derive

their existence from it, adoration is duly bestowed on it.

As the linga of Mahadeva, so do they venerate the bhaga,
that is, the female organ. A man very familiar with them

gave the information that, according to their belief, the high
altar, or principal place in a mosque of the Muselmans, is

an emblem of the bhaga. Another man among them said

that, as the just-named place emblems the bhaga, the minar,

or turret of the mosque represents the linga : on which

account both are found together. In many places and among
reat number of the Hindus, this worship exists: a great

many follow the Agama, in which wine drinking is ap-

proved, and if, instead of a common cup, a man's skull

(which they call kap&la) be used, the beverage is much
more agreeable. They hold the killing of all animals, even

of man, to be permitted, and call it bala. At night they

go to the places which they call / mas dna, and where the

dead bodies arc burnt ; there they intoxicate themselves, eat

the flesh of the corpses burnt, and copulate before the eyes
of others with women, which they name s'

'

akti puja: and
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if the devoted woman be that of another, the good work is

so much the more valuable, and it is certain that they offer

their wives to each other ;
the disciples bring their wives

and daughters to their preceptor ; they unite with their

mothers, sisters, paternal and maternal aunts, which is against

the custom of the Hindus, who do not take daughters of

their near relations. The author of this work saw one

of the learned men of this sect, who read to him a book of

modern composition upon their customs, and therein was

stated that it is permitted to mix with every woman except

one's daughter. This man began to abuse the work, saying

that the text was contrary to the old customs of this class,

and that no such thing is to be found in the ancient books,

and declared it at last to be a mistake of the copyist. They

say that the woman exists for the sake of being desired ;

she may be a mother or a daughter. In their opinion, there

is no enjoyment higher than that of love; the Hindus call

it kdmada*; and say that, when a woman and a man are in

close conversation, whoever disturbs them is worthy of God's

malediction, because they both therein share a state of hap-

piness. The Agama favors both sexes equally, and makes

no distinction between women; they may belong to whom-

soever; men and women compose equally humankind, and

whatever they bring forth makes part of it. This sect hold

women in great esteem, and call them s' aktis (powers) ;

and to ill treat a s' akti, that is, a woman, is held a crime.

The high and low value the Lulis (public girls) very high,

and call them deva kanya,
<(

daughters of the gods.
w

Among them it is a meritorious act to sacrifice a man,
which they call naramtdha ; then the gdmedha, or sacrifice

of a cow ; further, the asvameda, and, finally, any other

animal. When they perform a sacrificial ceremony, which

they call K&la-dek (kalade'ya), they unite the blood of as

many animals as possible in a large vase, and place there-

in the man whom they bring over to their creed, and they

drink with him from that blood. Whenever the worship

of a god, or of the wife of a god is performed, the cere-

mony is called ishtam, and the master of the ceremony
ishta. The creed of this sect is, that any god or wife of

*
Giving what is wished; granting one's desire.
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a god m.iv he worshiped in two ways: the one is called

bha. which it* in abstaining from shedding

td, and in being pure; the other, termed vakam x
which

admitB spilling blood, commerce with women, and neglect

of purity; but they think this second preferable, and -

that each deity, male or female, has a form under which

he or she is to be represented; but that the worship of a

female divinity affords a greater recompense. When they

.n intimate connection with their own or another's

wife, they behold in her the image of the goddess, and

think to personate the god, her husband, and at this time

1 prescribed song, which to entune at the very

moment of the closest junction, they believe to be most

rrconimendable. There is a deity whose praise they sin;;

1 unwashed hands; and another whom they worship

h the mark of their caste drawn with dirt on their fore-

head. Seme of these goddesses are by them called (<

quee:

and others "servants*; ar.d the worshiper of a woman is

also termed "servant."

The author of this work saw a man who, singing the

customary song, sat upon a corpse which he kept unburird

until it came to a state of dissolution, and then ate the

:i of it
;

this act they hold extremely meritorious. They
sav that the desires of this and of the other world attain

-

their accomplishment by means of the worship of a god or

of a goddess. The followers of this sect send their barren

wives, in order that thev may become pregnant, to the

performers of such acts, and these men use the women be-

ts of their but : whoever does not send his

wife to his master, renders in their opinion the purity of

his faith wrv doubtful.

Among the great idols of the country of Kaling is

Carte-/' They Bay Ramachandra deb, one of their

great Rajas, descendant of the celebrated family of Kas'

yapa. ruled in < )ris-a. This Raja, having called a gold-

smith, gave him the ma-- of gold which he demanded for

making an image of Durga. The goldsmith, having car-

ried the gold home, intended to form the goddess of cop-

per and to purloin the gold, thinking that, as to break into

pieces an idol is not permitted among the Hindus, he could
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keep the gold without fear of discovery. With this project

he went to sleep. When he awoke he saw that one-half

of the gold remained on the spot, and that the other half

was formed into the image of Durga ; having carried this

with the remaining gold to Ramachandra d6o, and told the

story, the Raja gave him the residue of gold, and carried the

idol, in his house and in his travels, constantly with him.

They say that, after the death of Kas' yapa the Great,

Makan-d6o assembled under his sceptre the nations of this

country, and that Vichnunath deo Sukra conquered the

town Sri Kakul from the Raja Nanda. Ramachandra deo

moved his army toward Sri Kakul, and took the fort;

Vichnu-nath, being informed of it, marched against him
;

Ramachandra deo, unable to resist his force, fled
; Ganga

Durga was by her guardians thrown away in a village,

from whence she fell into the hands of a Brahman, who

flung her into the barn of a villager. This man, having
taken her up, carried her to his house. The goddess ap-

peared to him in a dream, and said: "Offer me in sacrifice

thy eldest son, and I will make thee Raja.
* After a cer-

tain time, the villager told this secret to Vichnu-nath deo,

who, having taken the idol from him, gave him a horse

ornamented with gold, and a magnificent dress, and carried

the goddess to Naranya pur, his residence. As she de-

manded from him also the sacrifice of a man, Vichnu-nath

d6o killed every year one of the thieves and like sorts of

men before her altar. After the death of Vichnu-nath deo,

his sons did the same. When Vikramajet d£o, who de-

scended from Vichna-nath d£o, was killed, and the country
disturbed by insurrections, then Dasventrau, who was one

of the grandchildren of Vichnu-nath d£o, having taken up

Durga, fled from fear of the army, commanded by Jalil ul

Khader Tulaji Khan Beg, to Markul. Bhupati, the Raja
of Markul, being also afraid of the attack of the famous

general, sent him the goddess Durga, on Monday, the ninth

day of the month Rabish ul avel, of the year 1062 of the

Hegira (September, 165 1, A. D.). The idol was of gold,

in the form of a female, with limbs very well proportioned,
four arms, in two of her right hands carrying a three-

pointed pike, which the Hindus call Trisula, and with
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which the goddess was striking Mahisha Asura, a demon

under the form of a luilTalo ;
he was beneath her right foot

;

in another hand she had a white ball, and in the fourth,

tlu- chakra, or discus, which is a circular weapon peculiar

to the Hindus; under her left foot was a lion, and beneath

him a throne. When they weighed the image, they found

it equal to four panchiri, measure of the Dekhan. Even

now, they sacrifice in every village of the Kohistan of NTanda-

pi'ir,
and country adjacent, a man of good family.

Another idol, called M.r.u-l'i, is in the town of Bister.

1" belief of the people there is that when an hostile

army comes to attack them, the divinity, under the form of

a woman selling vegetables, goes into the camp of the

enemy, and whoever eats what she offers, dies; and during
the night she appears like one of the public girls, and who-

ever finds her charming, and calls .her, meets with death.

They relate many strange and wonderful things about her.

When in the year of the Ilegira 1069, A. D. 1658-59, the

famous general Tavalji Khan Beg besieged and took the

fort Kot Bahar, which is stronger than the fort of Bister,

there died so many men and beasts of various maladies and

the particular effects of climate, that their number exceeds

all computation; and this the inhabitants of the fort of

Bister attributed to the power of the goddess.

Sri Kanta, a Kachmirian, is conversant with many sci-

ences of the Hindus; he knows the sastras, that is, the

sastras of the Pandits, namely, the Smr'iti sastra, or "the

written law"; the Kavisdstra, "poetics ; the Tarha-

sds/ra, "logic and dialectics"; the V&idyd vidyd, "the

medical science"; the yydtiska, "astronomy"; and the

Pdtanjala %
that is, the restraining of the breath

;
he knows

besides very well the Vedanta, or metaphysics, etc. In

the year 1049 of the Hegira (1639 A. D.) the author of

this book saw him in Kachmir; he is one of the saints

of the Hindus. Sri Kant was invested by the inhabitant of

heaven, Nur-ed-din Mahommed Jehangfr Padshah, with the

dignity of a judge of the Hindus, in order that they may
be tranquillized, and in every concern have nothing to de-

mand from the Muselmans : as it has been established in

the code of Akbar, that the tribes of mankind, high and
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low, with the existing diversity of creeds and difference of

customs, which are all under the trust of a beneficent lord,

ought to dwell in the shade of protection of a just king,
and persevere in the performance of their worship and the

exigencies of their devotion, so that, by the authority de-

rived from the chiefs, the sons of the age may not stretch

the hand of oppression over the condition of the people.

The belief of the Hindus is as follows : all the firths,

that is "places of pilgrimage,
° which are in the world are

in imitation of the fixed model Haratirth, which is in

Kachmir ; for, after having visited the holy place of Kach-

mir, there is no desire to see that of any other coun-

try ;
and they call it the great place of pilgrimage, likewise

fraydga, which is celebrated at Mahdbad ; there are Shah

abad ed-din pur, and Gangavara, Larasun, and Kisalihazra.

There are many miraculous things in Kachmir
;
one of them

is Sandebdr, and they relate : In ancient times, a holy
Brahman dwelt in a cavern of the mountain, where he de-

voted himself to the worship of the Almighty God. Once

every year, he went to the Ganges to bathe. After having

passed several years in that way, GangS, said to the Brah-

man :

w Thou measurest always such a length of road, on

which thou dost set aside the worship of God : my con-

vention with thee is this: that, when the sun reaches the

constellation of the Bull, I will three times a-day come to

thy resting-place.
M From this time, when the great lumi-

nary throws his effulgence toward the constellation of the

Bull, the water of the river springs up boiling from the

basin of the fountain, which is near the plar.e of his de-

votion. SundeSerari, in the cavern of the mountain, be-

came celebrated : it is a square basin, and has on its eastern

wall an open cavity, from which, as well as from several

other vents and holes in the sides of the basin, the water

springs up. However steadfastly one may look, the bot-

tom cannot be discovered. And in the middle of the

eastern side, there are seven holes, which the people of

Kachmir call Saptarshi,
<( the seven Rishis M

;
on the north-

ern side is an issue, which they call dama bhavdni; when
the world-illuminating sun begins to enter the constellation

of the Bull, the water appears there in the following man-
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rings up first from the large cavity, then from the

the Hindus call seven rakshasas, and give their

name to the illation of the Great Bear. Further, the

water comes up from the dama bhavdni, that is, "the man-
sion of Bhav&ni, the wife of Mahadeo. 8 When the cavity

filled, then the water, passing over the borders, runs out;

the Sai and other Hindus, who had come from dis-

tant places, throw themselves into it, and the people who
find no room, carry water from it. Afterward the ebul-

lition declines in such a manner, that there remains not

the leasl trace of the water. In this month the water

boils up three times a-day, namely, in the morning, at

mid-day, and in the afternoon, at the hour of prayer.
\tter the lapse of this month, no more water is seen until

the sun enters again into the sign of the Hull.

^Certainly, every thing announces God,
And offers the proof that there is but He.8

The historians of the times know Sandebcrarf among
the wonders described by the ancient learned men of

Kachmir. The ignorant among the Muselmans of Kachmir

say that Sandeberari is the well of Abu Ali, and believe

it to be the work of Shaikh Arrdisj the truth is, that

//
\jet

ul hak never came to Kachmir : as it is evident

from the concurring testimony of history.

The illustrious Shaikh Abu Ali Hussaiv

The 6on of Abdullah Sina (God bless his grave!) — The
father of Abu Ali was a native of the environs of Balkh,
and his mother was Sitara. Abu All was born in the year

333 of the Ilegira (944 A. D.). When he had attained

enth year, he was conversant with all the liberal

I'Ih-v relate that Amir \uh, the son of Manzur

;;'mi,* in a grave malady, when the doctors knew no

remedy, was restored to health by the salutary power of the

The name <>t" this celebrated personage is Abu Ali Htuain Ben
Abdullah, E . ! Shaikh Al ><:' is : In- [a commonly called Ibn

Sina; the Jews name him Arabisans Aben Sina and the Christian?

A 1 henna.

17
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songs of Abu Ali. When the S6.mS.nian were in distress,

he directed himself toward Khorasan, the king of which

country, Ali, the son of Mamun Massar, received Abu Ali

with perfect favor. When Abu Ali was accused before the

Sultan Mahmud Sabaktegin, of being opposed to the religion

and creed of the ancient wise men, and when the Sultan

showed a disposition to apprehend him, the Shaikh was

alarmed and fled to Abyuverd ;
the satellites of the Sultan

followed him with pictures and descriptions of his person,

which were well drawn, and sent by the Sultan to all parts

of the kingdom, in order that the magistrates and head men
of office by means of this picture might bring the fugitive

before the Sultan. The Shaikh, informed of it, fled toward

Jorjan (Georgia). By means of the remedies of the Shaikh,

many sick were cured. Shamsen ul mali Kdbus, the son of

Vashamger, had a nephew on his sister's side on a sick-bed.

All the remedies applied by the physicians proved useless
;

by order of Kabus, they brought the Shaikh to the pillow of

the sick
;
but in spite of all his cares and observations, the

learned physician could not discover the cause of his illness.

The Shaikh said to himself: "This young man may be in

love, and from exceeding pudicity keep his secret unclosed. n

On that account he ordered the names of all the places and

towns to be written, and one after another to be read be-

fore the patient, while the Shaikh held his finger upon the

pulse of the young man. When they pronounced the name

of the abode of the beloved, the motion of the pulse of the

enamored was perceptible ;
the Shaikh ordered also the

names of all the private houses to be read ;
at that of

the object of his desires, the pulse of the desirous became

disturbed ;
moreover they began to read the names of the

inhabitants of the houses
;
when they arrived at that of his

idol, the pulse of the adorer again beat higher. Mazheri

of Kashmir says :
—

'( The pulse of the loving beats higher, agitated only at the name of

the beloved.w

Thus, the perfect science of Abu Ali found the true rem-

edy : he said to one of the head men near Shams ul mali :

(( This young man is in love with such a girl, in such a
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house, and then • l>ut I

• itification of Ins

ire." er trial, the truth of these words was found.

When the In.!.- and the minii w
from the • US, whom they in;: -J, the

retired into the itry.
Souk- time- after, he

ulah Abu Taleb Rustam, I

• Fakhei ilah Dal . Hakim (governor) of R

.vol him .
;rd and honor; the Shaikh restored

iid-doulah from the malady of melancholy to good
:h.

When Shams ed-doulah made war upon 1L '. . . -on of B

t 11a-: . who from the capital of the

.;ed the army of B&ghdad. The

Shaikh went from I\;ii to Ka/.vin, and from thence to Ham-
dan. Shams ed-doulah v. red of a colic by the reme-

of the Shaikh, whom he then raised to the dignity of

a Vizir. The chiefs of the army conspired against the life

Abu Ali
;
he lied, and remained concealed during forty days.

inwhile, the malady of Shams ed-doulah returned; the

tikh, having come forth from his place of concealment,

vered the Sultan from his illness, and v iin r;>

to the Yizirat. After the death of Shams ed-doulah, the

throne filled By Band ed-d<5ulah, the son of Taj ed-dou-

lah. The Umrahs requested Abu AH to accept the Yizirat,

but he refused his consent. About this time, Aladed-

doulah, the son of Jafer Kakyuah, sent from I- fahan an

invitation to the venerable Shaikh to join him; but the

likh declined to come, and concealed himself in the

hou \bu Taleb. a dealer in perfumes. Without the ex-

ample of any other work before his eyes, he composed
. entitled Sha remedy," treating the whole of

ph) ad metaphysi

Tajed doulah, having assumed the name of Alaved-dou-

lah, kept the Shaikh, by this assumpti ployed in a

continual sv on of affairs. When Alawed doulah

quered the country of Tajed ml doulah, he brought the

- iikh to [fl fahan. Toward the end of his life, a disease

of the bo- d the Shaikh, and gained strength, on

account of b ve life in th ce of Alawed doulah

and of the expeditions of his enemies. The patient was
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carried in a covered chair. When Aladed-d6ulah came to

Hamdan, the Shaikh felt that Nature had exhausted her

strength, and could not resist the force of the malady ;
on

that account, having desisted from applying any remedy,
he took a bath, and having distributed his property in alms

to the poor, the indigent, and the necessitous, he turned

his mind to God and the elect of the divinity ;
at last on

a Friday, in the month of Ramzan, of the year 427 of the

Hegira (1035 A. D.), he passed from this deceitful world

to the residence of happiness. A great man said :
—

(< From the globe of black clay to the summit of Venus,
I traversed all the difficulties of the world;

Every tie which was fastened around me, on account of deceit and

illusion,

Was loosened — except that of death. w

The extraordinary and astonishing actions performed by
Abu All have been described in the book about the appli-

cation of remedies in several histories, few of which are

reproduced in these pages ;
and so much only with the in-

tention to prove shortly to the candid reader, that Shaikh

Abu All never came to Kachmir, about which intelligent

and ingenious men in all countries agree.

<( There is no house which may not be the house of God.w

THE VICHNUIAN (VAISHNAVAS) SECT

Vichnu, who, according to the belief of the followers

of the Smriti, is a subordinate divinity, is held by the

Vichnuian to be the preserver of all things. The Ve-

dantian maintain him to possess the qualities of virtue

and of order, and to be the lord of the five senses; not

subject however to the said senses, nor to their influ-

ence in any way. According to the Vichnuian, he is the

first cause and author of the universe
; they believe him

endowed with a body, like mankind; he has a wife.

Brahma, a deity, is the creator of things; and Mahadeo,
another divinity, the annihilator of beings ;

both are crea-

tors of Vichnu, and distinct from his holy being, because

the path of union is closed between the creature and the
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itor; t v, that ever) - soul, but that the

is n m, but a pan of, the 1 the

body has two : the male and female, and the err..

and author of their being is the holy nature of Vichnu
;

dy is con. . of five elements; men, conformably
1 their actions anil works, are invested either with ani-

:s; tl • is always confined in the

: ignorance and in the fett< Further,

spirits are divided according to three qualities, which

are : I. sattvarn ; 2. rdjas ; and 3. tamas : the explana-

tion of these three qualities has been before given. The

.a (virtuous) tends toward mukt
t

that i- "emancipa-

tion"; for by the power of this laudable quality, he makes

the bakhti. that - the worship . >f Yichnu." his pursuit;

and this bakhti raises him to the highest state, that is, to

that of "emancipation ; Qg to the interpretation of

this sect, mukt consists in this : that, after having left the

sth <ira, or "elementary body," and the linga sarira,

that 18,
"
the visional body," which has fallen into a vision

• it appearances, and after having been transformed into the

primitive shape, which is either male or female, one enters

the \dikunt, that is, "the heaven of beatitude of the

and the mansion of real life. Rdjas, that is, the

possessor of this quality, is liable to recompense or punish-

it ;
to the consequence of virtue or crime, according to

impartial appreciation of both. Now he holds the price

of virtue, another time that of crime; and conformably to

his merits or demerits, he migrates invested with a body,
and for reward is associated with the blessed, or for pun-
ishment suffers with the damned. Whoever does not, from

the circle of the world, reach the shore of those who are

united with salvation, he shall certainly never attain to the

the desired emancipation. Tamas, that is, the

-essor of this quality, is an adversary to mukt, and

any to liberation
;

his present and future condition is

: that, having left the sthi'ila sarira, that is, "his ele-

mental body.' and the linga puntska, or *his visional

body," and having returned to his primitive form, either

male or female, he will be tormented in the world of dark-

ness, which they call andhatamasa ; gi> rkness; from
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this place ot manifold torments he never returns. This is

the substance of the creed of the worshipers of Vichnu,
called Madhu Ackdris.

The belief of another sect of the Vichnavas, called

Rdmdnandis, is in substance as follows : the quality of

Satwa tends toward the attainment of the high state of mukt,
or (<

emancipation
B

;
the way of acquiring it is, to lay aside

all praises of another divinity ;
to abstain from the rites

of any other sect ;
and to shun any other worship except

that of the holy being of Vichnu, to whom alone all

thoughts, all prayers, are to be directed, and whose re-

membrance is always to be kept. In the same manner as

it is not permitted to a husband to desire the wife of an-

other, in the same way they hold it wrong to think of any
other deity but of Vichnu. The difference between the

beforesaid and this sect is, that the former associates to

the worship of Vichnu that of other angels, of the creatures,

servants, and companions of this God, which they main-

tain as meritorious, and perform with magnificence ; while

the latter sect considers the other deities as deformed and

hideous.

The characteristical mark of the Ramanandis is a triangle

drawn upon their forehead; they never eat their meal be-

fore persons of another sect. The Madhu Ackdris wear

two short strokes of red clay near each other upon the fore-

head
; they do not associate with persons of another creed,

but they eat before Brahmans who are not of their own

persuasion.

A third sect is that of the Harbaydnt'is. They drink

with Brahmans of another persuasion from the same cup,
and wear a circle as a mark on the foreheads.

A fourth sect is that of the Rddhd- Vallabhis; these are

bound by nothing ; they observe no fast on the eleventh

day of the month
; they deliver their wives to the disposition

of their preceptors and masters, and hold this praiseworthy.
In Hindostan it is known that whoever abstains from

eating meat and hurting living animals, is esteemed a

Vaishnava, without regard to the doctrine beforesaid. Some
of them take the name of Rama, who is also a manifesta-

tion of Vichnu; others choose the title of Kishen (Krishna),
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another inc.;: D of Vichnu. The repu! >nti-

nence and purity prevails in <>i those who .

.1; while thote who Like their title Fl

ed foi ility and libidinousness. It h. ;
-

per ot" Kam.i met with

Kr rmer
re] .-til. illy "Hum, K mi"; the

latter was i with the prs Krishna, to whom
the hiper '. :

" \\
I t thou repeat with-

out who ' to sensuality,
Kri^h:. I !<• red

; ise this name
r man who kni even how to be

the honor •••• nan." This was >aid in

allusion to R having banished his wife, named Sita. at

the f the fir A which she underwent to prove
her purity. the pious of tl t no sort 1 t

tup ch in eating, by I r color, n

The writer of thi> work heard from II

1 Brahman, that it is written in ancient books of this

id to fly in the air and to walk

n the water, when, on account of having polluted their

lips by eating flesh, they l lis power. As the Vairaj

Vaishnavas, I will treat of them in the

; tide.

'I Hi; VAIRAGIS SE( 1

' it in t!ie dictionary interpreted "aspiring.** This

the world; their liturgy is in verse, and com-

-iiip of Vichnu and his inearn.;ti.

na, and the like, and these n-rn^ they call

'
jJam. They make pilgrim 1 the holy places

dedicated to Vichnu, and wear around their neck- 1

of .' :i Indian

shrub. Whoever . Ii
;

-:c!::-. Muselmans, or othi

into their religion ; none are rejected.

all are i n \' i t • It is said '
: me

worship Vichnu, because in milla,*

Thi* i* >a' ga I

or t luaJ enj t in this or
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they confound Bisem with Bishcn (or Vichnu), and most

of them agree about the purity and infinity of Vichnu's

being; in truth, they think he is incorporeal; the spirits

proceed like rays from the li'ght of his being, and all bodies

from the shadow of his existence ; but they say that when
he wills he shows himself, as it happened, with four arms,

and they agree about his having manifested himself in ten

incarnations. They abstain from eating flesh. They are

divided into four classes : Rdmdnujas, IVimdnujas, Mad-

huachdris, and Radha Vallabhis, as before said: these four

classes they call char sampardd (sampraddya).

Kabir, a weaver by birth, celebrated among those Hin-

dus who professed their belief in the unity of God, was a

VYiiragi. They say that, at the time when he was in search

of a spiritual guide, he visited the best of the Muselmans
and Hindus, but did not find what he sought. At last,

somebody gave him direction to an old man of bright genius,
the Brahman Ramananda. This sage never saw the face of

a Muselman, nor of any other religionist. Kabir, knowing
that Ra.ma.nand would not converse with a weaver, dug a

hole upon the accustomed road of the Brahman, and placed
himself therein. Toward the night, Ramanand used to go
to bathe on the border of a river, and at the time when,
to wash his body and purify his soul with the water of

sanctity, he bent his steps toward a house of prayer, he ar-

rived on the border of the hole made by Kabir, who, com-

ing forth, clasped the feet of Ramananda. As the Brah-

man harbored in his mind no other thought but that of

God the highest, under the name of Riima, he called out:
(< Ram! M When Kabir heard (( Ram B from the tongue of

Ramanand, he withdrew his hands from the Brahman's

feet, and ceased not to repeat the word <( Ram, Ram! " so

that no other object but that was hovering before his

eyes, as before those of Ramananda
;

and he discoursed

about the unity of God in sublime speeches, such as are

heard only from the most learned men. Kabir, having ac-

quired reputation, people said to Ramanand :

<( There is a

weaver in this town who wishes to be your disciple ;
it is

to be regretted that you cannot be connected with a

weaver, who is a man of low caste." Ramanand answered :
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"Call him t. >• d< e. When Kal

fell upon thai of R inda, the I

• rned :

Ram, Ram !

" and 1 bir

in In- wonder of

ad, wh
I emse he

kn tme Being.
It : learn itting on

, because

it washes av \\ !.
. one <>t" the

Brahmans v had heard tl

spe< id having filled .1

irried with wat< r. 1 11 to the

or by birth, being of a ste,

- of whom Bra] either eat

ok, the water was not accepted, upon which Kabir ob-

1 have just now declared, that the water of the

Gang! pn body and the soul from the pollution of

:tid from the foulness of evil actions, and mal

them all disappear; but if this water does not render pure

', it certainly dots not deserve your prai-.

Among the Ilimlu- it is an established custom to bring
to God at the time of worship. One day Kabir

dener's wife who collected flowers for the image
.

; he said to her:
"
In the leaves of the flower

lives the 60ul of \ ion, and the idol to whom thou

offeresl flower-, is without feeling, dead, without conscious-

the 6leep of inertness, and has no life
;

ti

dition of the vegetable is superior to that of the mineral.

If the idol possessed a soul, he would chastise the cutter,

who, when dividing the matter of which the image is

formed his foot upon the idol's breast : go, and

venerate a wise, intelligent, and perfect man, who it a

manifestation of Yiehnu."

It is ^aid that when Kabir left hi6 elemental body, the

Muselmam mbled in order to give him a

can apposed him to have been of the right faith;

and the Hindu- crowded in order to burn his body,
bee "

;iit him to have pi d their religion.

At last I Fakir stepped in the midst of them, and said :
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<( Kabir was a holy man, independent of both religions ;

but having during his life satisfied you, he will also after

death meet with your approbation.
w

Having then opened
the door, they did not find Kabir's body, and both parties

remained astonished and bewildered.—
(< friend, live so that, after thy death,

Thy friends may bite their finger (from joyous astonishment). w

In Jagernath, at the place where they burn the dead,

is the form of a tomb which they call Kabir's.—
(( Live so with good and bad that, after thy death,

The Muselman may wish to bury, and the Hindu to burn thee (ac-

cording to their rites).
w

The Vairagis are not devoted to a particular worship;

they say, the name of Vichnu suffices for the acquisition
of mukt, or (< the union with God. w This sect was formed

during the Kali yug, and call themselves also Vaichnavas ;

they renounce the world, and say :
<( Our way is opposite

to that of the Vedas and of the Koran ; that is, we have

nothing to do either with Muselmans or Hindus. w A great
number of Muselmans adopted their creed, such as Mirza

Salah, and Mirza Haider, two noble Muselmans who became

Vairagis. Of this sect was Nardin Ddsl, who sided with

Rdmdnandis, which is one of the Sampradayas, that is, the

first of the four classes before mentioned. The author of

this book saw him in the year 1052 of the Hegira (1642
A. D.) in Lahore. He was one of those who are freed

from the affections of the world; he honored whomever he

saw, and said: "Everybody belongs to the divinity; that

is, everybody is the house of God."—
(< Without Thee there is nothing that is in the world;
From Thyself demand whatever Thou wishest; for it is Thyself.

w

This sect do no harm to any living being; which is com-

mon to all Vairagis, as well as to neglect devotion ; but, in

opposition to the creed of the Vairagis, they do not admit

the Avatars, and say that God is exempt from transmigra-
tion and union

; and, according to those who profess the

belief in the unity and solitariness of the supreme Being,
He is not susceptible of (what we call) intimate friendship.

Being asked about the history of Krichna, Piranah said :
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He w.is a Raja, devoted to licentiousness, and oppi

mankio I rhe writer of these pages saw Piranah in the

of the Hegira (1040 A. I >. 1, in Vizii

and in the same year and in the same place he saw Ananta,

n . «rai <>f the same creed .1- Piranah, but particularly

I to the bell the singleness of God.

Anani : not advise abstinence t«> the sick. One of

bia Frie ing attacked by a diarrhea, Ananta, gave him

itial and sweet food, until he left this elemental hotly.

his dis< ranted \>> have a vein opened oda

having heen informed of it, I himself Btrongly

linst this operation and prevented it. Thus, the author

of t saw, in the year of the I' gira [< (i<

A 1>.i 1: rat of the Panjab, another of this sect, called

was venerated by a great number of

stained from eating any sort of animal f<

ami • -d politeness to everybody; like Piranah, he never

cleansed his patched garment from vermin, and used to

' These insects have an assignment for their daily sub-

n e written upon my body.
8

Vairagis are also called

. . they shave four parts of their bodies, and

one lied Afundi. There arose a dissension be-

tween this sect and the Sar in the year n>-<> of the

(1640 \. lb) a battle was fought at Ilardwar.

which is a holy place of the Hindus, between the MundJs

and the Sany&sis, in which the latter were victorious and

kill. . real number of the Mundis; tin n threw av

: laries of Tulasi wood which they wear about tl

necks, :md hung on their perforated ear- the rings of the

in order to be taken for the- -

TliK Clt! P THE CHARVAK

This sect call rupa skandha whatever is perceived and

understood by means of the s What is :.

by the perception of the senses is nan

Personality, ess, egotism, have the denomination

of jnand skandha. The knowledge of animal nature

termed inapti skandha. Whatevei - the interior part,
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that is, the mind, is entitled sanskdra skandha. They say,

out of these five skandhas just mentioned, there is no other

living principle, neither in man nor brutes; the world and

its inhabitants have no creator, and there is no maker: this

is clear: because whatever has not entered into the field of

manifestation, and has not broken into daylight, cannot

have the color of reality, and to be high or low proceeds

from the nature of the universe
;
whatever is written in the

Vedas is not made public, and besides may be a lie which

rests upon no foundation
;
and a lie certainly proceeds from

the Vedas, inasmuch as they perform JiAm, which is a cere-

mony in which they throw rice and like matters into the

fire, and recite prescribed prayers, saying that this goes to

the gods: now, whatever we throw into the fire, after cre-

mation, becomes ashes— how do these go to the gods? It is

also written in the Vedas, that they are to make an offer-

ing of cooked meal to a dead man— who is to enjoy it?

For instance, when a person is gone from village to village,

from one town to another, and in his absence a meal des-

tined for him is presented to another person, the stomach

of the former will not be filled. In the same manner, when

anything is offered to a dead person, who, according to

the assumption of the followers of the Vedas, has been

translated to another world, what honor and profit will ac-

crue from it to him?

Thus is it also among the revelations of the Vedas, that

the depraved and criminal will be punished, and the virtu-

ous and holy associated to quietness and satiated with

prosperity : the one and the other is a lie : because the vi-

cious man is freed and alleviated from the hardship of fast-

ing, of bathing in cold water, of subjection to pious

practices, and other inconveniences ;
while the virtuous, ac-

cording to the Vedas, is bound to all these troubles
; further,

the wise ought to take his share of all the pleasures and

cultivate his happiness, because, once reunited with earth,

he will no more return.

<( There is no return for thee; once gone, thou art gone.
w

However, nobody is to hurt living beings, as by it he is

liable to cause some harm to himself. It is agreed by the
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1 injury ifl to be done to another; by the 1

servance of which men 1 ease, their numb

Incn I cull be promoted. This is the sub-

icc of thi f of t) ik.

We will explain it m< rl) ; their creed is as fol-

lows A- the is not manifest, and the compre-

hension of mankind cannot attain t<> any certain knowl-

.: him. why should we submit to the bond

an ttbtful, imaginary, if even wished for, yet not

I v should we, in temples and monastei

rub our foreheadi rround, and present offerings to

deities whose reality, as .ill agree, will not stand trial? And

why. for the promise of heaven and of future beatitude

.'.d we, like blockheads, abstain from abundance of de-

sirable things, from conveniences and blandishments? A

wise man will not give ready money for an adjourned

d, and deliver up place and power upon the lying
> of books, which eloquent men call Yedas, or

heavenly books
;

it is upon their authority that they ex-

tinguish all desires in themselves, and press the necks of

men, like those <>f animals, in halters. We ought not to

be deceived; we ought not to believe what is not evident.

The frame of the body is composed of four elements, which

by the necessity of nature are united harmoniously together;

long as the constitution is firm and health flourishing,

it is proper to enjoy whatever is desirable by its nature, pro-

vided no harm to living creatures arises from it
;
when the

frame falls asunder, the state to which the element returns

can only be the element ;
after the disjunction of the bodily

tcture there is no ascent to a higher mansion, no beat-

itude or quietness, no descent, or fire, or hell. These sec-

taries, when they hear the Vedas recited, say jokingly :

lese are sick persons in a painful fit, or hired journeymen
in an uproar.' When they behold the zunar (sacred

thread) upon the neck of a Brahman, they say :

" A cow

will not be without a rope." When they find B pious per-

son watching by night, they say :

" He aspires to the dig-

nity of an owl." When they encounter a hermit upon a

mountain, they remark :
* He strives to outdo a bear

"

When B person practices the restraining of breath, they
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observe: "He wishes to imitate a snake." Of a person in

a bath, they say :

" He chooses the dwelling of a fish or a

frog
" Moreover, when the Hindus relate that Brahma,

Vichnu, and Mahadeo, their three great divinities, are the

creator, the preserver, and the destroyer of the world,

they reply :
"
They represent nothing else than the sexual

organs."

The Doctrine of Tark

Tark sastra is the science of dialectics
;

it is divided into

sixteen parts, as follows : the first, Pramdna; this is the

application of the science, which is subdivided into four

parts: i. Parikshd; that is, evidence, which with them is

the sense of discriminating what is particular and well

defined; 2. Anumdna; that is, after having perceived the

mark of an object, to infer its existence
;
thus shall I call a

mountain igni-vomous ,
on account of the smoke which pro-

ceeds from it; 3. Apamdna; that is
" resemblance "

;
thus I

shall say, such as is a cow such is also an elk (or gayal) ;

although I may not have seen an elk, but only heard that

it is like a cow; 4. Sabda; that is, "sound"; by these they
mean speeches which people adopt as sacred

;
such as (C the

Hindus have the Vedas, and the Muselmans the Koran."

These are the four parts which constitute the Pramdna.
The second of the sixteen divisions of the Tark sastra is

Pramiti, that is, the comprehension of what is conjoint and

concomitant. This division is subdivided into twelve parts,

namely, 1. Atmd, that is "spirit"; and means something
which is distinct from what is material and sentient

;
some-

thing everlasting, eternal, very subtile in all bodies
;
2. Sarird,

that is
(<

body "; and this they define to be the seat of sen-

suality and of maladies; 3. Indriya,
<( the exterior senses";

and these they call the organs of perception; 4. Artha, and

this they declare to be " the earthly existences "
; 5. Buddhi,

which they term "knowledge"; 6. Manas,
(( or the interior

sense, which with the Hindus is the heart," and that is

enough ; 7. Pravritti, and this consists in justice or injustice;

8. Dosha, that is "sinful error," and this is subdivided into

three parts, viz: Rdga, and this is "sensual lust"; Dvlska,
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thai i, enmity "; M and this is K,r "- S ignorance

9. the ninth of the twelve subdivisi< a Pn
the reproduction either oi the tree from thi

or of the animal . 10. PAal, or
"

tl

or the bad consequence of the

which me tribution*; 11. />ukh, or a ; and

1 J. .:, thai I of truth,

m which they derive emancipation, or mukt
t

in the lan-

tlieir learned men, Whoever is in full
|

i of it banii it from himself twenty-one mala

which they enumerate, namely; [. Sarit the bo...

it is,
* the s five of which are

erior, and the sixth is, to the Hindus, the

interior sense, except which they know of no other; they
. the mind is the lord of the exterior - S/iaJ-

J<irsa, that is, "the six particular objects .4' the -
I senses*;

ting with the eye, hearing with the ear, smelling
with the nose, tasting with the tongue, touching with the

hand, and perceiving with the mind; he who sees is one,

and that which is seen is another; so that there is a seeing
id a seen object; whatever is seen, heard, smelled,

.
. touched, and impressed upon the mind, corresponds

respectively to each of the six senses; and whatever is

.d by these six senses, or t he -i\ objects, are called Shad-

darsas; these six, with the six former sen-.-, and the sar

or -nake thirteen; add to these six buddhava, or

srers of comprehension"; further, sukhd, or * sensual

delight*; and finally, Jukh, or "pain," and you have the

twenty-one affections mentioned.

The third of the sixteen parts ..f the Tarka IS the SM
: this consists in pondering whether a certain object

be such a thing or another, as when a person 6ees from a

;:i object and is not certain wh.it it is, whether it

be a mineral or a man.

The fourth part is the PraySJana, that is, "motive,"
!i they explain thus: as when one by order goes to

find something either good or bad.

The fifth part is the Dri ht<inta ; that is, 'comparison

by way of illustration when they compare a moun-
tain and a kitchen, that is: the mountain contains fire, and
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so does the kitchen, and both indicate it by the smoke
which they emit.

The sixth part is the Siddhanta ; and this is knowing
something with certainty.

The seventh part is Avayava,
"
dividing a subject into

minute parts
"

;
for instance, when they say :

<( the moun-
tain contains fire on account of smoke," so is, in this

question, the first part termed firatij?iya, or "proposition,"
the mountain contains fire

; the second part, called

h&u, or "
cause, reason "

;
in this thesis is, on account of

THE SMOKE WHICH IT EMITS.

The eighth part is Tarka, that is, "arguing"; so when

they say, "the mountain contains no fire," it may be re-

plied, "consequently it also emits no smoke."

The ninth part is Nirneya ; which is to find the truth

immediately.
The tenth is Vdda, or " discussion "

;
that is, to raise

questions about God and the saints.

The eleventh is y<xlpa ; that is, "wrangling"; when one,

in the establishment of what is right, endeavors to con-

quer his adversary.
The twelfth part is Vitandd; which means that one pays

no attention to his own position, but combats that of other

persons.

The thirteenth part is httwdbkdsa, or " fallacious argu-

ment "
; so when one savs :

" sound is eternal "
; because what

may be seen by the eye is like the sky, and just as the sky
is perceived by sight, so is sound the perception of the ear.

The fourteenth part is Ch' hala, "deceit", this is when
one substitutes one meaning for another : so as the Persian

word ndu kambil means "a new cover," or "nine covers,"

it may give occasion to equivocation.
The fifteenth part is Jdti,

<( futile argument
"

;
and this

may be applied to a lying purpose : so when one says that

"sound is eternal," because it is created, as is the sky; both

are the works of a divinity; and whereas the sky is eternal,

sound is everlasting.

The sixteenth part is Nigraha, or "
subjugation

"
;
that is,

when one wishes to be a conqueror at the end of a dispute
with another.
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Tl re the in parts of the Tarka, The fol

of this doctrine judge and atlirm that, as this world

I, there m ator; the mulct. Mancipation,"

in their opinion means striving to appro. u li tin- origin of

bei: ting like the warp and the web, the threadi

which, although ne Beparate from each

Thii '' -
ii to me by the Imam Arastu, who

chief of the learned and s.iid to me thai he hat!

d it From an old treatise upon logic, the precepts of

which were without explanation, and to have bestowed

it that arrangement under which it now exists among the

led: he meant, probably, that the maxims are the same

atracted from the Tarka. The same doctrine •

Ight in Greece ; in confirmation of this, the Persians >.tv,

that the science of logic which was diffused among them

. with other sciences, translated into the language of

Yonia and Rumi. by order of king Sccander, the wor-

er of science, in the time of his conquest, and sent to

Rumi.



THE BUDDHISTS

These
are called Jatis. They have no belief in incarna-

tions or Avatars of the Deity, but they admit the

transmigration of the soul into different bodies; they

deny several other dogmas of the Hindus; in their opinion

nothing is more detestable than the doctrine of the Brah-

mans, and when a misfortune befalls any one of them, they

say :

<( Hast thou perchance done some good to a Brah-

man, or drunk some water of the bone devourer^ : so they
call the Ganges, because the Hindus, after the burning of

the dead, throw their bones into that river, and think it a

meritorious act. The Jatis take the greatest care of not

hurting a living being; on which account they do not like

to pass through water, for fear that an animal might come

under their feet. They eat no animal food, never put their

feet upon grass, and when they drink water, they filter it

first through a handkerchief or a piece of cloth, that no

living animal may remain in it, and then steep this piece of

cloth awhile in water, in order that, if a living being stick

thereto, it may be separated, and take its place in the

liquid. A great number of the Iranians or traders are of

this sect; for the most part they sell corn, and some get a

livelihood as servants. The durvishes of thig class are called

Srivaras and Jat'is. They pluck the hair of their head

and beard by means of tweezers. When they travel, they

carry a besom of the bark of a soft tree with them, and

out of regard for the life of animals, they sweep the road

with it before they put down their feet, that no living in-

sect may be destroyed. When they speak, they hold a

handkerchief before their mouth, not to swallow a fly or

other insect.

They are frequently learned, and pass their life in celi-

bacy and sanctity ; these they call Jatis, who never be-

hold the face of a woman. Those of this sect who are

(274)
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married great regard for theja
. refinement of i

bend their Whenever they receive a Jati in their

ording to their
;

d int < -
• the Lunugi and Puidt

IS one. and think Him

mtradictions, and

1. Tl i 'dris \

for it. I

dur the time of taking
me friends, and take only as much

cause .1 privation to t i of the

thus I several b< intil t ! it iated.

Irink D tr, but go from
|

to place, and

er anybody has warm water for bathing, they take

id having thus collected sufficient water,

. let it cool and then drink it.

Til!. M A1IA-ATMAS

- milar to the durvishes of both classes is a third sect,

itma ; they have the dre-s and appearance of

ly they do not pluck their hair with tweezers, but

cut it. They accumulate money, cook their meal in their

houses, drink cold water, and ta hem a wife. Far-

Khuafa :w in Guzeral of the Panjab, a

ra, and requested him t<> ^rive me a full account,

which may I ubt, of tl

t. lie relate 'The men of my
I from the world. <>r devoted to bu-i-

. > no harm to anybody : but there are many of

them eager [ many bereft of know'

One or the Maha-atn. -Man; the 9 of a

rich mati : one day she com-

ned to him of the unkindness of her husband; the

- rivara .

.... therefore the woman said:
" An-

other time I will I t .>:i the thou takest no

interest in t- The S' rivara rejoined: "If even thy \

me, it wou'.J be of no service to th©
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He then took up a bit of grass, and having breathed upon
it, gave it to the woman, saying:

<( Put on a clean gar-

ment, and, having ground the grass, rub it upon thy garment
until thy husband becomes kind to thee. w The woman re-

turned to her house, and having ground the grass upon a

stone, intended to rub it upon her garment, when the hus-

band entered into the room, therefore the grass she had

ground remained upon the stone. When night fell in, they
shut the door of the house. The stone at every moment

jumped from its place, knocked against the board of the

door, and fell back
;
the woman and her husband were as-

tonished. The man asked his wife the reason of it, and

she, from fear, told him what had taken place. The man
rose and opened the door of the house

;
the stone was set

in motion, and rolled on until it readied the house of the

Maha-atma. Many other similar stories are told of the Sri-

varas. Khushi 6aid that he had seen the Jati just mentioned,

who by the power of incantation put stones into motion
;

he praised him, but declared that this man was really a

Jati, but not a Maha-atma.

The author of this book affirms he has seen a great num-

ber of Srivaras and their followers. From them he knew
Meher c/iand, a L,'m>'(, in the year 1056 of the Hegira

(1646 A. D.), in Dotarah, which is under the dominion of

Jodpur Marawar, he found also Siva rama, a Pujari, in

Mirta, which place belongs to Marawar, and one named

Jagna, a Banian, in Rawel Pandi : he was adorned with

all the good qualities of Jatis. When he saw a bird in the

hands of a fowler, he bought it of him and set it free.

This sect do whatever they can for the liberation of living

beings. Many of them are rajas in several places and coun-

tries. When one brings a goat which he has bought some-

where, and is disposed to kill it, they come from their

shops and buy the animal at a high price ;
thus it has been

seen that, having assembled from all hands a great number
of sheep, they appointed a person to take care of them. It

is said, that in Guzerat lived a Banian who was a Jati;

one day, a Muselman Durvish sat down before his shop,
and having picked vermin from his coat, was about to kill

it; the Banian interposed; the Durvish said: (< If thou wilt
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aething, 1 maj the Banian offered b

the other wanted more and more, until the bargain

>d W 11 of one hundred rupees, which the Ban*

d tor the lil a of the offensive i

—

rting any living animal, and do whatever t! OU likest,

but this.

There : t!ie Hindus who give themselves

the term I Muselmat really agree in several

tent-i- and wilh the SufN. Thus, in the first

the) devote themselves to celiba .
'-

they have

.ere arc ten , and twelve of

llso pretend to be divided into fourteen i

en they meet together, the questions which they ask are :

ire the four sages, and which are the fourteen noble

I they impose upon their disciples many y

of service, before they reveal to them the four sages and

the fourteen families; they say: The sage of sages is the

illustrious Muhammed (may the peace of God be upon
him!); after him, devoted to godliness, All (may the bless-

he upon him!); from him the khalifat devolved

upon Imam Hossain ;
then Khaja Hossen, of Basora, also

iple and a khalif: these four personages are the

s. They say, besides, from Khaja Hossen, of Basora,

hi lc two branches: the first was that of the khalif ].

sen Basori Eiabfb Ajemf, from whom nine families pro-

led, named as follows : the Jlildn, THikeridn, Kerkhidn
%

Silatfdn. •

•:, Gazrthi'uin, T&sidtt, I'crJus'nin, and

\erwardidn. From the second khalifat of Hossen Basori,

which was that of the .Shaikh Abdul Wahid Zaid, came
forth five families with the following titles: the Zcb'ir'tan

,

.in. .\dfiam\an , J'/
1

ab',r'mv. , and Cheshtidn: and these

are the fourteen noble families. It. i that there ex-

- a congregation of pious sectaries, who do not adhere to

the prophet Muhammed, although they acknowledge him

to be a blessed gatherer of the harvest of virtuous perfec-

tion : they relate, that one day the prophet was taking a

pleasure-walk under the guidance of Jabril, and came to a

place where a great tumult wa.-. heard. Jabril 6aid : "This
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is the threshold of pleasure: enter into the house." The

prophet consented to go in, and there he saw sitting forty

persons as naked as they came from their mother, and a

band busy serving: but whatever service the prophet re-

quested them to command him to do, they did not comply,
until the moment to grind bang* arrived. When they had

ground it, they had no cloth through which they could

strain and purify it
;

then the prophet, having taken his

turban from his head, purified through it the juice of the

bang, the color of which remained on the turban
;
whence

the garment of the Bini Hashem is green. When the

prophet rendered them this service, they were glad, and said

among themselves: "Let us give to this messenger of God,
who is always running to the door of the ignorant, a little

of the bang, that he may obtain the secrets of the Al-

mighty power": so they gave the remains of the juice to

the prophet. When he had drunk it he became possessed

of the secrets of the angel of destiny, and whatever men
heard from him came through the means of this bounty.
There is a great number of this sect in Hindo6tan, and

among the most celebrated of them are. in the first

line, the Maddr'ian, who, like the Sanyasis Avadhuts, wear

the hair entangled ;
and the ashes which they and the

Sanyasis rub upon their bodies are called bhasma ; besides,

they carry iron chains on their heads and necks, and have

black flags and black turbans ; they know neither prayers
nor fasts; they are always sitting at a fire; they drink a

great deal of bang; and the most perfect among them go
about without any dress, in severe cold, in Kabul, and

Kachmir, and such places. These also consume much

bang, and to the praise of one of their sect they say:
(< Such a one takes two or three seers of bang." When

they sit together, they relate, that in the night, when
the prophet ascended through the seven stages of heaven,

he received the command of God to wander through the

heavens. When he arrived at the door of paradise, he

found the entrance as narrow as the eye of a needle ;
the

porter made him a sign to enter; the prophet said: <c With

*Bang is an inebriating, maddening draught, made of hemp-leaves,

henbane, opium, or masloe.
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this body, ho- 11 enter through
* brll

repi; I S radar* (
the breath of Madar,* a

particular ejaculation of this sect). The prophet said

upon which the na tow door opened, and he entered

heaven.

They lay, when Badih eddin Madar came to Hindustan,

he became a Yogi, whom the Hindus held in great esteem,

and who had a great number of followers. Madar took a

house; he sent a little boy, whose name was Jamen, with

the order to fetch some dry cowdung with which he

wanted to kindle a fire. It so happened that Jamen fell

in with an assembly of Yogis, \\h<>, supposing him a

iselman, killed, cut into pieces, and devoured the boy.

time after, not receiving anything to light up his

fire, Madar went in search of Jamen, and found the

sembly of Yogis, to whom he said:
" What have you done

with my good little boy?" They answered: "We have

not seen him." Madar called him loud by his name, and

the members of Jamen, from within the bodies of the as-

sembled Yogis, answered " Dam madar.,

n Madar then

i to the Yogis: "Shall I bring forth Jamen from you

all. or from one only of you?
"

They replied: "From one

body only." By the power of Madar, the limbs of the

boy having united, in a manner that no body perceived

of it, in the belly of the principal Yogi, Jamen
fell out from the nose of the same, so that neither the

no6tril of the Yogi's nose was enlarged, nor the b<

limbs diminished : whereupon the Yogis chose to run

away. Madar settled at this place, which till now is

known by the name of Makanpur. The Madarian come,

many as possible, from all parts of the world, once a

r. on .. fixed day, to Makanpur, and say that the blind

and lame find their cure in that place.

They relate also, that C/iistuhi, the wife of Baharam

Gul, in order to put to the test the Muhammedan and In-

dian durvishes and saints, came once among them who

were and said: "Whoever will loosen the

bracelet of beads (called Sdmran) upon my arm, without

betraving the least symptom of lust, he is a perfect saint."

All the pretenders to perfect sanctity, Muselmans and Ilin-
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dus, presented themselves, but at the sight of Chistapa,

they all were maddened with love, such was the beauty of

her face: at last the turn came to Jamen, who approached
her, and loosened the bracelet in a manner which, at the

same time, evinced his manly strength, and his complete
command over himself. On that account, Jamen was pro-

claimed victorious over all the Muselmans and Hindus.

And they have a great number of other similar stories.

Another sect, the yelalian, are disciples of Said Jelal,

of Bokhara ;
his sepulchre is in the village Auc/i, in the

district of Sind ; these sectaries profess to be Shiahs, while

the Medarian are Sunls, on which account they revile each

other. The former know of neither prayers nor fasts, nor

any other practices of piety with which the Sufis are oc-

cupied ; they take a great deal of bang, and used to eat

snakes and scorpions. When the adepts among them see

a snake, they put it whole into their mouth and swallow

it, saying:
(< This is a fish of the holy All w

;
in eating a

scorpion they remark :
<( This is a prawn of Ali *

: and the

worms which are found in the water, they call the little

crabs of Ali. Like the Medarian, the Jelalian go naked, and

even in the severely cold season wear no garment; they sit

before the fire like the Medarian, but do not wear matted

hair; frequently they shave four parts of their body, and

lead a wandering life in the world. Some of them bring

everything that they gain to their master, and when they

go for instruction to a preceptor, they deliver to him what-

ever they possess in ready money and other property; after

which he presents them with a turban, and his list of saints;

they wear that on their heads, and hang this on their necks.

They believe that, when Jzrail comes to take their 60ul,

the turban descending covers their eyes so that they may
not behold the face of the angel of death, which is exceed-

ingly terrific.

The sect of the Vishnavas follow the doctrine of Gosain

Jani. We hold the information from Jogendas, that they
called their master Jehan^ and his followers, composed of

Hindus and Muselmans, adopted the creed of Vishnavi.

This is as follows : they hurt no living being; they avoid

fellowship with men of another creed among the Hindus
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and Muselmans; thev pray five times . with their face

toward the east; they have the names of God, of the di-

vinities, of the prophet upon their lips, BUch as Allah,

M '

ibrail, Muhamm . and others; they

bury their dead; they onfer benefits upon others to the

their power; a number of their Durvishes pretend
to be afflicted with maladies ami beg alms, and whatever

thev so >. itribute to the blind and lame, and

to people of that description.

Further to be noticed is the sect of the Surya-makhan %

that is, of "the worshipers of the sun." These derive

their origin from an ancient nation of Hindus, and are

divided into classes. The one of them says : The great

luminary is one of the divinities of the first rank; he has

dtmd and budd/ii, that is "soul and intellect
"

;
the light of

the stars and the 6plendor of the universe proceeds from

him; he is the asht bhuvana /oka, that is, "the origin of

the eight worlds," and of all earthly beings; the sarva

prabkd <Uva
y

"the God of all radiance," the chief and

ruler of all divinities, the deity of heavens, the king of the

stars; the Mahajy6ti, or "the great light," worthy of praise;

and of ttamas&ara, that is "respectful salutation," and of

adoration; and of h6m, or "sacrificial perfumes." When
the sun rises with his pure body, they stand opposite to

him, and after adoration recite a Sanskrit prayer, the para-

phrase of which is as follows :

' Whatever beautiful light and high splendor thou pos-

est overllows the eyes from the excessive bounty of thy

manifestation ; thou art that light which is not surpassed

by any other in the display of splendor; thine is the first

prayer, for thou art the substitute of God, and we place

our hope in thy bounty ; to thee we address the prayers of

our wants, that we may experience and loudly proclaim thy

mercy. When this light is thy face, whatever we can say

of the splendor, the beauty, and perfection of the supreme
intellectual soul and of the pure wisdom, is but that one

light which we recognize above in thy bountiful being,

which thou temperest and displayest ; this light derives its

glory from thee, and supplication is due to this light. Give

us thy assistance in the abnegation of worldly pleasures ;
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render us equal to thyself in the purity of light, and by

thy knowledge grant us union with thee ; the wish of all

virtuous hearts is, that they may, far removed from all sen-

sual delights, be made happy in the communion with those

who are like thee : we abandon all worldly delights, that

we may become similar to thee in splendor, and arrive to

thee, and remain with thee."

The other class of the Suryamakhan say : Whatever exists

in the Swargaloka and in the Bhuloka, that is, in the

upper and lower world, draws its origin from the sovereign

great luminary ; by his glorious appearance we fill our

lojdni, or "eyes," with kalyanum, or "auspicious light";

and we hear the Sandkdras, that is,
(( the incorporeal be-

ings
"

; by him we acquire budd/iz, that is, "intellect," the

professor of which attaches his heart to nothing exterior;

on that account they call the sun natha,
<c a sovereign, or

divine being," and pay worship to him. Both classes ab-

stain from hurting living beings, and are on that ac-

count called jiva dayd, "compassionate of life"; they do

good to others as much as they can, wherefore they are

termed punyavantas,
" virtuous "

; they keep far away from

falsehood and iniquity, for which they are entitled dhar-

mamayds, "righteous." The grihastha, or "householder,"

contents himself with one stri, or "wife." They divide the

6un into several parts, which they call dyuvd murtayas,

"figures cf the sun"; but the first class reckons among the

Pandits, or "learned," an order of men who have a system
about dkdsa, "ether," girayas, "mountains," tdrd phal,

"starry firmament"; about the rising of heavenly bodies

and the prognostics which are connected with them; they

possess perfectly the canons of the V4da anga,
" sacred sci-

ence," in which the medical is comprised; and they set a

great value upon buddhl, "intellect"; and dharanam, that

is, "the application of the thinking faculty "; and they say,

that this is the mediator between what is sankhyanam,
"rational," or probable, and sadhanam, "substantiated,"

which last is the form of things perceived; and the right

appreciation of probabilities is attained by dint of buddhi

and aharanam, that is, by high intelligence ; this is fixing

the thought of contemplation, or arriving at the science of
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it is perceived and what ia probable or rational; I

: ,\ t WO I - which are I by

the that ia,
"

by th gea who have sub-

dued the

Ma% bhakta, or "worshipers of mankind,"

rec the being of God in man; they know no being
more perfect than mankind, and think that it contains

nothing . bad nature.

Utticular sect is to be found in Kashial, a place in

the mountainous province of Kachmir. They worship

idols; the son takes the property acquired by his father

hirr. ':>ut leaves whatever he gains to his sons, so that

it may be the firewood belonging to his father that may
burn his body. When one of them dies, ,1 barber fi

without the house goes before the dead, and then brings

the mes-age that such a one wants something for a meal,

upon which they go to work to prepare it; and this so-

ciety is kept up for 6ome days; then, they burn the dead;

aft' remation, they erect over his ashes an image of

one half of which is male, and the other female;

when no son of his remains, they marrv his wife with a

column <>f the house, and whoever comes upon a visit of

has intercourse with the woman until a son

be produced, and to him the inheritance is bestowed.

Th have no regard for the life of animals.

her sect exists in the mountains of Kachmir, with

the name of Durds. Among them it is customary for

brothers to have but one wife; occasionally they sell ho.

land, wife, and children ; whoever buys the house owns
all these; they also pawn their wife. Some of them, even

when they become Mu&elmans, still adhere to this custom.

They also do not spare animals.

Further to be noticed in Hindostan is the tribe of

. lids, one of the lowest classes of men ; they eat everv-

thing but men; thev worship the sun. The author of this

book met one day in Sikakul, in the district of Kali:.

one of these men, whose name was Naga. and asked him:
" Who are the best men among all the tribes.-" The man
answered: 'The DhaiJs." and subjoined: "When they
leave the body they unite with God; when a Brahman
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dies, he becomes a cow ;
when a Muselman expires, he is

transformed into a plant.
M

I inquired further: (<
If the

Dhaids be so highly favored by God, why should they eat

everything which they find, the flesh of cows, horses,

mice, and the like?" The man replied:
<(
It is because

God loves this tribe that he gave them this command:
( Eat whatever you like.*"

The Choharas are now to be mentioned, known in Hin-

dostan as cleaners of privies and sweepers of the ground ;

and in the exercise of this profession they visit the houses.

They say their master was Shah Jhuna ; he, in one hand

a besom of gold, and in the other a basket of silver, cleans

now in the fourth heaven the house of God, and sweeps
the apartments of the Highest. This tribe too eat every-

thing as the Dhaids.

THE NANAC SECT

The Nanac-Panthians,* who are known as composing
the nation of the Sikhs, have neither idols nor temples of

idols. JVdnac belonged to the tribe of B£dians, who are

Kshatriyas. His reputation rose in the time of Zehir-ed-

din Baber Padshah (who inhabits heaven). Before the

victory of this king over the Afghans, Nanac was a grain-

factor of Daulet khan Lodi, who ranked among the dis-

tinguished Umras of Ibrahim Khan, the sovereign of Hin-

dostan.

A durvish came to Nanac, and subdued his mind in such

a manner that he, Nanac, having entered the granary, gave

away the property of Daulet-Khan, and his own, whatever

he found there and in his house, and abandoned his wife

and children. Daulet Khan was struck with astonishment

at hearing this, but, recognizing in Nanac the mark of a

durvish, he withheld his hand from hurting him. In a

short time Nanac made a great progress in piety ;
at first

he took little nourishment ;
afterward he allowed himself

but to taste a little cow-milk ;
next a little oil

;
then noth-

* Nanac was born A. D. 1469, in a small village called Talwandi,
now Raya-pur, in the province of Lahore. He was the only son of

Kalu, of the Kshatriya caste, and the Vedi tribe of the Hindus.
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ing but water, and a! last he took nothing but air: such

men the Hind • ina haris.

Vmac hail a great number of disciples. He professed the

unity of God, which is called the law of Muhammed. and

believed the me' r transmigration of the soul

from one body to another. Having prohibited his disciples

irink wine and to eat pork, he himself abstained from

eating fle- lered not to hurt any living being.

After him. this precept was neglected by his followers; but

Arjun nuil, one of the substitutes of his faith, as 60on a-

he found that it was wrong, renewed the prohibition to

sah, and said: "This has not been approved by

fterward, Hargovind, son of Arjunmal, eat flesh,

and went 10 hunt, and his followers imitated his example.

Nanac praised the religion of the Muselmans, as well as

the Avatan and the divinities of the Hindus; but he knew

that these objects of veneration were created and not I

ators, and he denied their real descent PROM HKAVBN, and

their union with mankind. It is said that he wore the ro-

of the Muselmans in his hand, and the Zunar, or the

religious thread of the Hindus, around his neck. Some of

his distinguished disciples report of him more than can here

find room.

One of these reports is, that Nanac, being dissatisfied

h the Al_ . called the Moghuls into the country, so

.' in the year 932 of the Hegira (A. D. I Zehir ed-

dir. t padshah (who is in heaven) gained the vie:

over Ibrahim, the king of the Afghans. They -ay also that

Nanac, during one of his journeys, finding himself one

tit in a fort, w. orbed in a vision of God. Chil-

dren pi tye I around him, and some put their hands upon his

bodv. without any motion being perceived in him; they

red his eyelids, his nostrils, and his flesh together, and

tied his hands fast. When Nfinac recovered his senses, he

found himself in this state, and went to a neighboring house,

the threshold of which he called out:
"
Ho! is there any-

body in the house who may free my eyelids -rwed together

and mv ham: A handsome woman, having conducted

him into the house, untied his hands and tore the threads

by which his eyelids were 6ewed together with her teeth
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asunder, on which account the color of the mark of the

woman's caste remained upon Nanac's forehead. After his

having left the house, the neighbors saw the mark, and sup-

posed his having had an intimate connection with the

woman
;
wherefore she was abused by the people and re-

pudiated by her husband.

This woman came one day to Nanac, and said :

<(
I have,

upon the way of God, rendered thee a service, and now

they revile me for it.
39 Nanac answered: <( To-morrow will

the gate of the fort be shut, but shall not be opened unless

thou appliest thy hand to it.
8 The next day, in spite of all

efforts to open the gate, they could not succeed, and re-

mained in great consternation. Men and beasts, far from

water, could not go out to fetch it. The inhabitants ad-

dressed themselves to all men who had a reputation for

sanctity, but their prayers were in vain. At last they had

recourse to Nanac, and said,
(< O durvish, what is there to

be done? w He answered: "The gate shall not be opened

except by the hand of a woman who never lost her virtue

with a stranger.
w The inhabitants brought all the women

who had a reputation for chastity to the gate of the fort,

but it remained shut : on that account they 6at down hope-
less. At the time of evening prayer came at last the friend

of Baba Nanac to the gate. The people laughed at her
;

her husband and her relations were ashamed and abused her.

The woman, without listening to the speeches of the people,

struck the gate with her hand and it opened. All men
were astonished and ashamed : they fell at the feet of the

woman.
The bdni, that is to say the poems, of NAnac, are, as it

were, perfumed with devotion and wisdom
;

still more

can this be said of his speeches about the grandeur and

sanctity of God. All is in the language of the Jats of the

Panjab, and Jat in the dialect of the Panjab, means a vil-

lager or a rustic.

Nanac's disciples are not conversant with the Sanscrit

language. The precepts and regulations which Nanac es-

tablished among them will be explained hereafter.

Nanac said in his poems that there are several heavens

and earths; and that prophets, and saints, and those that
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are supposed to have I from above (avatars), and

persons distinguish* piety, obtain perfection I in

the sen >f God; that whoever d elf to the

"ion of <

' ver road he iioose, will come
to God, and that the mei this is. to avoid hurting any

living being.

"He true and thou shalt he free;
Truth helongs to thee, and thy the Creator. n

N&nac left children in the Penj-ab ; they are called Kar-

tari< . but according to the opinion of some, he had no

offspring. They say that after N -e, his place was

by his order occupied by the Guru Angad, of the Srin

tribe of Kshatriyas; next succeeded the Guru Amarados, of

the tribe of the Bholayi-Kshatriyas ;
alter him came the

Guru Rdmadas y
who was of the Sddahi-Kshatriyas, and

also called the Sri-guru. Rama-das, dying, left his dignity
to ! Arjun mal. During the life of this Guru, the

is, that is to say \\\> followers, grew great in number
and in faith. They said, Baba N&nac is a god, and the

Id his creation; but N&nac in his poems reckons himself

a servant of God, and he calls God Ndrnjdn (Xarayana),
Parabrahma, and Pcrmaislicr

( Paramesvara), who is with-

out a body, and has nothing corporeal, nor deigns to be

united with a bodily frame. The Sikhs say that Xanac. in

the same manner, had been without a real body, but visi-

ble by the power of his individuality, and they believe (hat,

when Xanac expired, his spirit became incarnate in the

person of Angad, who attended him as his confidential

servant. Angad, at his death, transmitted his soul into the

body of Amara das ; and thus Guru, in the same manner,

conveyed his spirit into the bodv of Rdnia-das ; whose

soul transmigrated into the person of Arjunmal; in short

they believe that with a mere change of name, N&nac the

First became Xanac the Second, and so on to the Fifth, in

the person of Arjunmal. Thev say. that whoever does not

recognize in Arjunmal the true B&b& Xanac, is an un-

believer; they have a number of tales about the founder of

their sect, and assert that Baba N&nac in a former world

was the radja Janak.
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The Story of Janaka

When Sakha-daiv (Saha deva), the son of Baias (Vyasa),
a rakhaisher (rakshasa), came to Janak, in order to learn

from him the path of God, he found the raja, who had

thrown one of his feet into the fire ; men on foot and on

horseback formed a file ; Nawabs and Vizirs were busy
about the affairs of the state

; elephants and horses presented
themselves to the view. Saha dev thought in his mind
that such occupations and worldly concerns were unbecom-

ing so pious a man. The raja, who was skilled in pene-

trating the hearts of others, found it out, and, employing the

power of magic, he caused fire to fall upon the houses, so

that at last all the horses and fine palaces were burnt. The

raja seemed neither to hear, nor to see, nor to care any-

thing about what happened, until the fire reached the house

where he and Saha d6v were. Janak did not throw one

look upon it. The fire fell upon the wooden cup, which

they call there kermandel, and which Saha d6v used for

drinking water. He now, senseless, jumped from his place,

and took hold of his kermandel. The raja smiled, and said

to him :

(C All my people, and all this, my property, were

burnt
; my heart was not bound to them

; wherefore I let

them be consumed, and feel no pain about them
;
but thou,

on account of thy kermandel, jumpedst senseless from thy

place. It is now clear whose heart is bound to the things
of this world. w Saha dev was ashamed of his having been

disturbed. This tale was heard from the followers of Nanac.

The history of Janak and of Saha deV is contained in the

yog- bashest, which is one of the principal books of the

Hindus, in the following manner: Bisvamiter (Vis'vamitra)
in presence of the Rakshasas addressed this speech to

Ramachander :
(< O Ramachander, venerate thy father and

mother
;

thou who issuedst from them so beautiful, thou

hast accomplished thy task
; by the goodness of thy nature

and by the purity of thy character, thou hast polished the

mirror of thy heart, and given it such a brightness, that the

perfection of God is manifest in it
;

the success which a

zealous disciple obtains, after many difficulties and pious
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exe- mder t he direction and instruction of ;i Raksfa

during u long period of time, that mi .me thy share

\s thout trouble; thine r.e the science to be acquired;
ami thine is. even in this life, the emancipat ion in the

form of 5l M>n of A
J

. M. U'-, thy father, on

>unt of the excellence of his pure form and of his di-

vine nature, having come forth wise from the womb of his

mother, without any assist.nice manifested his perfection,

and on account of the clearness iA his intellect, whatever

on the fray of his journey, v\.is .1
- le to wisdom ami

pen t<> his looks, and no veil nor curtain ie-

aed before him; nevertheless, even with such advantages,
he was inquisitive with Rakshasas and wise men in matters

of theology, so that these pers or pio nitenta,

gave him directions and lessons and offered him their ad-

vice with alacrity. Thus am I ready to give thee some

instruction, and communicate some precepts of wisdom to

thr Therefore Ramachander inquired of Yisvamiter :

l ddv brought the full measure of wisdom from

the body of his mother, and as his nature was en-

dowed with such perfection, my prayer is, that you may
favor me with an explicit account of him, and explain to

me by what means he procured to himself the advice of

the wise, and in what manner the Rakshasas imparted
instruction to him." Yisvamiter replied :

(( O Ramachander,

thy condition is as fortunate as that of Saha dev ; such

was bit dignity and excellence, that men, by listening to

his tale, feel themselves emancipated, and arc no more sub-

ject to be born again. C) Ramachander, he too was im-

pressed with the idea that in no condition this world is

permanent, but that all that is seen changes every moment,
and passes from one state to another. One guest arrives

and comes into the world, another dies and goes out of

the world; the one ifl ited with distress, tie other is

quiet; the one exulting, the other overcome with grief; in

rt. whoever and whatever exists in this world is liable to

change; there is not the least hope of firmness and steadiness,

ami nothing is worthy to bind our I Rut that which is

firm and steady, d- that we attach our hearts to it,

and that we perpetually arc mindful of, and fix our

'9
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thoughts and meditate upon it. Nothing, however, is firm

and steady but the pure being of Brahma, that is to say,
the supreme and true entity of God. Moreover, who-
ever directs his mind solely toward the divinity, will at-

tain the knowledge of it, and render himself perfectly free

from the desires of the heart, and from the pleasures of the

body, which tend to swell and to fetter the soul. And like

the bird Pdp'ihd, which is fond of the water which falls from

the cloud N&is&n, and does not taste of any other liquid

from river or well, but thirsting only for drops from the

cloud Naisan, is taken up with the search for them; thus

Saha dev, having made himself independent and free from

all desires and allurements, was always immersed in the

contemplation of Brahma, and having dissolved his own be-

ing in the reality of God, he knew Brahma, and attained

the state of absolute repose and quietness. When he thus

became a master of excellence, and as perfect as other rak-

shasas, then he felt the desire of his heart accomplished,
and with a mind more splendid than the moon of a fort-

night, he passed through the troubles of life, according to

the words of the prophet :

(With a heavenly mind upon the

carpet of eternity.
)n

One day, during a pleasure excursion in this world, he

happened to reach the mountain Sumair, that is Alburz,
which in Arabia is called Kaf. Upon the top of this

mountain, he saw his father Vy&sa, who in a cavern was

occupied with the contemplation of Brahma. Having sa-

luted his father according to the custom of the Hindus, he

asked him :

<( My worthy father, you who possess the knowl-

edge of the supreme being, inform me in what manner this

knowledge of the unity of God is diffused in the multitude,

in what way the creatures of this world obtain their forms,

to what period their existence is extended, what is the

cause of their duration, and how their existence happens to

be renewed several times, in order that I may possess

proper notions of the state of this world, and that I may
unravel this mystery to myself.

B

Vyasa, according to the desire of his son, explained the

original state of the creation in clear words ; but as the

mind of the sage was involved in his own thoughts, and
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occupied with the contem a of Brahma, lie gave only
a 6hort account of th< in and of the development of

i worl I who did not derive an entire

:i :t. \ vis.i knew his thoughtB, and said:

6on, my mind being linn. n tin- study and in the con-

templation of God, I Cannot, h>r want of time, impart to

thee at present distinctly the account which thou desired ;

but I will put thee in the way by which thou may-t arrive

a: the satisfaction of thy heart, and I will send thee to a

man who will gratify thee. Know then, that in the coun-

try of Tirhut is a town called Mithila, and there resides

I,
the Raja, who is an excellent man. and

p<

incomparable knowledge. Go to him, and engage him to

ify thy heart. He will give thee an explicit account of

the creation of the world from beginning to end,

Saha dew according to the direction of his father, having
left him, went into Tirhut, to the town of Mithila. He
saw a city populous, and delightfully built ; the soldiers

content with the Raja, and the rayots (country people)

happy and satisfied. Nobody complained at that time of

his lot : in the evening every one laid down in his corner,

and at daybreak attended the court of Raja Janaka. The
at the door observed Saha dev, tapas'i, that is. a

pious adorer of God, the son of \ who stood at the

gate and asked entrance. The raja Janaka, before he re-

ceived the report of it, knew from inward knowledge and

from the light of his mind, the purpose of Saha ddv's

mind ; but in order to trv his character, and to put his

sincerity and his individuality to the test, he took no notice

of the appearance of the stranger. Saha-dev, who had

come near him. remained there one day and one night. On
the next day. Janaka Bel about his business ; the great and

the vu' before him. This day, too, and the fol-

lowing eight days and eight nights, the- raja did not address

any question to Saha dev, who remained in his place with-

out saving a word to anybody.
The eighth day, the raja Janak, when he saw that Saha

dev Btood the test by showing the marl. .ccllence and

betraving no unsteadiness, he ordered that the strai.

should be introduced into the interior of the palace and
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into the private apartments. Beforehand, he enjoined the

maids of the bed-chamber and all the people of the palace

that, on Saha dev's arrival, they should place before him

all sorts of exquisite viands and agreeable perfumes, and

whatever might allure the mind, and that they should en-

deavor to fascinate and to madden him. When Saha dev, by
order of the raja Janaka, had entered the private apart-

ments, handsome women brought before him from all sides

delicious meats, and garments, and everything that was at-

tracting, and showed him great respect ;
after humble pros-

trations, they placed him in an elegant apartment. During
other seven days and nights the raja did not appear before

him.

The people of the inner apartments, according to the

raja's orders, did what they could in a thousand different

ways to please him : they approached him, clasped their

hands with his, rubbed his hands and feet
; they served and

tempted him by four principal means, namely : first, by the

splendor of handsome maids; secondly, by offering him

whatever may charm the senses ; thirdly, by tokens of re-

spect; and, fourthly, by rubbing his hands and feet. Their

intent was, if there remained any human feeling in him, to

rouse it up. Saha d('v, like a mountain that is not moved

by any wind, stood firm
;
he took notice of nothing, and

threw not even a look upon the beautiful moon-faced dam-

sels about him. The raja Janaka, when informed that not

the least trace of human feeling, lust, or desire had re-

mained in the young man, and that he had freed himself

from the fetters of error and sensuality, ran without hesita-

tion from the place where he was, and touched the feet of

Saha dev, saying:
—

<( Be thou happy, O rakshasa ! who art united with the

supreme spirit, and in whom has remained no trace of the

qualities of water, earth, and of human nature
; thou, who

hast acquired whatever may be desirable to thy regeneration:

for thou possessest the knowledge of God. Now, tell me,

with what intention didst thou come to me, and what dost

thou expect from our meeting?
w Saha dev replied to the

raja:
<( My intention in coming here was to obtain from thee

a true account of the creation
;

in what manner this world
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came forth from the unity of the divine being, and how
from him, the One, proceeded the duality and multiplicity

of forms. Explain thi* to me, and impress it distinctly

upon niv mind. Although I received from my father some

true notion of the creation of this world, and although

from the interior light and from the purity of heart which

1 have acquired by my devotion, the truth of the great

question presents itself to my mind, yet I desire instruction

from thee, and hope to receive it from thy tongue."

The raja Janak revealed to Saha dev, according to his

1, the history of the creation of the world. After that

Saha dev said again to the raja:
(( O king! it is certain

that between steadv, wise, and learned men there is no con-

tradiction ; so does the account of the origin of the world,

which I have heard from my father Yyasa, and which 1

have well impressed upon my mind, agree with that which

thy tongue has communicated to me. The substance of it

is, that the creation of the world and the existence of its

inhabitants took place by the will and by the disposition

of Brahma, and according to the purpose of the supreme

being, and that, when it is the desire of Brahma, the world

is created, and when the supreme being finds it right to

withdraw himself from the circle of beings, the world re-

turns to nothing, and its inhabitants are again enveloped
with the veil of nothingness and voidness, and nothing re-

mains but God.
" In like manner is the existence of all bodies connected

with the will of the divine spirit, so that every being in

endence upon this will, and in conformity with the

principles of its own nature, each time comes into, and goes

out of, the world, or is born and dies. It is when the

worldly desires, connections, and concerns are annihilated,

that a man no more returns to nor leaves this world; birth

and death upon this earth no more concern him, because

the ties formed bv his desires are broken."

Saha dev continued :

(<
() raja, what thou hast said is

impressed upon my mind; but tell me, if there remains any-

thing, however minute it may be, of the account of this

world; this too I wish to hear." The raja Janaka said:
" The account of the world is such as thou hast heard.
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That holy being, without a name, without a mark, without

an equal, is pure and free from lust and desire, and his

providence brings forth this world. He, the one perfect

being, in what a multitude of beings does he not manifest

himself! And if he removes from this creation the support
of his will and of his providence, nothing remains but him-

self—the only being. O Saha dev, thou who hast purified

thy heart from the attachments of this body, and liberated

it from all desires and seductive propensities, thou hast con-

vinced thyself of the truth that, whatever appears before

our eyes, is nothing, and has neither reality nor substance ;

what was to be performed, thou hast accomplished it; what

was to be known, thou hast acquired it, and thou hast

proved thyself true; on that account thou art, even in thy

life-time, possessed of mukt (emancipation); that is to say:
as a person, when the soul has left his body, is freed from

the want of aliment, so hast thou, although still in the

state of life and health, been liberated from all bodily
wants. Happy be thy life! blessed be thy age, O Saha dev!"

Vis' vamitra continued :

(< O Ramachander, thou hast ac-

quired the same knowledge as Saha dev ;
in the same man-

ner as he abandoned all desires, subdued all the appetites

of his five senses, and possessed perfect freedom, in the

same manner thou must not permit any sort of desire to

enter in thy heart. There is no other means of mukt but

this: to this thou must tend. w

After that he addressed the rakshasas and all those who
were present, in the following speech:

w O rakshasas! and

you who seek the road of God, know that, as Ramachander,

by the purity of his nature and by the goodness of his dis-

position, raised himself to the highest dignity, not less

ought to be the excellence of all the wise who are destined

to the acquisition of mukt; thirsting for the knowledge of

the highest, they ought to listen to the speeches of all those

who devote themselves to God
; nay, the truth and the

faith, which Ramachander possessed, ought to be common,
and productive of the same consolation and tranquillity to

all those who, not in vain, aspire to wisdom and sanctity.

I have imparted to Ramachander what I knew to be the

best; now is the time of Bashest (Vasishta), who attained
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such perfection of a rakahaaa, that nothing that is, m

and will be, is concealed to him, and he baa DO etjual in

the world. So far goes the text of Jogbahest*
The Guru Nan.! rding to the belief of his followers,

- in former times the raja called Janak, and united the

dignity of B king with that of a saint. He called mankind

to God. The author of this work heard from distinguished

Sikhs that, when Makl X.'uiac appeared in the Sat-jog, a

great number of Sikhs assembled around him. lie sent a

• into the kitchen. When prepared, it was brought into

the assembly; some ate of it, others were afraid to do so.

e Guru prayed to God that the cow might rise again,

and all those who had been afraid, beholding this miracle,

approached him praying:
" Now we shall eat whatever you

order." N .'mac answered: " Not now be it so: mine and

:: engagement prevails in the Treta-Jog." Afterward,
at the revolution of the Treta-jog, the Guru appeared.
The disciples assembled; then a slaughtered horse was

brought into the assembly in the manner beforesaid. Some
ate of it; others abstained from it. The Guru prayed, and

the horse was brought to life. Those who had been afraid

prayed as before. He replied again :

" Your word and mine

are engaged for the Dwapar-jog.
n In this age they brought

a slaughtered elephant into the assembly of his followers.

The same happened as I said before, and he appointed them

for the Kali-jog. In this age, they saw a man was brought
into the assembly; whoever ate, became free; who ab-

stained from it remained subject to durance, and some of

the Sikhs call Xdnac the slave of God.

It is also related that, when Xanac died, in the Sat-jog,

two roads opened before his soul : the one led to heaven,

the other to hell. Xanac chose the latter, and having de-

scended below, he brought all the inhabitants out of hell.

The Lord God said to him: These sinners cannot enter

heaven; you must return into the world and liberate them. "

On that account Xanac came to this world, and his fol-

lowers are the former inhabitants of hell; the Guru comes

and goes, until that multitude shall have found their salva-

tion. Except the zealots among the Sikhs, no man else

believes Baba Xanac a god.
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THE TABITIAN SECT

According to one of their treatises, they call God

Kajak, and believe him to be one, infinite, all mighty;

they maintain his manifestation under three forms, as the

Hindus; they say, if any one finds God, he converses

with him without the aid of a palate and of a tongue :

this is the condition of a prophet. They declare moreover

that the spirit is eternal, and that spirits are sent down
;

the soul, if it knows itself and God, ascends to the upper

world; if not, it remains in the nether world. The author

of this book heard from one of their distinguished person-

ages that, when the rational soul separates from this body,

it goes to the upper world; and from the heavens it rises

further; and above this there is a sea, in which is a

mountain; and on its top God, the supreme Lord, resides.

If that soul has been virtuous, the divinity manifests itself

to it under a pleasing form; so that from its aspect the

soul derives superlative delight, which no tongue can ex-

press, and remains eternally without change, happy and

blissful in its contemplation. But if the 6oul has been in-

iquitous, God appears to it under a strange and terrific

figure, than which none can be more repulsive and hideous,

6o that from terror it throws itself from the heavens down,
and becomes confined in dust.

Among these sectaries was a man called Pawn Pishna,

exceedingly pious. Of this saint's miracles they relate that,

having jumped upon a 6tone, the trace of his foot remained

impressed upon it, and now they perform pilgrimages to

it. They say further that, when this perfect man reaches

the term of his life, he convokes the people about him,

and out of the crowd he chooses one, to whom in their

presence he delivers his books and his effects, and says :

<(
I will come to thy house w

;
after that, his soul leaves

the body, which is buried according to their customs. The

wife of this guardian then brings forth a son, whose

tongue develops itself so as to speak in one year, or

sooner
; he convokes witnesses, and in their presence he

takes the things which are counted to him by the guardian,
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to whom be then remits them again, and utters not a

word until the usual age of speech. When he attains the

period <>f adultness, hi- takes the state of a durvish. They
say that BUCh .n\ elect man COmeS into the world for the

conversion of wicked men. These sectaries have temples
of idols, which they call Chetkarten

t
and in which they

perform their worship. According to their custom, when
a man has two sons, he destines one of them to become a

durvish; and the king himself, having two sons, makes

one of them a durvish. They believe that there are two

mansions; the first of this, the second of the other, world;

the son who becomes a durvish takes possession of the lat-

ter, the son who associates with people of business acquires

the portion of the nether world; when the body of the

father and mother become weak and tottering from ape, it

is the worldly son who tenders them his services
;

but

when the soul of the parents separates from the body, it

devolves upon the son who is a durvish to serve them.

When a great number of such young durvishes assembles,

then the son of the king, or of any other chief becomes

their head, and they go to Bdrmidnek
A
which is a magnifi-

cent temple of theirs. When they return from this pil-

grimage, they become Lamas, that is, ffdjls,
*
pilgrims.

n

The Lamas abstain from eating flesh and from women, and

keep remote from all worldly affairs; they wear their hair

entangled, and eat from the skull of a man ; they carr^

joints of human hands filed together upon a string, instead

of a rosary; and instead of horns for trumpets, they keep
bones of human forearms

; they say :

" We are dead ; and

dead men have nothing to do with the things of the

living."

" v. md we took a separate corner of a sepulchre,

That our born-* might doI be a burden to anj body's Bhoulder.*

This class of men have not their equals in enchantments,

juggling, spells, and magic. Their king, if his mother he

not of royal blood, is by them called Argh&n y
and not

considered their true king; whoever of this 6ect belongs to

the worldly people docs not abstain from killing animals,

eating flesh and meats forbidden by religion, and associates
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with every body in eating. When the author of this book

conversed with a learned man of this sect by means of an

interpreter, whenever a question about some subtilty oc-

curred, the translator could not always by his interpreta-

tion satisfy him.

<( Without possessing the tongue, it is strange to make a friend

by means of the tongue.
w



THE YAHUDS ill. W S
|

Tiik

tut ok never happened t<> hare inter-

course with learned and distinguished men among the

Yahuds; tnd be sel do value upon what he found in the

book- "f foreigners about their religion: because envy is a

rosion and .1 fire, which attacks the enemy. Hut in the

of the Hegira '"57 (A. I>. (647)1 when I came to

Hvder sbad, I contracted friendship with Mohammed Sdid

med, who was originally from a family of learned

Yahuds, of a class whom they call Kabanian (Rahhin-i ;

after an investigation into the faith of the Rabbins and

the perusal of the Mosaic books, he became a Muselman ;

he read t he scientific works of the wise men of Iran, such

as Mulla Sader, and Mir Abu-'l Kdsem, of Kazer sak, and

many other- . at last, for the sake of commerce, he under-

. by -ea the voyage to Hindu-tan. When he arrived in

the town Tata, he fell in love with a Hindu boy, called

Abhi Chand, and abandoning all other things, like a San-

. naked as he came from his mother, he 6at down be-

ne door of his beloved. The father of the object of

hi6 love, alter having found by investigation the purity of

the attachment manifested for his son, admitted Sarmed

into his house, and the voting man too met him with an

equa: affe so that he could no more separate from

him, and he read the book of Moses, the psalms of David,

and other books with Sarmed. The following verses are

the composition of this young Hindu :

—
"I rabmJt t M -' law; I am "f thy religion, sad th<- guardian of

thy way:
I it:. .1 Rabbi oi the Yahuds, 1 Katir. M elman."

The learned rabbis say, according to their belief, among
the sons of Israel it was not required that women should

wear a dress, and Sarmed said that Ishaid. the prophet,

(299)
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himself used to go naked in his last days. Sarmed was a

good master of poetry. Here follow some of his verses:—

Rabaai, Quatrain :

<( Sarmed, whom they intoxicated from the cup of love,

Whom they called exacted, and depressed,

Asked for wine, worship of God, and wisdom :

(But) they intoxicated him, and made him a worshiper of idols.*

In the praise of the prophet, we find what follows:—

QUATRAIN :

(( O thou, by whose cheek is wounded the mind of the red rose,

Internally is the whole blood of the heart, externally the red rose;

Thou earnest so late after Joseph, who was in the garden expecting

thee,

That the rose (of his cheek) became first yellow (from vexation)

and at last (from pleasure) a red rose.*

ANOTHER QUATRAIN:

<( This existence has, without the azure sphere, no reality,

This existence is confined
; for, except the absolute being, nothing

has reality.

Is God ever in vain? No! God is not in vain.

This existence is real only with respect to its origin, but whatever

is derived has no reality.*

ANOTHER QUATRAIN:

tf When God weighed in the balance of destiny with the sun,

The being endowed with every excellence, Muhammed,
This was so heavy that it moved not from its place ;

The other was so light that it flew up to heaven.*

A DISTICH:

<( Sarmed, who is a nightingale, has no desire of gold;

(But) his friend is the rose, and the rose has need of a handful of

gold.*

ANOTHER DISTICH:

* In the Kabah and in the idol temple is his stone the symbol of
male energy, and his is the symbol of female productiveness ;

In one place it is the black stone of the temple cf Mecca ; in another

place an idol of the Hindus.*
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In the cu >haikh Mohammed Khan, wh n the

chief minister of the illustrious Dara, Suit.m Abed I Hah

K.u eb. we find the Following quatrain:
—

art the the

throne
' —

rsom ted, ai 1 1

•
,- —

ke thou t«> me, bo ml Idaj .

ll mill J..

The Shaikh desired the society of Sarmed. The author

his book was one dav among tin >ns present; lie

i to one called Jeran. who made the eulogy of the

Shaikh: "
In .1 short time the Shaikh will, with whatever

he may have acquired, turn toward the voyage of the other

world, and Mir Mohammed Said Mir will take complete
nation of the dignity of government "; and the same

;kh undertook to set out for .1 . from Ilv

.bad. In the year of the Hegira IO59 (A 1 >. i'>lo), m
the harbor of Fahardanish, he passed from this bodily ark

to the circle of freedom. Ilafi. —

iise of eternity i*. in t li i - cell the «har>- of the durvishes;
Tin- minion of the durvishes;

inj heart, be thrrr with reveres the sultan ami the country
re in th- the majesty "f the durrish

N irmed . the information that, according to the

Yahudl .. the Almighty, is corporeal; and that hi- body
•.fter the irnai^e of mankind, and similar to it ; that, dur-

the course of time, he is dispersed in the same manner

as splendor is dissipated. Sarmed moreover -aid that it i-

mentioned in the Moaaic book and in the holy writings, that

the spirit of the divine body is beauty itself, and manifests

f under a human form; that punishment and recom-

pense of the other world are already experienced in this

state; that lift- Lastfl one hundred and twenty yean; after

•. man's whole life may be considered as one day, which,

when he dies, is followed by night; that his body assumes

partly the form of a mineral, partly that of a vegetable,

and partly that of an animal, and the like; when one hun-

dred and twenty years have 1. night comes to an end,
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and the morning appears again ;
if an atom of his bodily

dust be in the east and another atom in the west, they
unite in one place, and life is renewed to last again one

hundred years, as we have said, when night returns. Pun-

ishment and recompense are solely for this world. They
maintain that whatever is, bears eternally the form of man-

kind, composed of water and earth.

The Yahuds agree in denying the appearance of Aisia

(Jesus) as a prophet; they say that he was a deceiver;

and they reject what the Aisuyan,
a
Christians,

M adduce

from the Old Testament about the appearance of Aisya ;

they maintain that the prophet Ishaia spoke of himself the

words which have been applied to Aisya. They assert that

Ibrahim was no prophet, but a holy man, and they esteem

a holy man higher than a prophet. They say that, in the

Mosaic book, no mention is made of Pharaun's pretensions

to be a god; but they relate that this king was a tyrant

who oppressed the children of 'Israel, wherefore Musia

(Moses) rose, and protested against his tyranny. As Pha-

raun did not attend to his words, he met with his fate.

They also say that it is not to be found in the sacred book

that Harun (Aaron) was joined to Musia in the divine

mission, although he acted as his substitute. They agree
in saying that Dauda (David) sent Uria to be killed, be-

cause the king coveted the possession of that man's wife,

whom he took afterward, and hence Soliman was begot-

ten. They further insist that Aisia was no prophet, as the

Nazareans believe Dauda said :

(< My hands and feet will

fall, and my bones have been counted w
;

all this was ful-

filled at the time when Aisia suffered death
;

but they
assert that Dauda spoke those words of himself, and in

such manner all things which the Nazareans set forth about

Aisia, the Yahuds interpret clearly in another sense. It is

besides written in their sacred book that, when the chil-

dren of Israil shall perform iniquitous acts, Muhammed will

appear. About this, Sarmed said that, although the name
of the prophet is in the sacred book, yet another meaning

may more evidently be attached to it
;
but if even the

prophet's very name be insisted upon, it has no other im-

port but that it exhorts the children of Israil to convert
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themselves to his religion, and, in rach an endeavor, carried

beyond all bonnda, he -an! manj other things.

The Yaha re no itranger into their community;
Circumcision is the law of their prophet, not that of others.

The tat 1 prophet it alwayi living and present,

t.. b< the propagator of the law which is contained in the

red hook. m having tranalated part of the

Mosaic b >,,k. the author of this w«>rk revised it with Sar«

mad; thev Corrected it completely, affixed their mark to it,

so that it became a correct copy.

Tl A 'AM

Here follow! 1 Persian translation of the book of Genesis,

from the beginning to chapter VI, verse B; at the end of

which the author says that this is the only portion of the

the Jews which he had an opportunity of

nining. According to Bichhorn, the five books of M<

ed into Persian by the rabbi Jacob, son of

tter the ninth century, the translation contained

in the i I 1 id to have been executed by Abhi

irul : we cannot say whether it was made from the

triginal, or from the Arabic, or any other lan-

guage. The first certain traces of a translation of the He-

brew books into Arabic are to be found in the

tenth century. Pocc* k mentions S&adias, a learned Jew,
who lived from 892 to oji A I' . as translator of all the

boo Old Testament into Arabic; and another lew

I named) who made a version of the book of Kin!_,
r -

into the same I _r e.

The Persian translation was revised by the author of the

tan, and by Sarin. ul, who w lew and a Rabbin,
converted to Muhammedism, moat probably in the first half

of the seventeenth centurv. It was undoubtedly executed

from another original cop. :i that which had I to

the translators jjj Europe, and the Persian version of the

differs considerably from the translations known

in Europe.



THE AISUYANS (CHRISTIANS)

Of the religion of the Tarsa,* containing three sections:

I— An account of the Lord Aisia (Jesus).

II— Of the creed of the Nasara.

III— Of the works of the Tarsa.

Of the Tarsa I saw several learned individuals, such as

the Padri Fransai, who is highly esteemed by the Portu-

guese in Goa, and by those who are in Surat, a maritime

place in India. In the year of the Hegira 1057 (A. D.

1647) the author of this book found him in the port of

Surat.

Section the first : An account of the Lord Aisia

(Jesus).
— They say that the birth of the Lord Mesiah took

place in the year 3199 of the creation of the world, 2957
after the deluge of Noah, 2015 years after the birth of

Ibrahim, and 15 10 from the coming of Mosiah (Moses) ;
and

when the children of Israel were in the 65th week, which

the prophet Daniel had announced, 752 years after the

building of Rome, in the 43d year of the reign of Caesar

Tiberius. When Aisia appeared, the high priest said: <( We
charge thee, upon thy oath by the living God, say, art thou

the son of God? " The blessed and holy Lord Aisia re-

plied to him: <( I am what thou hast said. Verily, we say

unto you, you shall see the son of man seated at the right

hand of God, and he shall descend in the clouds of hea-

ven. *
They said: <( Thou utterest a blasphemy, because,

according to the creed of the Yahuds, God never descends

in the clouds of heaven." Ishaia the prophet has announced

the birth of Aisia in words the translation of which is as

follows :

<( A branch from the root of Ishai shall spring up,

and from this branch shall come forth a flower in which

* Tarsa is derived from tarsiden, <(

fearing, timid, a Christian, an

infidel, a pagan, a worshiper of fire.*

(304)
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tlio ipirit of I I thai! dur . \c:
ly,

.1 virgin shall be pn
naiit and bi rth a ion." 1-liai is the Dame ui the

David. When they had tpprehended Aisfa, they

upon bia . him. Ishaa lad pre-

dicted it: ill ^i\e up :

ly
to the smiters, and mv
shall not turn my :

will 1. . words, and throw spittle Upon
W hen 1 judge of the Yahu

ed 1 Lord Aisia in such a manner that his hody
from head to foot he •• but out- wound, it as

id :

"
Il<- v f r .r our tran6gres-

-truck him for hi, people.* When Pilatui saw that

the Yahuds insisted upon t: I the criu -i of

JeSUS, he said J "1 take DO part in the Mood of this man;
I wash my hands clean of this Mood." The Yahuds an-

swer . His blood be or. us and on our children.' On
thai lint, the Yahude are oppressed and curbed down,
in retribution of their iniquities. When they had pi.

n the shoulder of Aisia, and led him to di>

'. with the border of her garment the face, full

of blood, of the Lord Aisia ; verily, she obtained three images
of it. and carried them home: the one of these images exists

still in Lspaniah, in the royal town which is situated within

the country of the king of Portugal; ami is shown there

twice eve- r: the other is in the towr of Milan, in the

countr\ .. and the third in the city of Koine.

THE BBCOND: OP THB CRBBD OB THE AlSUYAH
i. 1 v that, in the name of God the

Father. God the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, every one

ought to bear in his heart and to keep perpetually
•

the Lord Jesus, the Son of God, and never to deny
I I iip., if even it were at the peril of his head. The 1

cross is the lign of the Christians. They reckon fourteen

parts of their creed: seven of which relate to God the

mighty, and seven to the human nature of the Lord |e

The first seven are as follows: I. to confess that God is

omnipotent and supreme; 3, to believe that he is the

. to believe that he is the
(..

that he is a

pure spirit ; ;. that : eator; 6 that he \n s

heaven; 7. that he grants salvation. The seven articles,

20
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which relate to the human nature of Jesus are the follow-

ing: i. to believe that he is the Son of God, by the power
of the Holy Ghost, born in the body of Maria; 2. that he

was born of Maria, the virgin, and without detriment to

her virginity ; 3. that for our sake he was crucified, died,

and was buried ; 4. that he shall descend from heaven, and

raise up the former generations, who there anxiously ex-

pected his blessed arrival ; 5. that he resuscitated at the

third day; 6. that he ascended to heaven, and sits at the

right hand of the Father, the omnipotent and supreme
God ; 7. that he shall come at the end of the world to

judge the living and the dead, and to reveal their good and

bad actions. They call God a father, because he is bounti-

ful to his servants as a father to his children. They main-

tain that, although God has three different persons, yet, in

truth, he is but one being; in such a manner that the

persons are the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, with-

out the unity of the blessed entity being affected by it,

and this peculiarity belongs to the divinity; in no creature

is such an attribute to be found. Jesus is in truth the Son

of God: It is only metaphorically that other holy person-

ages are called the sons of God : it is in an abstract sense,

inasmuch at being God, that Jesus came forth in heaven

from the Father, not from the mother; in a similar man-

ner, in an abstract sense, inasmuch as, being a man upon
earth, he has a mother, but no Father. Jesus did not die,

but, having a perfect love for the sons of Adam, he

sacrificed himself for the people, that they may be liberated

again from all sins. They say, further, that below the

earth there are four places : the undermost of all is hell,

which is the place of severe punishment for the Satans and

the iniquitous. Another place, above this, is that which they
call purgatory, thrA. is, a place of purification for good men,
as some of the disobedient who have rebelled, when they

shall have there been purified, go to heaven. A third place,

higher than the last, is called the limbus, in which are

children under age; except that of being deprived of the sight

of the Lord Almighty, they are there exempt from all other

suffering. The fourth place is the most elevated of all
;

they call it
<( the House of Ibrahim,

w that is the dwelling
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of the souls of the propheti and holy men: these were

.. because they expected anziou

the .im\.il of the Saviour, the Lord I when J<

left the t lich was buried, he del led to tins fourth

from the grave, lie brought the

pur \%ith him, leaving the souls in the three other

plait- -. where thev were. When, after having been put t«>

death, he was 1 tored to life, his soul was reunited to his

v, and lie remained forty days with his disciples; he

then, before their and those of others, ascended to

heaven, and. In the highesl place, seated himself at the

Bide of God Almighty. Thev d'
' When we say

that lesus i> ft it the right side of God, his Father,

we mean not to lay that God has a body and is anything
the Divine Being has neither right nor

left side. By such description we intend to be intelligi-

ble to th, '
. for Jesus, in the abstracl sense of being

the son of < esses the same greatneM and power
cfa his Father has. and in the abstract sense of his be-

i
iii_T

.1 man. he dwells in the most glorious and most excel-

lent pis e, which is in heaven." Thev declare further:

1 When we say that Jesus shall come on the last day of

the world to judge the dead and the living, and to give

their due to all men. we mean not to imply that all men
will then be alive, but by the living we denote "the good
men, and by the dead, the wid. Except Christians,

nobodj will he found pure and holy. On the day of

irrection, all men shall live and their souls shall be

reunited to their bodies, ami none will evermore die.

1 ) IK THIRD: OI THE WORKS OF THK C'iikis-

iians.— Ten commandments are established in the Gospel;
three of them relate I and seven others to the serv-

ants of (Jod: 1. thou shalt love the Lord thy <o.,i above

all things; 2.
•

halt not sweat by the name of God
for the of an argument, that 18, thou sh Dltom

thyself to the truth: when this quality shall be man:

in thee, thou wilt never have 1 n for an oath. The

wise master of secrets, the king \.t-er Kir —
any di tk nothing else but truth, that thou majesl not

have need stb-
"
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3. keep the holy days, that is the Sunday and the other

sanctified days; 4. honor thy father and thy mother; 5.

thou 6halt not kill : this means, evidently, thou shalt not

kill a living being at all
;
but they have interpreted it that

only the animal which is a private property ought not to

be killed, such a one as is serviceable, and in life, or after

death, may be of use. The true sense is, that we ought
not only not to kill our brother (and such is any son of

Adam), but even not hurt him by any deed or word; 6.

thou shalt not commit fornication, that is, with a woman
not thy own, be she married or without a husband

; 7.

thou shalt not steal
; 8. thou shalt not calumniate nor lie :

in this command enters that, if any thing bad concerning

somebody be a secret, although we know it as a certainty,

we ought nevertheless to keep it concealed, and not to

divulge it, except the bad thing were against religion and

faith, or tended against the king; 9. thou shalt not covet

another's wife ; 10. thou shalt not covet another's good.
The other five commandments, which are less imperative,

are: 1. to hear mass on Sunday, and on other holy days;
and this is a rite of devotion which a padri performs ;

and

everybody ought in solitude to turn his whole mind
toward the remembrance of the sufferings of Jesus; 2.

every one ought to go to confession at least once a year.

The confession implies three conditions: the first is truth;

the second, contrition
;

the third, completeness ; that is, to

recount humbly one's own sins without diminution or addi-

tion, to speak out, and to beg absolution
; 3. it is neces-

sary that every one should take, yearly, the communion at

the Easter feast, that is, when Jesus attained to manhood
and made his testament, establishing the rule of the holy

sacrament, which is a worship ; 4. let every man keep the

fast at Christmas, and other fasts, except a person be ex-

cused; 5. it is obligatory to pay the tithes, that is, the

tenth part of whatever grows from the earth, or comes

forth from an animal, is to be given to God.

At the time of prayer, they say, God is to be invoked

as our Father; he loveth us just as a father loveth a son,

and his own Son says and orders that we should call him
a father. We ought then to abstain from sins, that he
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m.i-. children \A I when we say to

G i:
"

thotl -irt in hea\eti"; it is becaiw we think lit- lias

chosen heaven, and for that reason we raise our lie.

fri>in the earth upward, if even God has DO dwelling
m heaven. Besides, in their prayer, they

md bread from because he is displeased

nim^ .

y
the ! life for a future

day, but
l

le he wills US t.i he contented, and to feel

• •it to-morrow. They say, that we

-it to pardon the mischief that we receive from others,

in order I Umightv m 1 pardon <>ur transgres-

offer likewise
|

- in praise <>f the glorious

M. hat the- Lord ti.>d diflFuses abundantly his

ii an\ in which the image of the blessed Lady
M.i . present. In the same manner they consider the

image of the Lord Jesus, and that of the holy

There are seven sacraments, which consist in submL

pravers and invocations for remission of sins from (iod the

Ah: : 1. / ••' that is, an external ablution in the

nar: i, of his Son. and of the Holy Ghost; for this

act an] of water that may be procured is acceptable;

by thi t the I >ul is purified from the contamination of

all sin- ; this rite may be performed by the first padri who

may be present, and if none are at hand, by any individ-

ual among the Christians ; a. C nfirmation that is, a fric-

tion with holy oil, given in the name of (iod; and the

•r, that is. a padri of known merit, bestows it on all

Christians adult age ;
Sa •. this, they say,

is the holiest of all the sacraments, as it presents the Lord

cr the form of bread, that he may become the

ver of the soul. Three conditions are required in this

act: the first is a true faith; the second, abstinence from

I* the third, to fast, and eat nothing until taking the

ament ; the time of taking it is Christmas; .|. Penitet

which consists of two condil bat the Lord |esus lias

imposed therein : the first is confession : that is the avowal

oner of hit d the absolution of the

padri, as of one who is the substitute of Je nd whose

forgiveness is the absolution of Iesu6. Then, it is neces-

sary that the sinner should give a detailed account of his
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concealed and open crimes, and to this he must add two

things : the one is an aversion to, and a repentance of, every
action which he may have done without the approbation of

God; the other is a sincere resolution of never undertaking

any blamable acts; to execute faithfully the penance im-

posed upon him by the padri, as Jesus ordered a return for

every crime. Further, whatever sins, venial or capital, may
have struck the ear of the padri, he ought never, even at

the peril of his head, to reveal or publish them
; 5. Sacra-

ment of extreme unction: this is a friction by which they
anoint a Christian with holy oil, and they bestow this sac-

rament with 6ome words which the Lord Jesus has spoken.
The above five sacraments are obligatory to every adult

Christian; 6. Ordination: this sacrament is taken by de-

voting oneself by free choice to the worship of God,
which vocation the Christians recommend

; 7. Matri?nony :

this is an agreement which a man and a woman take to-

gether at the time of their binding themselves in wedlock,
that during the whole of their life they will keep faith to

each other. This is peculiar to the adults. This act is al-

lowable to women frequently at the age of twelve years ;

to men at that of fourteen. The man is not permitted to

take more than one wife, and the woman is bound to a

single husband. The padri who gives this sacrament, after

having ascertained that there is no objection to the mar-

riage, and the compact being made before witnesses, unites

both to each other in wedlock, according to the conditions

of matrimony.
The Christians say that faith is something by which we

know a religion to be certainly true, and that, whenever

God, the Almighty, has sent his message, however hard

and difficult, and out of the natural mode and rule it may
appear, we know that God cannot tell a lie. The truth is

found in the book of God, by means of the evidence given

by him who is the substitute of the Lord Jesus, and whom
they call Pope. It is certain that he throws nobody into

an error, because the Lord Jesus has in the Holy Gospel
made an arrangement with him to that effect. It should

be known that the life of man depends upon these lauda-

ble qualifications. To search and to acquire knowledge is
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I laudable intention, in every business and profession; on

that account :t ii by method and virtue that enairt find

:>er sn Bent
; knowledge is the master of things; it

is like salt in meat, it is the t \ e oi the body; an. I Sfl tlie

sun in heaven. in using moderation in the

manifold transaction! oi men, and in keeping men in pe

in mutual iction it therefore everybody w e

Dted with his there, and entertained no desire for

more, there would be do war and contention. Fortii

something by means of which one obtains superiority over

the difficult!* icfa obstruct the life of men, and the

busme-- oi fortitude is to triumph over terror and fear,

ch Ibi: 1 -:t,in) throws into the heart, in order to re-

tain us from tfl which are to be done. Continence ifl .1

facultv which bestows me >urc and order in sensual pleas-

ures ; the business of continence is to prevent men from

being carried awav by the delights of the world; we ought
to tend in this life toward godliness; blessed are those who
feel hunger and thirst after God. It is required that, in

OUI i«>n to God there enters no other desire but that

of the beatitude to see the I)ivine Being; on that account

blei • those whose hearts are pure, because the sight

of God shall be their reward in heaven, and even in

this world they shall in a certain w.tv Bee God : because

those whose eve- arc pure behold things of superlai

bcautv ; it is required that we carrv strife to a peaceful

end accomplish our virtuous endeavors. Those who

of opposition to this take with ctTorts and

struggles the road of misery. On that account blessed are

the peace-makers, for they shall be called the children of God.

There are fourteen gift- of God, the all merciful

of them are . and seven spiritual. The seven bodily

gifts are: 1. to satiate the hungry; -' . to quench the thirst

of the thirsty; .^.
to clothe the naked: 4. to harbor the

tiger; ;. to inquire after the sick, anil to console the cap-

tive: 6 to procure libertv to prisoners; 7. to bury the dead.

The spiritual act6 are as follows: 1. to instruct the
igl

•

: 2. to advise the poor in spirit ; 3. to comfort the

heart of the mourners; a. to admonish the sinners; C. to

forgive injuries inflicted; 6. to show forbearance to the
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deformities of nature
; 7. to offer pious prayers for the living

and the dead. The Christians say that every necessitous

individual is worthy of charities, to whatever religion or

sect he may belong, but the person of the same faith, or a

relative, is more deserving of favor. It is a sin, when by
choice we perpetrate an action which is in opposition to

the pleasure of God, and when we abandon an act which

we are commanded to perform. A capital sin is it for a man

by his own choice to commit an abominable act and deed,

such as the unrighteous spilling of blood, and whoredom.

Of venial sins seven are enumerated : such as stealing some

slight thing without a perfect concurrence of the will in

it. The summary of the capital sins is as follows: pride,

avarice, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth.



Till". MllIAMMEDANS

The following .ire the principal features of the long ac-

count of Muhammedism contained in the Dabistan.

Immediately after the promulgation of the Koran, which

followed Muhammed's death, it became necessary to fix the

meaning and to determine the bearing of its text. There

- one theme in which all agreed: the grandeur, majesty,

and beneficence of one supreme Being, the Creator, ruler,

and preserver of the world, which is the effulgence of his

power. This is expressed in the Koran in such a strain

of sublimity as may unite men of all religions in one feel-

ing of admiration. This excellence is an inheritance of the

(1 ancient Asiatic religion. God can but be always the

object of boundless adoration, but never that of human

oning. Hence the Muhammedan sects disagreed about

the attributes of God.

The residence assigned, although inconsistently with pure

spiritualism, to the supreme Being was the ninth heaven
;

an eighth sphere formed the intermediate story between the

uppermost heaven and seven other spheres, distributed

among so many prophets, in the same manner as, in the

I tesatir, the seven prophet kings of the Peshdadian dynasty
were joined to the seven planets which thev, each one in

particular, venerated. Numberless angels, among whom
four principal chiefs, fill the universe, and serve, in a thou-

sand different ways, the supreme Lord of creation. We
recognize the notions of the ancient Persian religion in this,

and in the whole system of divine government.
Another subject of violent and interminable dispute was

God's action upon the nether world, principally upon man-

kind, or God's universal and eternal judgment, commonly
called predestination. This subject was greatly agitated by
the Matczalas. KaJarians, yabarians , and others.

Although this subject appears to be connected with the

Zoroastrian doctrine of the two principles, "good and bad,

(3i3)
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yet it has never been agitated with so much violence in so

many particular ways by any religionists as by the Muham-
medans.

According to tradition, the ancient Persian philosophy
was carried in the reign of Alexander to Greece, and

from thence, after having been recast in the mold of

Greek genius, returned in translations to its original coun-

try. We find it expressly stated in the Dabistan, that Plato

and Aristotle were acknowledged as the founders of two

principal schools of Muhammedan philosophers, to wit :

those of the Hukma ashrdkln, (<

Platonists,
w and the Hukma

mashdytn, "Aristotelian, or Peripatetics.
B To these add

the Sufi's matsherdin, "orthodox Sufis,
w who took care not

to maintain anything contrary to revelation, and exerted all

their sagacity to reconcile passages of the Koran with sound

philosophy. This was the particular profession of the Mat-

kaltnin,
(( scholastics. w These cede to no other philosophers

the palm of mastering subtilties and acute distinctions.

They had originally no other object but that of defending
their creed against the heterodox philosophers. But they
went further, and attacked the Peripatetics themselves with

the intention to substitute another philosophy for theirs.

It may be here sufficient to call to mind the works of three

most celebrated men, Alfarabi, Ibn Sina (Avisenna), and

Ghazali, whose works are reckoned to be the best speci-

mens of Arabian and Muhammedan philosophy. They con-

tain three essential parts of orthodox dogmatism: I. on-

tology, physiology, and psychology; these together are called

(< the science of possible things
w

;
2. theology, that is, the

discussion upon the existence, essence, and the attributes of

God
;
as well as his relations with the world and man in

particular ; 3. the science of prophetism, or w revealed the-

ology.
w All these subjects are touched upon in the Dabis-

tan, but in a very desultory manner. I shall add, that the

author puts in evidence a sect called Akhbdrin, or w
dog-

matic traditionists," who participate greatly in the doctrine

of the Matkalmin, and in his opinion are the most approv-
able of all religious philosophers.
The contest for the khalifat between the family of Ali,

Muhammed's son-in-law, and the three first khalifs, as well
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as the families lb and A! tntest which be-

in th \
•

• and appears not yet terminated

in our days
— tl -

it, 10 mucli more violent ai :•

at oner 1 II and political, occasioned the rise o:

it number of Much is Pound about Ali in the

. an article of the Koran, published no

where else relative to tl eat Muselman, which his ad-

said t>> have Buppn The adherents of Ali

are called v

The Pc after being conquered by the Arabs, were

led
'

'- the Muhammedan religion, but they

lerved a secret adherence to Maoism, their ancient na-

tional creed; I f w* re ei F( re eae ly disposed to join any

sect, which was more i>r less contrary to the standard creed

of their conquerors, and bore some slight conformity, or had

the least connection with, their former religion. They be-

came Shiahs.

Among these sectaries originated the particular otlice of

se power partook of something of a mysterious

nature : the visible presence of an Imam was not requin ,1
;

he could, although concealed, be acknowledged, direct ami

command his believers; his name was Mahdi, " the director."

This opinion originated and was spread after the sudden

disappearance of the seventh Imam, called Ismdil. His fol-

fuwers, the Ismailahs, maintained that he was not dead ;

he lived concealed, and directed the faithful by n

sag' it by him. and brought by his deputies; that he

would one dav reappear, give the victory to his adherents

over all other sects, and unite the world in one religion.

More than one Mahdi was subsequently proclaimed in dif-

ferent parts of Asia, Africa, and Europe
— always expected,

never appearing— 60 that it became a proverbial expres-

sion anions the Arabs to denote tardiness: "as slow as a

.di." We recognize in this an ancient idea of Zoroaster:

he, to> to reappear in his sons at the end of 1 j .
« « >

rather late, — but mankind never tire of hope and

expectation.
A creed, like that of the Ismdilahs

y
because founded up-

on sot: .
- erious, vague, and spiritual, was likelv

to branch out in most extraordinary conceptions and prac-
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tices. The Dabistdn abounds with curious details about

them. Their doctrine bore the character of duplicity : one

part was manifest, the other concealed. Their manner of

making proselytes was not open ; they acted in the dark.

They first induced the neophyte to doubt, then to despise
his own creed, and at last to exchange it for apparently
more sublime truths, until, after having sufficiently em-

boldened his reasoning faculty, they enabled him to throw

off every restraint of authority in religious matters. We
see in the Dabistdn the degrees through which an Isma-

ilah was to pass until he believed in no religion at all.

A most remarkable sect of the Ismailahs was that of the

Almtitians, so called from Alamut, a hill-fort in the Per-

sian province of Ghilan. This fort was the seat of Hassan
,

a self-created Imam, and became the capital of an empire,

perhaps unique in the history of the world. An Imam,
called by Europeans

<( the old man of the mountain," with-

out armies, or treasures, commanded the country around,

and terrified a great part of Asia by a band of devoted ad-

herents, whom he sent about to propagate his religion, and
to execute his commands, which were frequently the mur-

der of his enemies. The executioners were unknown save

at the fatal moment of action
; mighty khalifs and sul-

tans met with their murderers among their most intimate

servants, or the guardians of their doors, in the midst of

crowded public places or in the solitude of their secret bed-

chambers. The Fedayis, so were they called, devoted them-

selves not only to the sacred service of their Imam, but

hired their arm also for profane service to foreign chiefs,

such as the Christian crusaders. Among Europeans, these

Ismailahs, were known under the name of Assassins, which

well answered their infamous profession, but is better de-

rived from Hashishah, a sort of hemp, from which they
extracted an intoxicating beverage for their frequent use.

During one hundred and sixty years the Ismailahs were the

terror of the weak and the mighty, until they fell in one pro-

miscuous slaughter, with the khalif of Islamism, under the

swords of the ferocious invaders who, issuing from the vast

steppes of Tartary, fell upon the disordered empire of the

Muhammedans.
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A N A N 1 01 ii ; AngBLI

The angels are neither females nor males, and are pure
of all - >me of the first r.mk among

:i are entrai. the contemplation of the divine per-

il they witiu 1 that the-. not aware of

Almighty !. . the world and mankind. The
second order < are the ministers of bodies and

intic forms; the revolution of the heavens is their office;

and vrith every drop of r i comes down, and no

leaf appears without an angel fostering it. Hut among the

els four are distinguished, namely : 'Jalrl. IsrdfiL
.', and Azr The message of revelation is the

business of Jabril ;
to sound the trumpet belongs to Israfil;

t he surety of professions is Maikdil's ; and A/rail seizes the

6ouls. Four angels are the appointed guardians of man-

kind, and write down the good and the bad; two of them

are occupied with this business during the day, and two

during the night. The writers of the good keep the right

side, those of the had the left. The angels can in some

form appear to men
;

:>eciallv to the eyes of the puides of tin m

n among the possessors of constancy, the prophets and apostles.*

The prophets are the select of God from among all the

children of Adam and of the exalted angels, and the spirit

of Satan can never hurt them; if, by an e dinary

emergency, one of them commits a fault, it is reckoned to

be for giving good advice.

. at the moment when he tasted wl

Re • h ed the mankind
;

From the grain which i prang up a tr.

and in th>

Although there he among the proph* compared with

h other, a higher and a Lower rank in their exaltation,

Muhammcd the Arabian (may the blessing of (iod, the

high and omnipotent, he upon him!) is the noble and

celling prophet, who unite- all virtues and perfections.

• Muhamn ill mankin .
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He is the seal of God's prophets, and after him no other

shall come, and when at the end of time the Messiah 6hall

descend, he shall adopt the law of Muhammed
;

he shall

convoke the nations to his religion ;
the law of the prophet

shall cancel all other laws.

w If the decision of the law of the sovereign (Muhammed) happens
to be corresponding with another law,

There is no obedience whatever due to the latter,

Except from the circumstance of its being right according to

the law of the prophet.
w

The ascent of the prophet with his body happened dur-

ing his being awake, as far as the mosque Aksa ; there he

mounted on the back of Bordk, and passed above the

heavens. He saw all the prophets, and the stories of the

heavens and the hells
;

in the heavenly mansion of Jabril

(God be praised!) the angel remained behind him; thence

by means of the arch he proceeded further.

<( There was no confidant but God ;

He saw what was to be seen, he heard what was to be heard;
From thence he turned his face toward his dwelling"
His place of repose had not yet become cold. w

If this supernatural event was associated with the claim

of prophecy, so was it a miracle, and if not, so was it di-

vine favor; in the existence of the Lord prophet (the bless-

ing and peace of God be with him) was a great number

of miracles attesting his mission to the nations, and such

ones as are not to be found with other prophets. There

are many books attributed to God Almighty, and in their

whole number one hundred and four are approved ; but they
are not confined to this number, and some of those which

are known are not praised.

<( Every book which God has sent,

Is received by the believing as revealing God's perfection.

Such is the Ta-writ (the Old Testament), this book of the Merciful,

Which by tradition and writing came to Ibrahim.^

<( Another is the Gospel, which came down

By the Messiah, and the psalms by Daud.

A summary of all these four is the Koran,
Which Muhammed has composed,
The sense and the text of which is a wonder.
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"A jnent men of Aril. 1.1 Dnitcd

.nt into the loondi of words,

live, and vile

Altogether, in comparison \siih the shortest Surah.**

rVi the I
f < I - >«.l containa divine words, it is snciei

the letters ami sound-, are new ; the novelty of an old

meaning is like a dress.

'lithe vir •
• .i\ with the heart,

Hon can the
;

who po« the dress be disturbed? 1'

The Mohammedan religion is among the most excellent

and most noble religions, and the father of this religion,

the prophet of Arabia, is the hest and the most eminent

among the saints of the religions; there is a number of

prophets, particularly the friends and the posterity of the

prophet, but none is higher than he, the prophet.

g them all there was, in truth,

N more apt f. t the khalifat than Suii'k (Abu heker) ;

d him, there was among the noble

n me more worthj of the office than Far&k (Omar);
A: •

i ; -uk, from none more than Zo ill Narain (Osman)
>f religion find ornament;

After them all, i>v knowledge and faith,

Ws d of the khalifa."

' Do not bestow veneration upon Other names but theirs;

To none offer greater honors than t.> them.8

When thou findest one of the people of the Kibla (the

true faith) in a sin and fault, him not of infidelity,

and number him not among the people of damnation ; in

like manner, consider not a fit and good man, although be

be removed from sins, as belonging to the inhabitants of

Whoever Is an unbeliever with a xunar,

himfor certain as belonging to the inhabitants of hell."

Having found the happy tiding- that ten personages have

entered into heaven, do not however include him in their

number.

" Because they are all formed <>f ti offspring,
eiveil <• happy tidinps of going tO heaven."

* Surah mean- a eha; I thl K ran.
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When anybody is placed in the tomb, then two angels
of a frightful appearance ask him :

<( Who was thy God, thy

prophet, what thy creed?" If he give a right answer, then

they keep his grave open, and make a window from

heaven to it, that he may behold his future dwelling. But

if his answer does not prove satisfactory, they beat his face

soft with a club, and close the grave so tight upon him,
that a noise issues from the compression of his sides

; they
also open a window from hell to him so that he may there see

his fate and his habitation. When the period of the world

shall be terminated, the name of God shall not be pro-
nounced by any tongue; then, by God's orders, shall Israfil

sound the trumpet, and extinguish all like lamps ; afterward,

during ages, there shall be no motion upon the face of the

earth, until Israfil shall again, at God's order, by a blast of

the trumpet blow the souls into the dispersed parts of

their bodies, so that all shall revive. Afterward, at the

last judgment, the angels shall place the journal of actions

recorded at the right hand of the virtuous, and at the left

of the iniquitous. If the balance is weighed down by the

good actions of a person, he goes to heaven
;
but if the

scale, heavy with sins, weighs down the other, hell awaits

the sinner. This being brought to a close, an invisible

bridge is thrown over hell; this bridge is sharper than the

edge of a sword and thinner than a hair, and the believers

and unbelievers are to be driven over it.

<( When any unbeliever puts his foot upon it,

The abyss of hell shall be his habitation.»

The believer also shall, according to his knowledge and

his actions, sooner or later pass over it
;
a weak faith shall

not easily cross it.

(< But he shall find salvation at the end of the business,

Although he may see many difficulties. w

There are fifty stations in the space on which the obe-

dient and the rebels shall stop: upon each station another

question is asked :
—

(( He who gives a right answer

Crosses each station with rapidity.

But if not, in each, from a distressing condition,

He suffers pain and grief during one thousand years.
®
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The unbeliever shall sutler the torment <>f hell eternally;

ami the iniquitous believer shall remain in it, according to

the estimation of his crin

thei ti: treat]
•

in- Intei

ate him from the retribution end punishment,
.. tin- door <>f liberation does not open,

Tl. | merciful of t! ill beston salvation.8

When thev Come out of hell, thev wash themselves clean

of smoke in the Kawstr.* There are eight gradations, or

steps, in heaven ; and every i: Cording to hi6 knowl-
— and conduct, shares a place in them, and enjoys ett-r-

nal beatitude. The highest of ble: s the sight of God,
the Almighty, whom the good behold as the moon of four-

teen nights. This is upon the authority of the lord Mulana
Abd-ul rahmen Jami. It is written in an esteemed book,

that there are in hell eight steps, in which men are placed

according to the estimation of their sins.

Here is a short account of what I have learned from the

ipoechet • <( intelligent men of the right faith. It is con-

tuned in their books that the first being created was the

spirit of Muhammed: —
"The first creature of God was mj soul.*

To this allusion is made in the words quoted from the

Koran. Then all the spirits of mankind were brought
forth; these, before being united with bodies, remain four

thousand year- in the vicinity of the grace of the most

high God :
—

"(j ited the souls four thousand years before the bodii

The heavens are understood to be the heavenly bodies oi

the sphere which is over our head'-, and this has Seven

circles; the earth is the cover of the tortoise which is be-

neath our feet. There a: :i earths: —
•Who rena and earths like them.*

*A" i« a ri\--r oi
\

mentioned in the Kor.m (Chap.
CVIIl

I .rditi^' t.. a tradition of Muhammed, iti.- irater of this

t is whiter than milk or lilTer, tweeter than hon.-v, smoother
than cream, ami more odoriferous than musk,

21
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In each earth there are creatures, and among these crea-

tures propagating inhabitants. The width of each earth is

five hundred journeys of travel. The compartments of hea-

ven are round
;
but in the middle of the circle is the tent

of majesty ;
and in each sphere is an order of angels oc-

cupied with the worship and adoration of the divinity ;
one

troop standing somewhat erect
;
another multitude inclined

(with their hands on their knees); a number prostrated,

with the forehead touching the ground ;
others sitting ;

some carry the throne of God ;
and every angel has a

place and a post determined, which he cannot leave.

(< Their place is a place known.w

From sphere to sphere there is a distance to be traversed

in five hundred years of traveling; in each heaven is one

of the seven planets, all the other stars are in the first

heaven, which is the next to the world of mankind.

<( We have adorned the inferior heaven with the ornament of stars,

And we have preserved it from all obstinate demons. M

The borders of heaven are upon the mount Kaf, and the

throne of God is higher than the seven spheres.

(< He created the heavens and the earths.w

Above the throne of God is the ninth sphere (arsh).

(< He created the heavens and the earths in ten days, and then took

rest upon his throne.w

The throne of God, the seven stories of heaven, and the

seven dslii&nah (nests, houses) of the earth are firm, and

having taken their rest, do not move in any way, and are

absolutely without motion.

All that has been enumerated did not exist in the be-

ginning ;
the Almighty God created them without elemen-

tary matter by the action of his wisdom and absolute

power. When the day of resurrection arrives, he shall fold

together the heavens, and change the earth for another

earth, and plunge the heavenly sphere and the earth into

nothing. The earth of the resurrection will be like an

earth of pure silver, and in this earth nobody shall have

committed a crime. As the happy Abdullah says :
—
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•On the daj when th< earth -hall tx another earth,

rhite lilver, wh
bli . e ininittfii. "

< ta the resurrection, he rod hell shall be made

ready; the di i ninnhers .shall again form their body
United; and the soul shall again take possession of

m. Some khall be carried to heaven, others to hell.

of mankind who w.i- Adam; be w

the father of men; his hodv u.i-. of earth ; Adam was the

father of all bodies, and Muhammed the father of all spirits.

: a man, beween water and earth;"

and all existence wras brought forth according to, and in

dependence upon, the existence of the prophet Muhammed.
The angeK have wings to

fly, with which they cross in

one minute a distance of one thousand years
1

journey.
LB brought forth from fire, and was accursed on

account of disobedience.

The S iks

This is the greatest part of the creed professed by the

people of Islam. They are divided into many 6ect6. Accord-

to the account of some belonging to the persuasion of the

Sonna and the J.tma'it, the Mulla Muhammed Masi'im, of

Kashghar, was | learned and virtuous man, and one of

those who followed the doctrine of Ilaneii, to whom lie

attached himself so much as to choose him for his master.

His origin was from Badkabshan, .md tiis name Shaikh

Hossan; he always studied the Koran, the traditions and

other books of religion and law, and regulated his conduct

alter them; in such wav he I the day; he kept fre-

quent fast 's nor listened to stories, and if

anybody uttered before him speeches of worldly people, he

became angry. lie was very cautious with the Shi&hs, and

admitted them not to his house. The author of this book

asked him, in Lahore: "What ifl the of the aversion

which you always show to the Shift] He replied: "I
was or ad therefore conformed myself to

that creed. One night I :n the Lord Imam
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Hossen, the son of the Lord Ali, the son of Abi Taleb,

and asked him about the real truth of religion; he enjoined
me: ( Be a Sonni, and keep away from the inconstant, for

they are heretics and idolators of my person, and then utter

unbecoming words against the heads of religion, Abubekr,

Omar, and Osman, and by such an illusion they lost the

right way : the way of truth is the doctrine of the Son-

ni tes and the Jamdat.'
*

Here follows what I have learned from the Shaikh Hos-

sen, as well as from Mulla Aadil. A shiah is no Muselman,
and when he brings forth his faith, it is not right, accord-

ing to the saying of the prophet :
—

tt
Reviling the two shaikhs is an infidelity without repentance (re-

mission).*

I heard from Mulla, Yakub Tarfani, that these words

for restraining the tongue exceed all bounds, and are an

exaggeration in the veneration of the two Shaikhs (the

grace of God be upon them) ;
that yet repentance (remis-

sion) is admitted; he said besides that it is agreed, revil-

ing is no infidelity.

Shaikh Mans'ur Materidi became a follower of the lord

Iman Abu Hanifa of Kufa, and Hujjet ul islam,
w the

proof of Islam,
" the Imam Muhammed Ghazali, who was

a traveler on the same road with the lord Jmam Shafayat

(the peace of God be upon them!) said in their literary

compositions, and in books we read, that the root and the

foundation of the seventy and two branches of religion are

six doctrines, namely : the Tashblah, Tdtll, Jaber, Kadr
t

Rafs, and Naseb.

In the dmedat ul tndtekad,
(< the pillar of believers," com-

posed by Shahdb ul hak, "flame of truth," Shaikh of

Islamism and of the Muselmans, Abu abd ulla Faselella,

son of the Imam, the blessed, whom God has taken in his

mercy, and whose sins are forgiven, Tajeddin,
<c the crown

of the faith," Abu Sdid al Hassan, son of Hassan, son of

Tusef al Stirl, is to be found, that the Tashbihian,
<( assim-

ilators," have attached to the most high God improper and

unsuitable attributes, inasmuch as they have connected his

creation partly with an elementary principle, and partly
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with accidents. The TdHJxan, "the indifferent," have de-

nied God and his attributes. In the before-mentioned hook

we find the creed of this sect is, that the world has no

Creator, ami that U .'.\sa\s was 6uch as it is, and that,

except what is sureh perceived, there is no other existence.

We have also heard from Shaikh Ilossen, that the T>it"il

atain what some philosophers asserted, that God is the

cause of things, ."~d that the matter of the world was

always in him. We learned also from Azi/.i, that, accord-

ing to this sect, G< I, the Almighty, when he created the

world, attached its destiny to everything that appeared,
and that DOW, without (iod's taking any active part in it,

everything exists or peris!

The sect of the yaberiah^ the compelled," having given

up, and denying, freedom of action in men, attach all their

deeds to God.

The Kadariah,
ff the powerful," affect God in themselves,

and reckon themselves the creators of all their actions

The J\afs, "heretics," profess their devotion to AH (the

peace of God be with him!), and in the exaggeration of

their affection, they make an unbecoming use of their

tongue in reviling the illustrious Abubekr, Omar, and Os-

man (the peace of God be upon them!); they rebelled, and

went so far that, whoever did not, after the prophet of

Arabia, without hesitation acknowledge the supremacy of

Ali (the grace of God be with him!) and profess his

being the chief of the faith and substitute of the prophet,

not reckoned by them among the Muselmans.

The Na-xasib, "enemies," are devoted to Abubekr and

Omar, and having prevailed in this devotion they rejected

Ali (the mercy of (iod be upon him!) and proceeded so far

that, whoever did not, after the great prophet, plainly and

decidedly acknowledge Abubekr and Omar (the grace of

God be with them !) as khalifa of the prophet, and as Imams,

was by them excluded from the circle of the right faith.

Each of these Bis sects was subdivided into twelve,

whence seventy and two 6ects arose. All are in the fire of
hell, bv the precepts of the sayingl of the prophet .

—
"My nation is divided inl three sects, who are all in

the fire of htll, except 01
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And those only who are without these seventy and two
sects belong to the people of salvation, because they are of

the true religion and upon the right road
;

but the true

religion is that which is not to be found among the sects

mentioned, and in which those six religions are not likely

not to be, because these six religions did not exist in the

time of the prophet and in the last will of the apostle.

After him innovations took place, so that it is not unknown,
in what time, and in what place or town, and by whom

they became manifest, and from what cause they originated.

By concordance of the people of Islam, the right road and

the true religion is that which Muhammed (blessing be

upon him!) and after him the noble companions professed,

and this faith is that of the Sonnites and the Jamaat. This

is in substance the creed of Shaikh Afansur, and of Hajet
ul isldm Abu AbcPulla : We are informed by the learned

of the Hanefi persuasion, and by Mulla Yakub T'urkhanx,

who was an assistant and companion of Mulla Adil, that

the religion of the Sonnites and the Jamaat is divided into

four branches, which are the four sides of the city of the

law of Muhammed, namely, the Hanefiah, Mdlkiah, Shdfdya,

Hamballah, and the wanderer in these four religions is

liberated.

The Shi-ahs

The author of this book was informed, by the learned of

this sect, that they agreed to attribute the office of Imam
and the khalifat with the title of Amir of the believers,

in particular to All (the peace of God be with him!) that

he was established by clear tradition, or by manifestation

or by testament ;
and they maintain that the khalifat was

not alienable from the descendants of his highness, and if

such a transgression happened, it can have been only by
violence and by tyranny ; they also said, that the office of

an Imam is not to be given by the decision of a council,

which may depend upon the choice of the vulgar, so that

the Imam may be appointed by their injunction, but the

true decision is that which derives its origin and support
from the pillars of the faith

;
and the dignity of the pro-
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. lum '• (may the benedictioni oi I

he upon him!) does not deserve that therv be aeg

Ued <>r carei ich • matter, or that it

committed to the mu The gue thu6 DDOD

condit r the appointment of an Imam, upon
which requites to he de-

fended by the inferior and higher ; These are the

:iions iti which they a^iee about Opposing or BppO

ing an Imam about m >r deeds in the state of reli-

n.

'itic, however, called opposed them in what

Sid ,
and there ifi among the Shi&hl a great diffcr-

ence of opinion about the establishment of the Imdm's

offic . i at all times, before us until later days, there was

much discoursing about it : they differ widely about the

number of the Imams. They are divided in different 6ects,

and we shall in this book give an account of what we
have seen of them.

The Twelve Sk> is of the SHIAH8

The author of this book relates what he has learned from

Mulla Muhammed M.Wim, from Nluhammed Mumin, and

from Mulla Ibrahim, who in the year of the Hegira i

(A.D. 164 }) were in Lahore, and from others. The Mulla

Ibrahim had great faith in his religion, and had a great aver-

sion to the follower! of the Sonna and the Jamaat, whom
he never approached at meals; he did not during six months

taste any butter in Lahore, because it happened to be a

Hindu or Sonnite who fftl Belling it. lie -aid : "In the

beginning of my manhood, I once slept in a held, and saw

in a dream a gnat host of luminous being-, who said to

me: ( Be a Muselman.' I answered: 'Such is my inclina-

tion.' They said again : 'Take care of not being a Son-

nite'; and they added much about thi6 subject to dissuade

me from it. When they had disappeared, I asked their fol-

lowers :

' Who were they?' They replied:
'

Imini>.' When
I awoke, from that moment I never associated with the

Sonnites."
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With this sect there is but one Lord God, and no other :

he is one, living, omniscient, self-acting, almighty, hearing
and seeing everything, and the first of speakers ; they

acknowledge his power, not only over possible, but even

impossible things ; they consider God Almighty as pos-

sessed of qualities necessarily inherent in his essence
; they

hold the servant of God to be master of his own actions.

With them the word of God is not ancient, but it is a

novelty, because its meaning is understood from sounds.

They adduce the words of Abu fdfr Tusi (the mercy of

God be with him!), who says that, fundamentally con-

sidered, the seventy and three sects are only two religions,

namely: Navd seb.
<( the enemies of All, and Havafe's,

<( heretics 8
(the Shiahs), because on the day on which

Muhammed (the peace of God be upon him !
)

left the

mortal garment, there were forty thousand companions

present, who all acknowledged, with approbation and satis-

faction, Abubekr as khalif, except eighteen persons, who
were attached to All (the peace of God be with him!)
who were joined by seventeen other individuals, who,
averse to Abubekr, did not acknowledge him, nor give
their consent to his khalifat. He said of these seventeen,

rafas d na, "they abandoned me," or "
they separated

from me," whence they received the name ravdfes, "schis-

matics 8
;

and those eighteen persons said to the com-

panions :
—

(< You have appointed Abubekr without inauguration,
8

that is: "You raised to the khalifat Abubekr, without

having due sanction for it
*

;
on which account they re-

ceived the title of JVavdsS,
"
enemies,

8 and each of these

two sects had two names
;

the one their own, on account

of the part which they took in the appointment of the

khalif, and the other name, which their antagonist or enemy
gave them ; all the companions called themselves the people

of the faiths or the people of the Sonnat and yamddt,
while those eighteen persons called them navdseb,

" ene-

mies,
8 and to themselves they gave the title of mtimin,

"believers,
8 and Shidhs, "troop,

8 but all the companions
named them R&fes, "heretics. 8

Afterward, the religion of
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the divided itself into fifty and five sects, and

the K.t\A:-- into eighteen, .1^ il wrai >aid: —
•All arc In the tire o| bell, except oil'

Of t! ts, one only is to belong to the people of

.ition, because- they profess the right ftith, and this

right faith a in believing the unity, the justice of

(lod, the dignity of the prophet and of the Imdm, and the

resnirection, and in maintaining the truth of each of these

• article-. Al God Almighty thinks good to choose one

among his servants, whom he sends us nil prophet and

apostle, that he may announce the right way to his subjects

and creatures, he who is sent mnst he pure of all our ve-

nial and mortal sins; his word is to be a mediation between

I and man; and the prophet, who is sent by God, finds

it necessary to choose one like him to fill his place after

him, and this substitute must also be pure of all venial and

mortal sins, this substitute, or khalif, must choose one who

may take his place after him, so that the center of the face

of the earth may never remain destitute of Imdms; and

that, by the reasoning of wisdom and by his efforts, the

decisions in the law may be preserved right, and the col-

lection of proofs not lose its purity among them. Muham-
med chose All, and appointed him his executor and khalif,

and AH. after Muhammed, was the best and wisest of all

prophets of the family; the other Imams (the blessii,g of (

be upon them:) were his sons; afl the first. 60 were the

last, and at the end they remained the same as they had

been in the beginning. The number of Imdms, according

to the Akkbdr \al<i,
"

History of the Prophets," was twelve,

eleven of them paated to the other world, the twelfth is

liYing forever; it last he shall appear, and render the world

as full of virtue as it is now full of injustice and tyranny.
Thcv lay, that Abnbekr, Omar, and Osrnan, and the

children of Ami ah and Abasiah, their companions, usurped
the dignity of Imams, on »l iccount they revile them.

Some of them assert that Osmail burnt some volumes of the

Koran, and threw which were in

favor of AH and of his descendants; of which the follow-

ing is one :
—
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A Surah from the Koran

In the name of the bountiful and merciful God.

O you who have faith, believe in the two lights, Muhammed and

Ali, whom we have sent, and who recite our verses to you and put

you on your guard against the chastisement of the great day. These

two lights proceed the one from the other. As to myself, I under-

stand and I know.

Those who fulfill the order of God and of his prophet, such as it

is given to them in the verses of the Koran, those shall enjoy the

gardens of delight. As to those who, after having believed, became
infidels by transgressing their compact, and what the prophet had

stipulated for them, they shall be thrown into hell, because they have

unjustly treated their own souls, and have disobeyed the preaching

prophet. These shall be drenched with hot water.

It is God who illuminated the heavens and the earth, as it was
his pleasure; who made his choice among the angels and prophets;
who placed the latter among the number of believers in the midst of

his creatures. God does what he wills : there is but he, the bounti-

ful and merciful God.

Those who preceded them have already machinated against their

prophets; but I have punished them for their perfidy, and certainly

my punishment is violent and severe. God had already destroyed Ad
and Tamud, on account of their crimes; he made of them an ex-

ample for warning you. Shall you then not fear?

Because Pharaoh acted tyrannically toward Moses and his brother

Aaron, I drowned him in the waters, as well as those who followed

him, in order that it may serve as a sign for you.

Many among you are prevaricators; but God will assemble them all

on the day of resurrection; and they will not be able to answer when

interrogated by him: certainly, hell is their habitation. God is all-

knowing and wise.

O prophet! my advertisement arrived (at its destination); perhaps
will they act (conformably to it). Those who turned away from

my words have already experienced detriment.

Are they comparable to those who accomplish thy ordinances, and

whom I will reward by the gardens of delight? For God is the

Lord of mercy and great rewards.

Ali is of the number of pious ;
we shall restore him his right on

the day of judgment. We are not ignorant of their intention to de-

fraud him. We have honored him more than all thy family. He and

his race are of the number of sufferers, and certainly their enemy is

the Imam of sinners.

Say to those who became infidels after having believed :
(< You

have sought after the comforts of the present life, and you have been

eager in the pursuit of them
;
but you have forgotten what God and

his prophet have promised you. You have broken the engagements
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which v.nj had t.ikcn rmal manner; yel we quoted t" you ex

unples, in the hope that you would follow the good direction.8

i) ; phet, we have sent thee clear verses i- ie who w Ith-

fnl, and ttt to them will receive assistance titer

Turn aw who turn away from me. >.

rtainly, he

them .ij>;>far on th<- daj 00 which nothing shall 1

them, and when they will have n.> pitj to hope for. Their ha:

a which they shall not be remo^

the name oi thy Lord, and be ol the number of his

•r* We have already sent Moses, snd Aaron, and those who
followed them; hut they treated Aaron unjnstlj. Patience is an ex-

cellent virtue. Among them we changed Si.me into Spd and hogs;
we cursed them until the Jay of resuri patience ;

cer-

tainly they shall be punish

We bare gratified thee with an authority equal to that which was

-essed by the messengers who preceded thee, and we have given
thee instructions in their persons. Perhaps mankind will be

verted. He who turns away from my command shall he soon called

away bv me from (his world. Let them therefore enjoy some time

their impiety. Ask no information concerning the violators of God's

law.

prophet, we granted thee the power of loading the neck of those

who believed in the strength of a compact which we contract. Be

thou of the number of the grateful.

Certainly. Ali is pious. He passes the night prostrate before God.

He is cautious with respect to another life, and he hopes to merit the

reward of his Lord. Say, will they be treated in the same manner,

thej who have acted unjustly, although they knew the chastisement

which I prepare for them ? Chains shall be put on their necks, and

they shall repent of their acts.

We have announced to thee i progeny of just men, who will not

oppose my commands. My bounty and mercy are upon them, living or

dead, until the day of resurrection. My anger is against those who

act tyrannically toward thy posterity; wicked men who shall suffer

the pain which they drservr.

As to those who walked upon the road of thy posterity, my mercy
-ranted to them, and they shall in the kiosques oj para-

dise. "Glory to God, Kni^ of the creatures "

The Isma:i.i.\;i

Information was received from Mir Amfr, who was a

governor of the Niv'ilii,
* district " of the town Shekunah,

that the I*m'i$liah are a tribe among the Shiuhs; and their

creed is ascribed to the lord Imam [sm&ll, the son of the
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lord Im&m Jafr sadik, and this sect believe this lord an

Imam
; they say, that Imam Jafr consigned the office of an

Imam to him
;
and that he never admitted to a partnership

with the mother of this lord any other woman or girl, in

the manner that had been done by the prophet with regard

to Khadijah, and by Ali with respect to Fatmah. About

the departure of Ismail from this perishable world, there

are different accounts. Some say that he died during the

lifetime of Jafr ;
then the prerogative of appointing to the

Imamate was transferred from the Imam Jafr to the off-

spring of Ismail ;
in like manner as Musi (Moses) trans-

ferred the appointment to Harun (Aaron), who died during
the lifetime of Musi. The appointment does not return by
retrocession ; and a convention reversed from whence it

came is impossible. Jafr was not likely to appoint, with-

out traditional credentials from noble ancestors, one from

among his distinguished descendants, and to be uncertain

and unknown is not suitable to an Imam. As to the ap-

pointment of the Imam Jafr, its legality is in accordance

with the twelve Imams. Some say that Ismail had not

departed from life, but the news of his death was spread

about, from fear that his enemies should attempt his life,

and a declaration of his death was written. It is reported,

according to some, that during the khalifat of Manzur,
Ismail was seen in Basra, where a person afflicted with a

malady of the foot was cured by means of his prayers.
Mansur asked information from the Imam, who sent to the

khalif a certificate (of Ismail's death), in which was in-

cluded a letter of the aamil (collector of revenue) of Man-
sur.

They say that, after Ismail followed Muhammed, the son

of Ismail, with whom closed the series of the Shiah Imams,
and after him the Imams disappeared ;

but no age remains

destitute of conspicuous Imams, and when an Imam has

appeared, he certainly evinces himself as such.

The number of the commands of the Imams is seven, like

the seven days of the week, the seven heavens, and the

seven planets.* They hold the number of the religious

*The number serpen acts a great part in the system of the Ismailahs.

All things, after having attained the septenary number, are at their
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leaders to be twelve, and therein tie [mamiyai have Com-

mitted an error, by counting the lnian, the- l< . md
these are the B "

inters I ':. do DOt

conform then the vidence of the divine law; tl

ire ire do w annipreaent, "r not '-mni-

prei miniacient, or do! omniscient, almighty, 01 not al-

mighty, and so in all attribi: they maintain further

a confirmation of the truth, that there i-< a connection be-

tween God and the other beings, and this is the creed of

the 7'ashb'tah,
" ussimilators

"
; but from an absolute nega-

tion a Connection takes place with non-existences, which is

ntained by the 7'/7«7,
• iiuiillei. : and the application

of this thesis to the Lord, the Belf-existent, leads to the

opinion, that there is no community to be imagined be-

tween the Lord God, self-existent, and other beings. They
also 6ay that the Almighty God is the operator of opposite

effects, and the creator and ruler of conflicting results.

They further 6et forth, that when the lord Yzed, the most

sublime, bestowed the gift of knowledge upon the inhab-

itants of the world, they called him all-knowing; when he

displayed his power on account of his majesty, they called

him all-mighty: certainly the attribution of knowledge and

power to the being of the most sublime Yzed is founded

upon the belief that he is the giver of knowledge and force.

Moreover they assert that, by a single command, God cre-

ated intelligence, which among all things is perfect, and by
means of perfect intelligence, he brought forth the spirit

which is not perfect; there is a relation between intelligence
and spirit, a relation between the 6perm and the child pro-

duced, as well as a relation between the egg and the bird,

or a relation between father and son, or husband and wife.

The spirit becomes then desirous of, and longing for the

excellence of perfect intelligence which he derives from ex-

pansion, therefore he feels himself pressed to move out of

end, mu<t a change, and be succeeded by other things. To
the above mentioned, I shall a.i a palms, <<f which

_-ht of a man is said to consist, seven climates, and ..>,

according to the Koran (Sura XXXI. v If all the tree* on the

earth were pens, and God should aft-r that swell the lei into seven

seas of ink, tl. rdi of God would not be exhausted.*
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his deficiencies toward excellence, but he does not attain at

perfect motion, except by means of an instrument.

Afterward, God created the heavenly bodies, and gave
the heavens a circular motion

;
from his disposition emerged

the spirit, the simple elementary natures, and by means of

them the uncompounded beings ; further, he brought forth

the compounded bodies from among minerals, vegetables,

and various animals, among which man was the best, on

account of the merit of much sanctity, and his connection

with the celestial world. Thus the upper world is com-

posed of perfect universal intelligence, and the rational

sense of universality which is the origin of creatures. It

is necessary that in the nether world perfect universal in-

telligence and reason prevail, that they may afford to the

inhabitants of the world the means of salvation, and this

intelligence is the prophet n&t' ik,
a
speaking," and the

reason is the Imam. As the heavens are moved by the

impulse of intelligence and reason, in like manner are

the other souls set free by the impulse of the <(

speaker";
there i6 one who commands in every age, and every time

has its revolution; every revolution depends upon the au-

thority of 6even persons until it terminates by the last rev-

olution and the time of judgment comes
;

the exigencies of

the law and religious rule rise as the rapid movements of

heaven, and the necessity of law is the cause of the acqui-
sition of reason carried to excellence ; it is a laudable trial

of mankind to attain to the dignity of wisdom, and this

is
w the great judgment."
When they wish to convert any body to their creed, they

throw doubts upon his religion into his mind, not with any
evil intention on their side, but that he may find the road

to God and attain truth, as well as be convinced that, ex-

cept their religion, any other is remote from certainty and

without firmness.

A great number of learned men are followers of the Is-

mailiah: such was Amir JVds'er Khusr6, from among all

learned poets, the contemporary of Ismail, surnamed Mont-

dser,
(< the victorious." Amir Naser was born in the year

of the Hegira 359 (A. D. 969). When he arrived at the

age of discernment and rectitude, he heard the voice of
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Haasen, :< 1 king the morals <>f the [smftlllah, in the time

of the kli.ilit.it <>! the legitimate [mam Montaser; he has-

tened from K: n to Egypt, where he dwell seven

re; every vesu he made pilgrimage to Mecca, and re-

turned from thence; be was exceedingly devoted to the

practice ol the law At last he went to Mecca, and re-

turning by the way of Bas ra (Bussora) be was disposed

40 to K! 1. Ila\ing fixed himself in Sabakh, he

invited mankind to the khalifat of Mantes 'er, and to the

religion of the Ismailiah, and showed the way to it. Hence,

a number of the enemies of the prophet's descendants

wished to destroy Amir Nas r Khusrtf. A prey to fear and

terror, he concealed himself from mountain to mountain in

Badakhshan, and lived twenty years upon water and grass

in inaccessible places. Some of the ignorant reckoned him

a companion among the Ismailiah Almutiah
; others of the

uninformed composed a book of regret on the subject of his

alliance with the Almutiah which they supposed: the fact

is that he, following the Ismailiah of the West, kept no

communication nor society with the Almutiah. This is

what we have heard from the Ismailiah with regard to

Nas r, and what is also recorded in historical books.

The Imms of the Ismailiah showed themselves very kind

to all creatures. Thus Mans'ur, the son of Aziz, known
under the name of Alhakem ba amra allah, an Ismailah,

i in Egypt that, for the convenience of purchase and

sale, the doors of the shops should be kept open at night,

and the windows of Cairo not shut, that besides torches

should be lighted in the narrow streets the whole night,

and the people freely move in the market places and

squares. This lord was skillful in all sciences, and power-
ful in prodigies, like his glorious ancestor Muhammed
Mokhtar. Thus he said :

"
in such a night, a misfortune will

befall me "
: and so it happened.

The Imams of the western Ismailiah were all zealous in

the practices of exterior worship, and an account of them

is published in the historical books. The Ismuiiiah of Iran

are celebrated with~the Ismailiah of Kohistan and Rudbiir.

The first of the former wa6 ffassatt, son of Sdbdh.



OMAR KHAYAM

The
lineage of Hassan is connected with Muhammed

Sabah Zamerf ;
his grandfather, who descended from

the family of Sabah Zamerf, came from Yemen to

Kufa, from Kufa to Kam, and from Kam to R&. His father

is also said to have been Alf, a person devout and learned in

the religion of Ismailism
;
he found a livelihood in the country

of R£f. The judge of this province, Abu Muslem Razf, on

account of the contrariety of religion, bore him enmity. At
the time when the Imam Mavafek Nfsh&puri, one of most

learned Sonnites, nourished in Khorassan, the father (Alf),

in order to remove from the suspicions of the enemy, hav-

ing brought his fortunate son to Nishapur, into the society

of the Imam Movafik, procured him the opportunity of be-

ing intent upon his own advantage, while he himself,

seated in the corner of tranquillity, devoted himself to

piety. He never permitted himself speech above the com-

prehension of the vulgar, for fear that any person might
consider them speeches of heretics and infidels, and accuse

him of impiety and irreligion. Hassan was a condisciple

of Nizam al mulk, of Tus, and Omar Khayam* of Nfshapur.
A6 his glorious father had revealed to him that Nizam al

mulkh would rise to a high rank of worldly greatness, and

Hassan to a great dignity, visible and invisible, therefore

Hassan said to Nizam al mulk :

(< Whichever of us attains a

high dignity, shall divide the fortune by him acquired be-

tween us three equally ;* and in this sense they bound

themselves by a covenant. When kh^jah became a vizir in

the time of Alp Arselan, then Hakim Omar Khayam came
to him, and in the corner of contemplative retirement, de-

voted himself to the acquisition of virtues.

Mirkhond has Hakim Omar Khayan. Silvestre de Sacy thought
that it would perhaps be better to translate * Hakim, son of Omar,"
and Khay&m is a surname, signifying,

<( maker of tents.*

(336)
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TllK V.\ IIAIUA II AM) I.MANA

V&hed .Mahmud w.is h«>rii in Masjuan, a village in the

country Gilan. He wmm learned, active, abstinent, ana*

tere, and eloquent; he appeared in the year of the Hegira
600 (A. D. 1303-4). ^' ls Sl '^ ,M;lt "hen Mohammed*!

body bad attained a greater perfection, from it Mahmud
arose :

—
\W thai! re* thee in .1 place Mahmud praiseworthy."

The meaning of it i6 this: When in an elemental matter,

the energy conjoins in such a manner that by it an exu-

berance results in the composition of the mineral form ;

then it may happen that it assumes such a superior aptness
as to invest itself with a vegetable guise ; when its faculty
and fitness gains a further increase, then the animal vest

adapts itself to a suitable shape, and becomes worthy, that

the elemental matter, fitted for the dignity of a human
constitution, converges to such an excellence as to manifest

itself in the perfection of mankind. In this manner, the

p irts of the human body from the appearance of Adam
were progressing in purity, until they attained the dignity
of a Muhammed, who is the top of the ladder. In this

time, as the perfection and purity advanced, Mahmud ap-

peared. On that account it was said :
—

" Prom Muhammed is the flight to Mahmud:
As in the former there is less, and in the latter more (perfection).'*

And the words which the lord of the prophetic asylum,
Muhammed, addressed to All :

—
"

I and Ali proceed from one lipht ;
thy flesh is my Beth, and thy

my body,*

• thil meaning: that the purity and energy of the bodily
- were collected in the prophets and the saints

;
and

from them the bodies of Muhammed and Ali were kneaded,

in such a manner that the chosen parts of Muhamrned's

and Ali's bodies being conjoined and mixed together, the

person of Mahmud was formed.

2^
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An Account of Some of Their Tenets

The author of this book heard from a person who was

one of the safd,
<(

pure
w

Durvishes, from the Durvish Bakaf

Vahed, from the Durvish Ismail, and from Mizza Taki,

from Shaikh Latef ilia, and Shaikh Shahab, who belonged
to the Imana, what follows: Any single person is a being
which longs after earth

;
but other elements also exist with

an abhorrence of earth. These sectaries consider the sun

as the spirit of fire, and call it the Kfibah of worship, the

fire-temple of obedience to the holy being. Hakim Kha-

kani says :
—
a O Kabah of the traveler of heaven,

O zemzem, sacred well of fire to the world.*

They hold the heaven to be air, and the moon to be the

6pirit of water. They agree upon transmigration in the

following manner : when a man dies and is buried, the com-

ponent parts of his body manifest themselves in the 6hape
of minerals or vegetables, until the latter become the

food of animals, or serve as aliment to mankind. These

sectaries subjoin : in the food may reside intelligence

and action ;
for the dispersed ingredients of a body are in

the food
; intelligence and action collect all in one place,

where they experience no dispersion, although the confor-

mation of the body may be disjoined ;
whether in the pro-

ducing of a mineral, a vegetable, an animal, or a man.

They do not agree upon the existence of a rational, unsub-

stantial soul. They know of no heaven without the elements,

and believe the necessary original principle to be a point

of earth. Instead of Bismilla hirrehma nirrehlm,
<( in the

name of the bountiful and merciful God,
w

they write

Istedin ba ne fseg illazi la illah hii,
<(

I assist myself of

thy essence which alone is God ;

w and instead of Idysa

katnsillah shaya,
a
nothing is like it

;

w
they say Ana

merkeb almabin,
<(
I am the vehicle of him who explains

the truth. »
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Somk <»k tme Savings of Yahkd

The Aft:. in,
"
balance," is a book which Yahed composed

with many others; it is distinguished by the word nask/i

and "
treatise

"
; and each naskh and treatise has a particu-

lar name. In the Mizan, which is reputed among the naskhs,

it is stated that the materials of the world existed from the

very beginning, which signifies from the first appearance of

afr&d,
" rudimental units

(
monades ?) ,

" which are primor-

dial, that is to say, the root of the before-said state, until

the time when these rudimental units, tempered together,

became vegetables; thence rose animals, which are called

dabtah ul arcs, "the reptiles of the world." Thus it ex-

isted until man was formed. The first mentioned state

might have extended to sixteen thousand years ;
so that

eight thousand years of the said number may be the period
of Arabia, which is the superior, and eight thousand

veari the period of Ajem (Persia), which is the in-

ferior period. In the 6equel, when the 6aid world,

which is the era of the first mentioned rudimental units,

had been so constituted as to admit the formation of man;
then the duration of life, comprising the period of man,
was to be also sixteen thousand years; of which eight thou-

sand years should revolve for eight perfect prophets of

. bia, and other eight thousand years for eight perfect

teachers of Ajem. Further, when the cycle of the two
formations shall be completed, then the turn of the funda-

mental units is to reappear. After twice the 6aid eight

thousand, that is, sixteen thousand years, according to simple

computation, when a perfect cycle of mankind and the

world, in sixty-four thousand years, on conditions exterior

and interior, manifest and hidden, shall have been com-

pleted, then an entire period shall have received the seal.

Certain Customs, Forms <.i Speech, and Traditions

Mahmud has treatises and rules conformable to the law
of the prophet ; but he interpreted the Koran according to
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his own creed. Of his established customs are the follow-

ing: One living in solitude is called vdhed,
"
recluse."

Praises are due to the man devoted to this state, whose

whole life is spent in holiness, poverty, and retirement;

who feels no inclination for connection; takes little, and

no more than necessary, food
;
such a man will rise to per-

fection, and become a (<

vahed," attaining the divine dignity

which leads to that of a (< teacher." If the pious person

feels himself inclined to connection with a woman, let him

enjoy her once in his whole life ;
if he cannot otherwise,

once in one year; if he requires more, once in forty day6 ;

if this be not enough, once in a month ; if still more, once

in a week.

A vahed is reported to have given the following infor-

mation : When one descends from the state of a man to the

state of an irrational animal, or from that to a vegetable,

or from a vegetable becomes a mineral
;

in this manner, by
reaction of impressions and dispositions, he receives in each

state a mark (mahs) , which he bears from formation to

formation :
—

<( Fear the intelligence of the believer, because he sees by the light

of God.»

Mahs in the dictionary is interpreted
<( a computer," but

in the idiom of this tribe it signifies (as just said) that

every individual, in his disposition and action, bears a ves-

tige of the disposition of a former state. It is a part of

their persuasion, that, when an individual enters for the

first time in a society, the name of whatever in the three

kingdoms of nature he first brings upon his tongue, is sup-

posed to be the ihs'a y or "mark," that in a former state he

had been the very thing the name of which had fallen from

his tongue.
These sectaries hold, that pilgrims exercise the profession

of cheats, wearing a garment marked with stripes, which

they call the vest of Kerbala ; and that they practice but

hypocrisy and deceit. When according to their low dispo-

sition, they descend to the state of brutes, they become

animals, which the Hindus call Galhari
',

(<

squirrel" ;
and

when transformed into vegetables, they become striped
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pumpkins, or weak jujube-trees; when they undergo the

transformation into minerals, they are onyxes. In this

sense this sect interprets the ma /is, or <( mark." Lawyers
and governors, who wash hands and mouth, friends of

white garments, become geese, which at every moment

plunge their head into water ;
in the state of vegetables,

they assume the form of sticks for rubbing teeth, of read-

ing sticks, and of mats to cover the place of prayer; and

in the state of minerals, they figure as hard stones, stones

of sepulchres, and magnets. The glow-worms are torch-

bearers, who, descending by degrees, came to take this

shape. A dog, having been in his former state a Turk of

the tribe Kazelbdsh, and his crooked sword having become

his tail, betrays his Turkish origin by coming forth at the

call khach : which in Turkish means "forth." These

sectaries further 6ay, that the iron by which a prophet or

a 6aint has been killed, is that which acquires excellence.

a Saints, when they desire the voyage to the eternal kingdom,
Desire from the edge of thy blade the takbir, < magnifying

exclamation,' of death. w

They also hold, that the Iman Hossain from 6tate to

state descended from Moses, and that Yezid (his murderer)

descended from Pharaoh. Moses, in his time, drowned

Pharaoh in the waters of the Nile, and obtained the victory

over him
;

but in the latter state Moses, having become

Hossain, and Pharaoh, Yezid, the latter did not give to

Hossain the water of the Ferdt, "Euphrates," but with

the water of the sharp steel, deprived his body of life.

These men further assert that, whatever sorts of miner-

als, vegetables, and animals are black, were formerly

black-faced men, and whatever are white, were men with

a white skin.

These sectaries all venerate the sun, and profess that he

is the Kiblah ; and the door of the Kfibah facing the sun

refers to this meaning, that the sun is the true Kiblah;

they have a prayer which they chant with their face

turned toward the sun.

They maintain that, when the period of Ajem takes

place, men will direct their road to God. and they vener-
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ate these men, and hold human nature to be divine. Their

salutation is : Alia, alia. When the period of Ajem is

completed, men will remain, and they think that the men
whom we venerate were superior in rank to those who
now exist ;

on which account the latter continue to form

idols similar to men and worship them. The worship of

idols will prevail, until the period of Ajem returns, and

this will be its mode of continuance.

Mahmud called himself a V&hed, and declared himself

to be the Mahdy promised, whose appearance was pre-

dicted by the prophet ;
he said, that the religion of Mu-

hammed is canceled, and that now the true faith is that of

Mahmud : as was said :
—

<( The time is come; the accomplishment of sayings is Mahmud;
Whatever reproach the Arab threw upon Ajem, it is over.®

His disciples are dispersed in the four quarters of the

world, and in the whole country of Iran a great number of

them reside, but they dare not make themselves known,
because the King, now the inhabitant of heaven, Shah

Abas, son of Shah Khodabendah Safavf, put many of them

to death. The belief of the Mahmudian is, that Shah Abas,
when he had met Tarab and Kamal, who were perfect

Vahadis, and taken information from them, wanted to pub-
lish them as his own, and on that account killed them both.

They subjoin that, although he had great pretentions, yet
he never attained perfection ; because, on account of the

world and ostentation, he had destroyed the perfect. The
author of this work heard from an Amin :

(< Shah Abas
was a perfect Amin, and killed whomever he did not find

well founded in this creed. Thus he admitted me to his

society, and desired me to remain in Is'fahan; when I did

not consent to it, he granted me the expenses of my jour-

ney to India. w
It is said, that in these times Shah Abas

came on foot to visit the place of Hossein' s martyrdom,
that is, Kerh&la, where he said to Tarab :

((
I feel pain

from my foot journey.
w Tarab answered: "This is owing

to the inconsistency of thy natural intellect ; for if the

Imam for whose sake thou hast performed the journey

joined God, why seekest thou the nether place of his mar-
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tvrdom ; and if he has oof joined <;<>d. what hast thou to

hope from him I Find thou a living Imam." The Shah

asked "Who is the living Imam r
" The taint aswered

"I." Tlu- king replied: "Well, 1 shall fire a ball from

k'un upon thee ;
if it takes DO effect, 1 will follow the."

l.irab gave thil anawei Y"iir Imam, Ki/.a, died by the

grain of g r - i pe ; hovr shall 1 resist the ball of a gun ?"

V last the Shah tired Upon and killed him. As Kamal

openlv professed the creed of I'arab, the k i n
j_j

associated

him with the latter.

It is reported, that one of the Ima; :rne to Hossein

Khan, of Sham, ami having converted him to his creed, he

:il the following speech from him: "
< hie day, when

during the Maheram they read the history of the martyr-
dom of ffOssein

i
and he too (Hossein Khan) was weeping.

Shah Abdl •-aid: 'You, why do you cry, as if it were the

:m/iU (that is to say, the natives of Sham) who did

the action?' The answer was: ' We do not cry on account

of Hossein : but because from our number also fine youths
were killed.

,,>

" With th<- sain'- i-vi-s with which you look on us,

With the same eyes is it, that we look on you."

The Duniahs, a particular sect, so called in the language
of the Imanahs, think slightly of Hossein. On account of

their meanness, they made no progress in the religion of

Mahmfid. Azf/.f, one of the Muselmfins of Shiraz, told the

author of this book in Lahore :

"
I once reviled Mahmdd

;

at night I saw him in a dream ; he approached me with a

lightning-flashing face, and said :

'

Hist thou perused my
works'-' I answered, 'I have.' He subjoined: 'Why dost

thou speak abusively of me ? If thou perseverest in this

manner, I will chastise thee.'"

It is reported by the Vahadis, that Khajah Hafiz of

Shiraz professed also this creed. As Mahmud dwelt a long
time upon the border of the river Rudares, the Khajah
said :

—

zephyr' when thou passest over th>- border of Rudrfres,

Imprint kisses upon th>- ground of that riv.-r, and perfume the

air with mu«k."
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A person called Fakher eddin, who was one of this 6ect,

gave the information that, according to the report of the

Duniah, Mahmud threw himself into aqua fortis
;
but this

rumor is false, and proceeded from rancor. A great num-

ber of learned and pious persons, who were contemporaries

of the founder of this sect, or lived soon after him, fol-

lowed and professed his doctrine.



THE R.OSHEN1 A N S

Is

the H4ln4meh, a true work from Bayezid's pen, it is

ited th.it the Lord Mlydn Bdyexid Ansdri was the

Shaikh Abdullah
y
who descended in the seventh

i from Shaikh Sir&i-eddin Ansdri, and that, in

the latter time of the dominion of the Afghans, he was born

in the town of Jalendher in tin- Panjab. A year after

this event, the blessed Lord "Lahir-eddKn Hdbtr f'ddshdh,

having obtained a victory over the Afghans, conquered
Hind. In the history of the Moghuls it is recorded that,

in the year of the Hegira 932 (A. I). 1525) the blessed

Lord Bdber Padshah defeated Ibrdhim Khdn Afghdn. In

the before-said ll&ln&meh is to be found that the mother

of Miyan Bayezid was called Bdnin y
and that the

father of Banfn and the grandfather of Abd ullah were

brothers, and had their residence in the town of Jalendher.

Mfyan Bayezid was born in this place. The father of Abd-

ullah asked Banin, the daughter of Muhammed Amin, in

marriage for his son Abd ullah. The father of Bayezid
Abd ullah resided at Kanigaram, which is situated in KY>h-

istan (the hilly country) of the Afghans. When the con-

quests of the Moghuls began to extend, Banfn also came

with Bayezid to Kanigaram. Abd ullah, had no liking for

Banfn, on which account he repudiated her; and Miy.In

B .ve/id experienced many sufferings from the enmitv of

another wife of Abd ullah, and from the son of the wife

of Y'ikub, besides the carelessness of his father.

It was the custom of Miyan Bayezid that, whenever he

it to tend his own field, he took care also of the fields

of others, and guarded them. From his infancy be felt a

disposition toward the first cause, so as to investigate
— " the

heavens and the earth are here; but where is God r
" When

Khajah Ismail was blessed in a dream by a revelation, he

devoted himself to austere practices <>f piety, and many
persons who partook in his exercises, derived benefit from

(345)
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them. Bayezid wished to become his disciple; but Abd ullah

forbade it, saying :

(<
It is a disgrace to me that thou shouldst

be the disciple of the meanest of our relations
; go to the

sons of Shaikh JBahd-eddin Zakarid.^ Bayezid replied:
<( The character of a Shaikh is no inheritance. *

Finally,

Bayezid was called by a mysterious influence to sanctity,

and passed through the gradations of sherldt, "external law M
;

haklket,
<(

reality
B

; mdrifet, "true knowledge"; kurbet,
(<

proximity
w

; vdsalet,
<( union w

; and sekunat,
<(

dwelling in

God. M Many men joined him, at which the envious were

vexed, and he invited to him the crowd which had not at-

tained the same degree. With Bayezid lineage obtained no

respect, but only knowledge and virtue were valued, as,

(< Paradise belongs to the servants of God, let them
Be habshis, (

negroes,
) and hell is for the depraved,

Let them be sdids of Koresh extraction."

He saw God manifest:—
w Peradventure you may see your God made manifest."

And the order was given to Bayezid to say :
—

<( I have seen thee by thee
;

I have heard thee from thee."

God said to him further :
—

<( The disgrace of this world is lighter than the disgrace
Of thy future world

; haste towards what is good ;
be slow

Towards what is bad."

And the Lord God announced to him :
—

<( I have established as duties the exterior and the interior worship :

the exterior worship as a duty for acquiring knowledge, and the in-

terior worship as a perpetual duty."

Bayezid was perplexed :
<( If I offer prayers I am an

idolator, and if I neglect them I am an infidel ; for it is

said :
—

(< ( The offering of prayers is idolatry, and the neglect of them

infidelity.
> »

Then the command arrived :

w Perform the prayers of the

prophet ;

* he asked :

<c What prayers are these ?
8 The
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Almighty (iod said: "The praise of the Divinity." After-

ward he chose this prayer, as it is said: —

1 .. rshlp >>t' those \sh" ire attached to th<- unity of God 1-.

re men, like the worship of worshipers; but bei God, it par

ticipates in the obj hip its*

.id devoted himself so much more to secret practices

of piety, about which the prophet has said: —

Tin- beat remembrance 'it' G secret remembrance, and the

be9t that which is sufficient."

And again :

—

'Remember your God morning and evening; and U<- not one of

the negligent."

His friends saw in a night dream, and he himself heard

the voice, that Bayezid should be called MS vein R6shen
t

and he obtained eternal life, according to the words of

(Jod: —

Saj not of him who is slain in the way of the Lord, that he is

dead, but that he is alive; but you cannot distinguish the deaf, the

dumb, and the blind; nor can they reply to you; for they are deaf

in hearing the truth, dumb in speaking the truth, and blind in see-

ing the truth."

He made himself free of the crowd of such description;

and frequently divine inspiration came upon him. Now,

according to the prophetic saying:
—

*
Inspiration is a light which descends into the heart, and displays

the real nature of the things according as they are."

And Jabril also descended to him ; we read in the Koran:—
"

I »end down angels and the spirit, at my pleasure, on whomso-
ever I please among my servants."

God Almighty elected him also for an apostle, and con-

ferred upon him the gift of prophecy:
—

"
I have sent none before thee, excepting those persons who have

received revelation. B
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The lord Miyan R6shen, that is, Bayezid, was extremely

righteous in his conduct, as it is said: —
<( When God intends the good of one of his creatures, he gives him

an admonisher in his spirit, and a restrainer in his heart; so that, of

his own accord, he admonishes and restrains himself. M

Miyan R6shen, that is, Bayezid, said to the learned:
(< What says the confession of the faith ?

M The reply was :

<( We bear testimony that there is no god but God M
;
that

is: we testify that there is no god worthy to be worshiped
but God Almighty. Miyan Bayezid said: <( If one is not

acquainted with the Lord Almighty, and says:
(
I am ac-

quainted with him,* he is a liar; as it is said: —
w He who sees not God, knows not God.*

M6ulcina Zakaria said to Miyan Bayazid :

(< Thou sayest

that thou art acquainted with the heart, and thou pro-

claimest thyself the master of opening the hearts ; give me
information of my heart, and if this proves to be true, I

shall then place my confidence in thee." Miyan R<5shen

Bayazid replied:
<(

I am the master of opening the hearts;

but there is no heart in thee; if thou hadst possessed a

heart, I should have given thee information about it.*

Then Mdulana Zikeria declared (to those about him):
<( Kill me first ;

if a heart comes forth from my body, then

put Bayazid to death, and if none appear, then let him be

safe.* Miy£n Bayazid said: "The heart which thou men-

tionest will come forth if a calf, a kid, or a dog be killed;

but that lump of flesh is not the heart. w The Arabian

prophet says :
—

w The heart of the faithful is more elevated than the ninth or em

pyrean heaven
;
and more spacious than the extent of the ninth heaven

(the throne of God).w

And again:—
<( Hearts bear witness of hearts. *

Mdulana Zakaria* said to him :

<( Thou takest thyself for a

master of opening the tombs
;
let us go together to a bury-

ing ground, that the dead may converse with thee. w
Miyan

Bayezid replied :

(< If thou didst listen to the voice of the
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dead, I should not cull thee .in infidel." The author of

work. | to Miv.m. who WM attached to the

R.oshenian p. m : "It, instead of these words, the- I

Miyan ha when I hear TOOT voice, it is the voice of

the dead, and proceeds from the tomb of the corporeal

members, it would have been better." Being pleased with

observat ion. the Mi v. In wrote down upon the margin
the H.iinameh, that this also n the speech of the lord

Mivan. The Mobed —

'Between OUT friends we -,iw and \n>- l'iv.-

To the searchers of the road a mark without a mark."

Then the learned said to Miyan Bayezid :

" Bv what

word or deed of thine shall men believe in thee?" Miyan
K -hen Bayazid replied: "Let there be one of your num-

ber, the best and ablest, who applies to science and practices

devotion; let him join me, and according to my direction

perform exercises of worship and piety ;
if he find a su-

perior advantage, then believe in me."

A person named Malik Mirza 6aid : O Bavezid, beware
of arrogant speech, and call not men detestable

; whoever

likes, may follow thy path, but if he does not like it, let

him remain away from it." Mivan Etdshen Bavezid an-

swered :

"
I will propose a simile : if in a house which

should have but one door, a great number of persons had

fallen asleep, and in that house fire had broken out ; if by
dent one person should be awake, ouv^ht he to awake

the others, or not?" His adversaries said: " O Baye/.fd,
since (iod Almighty has charged thee with his orders, de-

ire,
(

Jabriyil descended to me, and I am the Mahdi ;

'

but call not the people infidels and detestable."

Miyan Ro6hen Bayazid did not think it right to eat of

the flesh of an animal killed by a person whom he did not

know, and who did not adhere to the rule of the unity of

ve/id knew that :

—
\ worldly wise man, before man. i- living, t>ut l»-f.,re (,

rm is like the form of a man, but his qualities like the

qualities oi while a man, kn.iw:
I,

i- \'w. re God ;

his form is like the form of a man, and his qualities ap- like the

qualities of the merciful Ciod."
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Bayezid said to his father Abd ullah :

<( The Arabian

prophet has declared :
—

«Skeri&t, <the law,> is like night; Tarikat, <

religious rule,
> is like

the stars; Hakzket, ( the truth,
> is like the moon; and Mdrifet, <the

true knowledge,' like the sun
;
and nothing is superior to the sun.»

Miyan Bayezid R<5shen said :

(< The matter of the law

rests upon the five fundamental principles of the Muselmans. )>

Pronouncing the words of the faith, and joining to the

words the belief in their truth
;

these are the actions of

the law. The tasb'ih,
*
rosary

w
;

the tahlil,
(<

praise of

God w
;

the being constantly employed in the verbal com-

memoration of the attributes of God ; the guarding of the

heart from temptation : this is the business of tarikat,

"religious rule."

To keep the fast of the month Ramazan, and to abstain

from eating, drinking, and sexual intercourse
; this is the

business of sherltdt,
(< the law. Fasting beyond the de-

mands of duty ;
not filling the belly, but training it to a

scanty diet
;
and restraining the body from what is bad :

this is the business of tarikat.

The Zacat,
<( stated alms," and the giving of the tithe,

is the business of sherldt ; but the distribution of food and

raiment to the fakirs and performers of fasts, and the

taking by the hand the distressed, is the business of

tarikat.

To perform the circuit around the house of the friend

of God, and to be free from wickedness, and crime, and

warring, is the business of the s/ierldt ; but to perform
the circuit of the house of the friend of God, to wit the

heart, to combat bodily propensities, and to worship the

angels, is the business of tarikat.

To meditate constantly on the Almighty God, to place

confidence in the instructions received, to discard from the

heart the exterior veil, and to fix the view on the perfec-

tion of the celestial object of our affection : this is the busi-

ness of hakikat,
(< truth. w

To view the nature of God with the eye of the heart,

and to see him face to face in every mansion and on every

side, with the light of the intellect, and to cause no injury
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to the creatures of the AH- Just : th the bnsinesa of

wt&rifat, "true* knowledge."
l,i know the All- lust, .mil to perceive an^l icmjireliend

the sound of the tttsbUk,
*
rotary

"
: this is the business of

\nnitv to God."

To choose self-abnegation, to perform every thing in the

t the All-Noorisher, to practice renunciation of

all supertluitie-, and to carry in one's self the proof of the

true lente of the divine anion: this ii <//«•/, "union

with God."
• annihilate one's self before Deity absolute, and in

:' to be eternal and absolute; to become one with the

unity, and to beware of evil : this is the business of

tMd, "coalescence with God."

To become an inmate and resident, to assume the attri-

butes of God absolute, to divorce from one's own attributes :

this is the business of saci/nat, "in-dwelling in God," and

there is DO superior station beyond saci'tnat.

The terms kurbat, vds'alct, vaked, and saci'tnat are pecul-

iar to the style of the lord Miyan Ro^hen Bdye/Jd. who

places them higher than s/ierf/t, t<'rikat y mdrifat.

At that time it was the custom, when friends had been

separated and met again, on meeting, their first inquiries

were about the health, weath, and children of each other.

But the friends of Miyan Roshen Rayezid first inquired

about each other's faith, religious thoughts, zeal, love and

knowledge of the All-Just, and afterward about their

health and welfare. When they made inquiry about any
other person, it was in the following manner: "How is he

with respect to religion and faith? does he keep the affec-

tion of the friends of God ?
" and in these things they re-

joiced. The words of the prophet are:—
"
Verily, <> >i does not regard your forma nor jour wealth,

But He regard! jour hearts and toot actions.*

Miyan I d, in his early year--, used to conform to

the five fundamental principles of the Muselman faith, such

as the confession of faith, to Bay prayeri five times a day,

I to keep the fasts ; but as he was not possessor of a

sufficient estate, it was not necessary fur him to give the
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stated alms. He was desirous to perform the pilgrimage,

but he was then too young for it, so it was postponed until

he attained the truth of his religion. The words of God

Almighty are :
—

(<
Verily, I am near to mankind, nearer than their own necks;

there is no separation between me and mankind
;
and I am one with

mankind; but mankind know it not: nor can a man attain the knowl-

edge of me, unless by the means of the assiduous perusal of the

sacred volume, and not by much travel of the feet; but he may at-

tain the knowledge of me by ardent meditation, and, by obedience, a

man becomes perfect.
w

Thus far from the H^l-nameh of Miy£n Bayazid.



Tin: ii.ai.iaiis

nil-: KiiAi.ii-K i oi mi A i i.-Just

1 Khal[f\!. ir." of God,
-*•* The author of this book heard from Khdjah M
the son of Khdjah Afahm&d, the son of Khdjah Mir-

,
who master oi worldly ms,

what follows:
" Mv honored father said he had heard from

nohle ancestors, that the lord of the faith and of

the world will appear; hut he knew DOt whether that

time w ready couie, or will come; meanwhile he

saw him one night in a dream ; when he rose from sleep,

he went to the country where that august p<

•). that is on Sunday of the month Rajeb (the seventh

•i month), in the year of the Eiegira 949 ( \. D.

the lord .' tddin Akbar, the august son of

//..• '-.ah and of the praiseworthy Bdnd Begatn
was born." The writer of this work heard also in the

r of the Hegira U 53 (A. D. 1643-4), in Lahore, from

M:r 1 Shdh Muhammcd', surnamed Khaznin Khan, the

:i Baigh Khan, with the surname of Khan /> uratt,

a native of Arghi'm, who is said to have asked from the

N,r. \x K'-ka, surnamed Kdhn Adzem, what observa-

. he had to make upon the rumor current relative to

the Lord, the inhabitant of the ninth heaven, as to his

being like the Messiah ? lie answered: ' What the mother

said is the truth.
"

niK Dispute of the I'koplk of Dn i brxnt Rklici

In the service of the khalifah were two learned persons,

the one a Sonnite, and the other a Shiah, who both sought

admittance at court. The emperor called them, and by their

desire in his presence they endeavored to establish the truth of

their respective religions. The Shiah said :

"
It is evident

23 (353)
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that the Sonnites are without faith, because they do not ac-

knowledge the prophet's purity, and say that David caused

Uri& to be killed. w The Sonnite replied: "This fact is

equally mentioned in the Koran and in the T6ur\t, Penta-

teuch,* explicitly and circumstantially.
n A Jew was present,

and affirmed: (<
It is certainly in the Pentateuch." Upon

which the Shiah rejoined :

(< The Pentateuch is altered. w The

Jew retorted :

(< We may as well, and with a better right,

say that your book is altered, while there is no reason to

be urged that the Pentateuch is corrupted.
M The Shiah had

no answer to give, and the author of this book saw in the

treatises of several of the modern learned, that they have

appropriated this answer to themselves. The Shiah again
said :

<( The godly Ali was a very learned and most excel-

lent man, and never polluted his lips with wine, nor pork,

nor any thing dressed by the infidels.
w To which the Son-

nite replied :

(< As with you the hand of an infidel is impure,
and the Korc'sh all drank wine and eat pork, the prophet,

who associated with them, eat the same food in the house

of his paternal uncles, and so did the lord, the godly Ali. w

The Shiah had no suitable reply to make to this observation
;

he continued however :

" In the Malul and JVahel, it is

stated that the pure Fatima declared, The palm-grove of

Fedak is my inheritance, as the lord of the prophetic asylum
committed it to me as a tanilik (hereditary property) during
his life-time. But the prophet has said :

—
<( ( We, the company of prophets, do not leave to our heirs what

has been bestowed on us as a gift or as alms.*

"On the strength of which Sadik (Abu bekr) rejected

her claim. But even were this tradition irrefragable, how
could he reject the claim of a tatnlik, if that tradition, by
which the rejection of such an inheritance never takes place,

be acknowledged to be right ?
w The Sonnite opposed to

this: <( The splendid lady had no witnesses that the law

could accept ;
as the evidence of husband, or son, or grand-

son, is not admissible." The Shiah insisted: (< S^dik was

wrong. And the burning of the court in sequel of the

mortal malady of the prophet ;
and the repentance which

was the consequence of it ? and the like, what dost thou
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about itr Moreover, Omar'e impeding the writing of

B last will in the mortal malady of the prophet, .1- the

Imam \&ri lias related upon the authority of

in of A&OS, that in his mortal malady the

house ot" the prophet wafl full of his companions. He -aid:—
,l Make baste, let me put down writing for your Bake, in order

that, alter me, you may I terror ;iml deceit. 1

But Omar said: 'The prophet is overcome by the

malady, and his intellect is obstructed; the heavenly book,

and the proofs of the text of the Koran are sufficient for

us.' On which account accumulated contradictions and

conflicting discussions rose to such a height that the prophet

-aid: ' Leave me.' " The Sonnite resumed: "The prophet
himself declared:—

(
I am a man like you, l>iu I speak from inspiration.

>

a eating, dress, repose, affliction, health, sickness, wounds,
in life and death, his condition was that of mankind:

thus, some teeth of the venerable were knocked out, and

in his last malady he was exceedingly suffering, so that in

the violence of his pain he might have said things which

were not consonant with a sound mind. On that account

Omar forbade his writing." The Shifih remarked: "When
the prophet had left the garment of mortality, Omar drew

his sword, and threatened to kill whosoever would say that

the prophet died, because he was still living ; such a decla-

ration, how can it be reconciled with his impeding the

writing of the last will in the manner before said?" The

Sonnite avowed: "Mankind is subject to error." The Shiah

pressed further: " After the contention, when Osman was

appointed khalif, his relations of the family of Omiyah
practiced oppression under his authority, and he brought
back Hakim, the son of As', the son of Omiyah, to Medina,

from whence the prophet had banished him, so that he was

called 'the banished of the prophet,
'

although Sadik (Abu-

bekr) and Faruk (Omar) had not called him. Further,

Osman expelled Abazer from Medina ; he also gave his

daughter in marriage to Mervan, the son of Hakim, with

the fifth part of the spoils of Afrika. which amounted to
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forty thousand gold dinars. Besides, he granted security to

Abd-ullah, the son of Serj ; although the lord of the pro-

phetic asylum had ordered his blood to be shed
; and he

conferred on him the administration of Egypt ;
he con-

signed also to Abd-ullah, the son of Aamar, the govern-
ment of Bas'ra, where he indulged himself in all sorts of

shameful actions. Among the Umras of his army were

Mdaviah, the son of Abi Safian, the collector of Shdm

(Syria), and Sdid, the son of Aldus', the collector of Kufa.

Afterward, Abd-ullah, the son of Aamcr; and Valid, the

son of Akba Abd-ullah, the son of Sad, the son of Abi Serj;
all these trod the road of perverseness and unrighteous-

ness. w The Sonnite had no convenient reply to make.

The Shiah continued: <( The prophet sent three friends to

fight to a place called Tabuk; they disagreed: after which

the prophet declared: ( Whoever causes discord in the

army or service, the curse of God be upon him.* w The

Sonnite here fell in: C( At the time of the prophet's mov-

ing, it was not advisable to undertake the expedition de-

signed ;
there was no disunion about the war among them ;

but only a discussion about the fitting out of the

troops and the arrangements ;
whence a delay in this

affair arose, on account of settling the proper order of

march and other proceedings.
* The Shiah went on:

(< What the Sonnites attribute to God and the prophet,
cannot be ascribed to the lowest man/' The Sonnite

asked :

u What is that ?
}> The Shiah answered :

(< One
of these things, stated in the book of your traditions, is

that the lord prophet, having exhibited before Aaisha dance

and disport, asked her: ( Art thou satisfied V Such a

thing cannot in truth be said of any body without disgrace.

Besides, there are acts unbecoming of the prophet's com-

panions, such as Omar's preventing Muhammed's last will,

and the like, avowed by themselves in their book
;
and yet

they hold these men in high esteem !

w Here the Sonnite

observed :

<( What thou first settest forth about the prophet's
exhibition of disport is nothing shameful

;
as to what thou

sayest about bad customs, they belong only to thy own
vicious opinion. Deniest thou that the prophet has said :

—
(<< I am sent to settle the customs and manners.*
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"
[f .1 I ited or has not happened, why should

it have been recorded The Shi&h called out "it I.

*:i invented and formed into lie." The Sonnite >>b-

' Tin: thy "pinion, the ma truth,

tnd the like, .ir< I lies, and thus they have

itted lies! Why then, on their authority bcliev

thou that Omar has prevented the making of the last will,

and other such things, which rding to thee throw blame

D the companions of the prophet? Therefore, in what-

: of all these thin -cording to thy opinion is un-

becoming, thou shouhlst believe that the master of truth,

^h.'iri, and those like him, have told lies, bo WOuldst thou

~e to cast reproach upon the companions and friends of

the prophet; but if they spoke truth, then reckon also

;>e true, what they have attributed as praiseworthy to

the prophet, and true what they have stated of the virl

of the said companions. Further, as to thy separating the

prophet from mankind, it belongs, as it has been revealed

bv the divine text, to the creed of unbelievers to sav, that

the prophet should not eal nor drink."

Now the Shi.'!, grew warm, and said: "Is it not enough
ich to the lord prophet the blame of having listened

to music and as ing; and now thou pretendest

to prove the purity of the two Shaikhs (Abubekr and

..f Osman!" The Sonnite took up the contro-

ver i -ill before that listening to music is rea

. not blamable, and even laudable, when a lawgiver
:.s to i :

. and I observed, concerning customs and

iners, that thou esteemesf bad what thou hast badly un-

der- As thou reftisest to approve dancing, what -,i\ -t

thou about the interdiction of a woman from her spouse at

the desire of the prophet? If thou boldest the example of

customary acts reprehensible, there is nothing to be said

tit such an occurrence. And likewise, if the shaikhs

•. pure, the lord prophet would

alted their head- bv matrimonial alliance: and ,ter

of the lord Ali and t et would never have been

in the house of the great Fdruk (Omar), and of the pos-

tor of two l: -nan). To open the road of con-

tention is not laudable; and if not so according to thy
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opinion, explain this to me : since the lord, the lion of

God (Ali) was informed of all the secrets of the hearts,

why did he wage war upon Maaviah, who was a Musel-

man ? and why was he the death of so many men, since

causing death is by no means right? It is likewise known
and admitted by you as true that, when one day a Musel-

man was selling garlic and onions upon the passage of the

prophet, that venerable personage told him :

(
If thou

wouldst sit down in a corner, retiring out of my way, it

would be well.* The man made an excuse, and the prophet

passed on. Shortly after came Ali, who said to the man :

( The prophet dislikes the smell of onions and garlic, there-

fore move out of his way.* The man answered :

( O Ali,

the prophet told me to rise, and I did not move.' Ali

said: ( At the prophet's order thou didst not rise?' He
drew immediately his sword, and cut off the man's head.

Such an action is reprobated by the law, as the lord of

the prophetic asylum forbade killing even the hostile unbe-

lievers, saying :
—

(<< Do not exceed in shedding blood, even if thou be a conqueror.*

<( And by historical accounts it is known that he has

blamed Ibrahim for having driven an unbeliever from his

board. Nushirvan, who was not crowned with the diadem

of the right faith, is celebrated, because he sat upon the

throne of justice, and one of his most approved actions was,
that he withheld his hand from an old woman's house,

which was an hindrance in the vicinity of his palace, and

preferred to waste his own fields
; and the lord of the pro-

phetic asylum, because he appeared upon the field of testi-

mony in the time of this king, exalted his fame and glory

by these words :
—

<(< I was born in the time of the just king.*

(( How can it be right to believe that the prophet, the last

of the age, should be pleased with the destruction of a

Muselman ; he who would not disturb the people who, en-

gaged in their trade and occupation, obstructed his passage?
he who said :

—
(<< He who kills willingly a believer shall have hell for eternal punish-

ment. }
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He cannot have by ih.it rule; he who declares:—
ml more trouble than it

So h an action is not that of a virtUOUS man; this

•ever is related (of A fOUX learned men, and like*

ing and buffooning, which indicates a want of

aity, degraded him." •• Shi&h said: "Nevertheless,

Ik- u.is certainly the most excellent of all the companions
the prophet." The Sonnite a-k<-d : "In knowledge or in

e Shi&h replied :

" In both knowledge and

practi< The Sonnite resumed: "This we do not hold

D : in what respect was he superior in practice to

the chief of the believers. Omar?" The Shi&h answered:

: need to pray the whole night." The Sonnite rejoined:

cording to your own account, the lord Ali wanted a

woman every oighl ; and his custom (called tnatiih), was

to engage one for a short time: and so many did he occupv,
he seemed an unceasing bridegroom ; how could a per-

son so employed pray the whole night? unless in your re-

ligion vou <all praying what we call by another name."

The Shi&h interrupted him saying:
w You are liars from the

ver\ inning. Aim Hanifa, your great Imam, was a

native of Kabul, and attached himself particularly to the

ice of Imam J.'ifr
Sudik ; at last he left him, and pro-

fessed openly the religion of his fathers, who were Magi.
A lign of the Magian creed was, that he thought it right

to eat three times a day, and to lay aside all choice of diet,

as well as not to reckon the unbelievers impure, saying
that impurity resides in the interior, if any where, and the

like."

The Sonnite remarked :

" Thou thyself agreest that Abu
Hanifa was ;i follower of the Im.un J&fr, therefore he most

likely practiced what was conformable to the religion of

the Imam
J.'ifr.

We do not admit that your people are at-

tached to the religion of the Imam; we rather believe that

they are Magi ;
for when your ancestors were conquered

and subjected, they, by necessity, joined the Islamian, but mixed

the right faith with the creed of the Magi : BJ it appears from the

worship called ;.*

'

•

. which is a custom of the Magi ; accord-

ing to whom they likewise perforin divine worship three times
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a day. They think it right to turn the head in praying to

the left, which is turning off from the Kiblah (of Mecca);

they assert that the five prayers every day are improper,
as they are not able to perform them exactly ; they main-

tain however, as requisite those at midday, before sunset,

and in the evening on going to sleep. In the same man-

ner, they took the matdh, or temporary matrimonial unions,

from the Mazhdakian. w

All the Shiahs have founded their creed upon two rules :

the first is the Bcdas (V6das) ; these were promulgated
with the view to surround us with power and magnifi-

cence, or with the modes of happiness, which brilliant pros-

pects have not been realized ; it was said that the lord of

divine majesty dictated the Veda. The second rule is god-
liness ; by which men are freed from all the propensities
of nature. The Shiahs are of this persuasion ; and when

they are asked about the manner of it, they say : By
means of godliness we experience the non-reality of ex-

terior things.

The Veda, treats of theology, and of what may appear

contrary to divinity; it explains the will which on the part
of the perverse may be manifested contrary to the will of

the (supreme) judge. The V6da moreover treats of prac-
tice: when an action tends toward one thing, and when,
after or before its accomplishment, it turns toward some-

thing else.

The unbelievers, who are in opposition to the prophet

assert, that he has adopted the morals of Amral Kais and
mixed them with the Koran, that likewise he has fre-

quently made use therein of the ideas of other poets, and

even frequently gave place in it to the usages of pagan-
ism, with which he had been pleased. There are other

controversies current. It will be best to attend to the fol-

lowing observation: What avail the doubts of the Shiahs?

They attack in their speeches the Vicars of the prophet ;

when the first party (the Sonnites) repress the answer to

it upon their tongues, let the other party too refrain from

dispute.

The arguments being carried to this point, the khalif of

God dismissed the parties.
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Christianm Discussed

One day I Nararene came to pay his submissive respei

to the khalif of God, and challenged any of the learned

among the Muselmant to dispute with him. The proposal be-

ing accepted, the Nazarene began :

• Do you believe in .'

< le--.:-):' The Muselman answered: "Certainly; we ac-

knowledge him as a prophet of God; our prophet bore

testimony to the divine mission of Jesus." The Nazarene

continued : This prophet (the Messiah ) has announced that

after him many will appear who will pretend to a pro-

phetic office ; yet
( believe not in them, nor follow them,

f.>r they are liars; but remain you steadfast and firm in

my faith, until I come again.* There is no mention ot

your prophet in the Gospel." The Muselman replied:
" Mention of him was in the Pentateuch and in the Gospel,
but your principal men obliterated it." The Na/.arene

asked: "Do you possess that Gospel which is correct?
"

The Muselman avowed: " We do not." Then the Naz-

arene resumed: "Hence your falsehood is evident; you

deny the Gospel; for if you did not, vou would preserve

it, as we, who are Christians, preserve the Pentateuch,

which is the book of Moses; but you keep neither the

Pentateuch nor the Gospel, and if there had been men-
tioned in the (iospel any thing of your prophet, we would
without doubt, according to the words of Jesus, adhere to

it, because, in conformity with our faith, our desire is to

obey the precepts of Jesus. But now, whence can we
know that your prophet is truer" The Muselman said:
K From his miracles, one of which is the dividing of the

moon." The Nazarene observed upon this: "If the divid-

ing of the moon has taken place, the inhabitants of the

-id must have seen it, and the recorders of extraordinary

things in all countries, and the historians of all nations

would have written it down with the pen of truth. Now
none, except Muselmans, give any information of it."

There an Hindu present; the Nazarene asked him:

In the Kali vug, which is the fourth of your ages. !

the moon been once divided.'
" And he addressed the
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same question to the Persians and Turks there present; all

said: "We have not seen any thing like it in our histor-

ical accounts. " The Muselman remained confounded.

Another day, a Jew presented himself; the lord khalif

of God placed the Nazarene in opposition to him for a

religious discussion. The Jew began :

(< In the Pentateuch,

there is no mention made of Jesus." The Nazarene re-

plied: "How not? Does not David say:
( My hands and

my feet fall off, and all my bones are counted.* This is a

prediction of the sufferings and of the crucifixion of Jesus?
*

The Jew remarked upon this: "Whatever David may have

said of himself, and the All-Just have announced by his

tongue, should all this be taken for a prediction of Jesus."

The Nazarene pursued: "But the conception of a virgin

was predicted, and this virgin was Mary.'* The Jew ob-

jected: "Among us, the virginity of Mary is not proved,

as, according to your belief, before the birth of Jesus, she

was married to Joseph the carpenter, and Jesus is said to

be the son of Joseph the carpenter." The Nazarene ad-

mitted: "This is true; but," he added: "Joseph had

never touched Mary." The Jew opposed:
" How is that

proved?" And this was the question which the Jew re-

peated at every thing which the Nazarene brought for-

ward, so that the latter was reduced to silence.

A learned philosopher came into the hall, where Hindus

also were present, and three other learned men
;

a Musel-

man, a Nazarene, and a Jew : these were summoned, and

ranged in opposition to the learned philosopher. The lat-

ter opened the discussion in this manner: "The divine

mission of your prophets has not been proved, for several

reasons: the first is, that whatever the prophet says ought
to be conformable to reason

;
the second is, that he ought

to be free from crime, and not hurtful to other beings.
But Moses, according to the opinion of the Jews, was

brought up by Pharaoh, and yet he caused him by a

stratagem to be drowned in the waters of the Nile, and

listened not to his repentance. What they say of the

water of the Nile having opened a passage to Moses, is an

error. Nor did he attend to the repentance of K&run

(Korah), but, from covetousness of gold, he caused him to
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be swallowed up by the earth. 1< i the kill

and il ot' animait. And Muhammed himsell Iced

. :d caravans of the Koreish; he shed bl<

nay, with his own hand pal to death animated beings. He
led all bounds in sexual connections, and in

the wives of other men; so that, on account of his

:..-. .1 wife wai rated from her husband, and the

like are notorious of him. With these perverse qualities,

how then shall we recognize B prophet?" All concurred

in declaring: es.* The philosopher asked:

What are the miracles of your prophets?" The Jew
red: "Thou mu-t have heard of Moses's wand, which

became ,i serpei The doctor immediately took up his

girdle, breathed upon it, and it became a great serpent,

ch hissed and turned toward the lew ; hut the philoso-

pher stretched out his hand, and took it back, saying:
l<

Lo, the miracle of Moses! " while the Jew, from fear,

ircely any life left in his body, and could not re-

'•r his breath again. Now the Christian said: "The
Messiah was born without a father." The doctor replied :

rselves say that Joseph, the carpenter, had taken

Mary to wife : how can it be made out that Jesus was

not the son of Joseph?" The Xazarene was reduced to

silence. The Mahomedan took up the word, and said :

"
( >ur prophet brought forth the Koran, divided the moon,

tnd ascended to heaven." The philosopher observed upon
this:

"
It is stated in your sacred book :

—

'•
' We will by ai . until t!

cause a spring of water to gush forth for us out of the earth, or

thou have a garden of palm trees and virus, and thou cause rivers to

*pri i from the midst of this palm plantation; or that thou
1 upon the earth the heaven torn in pieces; or that thou

bring down God Almighty and the angels to vouch for thee; or

: have a house of gold; or thou ascend by a ladder to hea-

neither will we believe thy ascending, until thou cau<e a book to de-

: 1 unto us which we may read. The answer is in this wav: Sav,

O Muhammed, pure is God the nourisher, I am hut a man-prophet.*

1 From this an equitable judge can conclude, he who
could not cause a spring of running water to come
forth, how could he have shown the miracles which are
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related of him? when he had not the power of tearing the

heaven in pieces, in what manner could he divide the

moon? when he was unable to show the angels, how could

he see Jabriil with his own eyes? and his companions too

did not behold him in the shape of an Arab ; when he

was unable, in the presence of unbelievers, to go to heaven

with his body, bow did he perform the bodily ascension

(ascribed to him in the Koran)? As he brought thence

no writing, in what way came the Koran down from

heaven ?
"

A follower of Zerdusht, who stood in a corner, now in-

terrupted the philosopher, saying:
<( Maintain all this, but

do not deny miracles in general, for our prophet too as-

cended to heaven. w The doctor replied:
<( You admit the

existence of Yezdan and Ahriman, in order that Yezdan

may not be said to be the author of evil ;
but you also as-

sert, that Ahriman sprung forth from the evil thought of

the all-just Lord ;
therefore he sprung from God, and evil

originates from God, the All-Just : you are therefore wrong
in the fundamental principle, the very root of your reli-

gion, and wrong must be every branch which you derive

from it." A learned Brahman here took up the discussion:

<( Thou deniest the prophetic missions; but our Avatars rest

upon these missions. w The doctor said: "You at first ac-

knowledge one God, and then you say that, having de-

scended from his solitude, he assumed a great body; but

God is not clothed with a body, which belongs to contin-

gency and tangible matter. In like manner, you attribute

wives to ycur gods. Vishnu, who according to some rep-

resents the second person of the divine triad, according to

others, is acknowledged as the supreme God, is said to have

descended from his station, and become incarnate at differ-

ent times, in the forms of a fish, a boar, a tortoise, and of

man. When he was in the state of Rama, his wife was

ravished from him. He was ignorant, and acquired some

knowledge by becoming the disciple of one among the

sages of India, until he was freed from his body ;
in the

form of Krishna he was addicted to lust and deceit, of

which you yourselves tell many stories. You state, that in

this incarnation there was little of the wisdom of a
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id much of the cor] Krishna :

thus you compel mankind, who, 1

i|
ible <'t' justi< su-

animals, to worship a boai or a tor-

A-.. . you ado form of the male organ as

Ma . whom many ackimv, I . <• to be God, and

fen:
j

an U his u. You mtih QOl to know thai
I

itional cannot h> of the rational; that tl

inded, is incompatible with division, and that plu-

ity of the self-existent one is absurd. Finally, by the

t .1 11. can object, no perfection can accrue to the

By these proofs and argunu stablished his

. and the Brahman remained confounded.

Afterward the philospher addressed the assembly:
" Know

certain, that the perfect prophet and learned apostle, the

of fame, Ai6ar, that is, the lord of wisdom, dir<

us to acknowledge that the sclf-i. xistent being is the w.

teacher, and ordains the creatures with absolute power.
. : the intelligent among them may be able to understand

precepts; and as reason renders it evident that the world

B creator, all-mighty and all-wise, who has diffused

upon the field of events among the servants, subject to

vicissitudes, numerous and various benefits which are wortliv

and thanksgiving; therefore, according to the

of our reason, let us investigate t he mysteries of his

ition, and. according to our knowledge, pour out the

praises of his benefits; and as, by the knowledge of the

primordial omnipotence, we shall have found the direction

to the right way, we shall, in proportion to our gratitude,

be led to the reward of yon exuberant beatitude; if, by

denving the unity and disowning the benefits of God we
6ink into guilt, shall we not be deserving of punishment?
Such being the case, why should we pay obedience to any

person who belongs to mankind as ourselves, and who is

subject to anger and lust, and avarice and passion, and love

of rank and power, even more than ourselves? If this mortal

exhorts us to knowledge and gratitude, we may by the

concurrence of our own reason obtain this advantage; but

if he ni s precepts bv whal is opposite to reason, then

his speech il a proof of deceit; for reason demonstrates that

the world has a wise creator, and that He, being wise,
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prescribes to the creatures a worship which to their reason

does not evince itself as an evil; and whatever is proved

bad, is not ordered by Him.
<c Now the law contains particulars which reason accounts

as false or bad : such are conversations with God
;
the de-

scent of incorporeal heavenly beings in human forms or in

the shape of a tortoise
;
the reascension to heaven in an

elemental body; the pilgrimage to particular edifices for

performance of worship; the circuit (round the Kaba), the

entrance in it, the fatigue, the throwing of stones ; the

acquitting one's self of the pilgrimage to Mecca; the kiss-

ing of the black stone. If it be said that, without a visible

medium, it is impossible to worship the all-mighty Creator,

and that a place for the sake of connection is to be fixed,

it may be answered, that one who offers praises and thanks

to God, has no need of a medium and of a place; and if

a fixed place were to be admitted, the forms of the stars

above would be preferable. If it be objected, that this

cannot be free from the detestable suspicion of paganism,

while, certainly, a place among others having been fixed,

which place, by distinction from them all, presents itself

to them as particular, a predilection for it appeared proper.

In like manner, after a computation of dimensions, geom-
etricians and mathematicians determine a place which,

with respect to the objects and points of a space, bears the

same relation as a centre to a circle; then, without doubt,

every portion of the circumference will have its particular

relative situation with respect to the point of the centre ;

certainly, in consequence of this arrangement, all places

so determined become referable to this particular place,

and among the other places, shall be worthy of predilec-

tion. 8

To this may be answered : "This opinion agrees not with

the ideas of many distinguished persons; for a great num-

ber confers upon the site of another place the attribute of

being the middle, and distinguish it as such; which is evi-

dent from the books of the institutes of Brahma and of

others, and by the necessity of pronouncing benedictions

there. This also cannot be free from the suspicion of pagan-
ism : because one may suppose that God, the All-Just, is
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represented in the- house, or is body, on which account

people call it 'the house oi It it be BO, or if the

K&bah be Situated in the midst of a country, other pro;.

mav have chosen .mother place, Mich as the holv house (of

feroialem), and the like; hut this 16 hut hy error; thu

happened — that, at first, the lord Muhummed did not otTer

his praver- at the K.'ihah. Since therefore the detestable

suspicion of paganism re-ts upon all the worship of stone,

earth, and bodies, then water, fire, ami the planets, are

objects more proper to he honored : and if a centre he de-

sired, let it be the sun in the midst of the seven heav

In like manner objectionable is the sacrifice of animals,

and the interdiction of what may he proper for the food of

men, and the admitting thereof by one prophet to he law-

ful what is forbidden by another. Thus, if it be not righl

to eat pork, why was it permitted by Jesus? if it was in-

terdicted on account of pollution in consequence of the

animal's feeding upon unclean and nasty things, so the

cock is objectionable for the same reasons. Similar to these

are most other commands, and contrary to the precepts of

reason.

Hut the greatest injury comprehended in a prophetic
mission is the obligation to submit to one like ourselves of

the human species, who is subject to the incidental dis-

tempers and imperfections of mankind; and who neverthe-

less controls others with severity, in eating, drinking, and

in all their other possessions, and drives them about like

brutes, in every direction which he pleases; who declares

every follower's wife he desires, legal for himself and for-

bidden to the husband ; who takes to himself nine wives,

while he allows no more than four to his followers; and

even of these wives he takes whichever he pleases for him-

self ; and who grants impunity for shedding blood to whom-
soever he chooses. On account of what excellency, on account

of what science, is it necessary to follow that man's com-

mand; and what proof is there to establish the legitimacy
of his pretensions? If he be a prophet by his simple word,

hi- word, because it is only a word, has no claim of 6uperi-

oritv over the words of other-. Xor is it possible to know
which of the sayings be correctly his own, on account of
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the multiplicity of contradictions in the professions of faith.

If he be a prophet on the strength of miracles, then the

deference to it is very dependent ;
because a miracle is not

firmly established, and rests only upon tradition or a demon's

romances: as the house of tradition, from old age, falls in

ruins, it deserves no confidence. Besides, by the regulation

of divine providence, occult sciences are numerous
;
and the

properties of bodies without end or number. Why should

it not happen that such a phenomenon, which thou thinkest

to be a miracle, be nothing else but one of the properties

of several bodies, or a strange effect of the occult art? As

with thee, the dividing of the moon, of which thou hast

heard, is a miracle, why shouldst thou not admit, as proved,

the moon of Kashgar? And if thou namest Moses,
( the

speaker of God/ why shouldst thou not so much the more

give this title to Sameri, who caused a calf to speak?
<( But if it be said that every intellect has not the power

of comprehending the sublime precepts, but that the bounty
of the Almighty God created degrees of reason and a par-

ticular order of spirits, so that He blessed a few of the

number with superior sagacity ;
and that the merciful light

of lights, by diffusion and guidance, exalted the prophets

even above these intellects. If it be so, then a prophet is

of little service to men; for he gives instruction which they
do not understand, or which their reason does not approve.
Then the prophet will propagate his doctrine by the sword;

he says to the inferiors: ( My words are above your under-

standing, and your study will not comprehend them.* To
the intelligent he says :

( My faith is above the mode of

reason. ' Thus, his religion suits neither the ignorant nor

the wise. Another evil attending submission to an incom-

prehensible doctrine is that, whatever the intellect possesses

and offers by its ingenuity, turns to no instruction and advan-

tage of mankind, while the prophet himself has said: —
<( < God imposes upon a man no more than he can bear.*

<( And whatever the understanding does not comprise within

the extent of reason, the truth of this remains hidden
;
and

to assent thereto is silliness
;
because the doctrine of other

wise men may be of a higher value than the tradition
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or the book of that prophet. Besides, if the maxim were

inculcated that propheti must be right, anybody who *
I

could set up the pretension of being one; as silly men will

land t<> follow him. Baying: 'His reason U su-

perior to ours, which is not equal to such things.' Hence

risen among the Muselmans and other nations so many
creeds and doctrines, B8 practices without number.

ier defect is that, when the religion of one

prophet has been adopted, and when his rule has been fol-

•d in the knowledge and worship of God, after a cer-

tain time another prophel arises, who prescribes another

:s to the people. Hence they
-

perplexed, and

know not whether the former prophet was a liar, or

ether they ought to conclude that in each period man-

kind i> to alter the law according to circumstances. But

the knowledge of truth admits no contradiction; vet there

sts a great number of contradictions in the four sacred

books: hence it appears that, in the first times, the true

iot made himself known, and that the first creed

with respect to him had been wrong; thus, in the second

book, something else i- said, and in like manner in the

third and in the fourth.

" In the sequel it became evident to wise men, that

emancipation is to be obtained only by the knowledge of

truth conformably with the precepts of the perfect prophet,
the perfect lord of fame. Akbar, 'the Wise'; the prac-

tices enjoined by him are: renouncing and abandoning the

world ; refraining from lust, sensuality, entertainment,

lighter of what p.
s life; and from appropriating

self the riches of other men ; abstaining from

men, deceit, false accusation, oppression, intimidation,

foolishness, and giving (to others) Opprobrious titles. The
endeavors for the recompense of the other world, and the

of the true religion may be comprised in ten virtues,

namely: 1. liberality and beneficence; 2. forbearance from

I actions and repulsion of anger with mildness: 3. ab-

stinence from worldly desire-:
|.

care of freedom from

the bond* of the worldly existence and violence, as well

accumulating precious stores for the future real and

perpetual world; 5. piety, wisdom, and devotion, with
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frequent meditations on the consequences of actions; 6.

strength of dexterous prudence in the desire of sublime

actions; 7. 60ft voice, gentle words, and pleasing speeches

for everybody ;
8. good society with brothers, so that their

will may have the precedence to our own
; 9. a perfect

alienation from the creatures, and a perfect attachment to

the supreme Being; 10. purification of the soul by the

yearning after God the all-just, and the union with the

merciful Lord, in such a manner that, as long as the soul

dwells in the body, it may think itself one with Him and

long to join Him, until the hour of separation from the

body arrives.

(< The best men are those who contest themselves with

the least food, and who sequestrate themselves from this

perishable world, and abstain from the enjoyments of eat-

ing, drinking, dress, and marriage. The vilest of the peo-

ple are those who think it right to indulge the desire of

generation, the passion for wine, and banqueting with

eagerness, as if it were something divine. As the mode
which the perfect prophet and apostle, Akbar the Wise,
has prescribed to his followers, is difficult, certainly the

demons excite the spirit of brutish passion against his reg-

ulations; so that there are prophets who, captivated with

lust, anger, pleasures of eating and drinking, costly gar-

ments, beautiful women, and engaged in oppression toward

the children of one race, whom they call infidels, consider

these practices not only as legal, but even as laudable, and

tend toward them. So it happens that many learned men
and their followers, who, for the sake of the world have

chosen to obey these prophets, but in their heart deny them,
and are aware of the falsehood of this sect, wait for an

opportunity with prudent regard to circumstances and a

favorable hour, to adopt the regulations of Akbar. 9 No-

body in the assembly had an answer to give to the learned

philosopher, who, after the effort which he had made, left

the hall.
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In

ihk histories of the Turks is to be found that yarn?-

iskhan worshiped the stars, and several things of won-

derful meaning were connected with his person. In the

first line was thai which tl.' I t he state of the Washt.

Some of the spirits of the stars were his assistants. Dur-

ing several days he was in a swoon, and in this state of

senselessness all that the world-conquering Khan could ar-

ticulate w.i.-. ////, hu.' It 18 Baid that on the first manifes-

tation of tlii- malady, he obtained union with spirits,

victories, and revelations of mysteries. The very same coat

and garment which he first put on were deposited in a

wardrobe, there sealed up, and kept by themselves. Every
time that the illustrious Khan fell into this state, his people
dressed him in that coat, and every event, victory, purpose,

discovery of enemies, defeat,
•

conquest of countries, which

he desired, came upon his tongue ; a person wrote down

ry thing, and put it into a bag which he sealed. When
the world-seizing Khan recovered his senses, everv thing
was read to him and he acted accordingly, and every thing
he had said took place. He possessed perfectlv the science

of divination by means of combs, and having burnt them,

e his decisions in a manner different from that of other

diviners who paid attention to combs. It is said that,

when this conqueror of the world fell into the hands of

his enemies, he recovered his liberty by the ;ncc of

Amir Shfr Khan, who, having given him a mare of Kirang,
enabled him to join his men, who had already despaired of

hi-> life. Tuli Khan, who was then in his infancy, said one

day :

" My father, sitting upon a mare of Kirang, i- com-

ing near." On this very day, the Khan returned in that

manner to his camp. When the Turks saw the wonders

of his acts, they opened freely the road of their affection

to him. Such wis his justice and equity, that in his army
nobody was bold enough to take up a whip thrown on

(370
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the road, except the proprietor of it
; lying and thiev-

ing were unknown in his camp. Every woman among
the Khor&sanian, who had a husband living, had no

attempt upon her person to fear. Thus we read

in the Tabkat Nds'eri,
« the degrees of Nas'er," that

when Malik Toj-ed din, surnamed the King of Gh6r, re-

turned with the permission of Jangis Khan, from the country
of Talkan to Gh6r, he related the following anecdote :

<c When I had left the presence of Jangis Khan, and sat

down in the royal tent, Aghldn herbi, with whom I came,

and some other friends, were with me, a Moghul brought
two other Moghuls, who the day before had fallen asleep

when on the watch, saying :
(
I struck their horses with the

whip, rebuking them for their guilt in sleeping, yet left

them; but to-day I have brought them here.' Aghlan faced

these two Moghuls, asking them :

( Have you fallen asleep?*

Both avowed it. He then ordered one of them to be put
to death

;
and that his head should be tied to the hair lock

of the other ;
the latter then to be conducted through the

camp, and afterward executed. Thus it was done. I re-

mained astonished, and said to Aglan :

( There was no wit-

ness to prove the guilt of the Moghuls ;
as these two men

knew that death awaits them, why have they confessed ?

If they had denied, they would have saved themselves.'

Aghlan Herbi replied :

( Why art thou astonished ? You,

Taji Khan, you act in this way, and tell lies
; but, should a

thousand lives be at stake, Moghuls would not utter a lie.
' "

Tangis Khan raised Oktdyl Khan to the rank of a Khalif,
<( successor. M *

Chatayi Khan who was his elder brother,

*
Jangis Khan had four sons, whose rank of seniority is differently

stated by different authors, and among whom he divided his vast em-

pire. Oct&yi was to rule all the countries of the Moghuls, Kathayans,
and others extending toward the East. He died in the year of the

Hegira 639 (A. D. 1241). Chatayi wis to possess Mawer ul nahir,

Turkistan, Balkh, and Badakhshan. He died in the year of the Hegira

638 (A. D. 1240). Juji was to reign over Desht, Kapchak, Kharizm,

Khizer, Bulgaria, Lokmin, Alan, As, Russia, and the northern countries.

He died in Hegira 624 (A. D. 1226), during his father's life. Tuli

Khan received for his share Khorassan, India, and Persia; he died

soon after his father; but his sons, Manjuka, Koblai, and Hulagu
became celebrated in history.
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in a drunken fit dashed his horse against Okt&yi Khan,

and then hurried awav. When he became BOber, he re-

flected upon the danger which would ensue from bis a

and that the foundation of the monarchy might be destroyed

in of it ; therefore, presenting himself as .1

criminal, he said to his brother: "How could a man like

me presume to measure himself with the King, and dash

: nst him! Therefore I am guilty, and confess

my crime. Put me to death, or use the whip against me :

you are the judge." Okt.iyi replied :

" A miserable like my-
self, what place should he tak You are the master: what

am 1 ? —that is. vou are the elder. 1 the younger, brother. •

Finally, Chenghayi, presenting him nine horses, said: I

offer this as grateful acknowledgment that the King did

not exercise his justice toward me, and that he forgives my
crime."

When Oktdvf Khan dispatched Jermdg'h'&n %
B commander

of a district furnishing ten thousand men, with an army of

thirty thousand warriors, to reduce the sultan Jel&l edditi*

king of Kharazim, at the time of the breaking up of the

army, he said to one of the Omras, who was subordinate

to lermaghun: "The great alTair of Jelal eddin in th\

hand will sufficiently occupy thee." Finally, this Amir,

having fallen upon the Sultan lelal-eddin in Kurdistan.

jred him completely. The liberality and generosity

of i Khan was as conspicuous as the sun. When
XT Bakdder^ in the year of the Ilegira 625 (A. 1>.

*Jugil Khan, durinp his terrific career, in the fourteenth year of

slaughter, devastation, and conquest, fell upon the empire of Khar-

ism and Ghazni. Muhammed of the Seljuks was driven from all his

.ns, and died a fugitive. He had before divided his empire
\ een his four sons, to one of whom '"//';/ eddin, he had assigned

.. Khorasaan, Mazinderan, Ghasni, Bamian, Ghor. Bosl T.ika-

nad, Zamigdand, and all the Indian provinces. This prince, retiring

before superior fo toward Ghazni, gained two battles over the

!iul». hut W8J at last obliged to fly to the hanks of the Indus.

by the enemies, who murdered his captive bod

seven year- old !• . be threw his mother, wife, and the

rest of his family, at their own into the water, and then

tn, with a few follower-. the river, before his admiring

pursuers, who toll.,wed him no further.
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1227) moved the army of the Moghuls from Abt' al to the

country of Sistdn, they besieged the fort Arak ; at that

time the plague manifested itself among the Moghuls, so

that, at first, a pain was felt in the mouth, then the teeth

moved, and on the third day death ensued. Malik Sdlakin,

the governor of the fort, fixed upon the stratagem that

seven hundred young men should lie in ambush : who,
when they should hear the sound of the war-drum from

the eastern gate, opposite which they were placed, were

to break out from the ambush, and fall on the back of the

enemies. Conformably with this plan, in the morning the

eastern gate was opened, and the Muselmans were engaged
in the assault; but when the drum was beaten, nobody
came forth from the ambush : after three watches, a man
was sent to bring intelligence from that quarter, but he

found them all dead.

The world-conquering Jangiz Khan, at the time of his

wasting away, said to his sons :

' Xever deviate from

your faith, nor lend your powerful support to other re-

ligions; because, as long as you remain firmly rooted in

your faith, your people and companions will acknowledge

you as the chiefs of their faith, and count you as the

leaders of worship; but he who changes his religion for

that of others, being a chief of the faith, may be still

considered as a chief by the people of the new religion ;

but in the eyes of his own people will lose that dignity :

because he who passes over with you to another faith will

esteem as chiefs those of the new faith; besides, he who
remains attached to my faith will also be displeased with

you for not having continued in the religion of his fa-

thers. To sum up all, as long as they conformed them-

selves to the last will of the Khan, they were powerful ;

but when they deviated from his counsel, they sunk into

distress and abjection. The stars were favorable to them

in everything.*

Jangis Khan died in the year of the Hegira 626 (A. D. 1228), in

his sixty-sixth year. He left an empire which extended from the

Indus to the Black sea; from the banks of the Wolga to the remote

plains of China; and from the arid shores of the Persian gulf to the

cold deserts of Siberia. Having in his early age, been driven by his
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It is related: Kik Khan, who was of the fami

tv' Khan, 9 ne day walking with noblemen
•

in th tin, traveling about in the desert. At

onc< n bones; at the Bame moment

me thoughtful, and then aske Do you know w

handful of b tys to me?" rhe) replied:

•a v beat.* He resumed: "They demand justice

from : i being o] !." H<- demanded information

history of these bones from Amir rlazarah, who

i this country under his dependence. This governor in-

quired of Amir Sadah, who administered this <
•

i < t r i c t ur:

him; and after reiterated investigations, it became clear

that, nine years before, a caravan had hcen attacked at

this place by a band of highwaymen, and plundered of

their property, a part of which remained still in the hands

the guilt v. At last it was recovered from the mur-

derers, and restored to the heirs of the slain who were in

Khorasan.

It il said that, when an army of the Moghuls was oc-

cupied with the siege of the fort of ftnidl, in which were

mother and several women of the king of khararem,

•odv had ever given information that the garrison was

for want of water. Although a quantity of

rain-water was collected in the reservoirs, so that during

rs they had no need of spring- water, yet at the time

when the Moghuls were encamped before the place to re-

duce it, no rain had fallen, and one day not a drop of

water remained in the reservoirs; the next day the women
of the Turks and Nas'er eddin, with thirsty lips, com-

pelled bv necessity came down to surrender; but at the very

moment that they arrived at the foot of the fort, and the

y of the Moghuls entered it, a heavy rain began to

subi in his home. | ral years under the protection

of a Christian prince, Awenk Klmn, <>r Ungh Khan, known to Euro-

s under the name of Pt • hn; ami was therefore supp
to have adopted the Christian religion: thus much is true—

lu- and his su^ the Christiana and peraecuted the

Muhammedans, until Nihud&r Oglan professed the Muhammedan
faith, in A. 1). 1281, and drove the Christians out of his empire.
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pour down, so that the water ran out from the ditches of

the fort. When this intelligence was brought to the Sul-

tan Muhammed, sovereign of Kharazem, he became insen-

sible, and when he recovered his senses, he died without

being able to utter a word.

Upon the whole : as long as the Sultans of the Moghuls

preserved the worship of the stars, they conquered the in-

habitants of the world; but, as soon as they abandoned it,

they lost many countries, and those which they kept were

without value and strength.

The Religion of the Philosophers

The distinguished men of that class divide themselves into

two sorts : the one are the Oriental, the other the Occi-

dental. As to the religious customs of the Orientals, let it

be known, that they are also called Rav&kin, and in Per-

sian Keshish,
(< the religious,

M
Pertavi,

® the splendent,
*

and R6shendil,
(( the enlightened,

M and in Hindi Ner tnel

men and y6klsher : these names relate to sanctity. The
Occidentals are called in Persian Rah bcrl,

a
way-guides/*

and yoya, "inquirers"; in Hindi Tdrkek.

As to their tendency and opinions— whatever relates to

the creed of the Orientals has already been stated in the

chapter on the Yezd&ni&n, who are also entitled Azarhd-

shanglan, but all that is attributed to the two sects is sym-
bolical. The ancient philosophers of Greece, down to

Afldtun (Plato), were Oriental; it was Aras'tu (Aristotle),

his disciple, who then took the lead in the doctrine, the

centre of which with this class is the argumentative reason.

Both sects, by means of their discussions, cannot explain

the nature of the self-existing being; the essence, unity,

particularity, and all attributes are inherent in his holy na-

ture, as I have said in the account of the religion of the

Hoshanganians. They have said besides : God is the world

in its universality, but in its particularity mutable conform-

ably with the whole, as it has been stated in the doctrine

of the Yezdanian. They maintain, the work of God is

according to his will
;

he does
;

if he wills not, he does
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not ; but a good work is conformable to his nature : be-

.ill his attributes are perfection, in which -

hey
draw necessary ^ oni w:tii regard to the nature • : <

H hirli p ad thou -halt

find a . a the
J

I
i

Their creed is *
I DOt the immediate actor; as it would

not be suitable to the dignity of royalty ami sovereignty

to perform himaell every business; but it is proper that he

point some one of his servant! who, on account

of his great knowledge and power, is qualified for bu-.ii.i-—.

for the execution of the royal order* ami the prol D of

the Subjects. The latter also may, by the Sultan's 01

name another as Vi/.iror Xaw.ib, for the affair >ry one

of these chiefs may install functionaries or agents; so that

the whole administration may be firmly established accord-

ing to the desire and the order of the sovereign. Oil that

account. God created a first intellect, called in Persian

/>'a/iman, that is, "supreme soul," or Bardsii, or /

or SerdsA serdskdrt, and "the science of truth"; he who

produced something "new": he is also entitled "the true

man : God created man according to Iiis image
9

,
that is

to say, pure, uncompounded, like reason, betwixt necessity

and possibility,* in the centre between both ; necessity is

on his right side, possibility on his left
;
the perfect spirit

rises from the left, which is the 6ide of possibility. With

respect to truth, the image of man is dklA "

spirit of wis-

dom, the holy spirit, and the image of Eva a perfect spirit
"

:

on that account it was said that the forthcoming of I

took place from Adam's left side. The Sofis also

with this, as we find it explained by Shaikh Muhammed

* Fmkam,
'

Egnifies that. t
; net- or non-existence

•rhlch, i- the n ry <onsequcncc of thl of a thine;.

distinguish by name four torti "f possibility: i.

imkmu -ii/i, bility with mlun istidadiy

ility by --.okuui. "eventual*; 3 t'm

tin- libility
'

1 imkan dam, a
general possibil I

-
1 manifold ;md thi meanii

it c Holy Ghost. I thought it ripht to tran^

late it hereaftrr bj "intelligency," in the on of "un-

bodied spirits" and "wisdom"; ami also by 'reason.*
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Lahajl, in his work Sharah-i-Gulshen,
(< the Commentary

of the Rose-bower." Jesus, the son of God, proceeds from

this "
holy spirit.

" When wisdom manifests itself through

somebody, it is called his <(

spirit of wisdom "
; and when

impressions of sciences in all creatures have penetrated

through its mediation, it is named (< arrow w
; and as the

perfection of the lord of the prophetic asylum is a ray of

that jewel, it bears the name of "Muhammed's light."

<( If not for thee, I would not have created the worlds. »

These are the attributes of its nature, and besides these

it has many names. By the intervention of the first intel-

ligence came forth the second intelligence, the spirit and

body of <( the crystalline heaven "
;
and the soul of the heaven

above the crystalline firmament is called havdyi mdnavi,
"the true soul." By the intervention of the second intelli-

gence, the third, and the spirit and body of the heaven of

the fixed stars were produced. In this wonderful way,

intelligences and spirits were formed, until the spirits of

the tenth class
; among these ten bringers of good news

(Evangelists) are distinguished; likewise nine heavens were

brought into existence, that they may correspond to nine

prophets. From the tenth class of intelligences came forth

the matter of the elements, and bodies, and the spirits of

elemental existence. The philosophers said, that ten kinds

of intelligences are enumerated, not because there may not

exist any more, but because these are required ;
and like-

wise we want the number of nine heavens, without its being

prohibited to add any other. The Eastern philosophers
however declare themselves against numbering the kinds of

intelligences, because, with them every kind of thing has

its god, whom they call "the god of the species," in Persian

D&ra, the angel of rains, the angel of rivers, to which the

following sentence relates:—
<( Each thing has its angel to whom it is confided, and an angel de-

scends with every drop.*

The Oriental philosophers hold the bodies to be shadows
of the uncompounded lights.

<( Seest thou not that God has spread his shadow over me ?
B
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A cording to the sages, the kinds of intelligei ind

the If. iv 1
:.. \ who li i\ <• DO

I .

•

yrthing corporeal, neither feathers a

When an effulgence of the luminous attributes of t!

upon them, it is by tin- medial

ray,
1 hat <

. '• nderful purity ;

".1 them; and in this production there is no need of a

.m instrument, in like manner as in the

bcoming of a w>>rk of God his will is sufficient. This

sning I made intelligible t<> the understanding of

vulgar by Baying, thai an angel with feathered v.

»ed the distan 1 road which could not he traveled

t in .1 thousand vears. They -
I [sraftl is one

of the powers of the sun; the angel of death proceeds from

turn; Mfkail from the moon; ami Jebrfil emanated from

the tenth power of intelligence. As often as, on account

of the revolution of the heavens or the motion of the stars,

something suitable manifests itself in the elemental matter.

npounded and uncompounded, it issues into existence by

way of emanation from the superior wisdom
;
and the reve-

lation of the prophet, and the instruction of the perfeel

to mankind, takes place by the intervention of tin-

mentioned angel. ()n that account there is an intrinsic

connection between the souls of the prophets and this by-

standing angel. According to the Eastern philosophers,
riil is a god of a kind similar to human nature, and

called in Persian W'aklishur, "prophet.' and Serdsh paj&m
-

fr, Serosh, the message-bringer." In the opinion ol

the philosophers, the crystalline heaven is the ninth heaven,

and the heaven of the fixed stars the throne of (lod.

The exalted rational spirit is without an habitation, and,

without being in the body, is connected with it, in a man-

ner similar to that of a lover with his mistress. This doc-

trine is very ancient with the Orientals, a- has been stated

in the account about the Azar Efdshangfan, hut with the first

ma-ter among the learned, Aristotle and his followers, it is a

Ution. According to general consent, the soul is eternal.

Believe not that those who wire killed in the way df (iod are

dead; on the contrary, they are living and nourished at the side of

their Lord."
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To unite the soul with the body is as much as to drive

Adam from heaven
;
too long for the body is to bear the

commands of Eva
;
and to perform bad actions is to eat of

the forbidden tree
; anger is the serpent ; lust is the pea-

cock. They hold that Iblis represents the power of imag-
ination which guides us, and the sensual influence which

denies the knowledge of words and things consentient with

reason, and contends with the power of reason
;
that what

is stated in the law, that all angels prostrated themselves

before Adam, except Iblis, signifies that all bodily powers,
which are the angels of the earth, are obedient to the soul

of Adam, except the power of imagination, that is Iblis,

which is rebellious, and sometimes gets the better of judg-
ment. Reason says, that a corpse is to be accounted a

mineral, and nowise to be feared
; but imagination says :

<( this is true ; nevertheless we must fear w
;
and when one

finds himself in a house alone with a dead man, it may
happen that his mind experiences an agitation of terror.

The Sufis too agree with this, as we find it expressed by
the venerable Shaikh Mahmud Shtfsterf in a chapter of the

Mcrdt ul Mohakakln,
<c the mirror of the investigators of

truth. M
It is stated in the Akhvdn ils afd, "the compan-

ions of purity,
M of Mulla All, that there were intelligences

and spirits which were not ordered to adore Adam, as be-

ing of a higher rank, as it is written in the Koran, that

God, the All-just, addressed this speech to Iblis:—
<( Thou art proud : believest thou thyself to be one of the more ex-

alted beings ?
M

And this was the occasion on which the angels of the

earth were ordered to adore Adam.

The Future Life

The Orientals maintain that when the soul realizes, as it

ought to do, the conditions of its primitive origin, it ob-

tains emancipation from the bodily bonds, and joins the

intelligences and spirits: this exalted dignity is Para-

dise.
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. return U> thv

.-.rd. let him perform

In this hig: le to behold the face o\

I lOthei Beet which asserts, that the A 1 1
-

ble; ' t\ because the rational soul 1

anothi
• which denies the Beeing

: lght ; because he cannot be Been with bodily

attain him not

T.ut the soul which lias left the narrow prison of the

ly, but has not attained the he'd <>f itifying resi-

dence, un. • with tl:

-pheres with which it h :on; it

in the higher iccordin^

order and distinction; it is engaged in the contemplation of

beauteous forms, and the noble ei of one

I iod in the delight of that sphere, which, with

e, means the fancy of a particular kind, and is ble-

by the enjoyment of delightful imaginat ind representa-

tions. What ited in the code of law, that the souls of

the vulgar among the believerb are in the first heaven; this

is founded upon the words of the prophet.

"His acquisi- ait a known place

e meaning of this relates to the different decrees

rit.

By
" Paradise "

is understood one of the heavens, eight

of which are counted, and these are beneath the ninth,

which is the roof of the Paradise, as it i- -tated in the

traditions. Hut, when the souls not yet come forth from

the pit of the natural darkness of bodily matter, are never-

theless in a Btate <>f increasing improvement, then, in an

ending way, they migrate from body to body, each purer

1 the former one, until the time of climbing up to the s

of the wished-for perfection of mankind, \ ling

to possibility, after which, purified of the defilement of the

ly, they join the world of sanctity: and this final 1

gration (death) is cal ikh A
"obliteration."

-^
. :>ave abrogated, we iuvf replaced by others."
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Some call this state Adrdf,*
<(

boundary
B

;
which means

a wall between heaven and hell, behind which shall be

those who in their conduct fell short of goodness, until the

time of being permitted to enter into heaven. If the

iniquities of the souls predominate, then, descending, they

assume the forms of animals corresponding to their prevail-

ing character : thus, the souls of the powerful malefactors

and of the furious enter into the bodies of lions ; the proud
become tigers ;

the formidable, wolves
;
and the crafty and

covetous appear as little ants
;

in this manner they are all

ravenous, grazing, flying, creeping; and this state of things

is called masakh, "metamorphosis."

<( As often as their skin is burnt we renew it with another, in order

that they may taste punishment.
*

<( There is no kind of beast on earth, nor fowl which flieth with its

wings, but the same is a people like unto you.*

Sometimes, descending, the souls are united with vege-

table bodies; and this is entitled rasakh, "firmness."

(< Under the form which thy master wills.*

Sometimes they enter into mineral bodies, as for instance

into metals; and this is named fasakh, "fracture."

(< We let you grow according to your acts.*

* Adrdf,
the plural of arf, from the verb arafa,

(< to distinguish be-

tween two things, or part of them*: some interpret it as above, (< a

wall
; anything that is high raised, as a wall of separation may be

supposed to be.* In the Koran, chap. VII. entitled Al Adrdf, v. 44,

it is called w a veil,* to wit : "Between the blessed and the damned

there shall be a veil, and men shall stand on Al Ardf, who 5hall

know every one of them by their mark, and shall call unto the in-

habitants of Paradise, saying:
( Peace be upon you )

: yet they shall

not enter therein, although they earnestly desire it.* It appears a

sort of purgatory for those who deserve neither hell nor heaven. In

this sense it is taken above. Others imagine it to be a state of limbo

for the patriarchs and prophets, or for the martyrs and saints, among
whom there will also be angels in the form of men. But, on the

day of universal judgment, all those who are confined in this place

shall prostrate themselves in adoration before the Lord, and hear

these words: (( Enter ye into paradise; there shall come no fear upon

you, neither shall ye be grieved.*
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The learned (Jmet Khiyam lays:

:tli\ qualities : fur, in the field

'11.. : be in conformity with thj qualitiei

Tins t! call "hell." riir number of

the irding t«> the followers of the law

n ; that of the simple elements, tout ; and that oi

pound elements, thrc<
•

"gether seven. Every BOUl,

on leering the elemental world, enters into <>ne of the Bt< 1

of hell. A ''ling to the M "Peripatetics,* the

human soul which, daring its connection with the body has

tracted bad habits, becomes afflicted and distressed by
the impurity of such human attribute- a- are accounted de-

fects of the mind : on account of the extinction of sensual

pleasure which had grown into a fixed habit, the soul is

bewildered, and its base customE and qualities bear mani-

ipon it under the guise of a serpent, a BCOrpion, a

burning fire, and by all the torments which are re

in the law-book, while, on the contrary, the noble habits of

the virtuous shine under the guise of //uris, fCdsurs, s

and youths, and in all the blessings of heaven.

Sir&t , "the bridge of the last judgment,* signifies noth-

ing else but t he temperature of power; as it has been

lished in the doctrine of Ethics; for in-' 'he excess of

.rage is temerity, a deficiency in it is cowardice; a

dium between both is valor; and, as to keep the mid -

tenor, is very difficult, this has been emblematized by some-

thing which is finer than a hair and sharper than the edg
of a sword, and bv three arches, which indicate the due

mixture of three power-, vi/., knowledge, courage, and lu

ler hell is meant elemental nature.

We shall
j

the interpretation of the gatei ol I eaven,

the number of which is eight ; that of thl of hell.

•n. It is established that there are five external

and five internal; but all of them are not apt to perceive

without the - rice of inference and imagination ;
because

it is imagination which
;

the forms, anil inference

completes the perceptioi nsible thing e two in-

ternal with the five external senses, make seven. It they
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attend not to the commands of reason, each of them goes
for imprisonment to that hell which is under the heaven of

the moon, and if they listen to these commands, they reach

with the ninth rank of intelligence the eight gates of heaven

for salvation and emancipation, as well as enter the Para-

dise which is among the heavens.

<( As to him who disobeyed, and preferred the worldly life, hell

shall be his abode; and as to him who feared the being of the Lord

and refused to give up his soul to concupiscence, Paradise shall be

his abode. w

The Angels of Punishment

It is to be known, that there are seven rulers of the

world over the seven stars which revolve within the twelve

6igns of the zodiac
;
seven and twelve make nineteen, and

over these nineteen rulers, that is, managers of the world,

are other nineteen inspectors. In the space of the nether

earth are seven powers of vegetation, viz, that of nourish-

ment, watering, birth, retention, attraction, mildness, and

repulsion. There are twelve powers of animal life, viz,

five external, five internal senses, and two powers of move-

ment, namely, lust and anger. Mankind, as long as they
remain in prison beneath the heaven of the moon, and not

severed from sensuality and its ties, is indispensably and

continually subject to the impressions of the upper and

nether rulers, and to sufferings ;
but if it rids itself of these

conditions, it enjoys freedom in this and in the other

world.

Nakir and Monkir point to our praiseworthy or blam-

able conduct. The body is a tomb, and so is the belly of

the mother, and the interior part of the heaven of the

moon.

An Account of the Pages of Human Actions and
Their Recorders

Know that, of every speech or action which is said or

done, a mark is made by them
;
and when, in any one of

them a repetition occurs, the mark becomes permanent, as
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it mav be .1 ttcd to what takes place in acquiring
knowle 1 learning an art. As the marks of good and

actioi mankind arc determined, bo every body
shares lingly pleasure n. \\ orda or deeds, one

me, bcm^ revealed and deacribed, establish miction;

\%.r, becomei impoaail This is the office of

the one of whom Standi to the right ami

the cher to the left
;

whatever ol one'i speeches and

rorthy, this is called "angelic "; and wi

ever is blamable is named inic." 16 is what the

prophet of Arc " 1'rom

n badn* - ./
s The balance typifies the rule of

justice in t lie retribution of COndui that there may not

be any disparity ; the i the balance contain the

good and bad actions; if the basin of the first descenda

heavy. everlasting heaven is bestowed; if it ascend light,

hell.

•Ml'- 1 reight i- heavy, Bhall he admitted to a delightful lil

and he whose weight is light, shall fall into hell."

1': >rthy speeches and actions are the properties of

dignity, steadfastness, and peace of mind ; blamable words

and deeds belong to perturbation, doubt, and want of con-

viction; he who acquires composure and dignity of mind.

obtains the grace of God; this grace is the treasurer of

Paradise, who is Razvatt, "the porter of heaven "; but doubt

and perturbation are the leaders to misfortune and to dis-

dain; and disdain is the treasurer of hell, who is called

tfi,
"
the keeper of hell."

Ihk Last Judgmbn i

It should be known, thai a mountain can be the em'

of a body, whi '1 is is overgrown with wool, ami tl

can signify the elements; or i( be proper to call the

mountains "elea which are opaque,* and l the

skies." Besi rom a mountain, bodii be desired;

as it may be the station of angels, and from the sea ang

proceed. Attempting to in\ nature of God wt
meet with a veil, and this veil is darkness. The only light

25
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we find is, that whoever travels over the stages of materiality
and spirituality, attains rest in the seat of purity,

(< Near the mighty King.**

The veils of darkness are like colored wool raised up.

(< The mountains shall become like carded wool of various colors

driven by the wind. w

He lifts up the immense veil before the light, as then the

contradiction, the mutual opposition, and the unsuitableness

of conduct which arises from the sensuality of the body,
vanish at the passing away of the body ; conformity and

concord, which belong to unity and harmony, manifest

themselves ; certainly nothing of repugnancy and no sort of

apprehension remains; the poison of serpents and of scor-

pions is no more
;

the wolf associates with the sheep, the

falcon with the little partridge, and confidence between

those who feared each other, appears ;

"When the animals will unite
;

M

When there is no body, there is no death. This is what

the prophet declared :

<( On the day of resurrection death

will be summoned and annihilated"; he likewise said: "On
the day of the last judgment hell will be made visible:—

<( Hell manifests itself to whosoever looks. M

On no other day but this, hell, as it is, can be seen
;
be-

cause one who is plunged in the ocean, how can he see the

ocean? It is when he rises above the waves that he can

distinguish them :
—

<( A spirit appears better on the border of an expanse.
w

I have now given an explanation about the streams of

heaven and hell
;
the pleasures and pains during the time

of the soul's progress and regress. The running streams

signify life, which the celestial community enjovs ; milk is

the cause of nourishment in early infancy, and is more ex-

cellent than water
; because, although its use be at times

6alutary for all, yet, in different circumstances, it is not so
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milk signify rive knowled
: from the 01

ment of derived the en-

nay be compa
to •

to the

nek and . :it than milk, because

tin Dumber onh
n\ :i are emblematical of rivers of

noble iciencei I the enjoyment of the select in heaven

Wine is the cause of the re-

mo. and is more excel-

lent because it it prohibited to the people of

the world, trmitted and legal to the inhabitants of

heaven; and it is a purifying draught of the water of Para-

dise :
—
"Their lord made them dri- -. rilying

And rivers of wine in heaven signify rivers of knowledge,
for the nobles, among noble personages, and their enjoy-
ment in heaven is derived from these rivers :

—

"There will be rivers of limpid water, and rivt-r> of milk,
Th p hall in. t he altered; rivers of wine

Will be a delight to those who drink of them;
id there will !

For the inhabitants of hell are four rivers, in opposition
t<« those in heaven: they are called "that of heat; that of

water, blood, and matter; that of liquid pitch; and that

of
|

that is to say: death, ignorance, simple igno-
rance, and compound ignorance; for it is said: —

men ; the wise only
r explanati

phb Tree TUBA, Which 1- in Heavi
. ZAKUM, Who ii [s in Ih i i

It i

• known that '/)?'..* elestial tree

sen nto e\ n >rner of heaven; and this

*
'' tors of the Koran,

is a word derived fro::, the Bth
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emblem of the tree of wisdom, from which branches extend

to every corner— to any body, whether it be elemental or

imaginary ;
that is to say, to every mind which is illumed

and warmed by a ray of the sun of wisdom; it is by this

light that his speech and conduct answer the exigency of

wisdom, and that he considers well the end of his actions
;

so that he has never to repent of any one of his words or

deeds, which is a sign of knowledge.
The tree zakum* represents the tree of nature, a branch of

which extends to every corner, that is to say, whatever

power a man (actuated by it) exerts, he never considers

the end of the action which he does, and has therefore

always to repent of his words and deeds, which is a sign of

ignorance.
As to an explanation about the Har and Kas'ur it is to

be known that both names relate to secrets of hidden things
and sciences, which are concealed from the eyes of the pro-

fane by a veil, or by the pavilions of sublimity.
—

(< The Hur and Kasur are concealed in the pavilions.®

The hand of men with an elegant and fanciful conception
has never reached, nor shall ever reach, them.

(< Nobody has ever touched them before, neither men nor genii.®

For these Hur and Kas'ur belong to men endowed with

sanctity and truth
;

as often as these perfect personages

approach them, they find also virgins, and enjoy each time

a pleasure such as they never had before
;
because each time

they meet with the beginning of a new meaning, finer than the

former, although they obtain these objects before their death.

<( eternal beatitude.® The Tuba, as the heavenly lotos tree, or tree

of life, occurs in all mythologies, in the Chinese, Indian, Persian,

Egyptian, and Scandinavian. This tree is represented upon the coffin

of a mummy which exists in the imperial cabinet of Vienna; a deity

pours out from its branches the paradisiacal fountain, which, accord-

ing to the Muhammedans, issues from the roots of the tree of life.

* This tree is imagined to spring from the bottom of hell. There is a

thorny tree, called zaki'cm, which grows in Tahama, and bears fruit like

an almond, but extremely bitter; and therefore the same name is given
to this infernal tree.
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It has -t.ited es that, when t ht-s were
intent upon M,mr high undertaking, the} declared after iti

conclusion
' How ind their suns enjoy such

a happiness, which • ised when all impedi-
ment! will Km>\v, men attached t<> exterior

eviden i. thai whatever is commonly believed <>t the

last ju
• . nected with the soul of the

nothing else bul I »m the time when

the Almighty God brought forth out of nothingness into

itenoe, the heavens, the material bodies, the

three kingdoms <>f nature, and the essences, the duration of

the world shall extend to that period when he will a^ain

plunge the whole into non-existence, and this shall he "the

other world."

The learned say besides, that the composition of the

human body, and its conjunction with the soul, make
one pel I time, although birth and life appear two dis-

tinct periods; the one comprising the sensible and percep-

tible world, the other the rational and intellectual world:

" v. - i< not born iw r .it the same iim<- into the

ind thai of 1 I \\."

This is the speech of the Lord Jesus, and with him the

present and the future world have also a twofold si^ni:

tion, also both a particular and a common one. As to the

icular— there is something external and internal in

every one: 1 d soul in every one; this is his ;

and future world. As to the common signification there

is an external and an interna! world, that is. the material

he present, and the future is the internal world.

to whal Stated in the ostensible law, that the earth

••. -• 'Hes and the heaven 1 Iso seven, the interpn
1 of this is, that the c led into seven r<

whence is concluded that the heaven also is divided into

01 which tl count the Kcrsi or Arsk
y

•

e ninth heaven. -till, that on ti
•

. of resurrection the heaven will he folded together,

" On the thai! fold tl the a:

fulds the book ..ill re]
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them as they were formed at the beginning of the creation. The
heavens will then be folded by his grace, powers, and strength.

»

And the earth changed into another.

(< One day we shall change this earth into another earth. M

And after this change the earth and heaven will be an-

nihilated ;
the earth will be like pure silver, and upon this

earth no sin whatever will be committed : in all this, the

day of resurrection, heaven and hell are rendered present.

As to what is asserted that this earth will be changed into

another— the Orientals say, this is meant to relate to a

vision which is called the region of symbolic truth. And
the rendering present heaven and hell

;
this also refers to

an attribution of good and bad. Whoever assumes the form

of Hur or Kasur, serpent or scorpion, is rendered happy or

miserable. As to the transmutation of the earth— this

needs no interpretation : what wonder is it that the culture

of a region passes into that of another country ;
and the

passage from the region of the sensible into that of allegory

is evident in the transformation of the folded heavens. It

has also been maintained that (< the book of God "
is one

thing, and <( the word of God B another: because the word

is derived from the world of commands, which has its pur-

port from the invisible and rational world
;
while the book

is from the world of creatures; that is, the material world;

the word, when written down, becomes a book
;
a com-

mand which is brought to pass becomes an action
;
and

this is, with these believers, the meaning of the words :

Run fa yakun.

«(God said)
< Let it be,> and it was. 8

The world of command is devoid of contradiction and

multiplicity; it is pure in its essence; but the world of

creatures contains contradiction and multiplicity, and no

atom of all atoms of beings is out of the material world.

«There is nothing fresh or dry but in the true book (the Koran).w

Besides, the world of forms and of perceptible things is

to be considered as the book of God, and everything as a

Surah,
w a chapter,

B of the Surahs of this book; the alter-
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nation the cha sin
the hu: ind in the pheo point! oi

: nights oi this t"

r lei ter, fo l< <• e

otl. »rri1 Qg 'lie line- are read in ion
;
thus

..in line to line and from letter to letter,

un* the meaning w - hidden in the -

ject <»f th until thou knowest

elf the purport of the hook :
—

:n that it is

the

. :ul when thou understandesl 'he hook and hast satis-

fied thv desire, certainly the hook i- then closed and put

out of thy hand.

On the dav oo which wre shall fold the 1 ell

book — •

i will then p< hut,

And it wag said. "On the right hand," that it may be

manifest, that those who are at the left can have no share

in the po- :i of heaven.

The change of the earth is thus interpreted, that man-

kind has two slate-: at first a terrestrial body and a heavenly
nature, subject to the dictates of passion and of lust; and

in this state all creature- are in the troubles of imagination,

and pride, and COnceitednesS. Then takes place the first

It of the trumpet for the r
,
in order that the

terrestrial, who are subject to the qualities of the bodv, and

celestial, who possess those of a higher nature, mav
both of them become (.lead to the troubles of imagination,

pride, and unless a few of the qualities of

the '

r state remain aliv< this, on account of these

verv qualities, may be indis] >le by the power of ne-

ity.

:mpet , and all the beings wl in

heaven and upon earth \*' led, ei ept tl God n

e second blast of the trumpet will be for recalling all

to life, so that the terr who are endowed with
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the qualities of nature, may resuscitate from the death of

ignorance and the sleep of heedlessness, and rise up; that

they may avert their face from material objects and bodily

pleasures, which are understood under the name "world,"

and devote themselves to reasonable pursuits and spiritual

enjoyments, which are essential, so as to know every thing
in its real nature : which is,

<( Then the trumpet shall be blown, and instantly they shall resus-

citate, and see. M

In this state, the body, world, and the nature of reason

and law, are broken.

"The earth was illumed by the light of his Lord; he placed the

books, and he brought the prophets and the witnesses. w

Then the earth of darkness shall be changed into the

world of light, and the heaven of nature into the sphere
of spirits :

—
<( On the day on which the earth shall be changed for another

earth, as well as the heavens; and it shall then be known that there

is but one God, the Almighty."

The obscuration of the stars, and the extinction of the

sun's and the moon's light are interpreted, that the stars

signify the external and internal senses, each of which is

in its corresponding sign in heaven
;

the spirit of animals

and the light of the moon are referred to the light of the

soul
;

as the human soul has in fact no light of its own,
but solicits an abundant loan of it from the sun of reason,

and diffuses it according to his own deficiency. It is said,

that when the human soul manifests itself, then sensuality

remains out of its action ;

(( Whcn the stars shall be obscured
;

B

And when the light of reason breaks forth, then the hu-

man soul also is dismissed from its action, and when the

benefited unites with the benefactor, then an incompara-
ble form shows its face ;

(< He reunited the stin and the moon
;

B

And when the light of God shines forth, that is, when
w
knowledge is infused,

w which is equivalent to revelation,
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manifest >n and sight are removed from

the action, which they -.all

" When th<- tun

•re are - :i the field of judgment: —
Pr< tenl r;

ther question ;

Wl .ni-u. 1 w itli justni

Shall 1 :i "itli rapidi :

The ire in their follows: five external

five internal pen powera of passion and lust:

three >pi: nature, that is, of minerals, vegetables,

animal-; >ur humors ; three kingdoms of nature; four

eight temperatures en forms of imagination;
the other four will be stated on .mother occasion.

The book of liod signifies knowledge. As to the

judgment and the resurrection of bodies, intelligent men
:. that each atom of the atom- of a human body, which

are difl . will be all collected on the dav of resurrec-

tion, and restored to life, and at this hour there will be

no question put about anything done, but what is come to

US from the prophets his we must believe. The
learned >.iv besides, that the question is here about the soul,

which on the day of resurrection returns (to its origin),

and this substance is pure, and does not require to be suit-

able to any dimension, color, or place, but is independent
ill these, and on that account fit for sciences and kn<

: all things; its extreme ible to collect

for review all things from the first origin to the last

tremiiy, and to know that whenever it attains that degree
of perfection, it has returned to the place of its origin;

•

is 1- the knowledge <>f puritv, which is remote from

the defilement and mixture of what - material. The

that the night of po- 1 the night

on which the Koran was sent down." refers to the begin-

ning, and the d rrection to the place to which

one return the na -

night

of which few may have information, and the nature

is to bring to view things of which all may take notice.

Further, the whole of the notions and power- of primitive
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creation is contained in the knowledge of God, who is

understood under the name of "
primitive, permanent,

and predestinator.
w

Every body possesses not this knowl-

edge; it was then on account of the belief that the

predestinations were concealed in it, that "the night of

power
w was said to be <(

primitive,
° and as in the place to

which one returns (that is at the resurrection) every thing

concealed shall become manifest, and every one be informed

of it, on account of this belief, this place was referred to

"
day.

w As on this day, all are to rise from the tomb of

the body and to awake from the sleep of heedlessness, it

was called "the resurrection. }>

According to the learned, K;lbah (the square temple at

Mecca) is an emblem of the sun, on which account it is

right to worship it
;
and the well Zem zefn signifies like-

wise " the great luminary,
n as Hak'im Kh&k&n'i said rela-

tively to both :
—

<( O Kabah, thou traveler of the heaven !

O Zem zem, thou fire of the world !
*

Hajer ul dsvad, "the black stone at Mecca," represents

the body of Venus, which on the border of the heavens is

a star of the planets. Some have interpreted the resurrec-

tion of the bodies in the sense of the learned, who referred

it to the revolution of the heavens, and to the influences of

the stars upon the terrestrial globe.

<( Every external form of things, and every object which disappeared,
Remains stored up in the storehouse of fate ;

When the system of the heavens returns to its former order,

God, the All-just, will bring them forth from the veil of mystery.
w

Another poet says :
—

(( When the motion of the heavens in three hundred and sixty thou-

sand years,

Shall have described a minute about its centre,

Then shall be manifest what had been manifest before,

Without any divergence to the right or to the left.'*

The great revolution with them, according to the word of

Berzasp, the disciple of Tahamuers, is of three hundred

and sixty thousand solar years : that is, as the motions of

the heavens take place in a circle, their positions are nee-
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.rilv determined : when, according to I volution, the

positions of the heavens manifei mselves so that fi

the contiguities, the .nd i&wdr,
"
the the

and fatk, "the shutting and openii. om the eon-

junctions oi the whole and from the unions, all part6 of

the phenomena sin>w th< very same necessarily determined

position, in its reality without increase and dee: In

the ho.'ks of the Persian - Stated that, as the mo-

t" the heavens arc circul Mainly the compasses
return to the same point from which the circumference be-

gan to be drawn, and when at a second revolution the

run over the line upon which the former

circumference was drawn, undoubtedly, whatsoever has

been granted in the former circumference, shall be granted

again; as there is no disparity betw-een two circumferences,

there will be no disparity between their traces ; because the

phenomena, having returned to that order in which they

were found in the beginning, the stars and heavens, hav-

ing made their revolution about the former centre, the dis-

tances, contiguities, appearances, and relations having in no

aspect been contrary to the former aspects, certainly the

influences which manifested themselves from yonder origin

shall in no manner be different.

This is e. tiled in Persian mahin cherkh, "the great circle";

and in Arabic dawrah-i /.air r.

irabi savs : the vulgar form to their own sight their

belief according to the shape of their imagination, and will

continue to form it so, and the place of their imaginations

will be a body of the heavenlv bodies. The venerable

Shaikh Maktul tends to establish in his demonstrations, that

the heavenlv bodies are places of imaginations of the in-

habitants of heaven, and that beneath the heaven of the

moon, and above the globe of fire is a spherical body, with-

out motion, and this is the place of the imaginations of

the inhabitants of hell.

It is to be known, that this sect hold the world to be

eternal, and say that, as the sun's light is to the heaven,

so is the world to God. Nothing was that had not been,

and nothing will be that is not. Further, according to the

expounders of theological law, the world is a phenomenon
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of time. The philosophers assert, the meaning of that phe-

nomenon is
"
procreation

"
;
and the phenomenon of pro-

creation is not contradictory to <(

permanency
"

;
infinite

permanency coalesces with time.

Of the Reputation and the Truth of the Prophetic

Dignity

Know that, when individuals of mankind want to asso-

ciate in the concerns of life, they find it indispensable to

have recourse to customs, regulations, and religious faith,

in order that they may be concordant, and that oppression

may be excluded from their transactions and associations,

and the order of the world preserved. It is requisite to

refer the customs and regulations to God, and to proclaim

that they proceed from God, in order that all may adopt

them. On that account the necessity of theology and of a

prophetic mission became evident, in order that the insti-

tutes for the government of the creatures may be estab-

lished, and, by means of mildness and severity, men might
be induced to be concordant, and the different conditions

of the world arranged. And such an institutor is named
" illustrious sage

"
;

his precepts are. likewise celebrated ;

among the eminent moderns, his title is that of "
prophet,"

or "legislator," and that of his precepts "the law." But

his deputy, who is a judge, ought to be a person dis-

tinguished by divine grace, that he may promote the in-

struction and arrange the affairs of mankind; such a man
is called by the wise "an universal ruler," and his pre-

cepts are entitled (( the practice of the empire"; the mod-

erns gave him the name of Im&m, and to his precepts

that of Imdmet. The unusual customs, which are called

mdjazdt, "miracles," and kirdmdt, "prodigies," have been

submitted to investigations from which it results that the

vital spirit, or soul, is the cause of the accidents which

are manifested in our body, such as anger and violent emo-

tion. It may be that the vitality attains such a force in

every manner, that its relation to this world of depravity

becomes of that nature as is our relation to our own bodies :
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then its desire p ovei the cause of the accidents ; i< brings

about what ;t w in th On that a count, all

the learned agree on this point, th.it, in every respect, the

i- of an extreme ingenuity and to thai of

r kind the knov - may be to which it turn-.

itsattent; master in one daj the whole

ince, ami the memory is such, that il

whatever :t has heard bul once, and, to whatsoe 1

•

it dire tfl ts look, thl will give an account i f

it, i
t as well as of the present. Another power

the soul is to know either in a dream or by ilk&m,
"
in-

evenf before it take- place A further power
of the soul is, to discover the purport of whatever it sees.

All this together is the attribute of the soul. When, on

account of pious austerity and struggles in the cause ot

i. one's sensual spirit is kept in due temperature, it be-

comes like an essense of heaven, and his rational soul bor-

row- as much as possible from the heavenly spirit, in the

same manner as a polished mirror receives the image from

a painted surface. Whatever comes forth from the rational

soul in the way of generality, of that the rational soul gi\es

an account bv means of images in the way of particularity,

and brings it home to common sense by way of allegOl

And when comprehended by common sense, it becomes

ient. and there is no difference between what comes to

mon sense from the exterior or from the interior; on

which count some have entitled it the common sense,

as being sensible from both Further, he whose con-

n is better tempered, and whose power of imagina-

tion and common sense is brighter, he, after being freed

m worldly dependencies, will possess a righter foreknowl-

edge, such as that in sleep: for sleep also is suitable to

prescience, and the revelation of some prophet
1- wis received

Thk Meaning op Revelation and Inspiration

the novices who feel then in this state

nprehend at once something which they did not under-

re ; they suppose they are as if hearing -omething
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from within, and this they call
<( a voice from an invisible

speaker.
w

It has been said that, in miracles and super-

natural events, there is no doubt of our spirit being the

phenomenon which manifests itself in the human body from

mental excitement and exultation ; then it may happen that

the spirit receives such a force and perfection, that its re-

lation to the world of corruption be like our relation to

the body whence its desire may be the mover in this ex-

terior world.

There is another wonderful science and property of things.

The lord Shaikh Abu All says in his book,
(( the Ascent

to Heaven w
: All the spirits are subject to more perfect in-

telligences, except
<( the Holy Ghost,

w who is the mediator

between the self-existing Being and the first intelligences,

and this is
(< the command w

;
and the word of God means

"the revelation,
B which the Holy Ghost makes by the in-

tervention of perfect intelligences, and which is manifested

by the prophetic spirit; whence, whatever is the speech of

the prophet, all is the expression of the word of God, and

his word is futile by itself, and the name of holiness comes

from God alone.

The Interpretation of the Miracles of the Prophet

The learned possess a great number of versions on this

subject, but the best of all interpretations is that of the

lord rais, the wise Abu All Sin&, who declares: So said

the prophet of God, Muhammed, the selected (peace
be upon him) :

<( One night I slept in the house of my
father's sister;* it was a night of thunder and lightning;
no animal uttered a sound

;
no bird was singing ;

no man

* Muhammed was sleeping in the house of Omm Hani, the daughter
of Abu Thaleb, in the sanctuary of the Kaba, when Jabn'l awakened

him; the angel called Mikail to bring him a cup full of water from the

sacred well Zemzem. Jabril cleft Muhammed's breast, drew his heart

out, washed it, and, with three cups from the sacred fountain, infused

into him faith, knowledge, and wisdom. He then conducted him out

of the sanctuary to a place between Safa and Merva, where he made the

prophet bestride Borak, which, as the Angel said, was mounted by
Abraham.
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I I slept n>>t, but was -

md waking; 1 his might 1

while before 1 nil I

um truth. Under the Bhield of the

n, as the occupations of the

body and the depend of the - are broken A
tudd ght fell then, and I was still betwee p and

isuality.
1 fell into

md i' Dlght with thunder

and lightning, tint is. th( upper agents prevailed, so

the power of human courage and the power of imagi-

i their operation, and inactivity manifested

its ascendancy over activity. And to! Jabrff] came do

in a beautiful form, with much pomp, splendor, and mag-

nificence, so that the house became illuminated ; that is, the

power of the holy spirit came upon me in the form of the

nmand, and made BUCh an impression upon me. that all

the powers of the rational soul were renewed and enlight-

ened bv it. And what the prophet said in the description

of Jabriil,
'

to have seen him whiter than snow, with a

lovely face, black hair, and on his forehead the inscription :

here is no (iod but one God "
; the light of his eyes

charming, the eyebrows fine. having seventy thousand

curls tw! f red rubies, and six hundred thousand

a fine water,' that is, he possessed so many
beauties in the eyes of pure reason, that it an imp!

of these beauti< upon a sense, it was able to

perceive those which have been described, and the purport

of the words: 'there 18 n<> God but "tie God,' appeared in

a determined light : that is, he whose eyes fall upon his

faction! '-moved from the darkness of infidelity,

and doubt, and worldly connection ; and in such a manner

he feels himself fortified in the certitude of the Creator,

such a degree of virtue, thai hereafter, upon
wh 'lire he looks, his faith in (iod's unity will

be enl by it And such were the charms of the angel

tha' Be possessed seventy thousand cur' \" aid not

beaut] :dit v. that thou

id. he was dying with six hundred wil

and arm-, s,. that progress knew neither nor time.
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<( What he said came upon me, and he took me to his

bosom, and gave me kisses between the eyes, and said :

( O
thou sleeper, how long sleepest thou ? rise !

* That is, when
the power of holiness came upon me, it caressed me, opened
the road of its revelation, and exalted me

;
a certain delight

which I cannot describe diffused itself in my heart, and

transported me to devotion. The angel then continued:
( How long sleepest thou ?

> that is,
(

why indulgest thou in

the delusions of falsehood ? thou art attached to the world,

and, as long as thou remainest in it, and before thou awakest,

knowledge cannot be obtained
;
but I, from compassion to-

ward thee, shall be thy guide on the road. Rise.' I trembled

at his words, and from fear jumped up from my place :

that is, from timid respect for him no reflection remained

in my heart and mind. He further said :

( Be calm, I am

thy brother, Jabriil'; thus, by his kindness and revelation,

my terror was appeased. But he unfolded more of hi6

mysteries, so that fear returned upon me. I then said :

( O
brother, I feel the hand of an enemy.' He replied:

(
I

shall not deliver thee into the hand of an enemy.' I asked:
( Into whose ?

' He answered :

(

Rise, and be glad, and keep

thy heart within thyself: that is,
(

preserve thy memory
clear, and show obedience to me, until I shall have re-

moved the difficulties before thee.' And as he spoke I

became entranced and transported, and I proceeded on the

footsteps of Jabriil ;
that is, I forsook the sensual world,

and by the aid of natural reason, I followed the footsteps

of holy grace.
M What the prophet said: w

I saw Borak

upon the footsteps of Jabriil," signifies, the practical reason

which triumphs by means of the power of sanctity, and

by its assistance gains the ascendancy over this world of

corruption : for from the heavenly intelligences proceeds

practical reason, which is the supreme king and assistant

of the soul, at any time when it may be required. It is to

be compared to Borak for this reason, because it was the

illuminator of the night, and the vehicle of the protector,

who on that journey wanted it : on that account the prophet
called it Bor&k. And as to what he further said :

(< It was

greater than an ass and smaller than a horse *
;

this means,

it was greater than human reason, but smaller than the first
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intelligence And Borak's Fa - like that <>t" 1 man,"

fies ensity for human ordei tnd mu
km foi nun, SJ B family by its manner ami likei

men has a bearing to ki: nd arrangement.
What the prophet stated ong hand and long toot,"

ea, and his

bounty keeps all things new. What lu- itab
"

1 wanted

lount I hut ht ted until Jahriil

then he i obedient to me"; this implies, 1 was umier

the influence <>t t he c rorld ; I -sociate

b reason; hut this was refused until t tie- powef of sanctity

the entanglement of ignorance and

the hindr.: : the I • that 1 became pure, and by such

.us attained the bounty and advantage of practical reason.

What the prophet further said :

" When I proceeded on

the way,* and bad left the mountains of Mecca, 1 saw a

inderer following my steps, who called out : 'Stop!
'

Hut Jahriil said : 'Hold no conversation; go on.* 1 went

on." By this the power of the imagination is indicated; that

is : when 1 became free of the sight of my limbs and every

thing belonging to me, and yielding no more to sensuality,

and thus proceeded, the power of imagination, upon my
steps, called out to me to stop; for the power of imagination
is dexterous, and certainly it, exerting itself in all affairs,

anii 1 lieu of intellect to all animals
;

but it is not

right to allow imagination too much liberty, bec.iu.se it then

an equality with animals. sorders its noble

ire; further, whoc 1
- d by the grace of God,

fob on all oc. magination. As to what

the prop! said : me called out a woman, deceit-

ful and beauti -'op until I join thee!
'

labriil also s 1 id :

• ire of ng
* "

: this means the power of

imagination, which is deceitful and bedecked, resembling a

nan, t m most natures are inclined, and who keeps
men in her bondau - des, whatever she does, is all art,

without foUJ nd contaminated by fraud and decep-

•

them '>n all «id- s < >n the w M vely

1, the Christian, and

prophet did not Stop at th<- voice of either.

26
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tion; nay, the very business of women is artifice and fiction :

the power of imagination is not otherwise seductive. To
continue : the lies and false promises of women being so

many lures, they render mankind their slaves with their

show, and never keep their faith; so that all they affect

turns out to be futile. Thus, when a man follows the steps
of imagination, he never attains true intelligence, as he

always remains upon the track of outward ornament and
in the bondage of corporeal appearance, without reality.

And as to what the prophet stated: "When I went on,

Jabriil said :

( If thou hadst waited until she had joined

thee, thou wouldst have become a friend of the world;*
M

this means : that worldly affairs are without reality, brittle

and soon decaying, and that worldly occupations have a

value but in conjunction with the views of a future state
;

inasmuch as occurrences and appearances are a deception,
and are esteemed as adjuncts to the secrets of a high intel-

ligence; and whoever devotes himself to the former rests

behind the higher intelligences, and, in the illusion of vanity,
rests imprisoned in the pitfall of ignorance.
And what Muhammed said :

K When I left the mountains

and these two persons behind me, I went on until I reached

the house of sanctity ("Jerusalem); and as I entered it, a

person came to me, and gave me three cups— the one of

wine, the second of water, and the other of milk. I wished

to take that of wine, but Jabriil forbade it, and pointed to

that of milk, which I took and drank." The meaning of

this is: When I freed myself from sensuality, and knew
the state of imagination and deception, and resolved in my-
self to enter the world of spirits, then I saw three spirits

in the house of sanctity
— the one was that of animal life,

the second that of nature, and the other that of rationality.

I wished to proceed on the footsteps of brutishness, and

compared it to wine, the power of which is seducing, cloud-

ing, and ignorance-increasing, like passion and lust, and

wine is the darkener of the two other powers. And he

compared nature to water, because from it is derived the

support and stability of a person, and man depends upon
the temperament of the agents which act in the body ;

water is also the vital strength of animals, and the promoter
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of grow th ami increase. And the rational spirit he com*

tn M.ilk, m being salutary and ible nourish-

mei promoting 9 And as to what he said: I

bed to take the wine; but he forbade it, thai I might
to most men, who, being bailly

ed, do not desist tt.>m obsequi* to two spii

nature and brntishi md whoever is badly dig-

demands wl material, and the pleasure and

jrment of these two spirits are of this kind.

l'he prophet said furtl u
' W hen I arrived there I

entered the mosque, and the crier called to prayer; ami 1

pped forward. 1 saw an assembly of prophets and ang

-.ding to the right and the left; everj one saluted me,
and made a new covenant with me." This means: When
I became freed from all converse and concern with brutish-

ness and nature, 1 entered the mosque, that is, I retired into

the inmost of the soul; by "crier of the mosque
"

is under-

d the power of remembering and praising God; by
"one's Imam," meditation; and "the angels" mean the pow-
er* of the inmost soul, s Uch as abstraction, memory, praise

of ( ind the like. Further, "saluting them" refers to

the comprehending of all the mental powers. Thus, when
one wishes to mount up to the terrace of a house, he must

fust have a staircase by which he may, step after step, as-

cend, until he attains the summit of the terrace; in like

manner also are these refined powers to be considered as

ladder-steps, upon which, the one after the other, a man
ends until lie arrives at his aim.

And what the prophet said :

" When I became free, I

led my face upward, and 1 found a ladder, one step of

which was of silver and the other of gold": this means,
from the external to the internal sense; "gold

" and "silver"

denote the superior value of the one over the other.*

s Here Jabrfi
- Mohammed upon hi- wings and flew with him

••, which was guarded by a legion K. In

the first heaven he ' lam, who -at between and was
- ;n^r now to the riL'ht, : :ie left; when to the right, he laughed,

when to th<- left, he wept; for the ri^ht band led to heaven, the left

• hr-t father'- : hi- Children tfoing to

either -ide.
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His Visit to Heaven

And what he said: "I arrived at the heaven of the uni-

verse ;
the gates yielded and I entered. There I saw Ismail

seated upon a throne, and a crowd before him, with their

eyes fixed upon his face. I made my salute, looked at him,
and went on." By

"
heaven,

w
is understood the moon; by

"
Ismail,

* the body of the moon; and by
<( the crowd,

*

those whose conditions are under the influence of the moon.

What Muhammed said :

"
I entered the second heaven

;

there I saw an Angel excelling all others; by his perfect

beauty, he captivated the admiration of the whole creation
;

one half of his body was of ice and the other half of fire
;

and yet there was no counteraction nor enmity between

them. He saluted me, and said: ( Be welcome! All things
and riches are thine. y * This means: it was the heaven of

Mercury ;
and the import of this is, that every star has a

determined influence, either auspicious or inauspicious ;
but

Mercury acts in both ways; with an inauspicious connec-

tion inauspiciously, with an auspicious one auspiciously; so

that one half is good and the other half bad. The " wel-

come,
* and the gift of "prosperity and riches," mean: the

power of the mind, and the multiplicity of sciences which

the star bestows.

What the prophet said: "When I arrived into the third

heaven, I there saw an Angel, equal to whom in excellence

and beauty I had seen none, placid and joyful, he was

seated upon a throne
;
and a circle of angelic effulgency was

diffused about him." This was the heaven of Venus, and it

is not necessary to comment its beauty: it denotes gladness
and festivity.

Further: "When I entered the fourth heaven, I there saw

an Angel, surrounded with royal pomp, seated upon a throne

of light ;
I made my obeisance, to which he replied with

entire haughtiness, and, from pride and majesty, he bestowed

neither word nor smile upon any body about him. When
he answered my salute, he said :

( O Muhammed, I see all

things and riches in thee : glory and happiness to thee.' B

That is, "the fourth heaven,* the residence of "this angel,*
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means the sun; be lents the conditions of kings and

;
- -mile" is bis influence upon go

tune; and his "congratulation
"

signifies hie bounty f"r an\

iv- prosperity.

In continuation:
' When I arrived at, and entered, the

fifth heaven, 1 happened to have a view of bell; and I saw

>n, and on it- l a seated a terrific and

dai n the business of punish
Ti. "the fifth heaven, with it- ai

M -
; this planet di I ate of crimii

and of bl edding men
;
and by

"
hell

"
is understood

any int and description of the conditions which

ropriated to them.
"

Moreover, when I entered the sixth heaven, I saw an

el Bitting upon a throne of light, occupied with counting
-

prayers by and with uttering benedictions; lie

g«, and curls set with jewels, pearls, and rub

1 bowed before him, to which he returned blessings and

gratulatlOl I wishes of joy ami prosperity, and said:

'I give thee perpetual blessing.
* * That is, "the sixth

and angel," signifies "Jupiter": and he

late »f rectitude, abstinence, and knowledge; his

"wings and curls" signify his light and rays; and his

"
bl< -." his auspicious influence; for he bestows gn

felicity, and all 1 proceed from him.

To proceed:
" When I attained the seventh heaven, I saw

an angel seated upon a throne of red rubies; not every i

bad i him, but he who approached him found

kind treatment. 1 made my reverence, and lie returned an

answer b\ ing in This is understood to be
"
the

•nth heave- md "that angel" was Saturn. He
-: but, whatever impression he makes is

d entire: and when he shows favor it is greater
than any other; "every one cannot approach him": that

il happen that one falls in with a fortunate

situation, but, if it occurs, the happy result is such as to

surpass all othei

In sequel: "When I proceeded, I arrived at the heavenly
mansion of the angel Jabrlil; I saw a world full of light

and splendor, and such the effttlgi bat my eves
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were dazzled. To the right or left, to whatever side I

turned my looks, they met with angelic spirits, engaged in

devotion. I said: ( O Jabrlil, who are this class of beings?'
He answered :

* these know of no other fixed business but

praying, counting their beads, and visiting churches. )W

(( There is for him, on the other side, but one place known.'*

By
(< the eighth heaven w

is understood the heaven of

the fixed stars, and there are the constellations
;

<( the

churches M mean the twelve signs of the zodiac
; each com-

munity of them inhabits a determined side
; they do not

combat each other, as the southern have no business with

the northern, and each has his fixed situation : some of the

constellations are in the zodiac, some to the south, and

others to the north.

Besides, the prophet said :

w
I saw five mansions greater

than anything else, which spread their shade over earth

and heaven." He denotes here the great heaven, which in

its interior incloses all the other heavens, and is the great-

est of all spaces.

Again, saying: "When I proceeded, I saw four seas, the

waters of each being of a different color,
}> he implies an

account of essentiality, corporeity, materiality, and exterior-

ity ^.inasmuch as this account is generally perplexing, the

idea of every one being conceived in a different way, and

each way interpreted by every one.

And what the prophet said: <( I saw angels much occu-

pied with beads and prayers and all taken up with the

precious sentence, There is no God but one God }>
: this

refers to pure spirits who are free from matters of desire,

and spotless ;
and every man who is remote from the world,

wise, pure, and disengaged from all ties, when he separates

from the body, is transported by God Almighty to the

place and mansion of angels, and invested with everlasting

beatitude. And the prophet assimilated him with angels,

because they are seats of purity and devotion
;
that is, re-

mote from corruption and perdition, and from the disturb-

ance of sensuality, intent upon avoiding anger, and raised

to the dignity of angels, perpetually engaged in the ex-

ploration of secret knowledge ; they likewise never look upon
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the nether world, I the body being in conjunc
and ipirits, when .1 ght

upon
'

•• -.*:ons, be nes liable to feel the attaint of

•v. .m I Liency among circumstance

but when hi- tn, hi- attains

the noble f himself, lu- becomes beatified, ami

immersed in delight and tranquillity, in such a manner that

Devei tin k upon tin* inferior world, 1"

this bodilv form being taken off from him, he then, by in-

crease of knowledj i
i comprehension, acquires dignity

i nob!

•Sorm rate tlu-in •

me are spiritual some praisers o: some bent be-

fore him, some holy, and some purified cherubim, conform*

ing in as, lor I prim I.

1 moi When I left this assembly, in my progress
rrived without borders; howsoever I strained

my sight, I could not perceive any boundary or shore: and

at '

l ri\er. and an angel who was pouring
the sea-water into the river, and from thence the water ran

to l By "the sea," lie implies the first intelli-

ee: rid by
"
the river," the first spirit.

Lik • ' >n the level of thai I perceived a great

desert. . which I had never seen any space, so

that, in spite of my ende.iv.tr. I found neither the beginning
nor the end of it." I could nol n a limit to

what was n • than any thing el-e. as the COm-

f a pure being belongs only to a perfect intel-

ligence.

In continu 'hi the level of the sea and the desert.

surrounded with evcrv grandeur, splendor,
and pomp, who d both halves with facility; he called

me to him, and having joined him, 1 asked:
' What i6 thy

name?' lie answered: W I am the gl of all

ant:' IJ whatever is difficult, a6k it from me; and whatever
thou desire6t. demand it from me I will satisfy all thy

This means When I had I arid i red

all this. I understood the fin ind. And the Angel

represents w' the Holy Ghost,* and is said to
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be <( a cherub. w Whoever has access to him and receives his

assistance, evinces himself as wise, and participates in spiritual

enjoyments.
And also :

<( When I had set myself free from saluting

and questioning, I said: ( To arrive at this place I experi-

enced much trouble, and my purpose in coming here was to

attain knowledge, and the sight of God Almighty. Grant

me guidance, that I may satisfy my desire, and then return

horned w That is : by the pure command, which is the holy

word, he wished that, as, after the study of nature, his

inward sight was opened to clear evidence, he might behold

every thing such as it was
;
he wished that he might find

the absolute Being, the first cause, the self-existing necessary

Being, the supreme good; and that he might know his unity
so that in him multiplicity cannot exist.

What the prophet further said: C( That angel took me by
the hand, and gave me a passage through several thousand

curtains into a world, where I saw nothing like what I had

seen before, until he brought me at last near the Lord of

glory; then the command came tome: (

Approach.*
>} This

means : that the holy God is exempt from body, substance,

and wants, which are found in this world.

Again :

(< In that majesty I immersed my sense and mo-

tion, and found entire relaxation, contentment, and tranquil-

lity.
M That is : I acquired such a knowledge of his purity

and of his beneficence, as no living being can comprehend
with his sense : for he may have a clear perception of bodies,

and observe forms and images ;
a substance endowed ivith

a memorial intelligence conceives ideas
;
but the self-existent

necessary Being is out of this category, and cannot be under-

stood by sense, imagination, and memorial power; in his

majesty there is no motion, because motion is a change of

existence
;

but the self-existent necessary Being is such as

to be the mover of all things.

The prophet said further :

<( From fear of the Lord I for-

got all things I had seen and known before, and I felt such

an exaltation, inspiration, and inward delight, that thou

wouldst have said: (
I am intoxicated. > w That is: When

my intelligence found access to the knowledge of unity, I

considered and investigated the parts, and from this study
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the rat -.\ed sach enjoyment, that all tin- pon
of brul M and nature- delisted from their :i. and

such an immersion into unity manifested itself, that ti

remained no consideration f<>r the science relative to sub-

stance and bodies.

Again: "1 felt some imprc >>:" God'i proximity, so

1 «rai - with trembling; and 1 heard the 1 om-

ul : 'Proceed,' and 1 proceeded. Then came the word:

not ! uteted. This d When I \n as

initiated in the mystery of unity, I learned that the ^elf-

existent necessarv Being is without the divisions of this

1 trembled at the boldness of my journey, which

hail attained such a height and distance; and I apprehended

failing in the proof of the unity; but I heard the w..rds:

une nearer"; that is: dismUs thy pondering, fear, and

terror; for such is the proper state oi a believer in the

unity of God, to be continually immersed in a spiritual

ecstasv. 60 that he mav never fall back into the disgrace

ess, and fear and hope belong to the state of

brutishne--.

Moreover: I drew nearer, and upon me came the bless-

ing of the Lord, such as I never had heard before"; that

is : I received the revelation, the true words of the self-

existent necessary Being: and his speech is not like that

of creatures by letters and sounds; no! his 6peech is evi-

dence of knowledge, by itself pure, communicating to the

spirit what he wills in a universal not a particular way.
"
Further: The command c

Say thy prayer*: I re-

plied: 'I cannot; for thou art thyself such as thou hast

said.'" This means: When he was able to perceive the

excellence of th f in the unity of (iod, he found the

truth of the words of the self-existing necessary Being; he

then felt such delight as he had never experienced before;

be knew that the self-exi-ting necessary Being is worthy
of all prayer-, but he felt at the same time that he could

express his prayers with the tongue, because an ar-

rangement of letters is required for everything which falls

from the tongue, but that which has no connection

cept that of parts and the whole, is not suitable to the true,

necessary, and self-existing Being. a> he is not conceivable,
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either in parts or in a whole. The prophet knew that his

prayer could not properly come from the tongue, as it is

no business of the senses, but belongs properly to reason
;

but reason knew that an object highly deserving to be

praised requires a praiser worthy of it, one whose knowl-

edge may be adequate to the power of the being to be

praised, so that the speech may prove suitable to the in-

tention. The self-existent necessary Being is an object of

unity without an equal, therefore the praise of any one

will never be worthy of him. Besides, the prophet trusted

also to God's knowledge, for he is all knowledge, and the

knowledge of him is the theme of prayers to his being
without letters and sound, and not by reason: he himself

is his own ornament; he himself is his eloquence.
What the prophet further said: (< The word came to me:

( What dost thou wish?* I said: ( Leave to ask whatever

comes into my mind, so that my difficulties may be re-

moved^ " This means: that when God asked: "What dost

thou wish," and I said (<

leave," it was knowledge I wished;

because in this journey no other consideration but that of

pure reason had remained, which was to approach the

majesty of the self-existent Being, and to understand his

unity, which cannot be obtained but by the gift of knowl-

edge. The prophet wished to be rendered worthy of him,

and by full knowledge to acquire the dignity required, that

he might then exhibit every difficulty that occurred, and

receive a categorical answer. For the guidance of man-

kind, he composed the rules of the law in words which

came suitably to the ears of men, so that at the same time

the meaning of them was fixed, and the veil of advice re-

mained upon such things as are not required to be known;
what proved also an assistance to that knowledge, was the

journey, consequently to which the law was given, and the

account of which was drawn up for publication in such a

manner, that the sense of it was obvious to none but to

the investigators of truth.

The prophet also said: (< When I had performed all this,

and returned home, on account of the rapidity of my journey,

I found the bed-clothes still warm." That is: he per-

formed a journey of reflection, and traveled with his mind;
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the purpOM i .'• fTM, by tlie ( ration of the

ited beingi to attain at the eelf-existent Decenary Being;

I when he had completed his mental task, he returned

he needed not day for this bu

but in less than in the twinkling of an eye recovered nil

former whoever knows, understands why he went;

and a ver knows not, looks in vain for an expedient.

It is not right to communicate these words to an ignorant

or low person, because the enlightened alone can enjoy
this fruit.

far the words of the example of the wise, the Shaikh

Abu-ali Sina.
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